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Abstract 

This thesis considers the ways in which New Zealand has been invented and 

re-presented as a European colonial cultural space with specific reference to 

the activities of surveyors and selected scientists working in New Zealand 

during the latter half of the nineteenth century. 

The thesis falls into two sections. 'Tikanga nga ma kairuri: the discourse of 

surveying' is an analysis of the strategies employed by colonial land surveyors 

in their construction and re-presentation of new cultural landscapes. This 

involved reading the land with reference to prescribed models of enquiry; 

writing over the land; and extending the territory claimed by the European 

settler society by challenging the physical and cultural boundaries of that 

space. It is suggested that while the land was being physically prepared for 

settlement, it was being culturally and spatially possessed: mapped, named, 

tamed, written over and written about. 

The second section is an examination of the ways in which colonial scientists 

were involved in making cultural space through the re-presentation of 

'nature and the natives' as discrete textual subjects. 'Nature, natives, and the 

discourse of science' focuses on selected journeys made by Ernst Dieffenbach 
I 

I in 1839-41, Edward Shortland in 1843-44, Julius Haast in 1862, and James 

Hector in 1863, and argues that these expeditions illustrated the most salient 

features of science in nineteenth century New Zealand. The discussion 

concentrates on the work of these explorer-scientists and considers their 

contributions to geological, botanical and ethnographic discourses. This 

includes an investigation of the relationship between science and imperial 



power; the role of the amateur scientist; the dialogue between metropolitan 

and colonial science; and the developing independent identity of colonial 

science as local scholars began increasingly to identify themselves as New 

Zealand scientists, rather than simply as colonial field workers. 

The thesis suggests that there was no one moment when New Zealand was 

invented; rather, the discourses of nineteenth century surveying and science 

continually created and recreated provisional notions of 'New Zealand'. 

Moreover, like the identity of the colonial migrant society, the New Zealand 

that was invented by these discourses was a compromised, negotiated and 

ambivalent European colonial cultural space. 



Preface 

This thesis is focused exclusively on the activities of selected surveyors and 

scientists working in New Zealand from the 1840s through to the 1890s. The 

conduct of colonial surveyors and scientists demands particular attention in 

considering the European occupation, transformation and possession of New 

Zealand, as they were directly engaged with implementing the principles of 

colonization in the field and on the soil. The quantitative surveying of land 

and the qualititative study of its inhabitants were significant moments in the 

process of inventing New Zealand. Situated at the in-between sites of 

cultural contact, surveyors and scientists physically challenged the boundaries 

of colonial space. Moreover, in constructing cultural space, surveyors and 

scientists fashioned a particular cultural identity which expressed the 

ambivalence of the colonial migrant society, situated between the indigenous 

and metropolitan cultures. 

The first section of the thesis is structured thematically to consider the 

strategies employed by colonial surveyors in their construction of cultural 

space through the re-presentation of new landscapes. This includes an 

examination of the ways in which surveyors viewed the land, how they 

negotiated the physical and cultural boundaries within that space, and how 

they re-presented their perspectives on the land and the Maori to other 

audiences. Alternatively, the second section comprises close readings of the 

scientific expeditions in New Zealand undertaken by Ernst Dieffenbach in 

1839-40, Edward Shortland in 1843-44, Julius Haast in 1862, and James Hector 

in 1863. With each of these journeys, attention is focused on the pragmatic 

and commerical relationship between colonization and science, the processess 



of collecting and collating knowledge, and the collaborative role of Maori in 

the construction of colonial space. 

A wide range of both published and unpublished source material has been 

consulted in the course of this research. The textual archive of colonial 

surveying is particularly extensive, and includes surveyors' maps and field- 

books held at regional offices of the Department of Survey and Land 

Information, in addition to surveyors' diaries and letters from the Archives 

and Manuscripts Collection at the Alexander Turnbull Library, the Taranaki 

Museum, the New Zealand and Pacific Collections at the Auckland, 

Christchurch, Dunedin, New Plymouth and Tauranga Public Libraries, and 

the University of Auckland and University of Canterbury Libraries. The 

archive of colonial science is similarly diverse, and the material covered in 

this study includes journals and manuscript papers of scientists held in the 

Archives and Manuscripts Collection at the Alexander Turnbull Library, the 

Hocken Library, and the Research Libraries of the National Museum, the 

Canterbury Museum and the Auckland Museum. Sketches, paintings, maps 

and plans made by surveyors and scientists have provided a valuable 

repository of information. The thesis also draws upon a variety of recent 

critical literature from the fields of his tory, anthropology, and literary studies, 

which have suggested new and fresh perspectives on reading historical source 

materials. 

This thesis does not claim to be a comprehensive account of surveying and 

scientific activity in nineteenth century New Zealand. Nor does it propose to 

be a radical re-interpretation of the processes integral to the European 

colonization of New Zealand. Rather, it attempts to offer a mediated path of 



reading, navigating between the highly deconstructive approach advanced by 

recent post-colonial commentaries and the comparatively uncritical attitude 

taken by biographical narratives which tend to celebrate the pioneering 

achievements of the European settlers while neglecting the wider effects 

wrought by colonization. The thesis has, however, benefited from various 

post-structuralist readings of the past which invite modern observers to 

examine texts and contexts as artificial and multi-layered constructs. My 

reading and writing of the past is influenced by an awareness of the 

consequences and current critiques of colonization which previous 

generations could neither have predicted nor defended themselves against. 

Nevertheless, I do not consider the individuals discussed in this study as 

uncritical or unconscious agents of a larger system. Indeed, some questioned 

the validity of colonization, especially its detrimental effects, often engaging 

deliberately in such debates to challenge the assumptions of their own society. 

The surveyors and scientists who feature in this thesis demonstrated an 

awareness that their participation in the physical and intellectual processes of 

colonization placed them at the forefront of change, in the vanguard of 

members of a new society in the New World. The modern reasearcher 

should not assume that they were any less complex, self-reflexive or self- 

contradictory than ourselves. 

This thesis - like the subjects under investigation - is a product of its day and 

the writer has been exposed to the social and political climate of late twentieth 

century New Zealand, where environmental issues and competing notions of 

cultural identity receive much attention in the public domain. This study is 

therefore also a plea for self-reflexivity, with the recognition that we can 

never escape the conditions which have fashioned our own perspectives on 



the past. In this sense, it is paradoxical that far from reinscribing the ideas 

expressed by these colonial observers, this thesis cannot avoid reinventing 

the discourses, if only to understand their significance in the historical 

context of colonization. 

Histories, transformations of the past into expressions, are a present 
social reality. Histories always have this double entendre. They refer 
to a past in making a present. ... Histories are metaphors of the past: 
they translate sets of events into sets of symbols. But histories are also 
metonymies of the present: the present has existence in and through 
their expression. The present - social reality, the structures of our 
living - has being through re-presentations of the past in coded public 
forms. We read or hear histories in this double way. We know them 
in both a present and a past. 
Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories', (1991).l 

Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories: transformations that present the 
past', in Aletta Biersack, ed., Clio in Oceania: towards a historical anthropology, 
Washington, 1991, pp. 349-50. 
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CHAPTER I Introduction 

A virgin countryside cannot be restocked; the vicissitudes of its 
pioneers cannot be re-enacted; its invasion by alien plants, animals, 
and birds cannot be repeated; its ancient vegetation cannot be 
resuscitated - the words 'terra incognita' have been expunged from the 
little map of New Zealand. 
W. H. Cuthrie-Smith, T~rtina (1921). 

Long before the naturalist and conservationist W. H. Guthrie-Smith described 

the particular ways in which New Zealand had been colonized by plants, 

animals, and people, the processes of inventing New Zealand had an already 

established history. Since it first appeared in the European imagination, the 

New Zealand landscape has been circumnavigated, mapped, written over and 

written about, captured in print and on canvas, named, surveyed, purchased, 

re-modelled, burnt, invaded, and settled. Prior to settlement in the new and 

seemingly unlettered land, the place had to be possessed in spatial terms: it 

had to be visualized, explored, mapped and named in order to be known. 

Indeed, the European colonization of New Zealand really began when 

European travellers first visited New Zealand and recorded their 

observations in texts: journals, maps, navigational records and even fictional 

works of the 'adventure and discovery' genre. In short, New Zealand 

appeared in the European imagination long before the place was physically 

occupied by Europeans. 

W. H. Guthrie-Smith, Tutira: the story of a New Zenland sheep stution, 
Edinburgh and London, 1921, 'Preface', p. i. Farmer and naturalist W. H. 
Guthrie-Smith (1 861- 1940) first published Turi ra ,  a highly descriptive account 
of Uie flora, fauna and history of his 64000 acre sheep station on the east coast 
of the North Island of New Zealand, in 1921. A second enIarged edition came 
out i n  1926, and a third was published shortly after Guthrie-Smith's death in 
1940. Guthrie-Smith purchased Tutira, i n  1882 and by 1903 it carried 38,000 
sheep. The land is now partly a wildlife reserve and partly a training centre 
for young farmers. 



CHAPTER I Tntrodrrction 2 

The hisforicnl penen1o.q~ of 'inacnf ing ' N a u  Zen lnnd 

To consider the development of the discursive colonization of New Zealand, 

it is necessary briefly to survey the textual mythologizing of New Zealand by 

Europeans which preceded organized settlement during the 1840s. Before the 

accounts of the voyages of Abel Tasman and James Cook revealed New 

Zealand and the New Zealanders to the rest of the known world, New 

Zealand was considered to be part of the fantastical realm of the 

'undiscovered' continent, terra australis incognita, which was believed to 

harbour strange lands and even stranger inhabitants. Since geographers in 

the ancient world had first speculated on the shape of the globe, scientific 

opinion on the Antipodes had always vacillated between fact and fantasy. 

Ptolemy's idea of a spherical globe, with the seas held captive by the land 

masses, held sway into the Renaissance when there was a renewed interest in 

exploration. European knowledge of the rest of the world was enlarged by the 

voyages of Marco Polo, Columbus, Diaz, da Gama, Magellan, Fernandez and 

Torres, to name but a few who inscribed their names on the expanding global 

map. With Amerigo Vespucci's 'discovery' of the Americas, many were 

convinced that there must also be a Great Southern Continent located south 

of the equator in order to balance the land masses. The wealth of published 

literature in Europe at this time not only reflected these ideas, but it also 

indicated the increasing demand - at least among literate society - for tales of 

exploration, adventure and discovery.2 

2 See further Gordon H. Brown's introductory essay 'Between Arcadian 
Visions and Empirical Realities' in his Visions of New Zealand: artists in a new 
l a n d ,  Auckland, 1988, pp. 7-28. See also Anne Salmond, Two Worlds: first 
meetings between Maori and Europeans, 16.12-1 772, Auckland, 199 1. 
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The textual colonization of New Zealand really began in the wake of 

Cook's voyages to the Pacific and his demolition of the myth of the Great 

Southern Continent. The accounts of Cook's voyages of exploration were 

greeted with unprecedented enthusiasm in England, and the members of his 

expeditions were lionized by learned society. Hawkesworth's corrected 

versions of the journals of Byron, Wallis, Carteret, Banks and Cook, which 

appeared as An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of His 

Present Majesty for Making Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere ( 1  773) 

was one of the most popular works of the century.3 Publications such as these 

added to the increasing canon of empirical literature devoted to the oceans, 

islands, and their inhabitants who were now subject to the scrutiny of 

European scholars.4 Indeed, these records of exploration formed the basis of 

early scientific investigations into natural history and introduced the 

discourses of geology, botany, and ethnology into the realm of serious 

scientific enquiry. 

Artists too imposed another kind of narrative on the landscape, 

colonizing the country on canvas just as writers did in words and on paper. 

In European Vision and the South Pacific 1768-1850 (1960), and more recently 

in Imagining the Pacific (1992), Bernard Smith has shown how artistic style 

-- 

3 For a discussion of Hawkesworth's adaptation of Cook's journal, see W. H. 
Pearson, 'Hawkesworth's Alterations', Journal of Pacific History, 7 (1972). 45- 
72; and J. C. Beaglehole, ed., The Voyages of Captain Cook on His Voyages of 
Discovery, 3 vols, Cambridge, 1955-56. 

4 The material on this subject is immense. Of particular interest, see John 
Dunmore, French Explorers in the Pacific, Oxford, 1965; David MacKay, I n  the 
Wake of Cook: exploration, science and empire, 1780-1 80 1 ,  Wellington, 1985; 
Alan Frost, 'Science for Political Purposes: European explorations of the Pacific 
Ocean, 1764-1806', in Nature in its greatest extent: Western Science in the 
Pacific, eds, Roy MacLeod and Philip F. Rehbok, Hawaii, 1988, pp. 27-44. 
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was a mixture of science and sentiment not only in landscape painting, but 

also in poetry, theatre, and the biological sciences.5 Art historian Francis 

Pound has also commented that the critical consciousness of the artist 

towards the landscape was an indispensable part of their creating art; for in 

viewing the land, Pound points out, painters applied their own frames of 

reference to what they saw.6 Pound convincingly argues that all culture, all 

language, and all art, is a 'distorting preconception' applied to nature.7 

Similarly, the Polynesian settlers did not capture the 'true' New Zealand, for 

they too viewed the land from a particular cultural persepective, but one that 

did not approximate to European conventions of landscape.8 These 

reappraisals suggest that there was and is no geographical determinism in 

artistic re-presentations of the New Zealand landscape. Instead, artistic 

conventions applied to nature determine the way that nature is seen. Nature 

is invisible outside these conventional genres of seeing: indeed, the very idea 

of landscape is a European construction. Artists therefore colonized the land 

through impressing conventional artistic styles and culturally specific modes 

of perception and taste on their pictorial renderings of new places in order to 

translate the distant and exotic into familiar images with which a European 

audience could identify. 

There was therefore no one moment when New Zealand was invented 

by Europeans. There was no fixed date or single event which signified the 

5 Bernard Smith, European Vision and rhe South Pacific 1768-1850: a study 
in the history of arl and ideas, London,  1960, passim; Bernard Smith ,  
Imagining the Pacific In the Wake of the Cook Voyages, New Haven, 1992. 

6 Francis Pound, Frames on the Land: early landscape painting in New 
Zealand,  Auckland, 1983. 

7 Ibid., pp. 11-16. 
8 Ibid. See also Francis Pound, 'The Land, the Light, and Nationalist Myth 

in New Zealand Art', in Te Whenua Te Iwi: the land and the people, ed.  J .  0. C. 
Phillips, Wellington, 1985, pp. 48-60. 
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beginning of the intellectual colonization of New Zealand. Rather, there 

have been repeated discoveries and re-presentations of the country by 

successive visitors, each bringing his or her own set of ideas and expectations 

- their cultural baggage - to bear on the land. If history is the 'texted past', as 

Greg Dening has claimed, and all texts are reworkings of other texts, then 

context may be defined as the wider terrain against which other texts are set.9 

Moreover, texts are not innocent creations and cannot be divorced from the 

circumstances of their initial creation. As Richard White has shown in 

Invent ing Australia: lmages and Ident i ty ,  1688-1 980 (1981), written 

observations of the world did not simply describe an entity that was 'real'; 

rather, they were attempts at inventing and reinventing provisional notions 

of 'Australiat.lo Ideas about 'New Zealand' were similarly constructed by 

successive waves of migrants, explorers and settlers for different audiences. 

New Zealand is therefore a continually contested terrain in which meaning is 

not given but discursively constructed in terms of historical specificity. 

Nations and national identities, as Benedict Anderson has shown in the 

Australian context, are 'imagined communities', constructed through 

ideological or political activity which produces a sense of identity." In this 

way, the act of writing was itself central to the wider agenda of the European 

9 Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories: transformations that present the 
past', p. 353; Greg Dening, 'History "in" the Pacificf, The Contemporary Pacific 
(Springpall 1989)' 134-39. See also Dominick La Capra, Hisrory and Criticism, 
New York, 1985, p. 105ff; Dominick La Capra, Rethinking Intellectual History: 
texts, contexrs and language, New York, 1983, passim. 

1 0  Richard White, Invenling Australia: images and identity, 1688-1 980, 
Sydney, 1981. See also David Walker, 'Search for a National Identity: Vance 
Palmer and his circle, 1900-1930', PhD thesis, Australian National University, 
Canberra, 1971, esp. pp. 1-24. 

1 1  Benedict Anderson, Imagined Cotnntunities: reflections on the origin 
and spread of nationalism. London, 1983. 
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colonizing crusade.'* From the beginnings of organized European settlement 

in 1840, as Peter Gibbons has suggested, 'European power is symbolically, 

legally, and materially installed in New Zealand, and writing is directly or 

indirectly constitutive of that power: the textual space and the geopolitical 

space thenceforth coincide, at least for the Europeans. Indeed, the Treaty of 

Waitangi, a written document, signifies this coincidence.'l3 If it is accepted 

that the colonization of a new place begins with the imagining, naming, and 

recording of that place, then New Zealand was already colonized well before 

the first New Zealand Company settlers stepped ashore at Port Nicholson in 

1840. 

The ar~ument  

Despite the wealth of literature on colonization, exploration, settlement, and 

race relations in nineteenth century New Zealand, much less work has been 

concerned with examining the processes by which European New Zealanders 

attempted to legitimize their presence in the colony through the construction 

of cultural space. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the genesis and 

development of ideas about New Zealand and the New Zealanders as 

expressed through the discourses of colonial surveying and science from the 

1840s through to the 1880s. The thesis has much contemporary significance, 

contributing to the current debates over issues of cultural identity and the 

merits of colonization. The study will also consider how Eurocentric colonial 

12 On the significance o f  'the book' as the metaphor o f  imperial 
domination, see  Homi K. Rhabha, 'Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions o f  
Ambivalence and Authority under a Tree Outside Delhi, May 1817', Cri t ica l  
Inquiry, 12 (1985), 145-65. 

13 Peter J .  Gibbons, 'Non-ficton', in The Oxford History of New Zealand in 
Engl ish.  ed. Terry Slurm, Oxford, 1991, p. 34 
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texts of the past still determine the parameters for our understanding of 

history, even from the post-colonial perspective. It is hoped, therefore, that 

this thesis will go some way towards redressing this imbalance in New 

Zealand historiography. 

In the contemporary public discourse of late twentieth century New 

Zealand society - news media, art, fiction and non-fiction - 'the past' is 

continually evoked, addressed, and questioned to locate a politics of identity. 

Moreover, the processes by which Europeans came to occupy this place, 

together with the conditions of what continued occupancy might be, are still 

central to questions of identity and difference. The recent spate of 

publications in New Zealand history attests that to identify with the present, 

we must first look to reconcile, or to at least to recognize the events of the 

past. Jonathan Lamb has suggested that the increase in publications devoted 

to New Zealand history in recent years, engendered by 'the unprecedented 

surge of public interest in matters historical', is both an indication of the 

strength of New Zealand's cultural identity as 'a widespread interest in the 

conflicts and conciliations that have given the country a past worth writing 

about', and a symptom of 'the loss of history', described as 'the urgent desire 

to make an intellegible story out of the past [as] a way of soothng an anxiety 

and lack of confidence about the present.'l4 

This study will consider how discourse plays an integral and primary 

role in the processes of colonization through creating, ordering and making 

visible cultural space with specific reference to the work of selected surveyors 

and scientists in New Zealand from the 1840s to the 1880s. It is suggested that 

14 Jonathan Lamb, 'The New Zealand Sublime', Meanjin, 49, 4 (19901, 664. 
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the New Zealand landscape was colonized - imagined, surveyed, named and 

texted - by the discourses of surveying and science which operated from 

within the imperial matrix. As sub-texts of colonization and instruments of 

appropriation, these discourses were expressions of the European desire to 

exploit, contain, and control the non-European world in the name of empire. 

This thesis does not claim to be a comprehensive account of surveying and 

scientific activity in early colonial New Zealand and it is beyond the scope of 

this project to document the activities of every surveyor and scientist. 

Rather, this thesis is an attempt to explore the ways in which colonial 

surveyors and scientists were implicated in the processes of colonizing and 

inventing New Zealand. 

In constructing a new cultural landscape, surveyors and scientists were 

fashioning a new colonial cultural identity. In reading and writing, 

categorizing and quantifying the land and its inhabitants, and in negotiating 

physical and cultural boundaries, surveyors and scientists were coming to 

terms with what it meant to be colonial: to understand the complexities and 

contradictions of an ambivalent, pragmatic, and often unstable identity 

situated in the in-between spaces engendered by colonialism. European 

settlers found themselves with an in-between identity; as colonials they were 

not indigenous, yet no longer a part of the metropolis. Michael Taussig has 

recently defined this space in-between as 'a space permeated by the colonial 

tension of mimesis and alterity, in which it is far from easy to say who is the 

imitator and who is the imitated, which is copy and which is original.'ls This 

15 Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: a particular history of the senses, 
New York, 1993, pp. 78-79. See also Norman Simrns, Points of Contact: a study of 
the interplay and inlersection of tradirional and non-traditional literatures, 
cultures. and rnenralities, New York, 1991. 
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was, as this thesis will argue, a fluid space which shifted according to 

discursive context and content: a site that demanded constant negotiation and 

reconcilia tion with cultural difference. 

Both surveyors and scientists fashioned a colonial identity as they 

named, tamed, and transformed the land. In this way, the external landscape 

was a metaphor for the internal landscape of the mind. As Kerry Howe has 

noted of the surveyor and amateur ethnologist Edward Tregear in Singer in a 

Songless Land: A Life of Edward Tregear 1846-1931 (1991), 'his [Tregear's] 

studies were an examination of self in relation to the new land. He attempted 

to extend his recently aquired domesticity with its sense of embracing, 

belonging and possessing to encompass the whole country, to recreate an 

emotional, spiritual and cultural homeland in Britain's most distant, desolate 

colony.'l6 Howe argues that in the progression from wilderness to security, 

obscurity to influence, and exile to acceptance, Tregear epitomized the 

development of New Zealand nationalism, where colonizing is 'the sense of 

discovering, defining, examining, interpreting, understanding, occupying, 

organising, possessing, con trolling: in a word, domes tica ting.'l7 In this way, 

colonial surveyors and scientists were creating space both geographically and 

culturally. 

This thesis does not adopt a chronological narrative, but is instead 

written as a series of points of departure and arrival to demonstrate the 

provisional nature of evidence, texts, and the process of writing history itself. 

The first section of the thesis, 'Tikanga nga ma kairuri: the discourse of 

16 K. R. Howe, Singer in a Songless Land: a life of Edward Tregear, 1836- 
1931,  Auckland, 1991, p. 32. 

17 Ibid., pp. 9-1 1 .  
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surveying', examines the strategies employed by colonial surveyors in their 

construction of cultural space.18 The reading of landscape, the negotiation of 

boundaries, and the writing, or re-presentation, of land and people are 

considered in turn as the major methods surveyors employed in their 

construction of cultural spaces. A theme-based approach allows for careful 

exploration of the major features of survey activity while acknowledging a 

broad range of source material. While the land was being physically prepared 

for settlement, it was also being spatially possessed in print and on maps. The 

central issues addressed include the creation of a new cultural landscape 

through inscription and description; the agency of surveyors as cultural 

mediators; the negotiation between European travellers and their Maori 

guides; the use of indigenous mapping methods in the European exploration 

of New Zealand; and the production of European travel texts as legitimizing 

sites of settler domination. 

Alternatively, the second section, 'Nature, natives, and the discourse of 

science', comprises close readings of four specific scientific expeditions 

under taken by four explorer-scientis ts and their contributions to geological, 

botanical, and ethnographic discourses. These journeys include Ernst 

Dieffenbach's travels in New Zealand during 1839-41; Edward Shortland's 

South Island journey in 1843-44; Julius Haast's expedition into the southern 

alpine region of the South Island in 1862; and James Hector's exploration of 

the south West Coast of the South Island in 1863. From among the many 

journeys undertaken by scientific collectors in colonial New Zealand - 

including those of Rev. Richard Taylor, William Colenso, and Walter 

Mantel1 in the 1840s and Andreas Reischek in the 1880s) for which there exists 

18 'Tikanga nga ma kairuri' translates to 'the principles of surveying' 
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valuable source materials - those of Dieffenbach, Shortland, Haast and Hector 

have been selected for the present s tudy.19 A preliminary investigation into 

these other journeys has suggested that a detailed examination of them as 

advanced in this thesis would be similarly rewarding. Read separately, the 

expeditions of Dieffenbach, Shortland, Haas t and Hector illustrate the most 

significant features of colonial science; while taken collectively, they provide 

a broad picture of the nature of scientific practice in nineteenth century New 

Zealand. 

Although these scientists have been subject to the attention of other 

writers - particularly biographers - their expeditions and their contributions to 

scientific colonizing discourses have not been critically examined.20 While 

Dieffenbach and Shortland were temporary residents in New Zealand - 

Dieffenbach returning to his native Germany and Shortland to England - 

Haast and Hector remained in the colony and went on to become 'great men' 

of New Zealand science. Haast's reputation as a scientist of international 

stature and a tenacious explorer was largely due to his work in glacial geology. 

- 

1 9  See Richard Taylor, Journal 1833-73, ATL; William Colenso, Excursion in 
the Northern Island of New Zealand, Launceston, 1844; William Colenso, In 
Memorium: an account of visils to, and crossirzgs over, the Kualzine mounrian 
r a n g e ,  Napier, 1884; Walter Mantell, 'Notes of a journey to Waingongoro for 
Moa Bones', Ms papers 83, ATL; Andreas Reischek, Yesterdays in Maoriland: 
NEW Zealand in the 'eighties, trans. and ed. H. E. L. Priday, London, 1930. 

20 See for example, John Pascoe, Great Days in  New Zealand Exploration: 
the bush and rhe rain. Wellington, 1959; Gerda Bell, 'Ernst Dieffenbach', in T h e  
German Connection: New Zealand and German-speaking Europe in the 
nineteenth century,  ed. James N .  Bade, Oxford, 1993, pp. 134-44; Alholl 
Anderson, 'Edward Shortland', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography 
Volume One 1769-1869, ed,, W .  H. Oliver, Wellington, 1990, pp. 394-96; H. F. von 
Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, K.C.M.G., PH. D.. D.SC., F.R.S., 
explorer, geologist, museurn builder, Wellington, 1948; Rodney Fisher, 'Sir 
Julius von Haast', in The German Connection, ed. James N .  Bade, pp. 135-51; R. 1. 
M. Burnett, 'The life and work of Sir James Hector, with special refeence to the 
Hector Collection', MA thesis, University of Otago, 1936; Bruce Haig, J a m e s  
Hector: explorer, Calgary. Alberta. 1983. 
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It was in this field that Haast made his greatest contributions towards the 

understanding of the geology and biogeography of the alpine ecosystem. 

Haast was also the first to investigate, from a geological perspective, the 

question of the origin and disappearance of the m0a.2~ Hector subsequently 

turned his talents to museum administration and research and was respected 

as an authority on New Zealand geology.22 For Haast and Hector at least, the 

journeys studied here were precursors to their later careers. While other 

commentators have considered the later achievements of Haast and Hector to 

be of chief significance - both in the context of the development of science in 

New Zealand and in their personal careers - this thesis suggests that their 

earlier journeys deserve equal attention. It is also significant that two of the 

scientist-explorers considered in this thesis were of German origin. The 

inclusion of Ernst Dieffenbach and Julius Haast is a reflection of the strong 

German influence on New Zealand science in the nineteenth century. 

Indeed, the names of German and Austrian artists, explorers and scientists 

feature boldly in the history of New Zealand.23 'Most New Zealanders', as a 

local commentator has recently noted, 'are aware of the German and 

Austrian scientists and explorers who were here last century, if only on 

account of the geographical features named by or after them - Lake Forster, 

Dieffenbach Point, Haast Pass, Hochstetter Glacier, Reischek Col, Lendenfeld 

21 See  Appendix 11. On Haast's work in glacial geology and biogeography 
see von Haast, Ltpe and Times of Sr Julius von Haast, passim; Giselle M. Byrnes, 
'Julius von Haast', in Naruralisrs: a biographical encyclopedia,  ed. Janet Bell 
Garber, New York, forlhcoming. 

22 See  further Chapters 6 and 10. 
23 Bade, ed.,  The Gernran Connection, pp. 101-103. See also Martin O'Connor, 

The New Zealand European Connection, Wellington, 1989. On Lhe German 
contribution to the arts, science and exploration in Australia, see David Walker 
and Jurgen Tarnpke, eds, Front Berlin ro Burdekin: the German contribution to 
the development of Australian science, exploration and [he arts, Kensington,  
New South Wales, 1991. 
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Peak, Louper Stream, Von River, and Franz Josef Glacier, to name just a 

few.'24 

The chronological parameters of this study - the 1840s to the 1880s - 
have been chosen to provide a broad canvas on which to identify and discuss 

significant changes over time. The year 1840 was an important moment in 

the history of New Zealand, for with the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi it 

marked the formal possession of the country as a British colony. The 

European exploration of New Zealand during the 1840s was also in step with 

exploration in other parts of the globe. In 1843 Captain James Ross ventured 

into the Antarctic, the same year that Fremont 'found' the Great Salt Lake of 

North America, and Castelnau crossed South America through Brazil to the 

Pacific Coast. In 1845 Sir John Franklin 'conquered' the Arctic wasteland, in 

1848 Leichhardt journeyed through tropical Australia, and David Livingstone 

crossed the Kalihari desert in Southern Africa a year later. These years were 

also characterized by the beginnings of the organized settlement of New 
of 

Zealand by Europeans. The period witnessed the transformation the bush, 
4 

and the re-modelling of the physical landscape which was part of the 

pioneering phase.25 The parameters of this thesis are therefore bounded by 

the commencement of organized settlement schemes on one hand and the 

abolition of the provincial system of government (with the subsequent 

consolidation of the survey system) in 1876 on the other. 

2 4  Bade, The German Connec~ion,  p. 101. For further discussion of place 
names, see Chapters 6 aud 8.  

25  See Rollo Arnold, New Z~.aland's Burning: the serrlers' world iri fhe mid 
1881)s, Wellington, 1994. 
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The comprehensive textual archives of the discourses of surveying and 

science in nineteenth century New Zealand reflect the multiplicity of ways in 

which surveyors and scientists were engaged in colonizing the land and its 

inhabitants. Official reports and published accounts are included with maps, 

diaries, letters, reminiscences and personal papers. As Nola Easdale has 

shown of colonial surveyors in Kairuri: The Measurer of Land (1988), and 

Stephen Martin has catalogued in A New Land: European Perceptions of 

Australia 1788-1850 (1993), surveyors' diaries and scientists' notebooks are 

particularly valuable historical resources.26 Illustrations - both simple 

sketches and more elaborate paintings - are also included for the visual 

commentary they provide on changing perceptions of the landscape. These 

materials may also be considered as texts of travel which are composed while 

in motion. Travel literature, a recent critic has suggested, 'assumes three 

dimensions at least: one of space, one of time and a third that comprises them 

both, the dimension of language or consciousness, for travel always ends in 

the mind ... [and] the readiest perceptions occur between two cultures, or 

rather in transcultural space.'27 Moreover, it is possible to read the land as a 

text: both inscribed and described, the land remains as evidence of past efforts 

to construct cultural space. In his book Frontier Life: Taranaki, New Zealand 

(1892), the surveyor Edwin Brookes has a chapter entitled 'Mount Egmont; or, 

the artist's page'; a definition which is a textual reading of land~cape.2~ These 

texts are considered as cultural practices, which were constitutive of reality, 

2 6  Nola Easdale Kairuri, the measurer of land: lhe life of the nineteenth 
century surveyor pictured in his art and his writings, Petone, 1988; Stephen 
Martin, A New Land: European perceprions of Australia, 1788-1850, S t  Leonards, 
New South Wales, 1993. 

27 Ihab Hassan, 'Alterity: Three Japanese Examples', Meanjin,  49, 3 (1990). 
41 1-16 

2 8  Edwin Brookes, Frontier Life: Taranaki, New Zealand, Auckland, 1892, 
pp. 57-69. 
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transforming cultural space into consciousness. The concern with text 

problematizes the issue of representation, both epistemological and moral, 

which has been recently discussed with reference to ethnographic 

descriptions.29 While Geertz has campaigned for a reading of culture as text, 

Marcus and Fischer have extended the analogy to focus attention on the 

rela tionship between ethnographer and informant, implicating both in the 

process of obser~ation.~o 

This thesis also considers how texts are products of discursive 

formations and not of their objective structures. The texts of surveying and 

science are treated, as Hayden White has proposed, as 'less as an effect of 

causes more basic or as a reflection ... of a structure more fundamental than 

as a complex mediation between various codes by which reality is to be 

assigned possible meaningst.31 Texts are seen here as products of ideologies 

which can not only create knowledge but also the very reality they appear to 

describe.32 Following the work of Foucault, the texts of surveying and science 

will be discussed as products of a disc0urse.~3 The term discourse has been 

given several meanings: firstly, all language and the system of rules whereby 

utterences and texts are produced; secondly, all texts and expressions produced 

2 9  See  James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: twentieth century 
ethnography. literature and a r f ,  Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1988;  James 
Clifford and G .  E. Marcus, eds, Writing Culture: the poetics and politics of 
e thnography  , Berkeley, 1986; Johannes Fabian, 'Presence and Representation: 
The Other and Anthropological Writing', Critical Inquiry, 16 (1990), 753-56. 

3 0  Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, New York, 1973; Clifford 
Geertz, Works and Lives: the anthropologist as author, Cambridge, 1988; G .  E. 
Marcus and M. M.  J .  Fischer eds, Anthropology as  Cultural Critique: an 
experimental moment in the human sciences, Chicago, 1986, p. 26. 

3 1  Hayden White,  The Contenr of the Form: narrative discourse and 
historical representarion, Baltimore, 1987, pp. 185-213. 

3 2  Stephen Greenblatt, 'Towards a Poetics o f  Culture', in The New 
Historicisnt, ed. H .  Aram Veeser, New York, 1989, pp. 1-14. 

3 3  Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A.  M .  Sheridan 
Smith, London, 1972. 
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by those rules; and thirdly, groupings of these texts and expressions. Indeed, 

whatever signifies or has meaning can be considered part of discourse.34 An 

understanding of the discourse, and of the discursive practices that generated 

these texts, therefore provides an understanding of history; particularly if 

history is seen as a series of discursive practices, each with its own ideologies 

and methods of controlling power. Indeed, as political texts - and they are 

political because they are involved in power and power is immanent in 

discourse - these sources can be read as being directly implicated in 

establishing and maintaining European power in New Zealand since 1840. 

The work of colonial surveyors and scientists reflect much that is 

central to the European history of New Zealand: taming, naming, 

domesticating and transforming what they considered an unknown space 

into a familiar environment. Surveyors and scientists, although physically 

located on the margins of settler society, occupied a primary role in the 

practical colonizing processes. Defining and dividing the soil ensured that 

surveyors were involved with implementing the fundamental principles of 

colonization. Colonial scientists were similarly engaged in the practical 

process of transforming the wilderness into a habitable space: recording and 

classifying the flora, fauna, and indigenous people of New Zealand. 

Surveying and science were not mutually exclusive, but parallel activities, as 

surveying often necessitated long periods of isolation in the bush and 

demanded at least some knowledge of the natural environment. While not 

engaged in the duties of triangulation, boundary-marking, and map-making, 

many field surveyors spent time describing and collecting samples of the 

34 D.  Macdonell, Theories of Discourse. Oxford, 1986; Edward Said, 
Beginnings: intention and method. New York, 1975; M .  Pecheux, L a n g u a g e ,  
Semantics and Ideology, trans. H. Nagpal, London, 1982. 
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plants and birds with whom they shared the wilderness. This was 

particularly evident in the latter decades of the century when William Henry 

Skinner, Stephenson Percy Smith, Edward Tregear and Elsdon Best came to be 

recognized as Maori scholars. Smith and Skinner were actively engaged in 

the transformation of the indigenous landscape, and with the 'conservation' 

of its native people. They spoke Maori, which increased their ability to 

negotiate in the contact zone, and were later members of the Polynesian 

Society. As amateur ethnographers, they were intent on conserving and 

saving at least the image of the people who inhabited this space. They were 

therefore active in the European construction of nature and the natives in 

New Zealand, in the field and on paper. The surveyor and amateur 

ethnologist Edward Tregear, wrote on religion, mythology, literature, science, 

economics, linguistics, philosophy, ancient history and politics; indeed, as his 

biographer has noted, Tregear preached 'on almost the entire spectrum of 

human history and e~perience.'~s Surveying texts may therefore be read as 

ethnographic texts: as means through which Europeans re-presented others 

(and themselves) in print. 

The European exploration of New Zealand in the nineteenth century 

was largely a male preserve. 'Women explorers have always been thin on the 

ground,' Edward Kynaston has commented of explorers in Australia, I... [wle 

can boast no Lady Hester Stanhopes, no indefatigable Mary Kingsleys 

plunging on through steaming heat decorously dressed in layer after layer of 

constricting Victorian women's clothing.'36 Much the same could be said of 

colonial New Zealand. Colonial surveying was a male domain where survey 

3 5 H o w e ,  Singer in a Songless Land, p. 32. 
36  Edward Kynaston, 'Exploration as escape: Baron Sir Ferdinand von 

Mueller', in Walker and Tarnpke, eds, From Berlin to Burdekin, p. 5. 
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camps and the surveying profession - with the notable exception of Maori 

women who acted as hosts or guides for surveyors - were exclusively male 

enclaves.'' Although at first glance surveyors would appear to be the 

archetypal atomised individuals, bereft of roots and living a transitory 

existence, that Miles Fairburn claimed to have identified in The Ideal Society 

and its Enemies (19891, on closer inspection they enjoyed a real sense of 

comrnuni ty that Fairburn's paradigm denie~ .~8  Survey activity was organized 

around the communities of the survey party, the survey camp and the survey 

office. Moreover, surveyors participated in a community of interest in 

contributing to a common discourse. Despite the emphasis of colonial science 

on the work of the individual collector, scientists too formed networks of 

discourse and enjoyed a sense of community which Fairburn's thesis fails to 

accomoda te. 

In the processes of inventing New Zealand, the land was often seen by 

explorers as a feminine object and given the attributes of a woman. Images of 

New Zealand invoked both passion and respect, fear and admiration, but 

above all, they imparted the desire in men to control, possess and to 

ultimately exploit the natural environment. As Kay Schaffer has shown in 

Women and the Bush: Forces of Desire in the Australian Cultural Tradition 

(1988), the land functioned as a locus of desire which both seduced and 

repulsed the European explorers of the Australian continent.39 This has a 

parallel in the New Zealand context, where the personification of the land as 

a woman was not an uncommon narrative trope in exploratory discourse. 

37  See further Chapter 4. 
3 8  See Miles Fairburn, The Ideal Society and its Enemies: the foundations of 

modern New Zealand society. 1850-1900, Auckland, 1989. 
39 Kay Schaffer, Women and lhe Bush: forces of desire in the Australian 

cultural tradition, Cambridge, 1988, pp .  60-62. 
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From Cook and Banks on, the metaphor may be traced through successive 

accounts of exploration and adventure in New Zealand. While it is beyond 

the scope of this project to examine in detail the origin and development of 

the land-as-woman metaphor, it must nevertheless be recognized as a part of 

the textual process of inventing New Zealand. 

It is also necessary to define terms which are central to the argument 

and substance of the thesis. Transhstorical and unspecific, colonization has 

been used to explain varying kinds of cultural oppression and economic 

control and still remains crucial to critiques of past and present power 

relations. Although the global violence inflicted by the colonizers on the 

colonized cannot be underestimated, to see colonization as a homogenizing 

one-way extension of power is to ignore the inherent complexities and 

contradictions of colonial discourses. In lmperial Eyes: Travel Writing and 

T r a n s c u l t u r a t i o n  (1992), Mary Louise Pratt has used the term 

'transcul tura tion' to describe how subordma ted or marginal groups select and 

adapt into their own culture materials transmitted to them by a dominant 

colonizing culture.40 Pratt has referred to the 'contact zone' as the space of 

colonial encounters in which peoples historically and geographically 

separated come into contact with each other and establish relations, usually 

involving coercion, radical inequality and conflict. Colonization is 

considered here as a discourse involving compromise and negotiation: a 

dialogue of cultural exchange where surveyors and scientists, as both 

practitioners and participants, were themselves transformed by the processes 

of physical displacement and cultural contact. Colonial surveying and 

40 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: travel writing and transculfuration, 
London, 1992, passim. 
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scientific enquiry are seen as discourses of mediation, rather than simply 

forms of imperial appropriation. This kind of methodology replaces the 

apparant uniformity of colonialism with the recognition of a diversity of 

discourses, where the distribution of power is more interactive than passive. 

The terms 'discovery' and 'exploration' are treated here as distinct 

processes.41 In The Road to Botany Bay: An Essay in Spatial History (1987), 

Paul Carter has considered the part played by explorers and their narratives in 

the linguistic colonization of Australia. Carter argues that the accounts of 

explorers and settlers, which appear to be complete and seamless 

presentations, are highly subjective constructions. Rather than objective 

reports, these narratives are expressions of an imperial discourse which 

sought to transform the land into text. The subjectivity of the individual 

explorer is located in the distinction between discovery and exploration. 

Carter suggests that discovery rests on the assumption of a world of facts 

waiting to be found, collected and classified, a world in which the neutral 

observer is not implicated, while exploration lays stress on the observer's 

active engagement with his/her environment and recognizes phenomena as 

the offspring of his/her intention to explore.42 This thesis takes up Carter's 

assertion that discovery is the act of initially locating a space, with exploration 

as the subsequent invasion and exploitation of that place. The significance of 

the explorer is not so much that s/he was the first person to inhabit that 

41 For further discuss ion o f  these terms s e e  Stephen Haycox,  
'Rediscovering Alaska: ways of thinking about Alaska history'. Pacifica. 1 ,  2 
(September 1989), 101-28; William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire: the 
explorers and scientists in the winning of the American West, New York, 1967, 
pp. 3-8; William H. Goetzmann, New Lands, New Men: America and the second 
great age of discovery, New York, 1986, pp. -15. 

42 Paul Carter, The Road to Botany Bay: an essay in sparial history, London, 
1987, p. 25. 
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space, but that s/he was the first to record it. The explorer's interpretation of 

the event determines how that particular moment of discovery is later 

venerated, mythologized and maintained. Moreover, the reasons why 

individuals have felt compelled to embark on journeys of exploration are as 

varied and complex as the people in question: curiosity, ambition, 

evangelism, science and territorial aquisition - rather than merely profit - 
have been seen as the primary motivating factors.43 For this reason, it is 

important to avoid treating these individuals as stereotypes, as instruments 

of a larger system, and to instead recognize in them the human attributes of 

choice and free will. 

Exploration was not, however, reserved only for those who claimed 

the title, as settlers were themselves discoverers and explorers. As Carter 

suggests: 

[Clontrary to the imperial paradigm of colonization, in which 
settlement follows on smoothly from discovery and exploration, the 
settlers inhabited the new country strategically. They were themselves 
discovers and explorers. Rather than think of the process as a one-way 
road coming to a full stop outside a cottage door wreathed with roses, 
we should think of settlement much more as a stop along the road. 
The relationship between travelling and settling was not casual, but 
dialectical: roads might lead to houses, but houses were human 
mountains, depot camps foddering departure. The process of 
settlement, like the process of travelling, depended on a continuing 
tension between mobility and stasis: neither made sense except in 
terms of the other.44 

Any traveller can be an explorer in the sense that he s/he is entering a space 

for the first time, physically exploring a place for himself or herself. But 

unlike the explorer, the traveller embarks on a journey that 
-- - - 

43 Kynaston, 'Exploration as escape: Baron Sir Ferdinand 
Walker and Tampke, eds, From Berlin fo Burdekin, pp. 4-6. 

44 Carter. The Road lo Botany Bay, p. 138. 

has already been 

von Mueller', in 
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constructed largely through language prior to their actual experience; from 

the travel narrative, fictionalized idyll and autobiography. At its simplest, 

exploration is a personal journey of self-discovery. 'It seems,' a recent 

commentator has noted, 'that some people can only find and confront the 

unknown within themselves by finding and confronting the unknown 

beyond themselves. Exploration of the geographical unknown becomes, 

simultaneously, exploration of the psychological unkn0wn.'~5 In this way, 

Ernst Dieffenbach's travels in New Zealand in 1839-41 and his sympathies for 

Maori society may be seen as an attempt to come to terms with his own status 

as a political refugee; just as Julius Haast's inscription of the Southern Alps 

can be read as his effort to address his feelings of intellectual isolation. 

Exploration was therefore a two-way process, where explorers not only acted 

upon, but were consequently acted on and transformed by their subjects.46 

The term 'history' here refers both to the events of 'the past' and the 

epistomological, methodological and ideological processes of interpre ting 

the past. 'History', writes Greg Dening, 'is a generic form of consciousness in 

which the past experience of oneself or of others in an environment outside 

oneself is transformed into symbols that are exchanged'.47 The dominant 

discourses of the present determine what approximates a re-interpre ta tion of 

past events and actions. We can never know the past, only contemporaneous 

and ideologically conditioned views of it. Historians cannot therefore afford 

to talk in terms of absolutes: texts, as historical artifacts, must not only be seen 

45 Edward Kynaston, 'Exploration as escape: Baron Sir Ferdinand von 
Mueller', in  Walker and Tampke, eds, From Berlin to Burdekin, p. 6.  

46  Ibid .  
47 Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories: transformations that present the 

past', p. 349. 
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in terms of their immediate context (social, political and economic), but also 

in relation to the larger (ideological) discourse to which they belong.48 

This study further explores the mode of history Paul Carter has defined 

as spatial history: 'the history that discovers and explores the lacuna left by 

imperial his toryI.49 Spatial history acknowledges the significance of 

incomplete historical texts - diaries, letters, and provisional maps - as reliable 

sources of historical evidence and concentrates on the intentions as well as 

the actions of individuals. Spatial history also focuses on the processes of 

transforming 'space' (the unknown) into 'place' (the known) through tracing 

the intentions of individuals: as Carter has proposed, the place did not 

precede the traveller; it was the offspring of his intention.50 Carter has also 

defined cultural space as 'the spatial forms and fantasies through which a 

culture declares its presencet.51 In Possessing Albany 1630-1710: The Dutch 

and English Experiences (1990), Donna Merwick has developed Greg Dening's 

idea of cultural space as a 'central cultural metaphor' in her study of Dutch 

and English settlers in seventeenth-century New York.52 Merwick argued 

that in 'possessing' Albany, the Dutch and English each imposed their own 

culturally specific modes of viewing and re-modelling the landscape.53 J. K. 

Noyes in Colonial Space: Spatiality in  the Discourse of German South Wes t  

4 8  Keith Jenkins, Re-thinking history, London and New York, 1991, p. 26. 
4 9  Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, pp. xxiii-iv. 
5 0  Ibid., p. 349. 
51 Ibid., pp. xxiii-iv. See also Paul Carter, Living in a new country: history, 

travelling and language, London, 1992, passim; Paul Carter, The sound in 
between: voice, space, performance, passim. For a recent critique of  Carter's 
The Road to Botany Bay, see Marian Aveling, 'Going Places?', M e a n j i n ,  47,  4 
(1988), 745-50. 

52  Donna Merwick, Possessing Albany 1630-1710: the Dutch and English 
experiences,  Cambridge, 1990; Greg Dcning, Islands and Beaches, Discourses on 
a Silent land: Marquesas, 1774-1880, Honolulu, 1980, esp. p. 87. 

5 3 See further Merwick, Possessing Albany, passim. 
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Africa 1884-1915 (1992) has extended Carter's suggestions to examine how the 

space of a colony was produced through German colonial literature.54 In New 

Zealand, as this thesis illustrates, individuals made cultural space in 

constructing cultural landscapes through the exploration, occupation, 

investigation, and tex tualization of the colony. 

A note on me tho do lo^ 

This thesis suggests that the processes of inventing New Zealand were central 

to the larger process of colonization through discourse and language. It 

employs a method of reading historical texts which is mediated between the 

deconstructive readings offered by pos t-s tructuralis t criticism on one hand 

and the comparatively unreflexive approach taken by biography and 

empirical narratives on the other. The methodology of this thesis has been 

influenced by recent theoretical work in the fields of history, anthropology, 

and literary studies which have developed ways of viewing the past from 

post-modern and post-colonial critical perspectives. While this is not the 

place to discuss each of these theoretical perspectives in detail, it is, however, 

i necessary to explain their relevance for the present study. 

Only since the 1970s, has the study of colonial discourse - the analysis of 

texts written by Westerners about colonized places and peoples - come to 

include various forms of travel writing as worthy of academic attention. The 

impetus largely began with Edward Said's Orientalism (1978), which traced 

the similarities in rhetorical and informational structure of a wide range of 

5 4  J .  K .  Noyes, Colonial Space: spatiality in the discourse of German South 
West Africa, 1884-1 91.5. Switzerland, 1992. 
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seemingly objective writings about the Orient. Said advanced the idea that 

Western discourses, expressed by the political and economic machinery of 

imperialism, have created and maintained ideas about the 'Othert.55 This 

kind of reading works to demythologize European texts by using the resources 

of Western scholarship against itself: to examine the assumptions at the heart 

of texts in order to question the ideology behind them. This method teases 

out tensions within texts to reveal how internal contradictions and 

dichotomies create paradigms which have marginalized and excluded ideas, 

groups and people. A deconstructive reading of a given text does not point 

out the flaws or weaknesses of an author or observer, but shows how what an 

individual does see is systematically related to what an individual does not 

see.56 Deconstruction is therefore a powerful tool for unmaslang the hidden 

assumptions that have rendered people - particularly women and other 

colonized peoples - invisible or have treated their experiences as invaluable. 

This approach to colonial discourses has been extended by others, most 

notably Peter Hulme, Homi Bhabha and Mary Louise Pratt.57 Said's ideas of 

'orientalism' has a particular relevance in the Pacific context, where new 

places were necessarily re-presented through a haze of European 

ethnocentrism.58 'One could write of the Pacific', Dening has suggested, 

'what Edward Said wrote of in Orientalism of the Orient. Europe invented 

the East in its ethnographic encounter and then, possessing the inventions, 

added invention on invention.'sg 

5 5  Edward Said, Orientalism, New York, 1978. 
5 6  Saul Cornell, 'Early American Hislory in a Postmodern Age', Willian~ and 

Mary Quarterly, 50, 2 (April 1993), 332. 
5 7  Peter Hulme, Colonial Encounters: Europe and the native Caribbean, 

1492-1 797. New York and London, 1986; Homi K .  Bhabha, 'Signs Taken for 
Wonders', pp. 145-65; Pratt, Iniperial Eyes, passim. 

5 8  Bernard Smith, European Vision and the South Pacific, passim. 
5 9  Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories', p. 357. 
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Pos t-struc turalism's fundamental epistemological premise is that 

language re-presents reality. Poststructuralist critiques of colonial discourse 

also emphasize the transparency of language as a vehicle for communication. 

Contemporary critical reflections on colonial discourse have therefore come 

to focus on the language used by the colonizers: imperial administrators, 

travellers and missionaries. It was through language - rhetoric and discursive 

formations - that Europeans have expressed their authority over places and 

peoples they have conquered. Language also enabled colonized peoples to 

appropriate and transform the discourses of the colonizers. Said and those 

who have employed a similar methodology to expose the connections 

between texts, culture and power, have turned their attention towards 

dismantling stable conceptions of meaning, subjectivity and identity. Their 

explicitly political efforts reflects post-structuralism's primary goal: to create 

the climate for political liberation by decentering, dislocating, and disrupting 

conventional understandings.60 

The contemporary analysis of colonial discourses is, however, a 

paradoxical task. As a latter-day visitation to the past, critical enquiry risks re- 

inscribing the colonial discourses it seeks to deconstruct. As the objects of the 

historian's enquiry, colonial texts are again privileged and are once more 

accorded the space (and the audience) sought in their initial production. By 

focusing on non-European peoples as nothing other than the objects of 

European gazes, we risk re-inventing the colonizing discourses of the past 

and the power of the texts we sought to explode. As Benita Parry has argued, 

60 See further Peter Dews, Logics of Disintegration: post-structuralist 
thought and the claims of critical theory. London, 1987. 
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the method of deconstruction necessarily privileges the imperial text as the 

object of attention, thereby silencing the anti-colonial 'na tive' voice and 

restricting the possibility for resis tance.61 

As a master narrative of crisis, postcolonial criticism itself has a 

propensity to universalize; to subsume difference rather than celebrate it, 

tending toward a transcendent theorizer which is assumed to be outside time, 

space, and power relations. Post-colonialism suggests an emancipatory 

idclogy (of precolonial, colonial, post-colonial epochs) which homogenizes 

different societies and the differences within them.62 It has also been 

questioned why postmodern de-centring theories should emerge at a time 

when various minority groups are asserting their claims to political and 

cultural autonomy.63 The problem facing critics, as Robert Young points out 

in White Mythologies: Writing History and the West (1990), is 'whether ... to 

locate evidence of historical examples of resistance, as is often assumed, or 

whether the analysis of colonial discourse can itself make political 

interventions in terms of current understanding and analysis1.64 It is hoped 

that this thesis will contribute to the latter effort. 

6 1 Benita Parry, 'Problems in Current Theories of Colonial Discourse', O x f o r d  
Literary Review, 9, 1-2 (1987), 27-58; Anne Maxwell, 'The Debate on Current 
Theories of Colonial Discourse', Kunapipi, 13, 3 (1991). 70-84. 

62 Simon During, 'Postcolonialism and Globalization', Meanj in ,  51, 2 (1992), 
229-53. See also Simon During, 'What Was The West? some relations between 
modernity, colonisation and writing', S p o r t ,  4 (1990), 77. This article also 
appeared as 'What was the West? some relations between modernity, 
colonisation and writing', Meanj in ,  48, 4 (1989), 759-76; and 'Waiting for the 
Post: some relations between modernity, colonization, and writng', in Past the 
Last Post: theorizing post-colonialism and post-modernism, eds. Ian Adam and 
Helen Tiffen, Calgary, 1990, pp. 23-45. 

63 S. Gunew, 'Postmodern Tensions: reading for (multi)cultural difference', 
Mearzjin, 49, 1 (1990). 22. 

64 Robert Young, White Mythologies: writing history and the west,  New 
York, 1990, p. 145. 
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Contemporary commentators on colonial discourses are also looking 

for a speaking and writing position: a space to locate themselves in, and a 

place to write to. It is no surprise then, that in The Sound In-Between (19921, 

Paul Carter is attracted to the sounds and the spaces in-between cultural 

contact.65 In addressing this problem, the critic Homi Bhabha has called for 

more recognition of historical specificity. Bhabha has drawn attention to the 

need to shift from a positivisitic sense of rationality in identifying culture to 

attend to the place and time of the enunciative agency and suggests that our 

attention should be 'occupied with the relations of authority which secure 

professional, political, and pedagogical status through the strategy of speaking 

in a particular time and from a specific placeI.66 Critics, as the anthropologist 

Johannes Fabian has insisted, need to see representation as praxis; '[tlhe need 

to go there (to exotic places, be they far away or around the corner) is really 

our desire to be here (to find or defend our position in the world). The urge 

to write ethnography [and history] is about making the then into a now.'67 

The dilemma facing historians in rewriting the past is no less acute 

when writing itself has been seen as a way of maintaining and extending the 

hegemony of colonization. As Fabian has considered, '[ilf writing is part of a 

system of intellectual and political oppression of the Other, how can we avoid 

contributing to that oppression if we go on writing?'68 This is not to suggest 

that consciousness-raising alone will solve this problem, but writing can, as 

Fabian proposes, 'be preparatory to a critique that might have a chance of 

65 Paul Carter, The Sound In-Between, passim. 
6 6  Homi K .  Bhabha, 'Postcolonial Authority and Postmodern Guilt', in 

I Culcural Studies, eds. L.  Grossberg, C. Nelson and P. Treichler, New York, 1992, 
p. 57. 

67 Johannes Fabian. 'Presence and Representation', pp. 753-56. 
68 Tbid., p. 767. 
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being truly subversive'.69 Critiques of colonial writing can function 

positi;ely to unsettle, disturb, or subvert their implied authority by 

challenging the assumptions of scientific objectivity and neutrality at the 

heart of colonial texts. Such a reading does not imply uncontrolled 

relativism, but does invite a degree of reflexivity in the writing of history. A 

successful analysis of colonial discourses must therefore address the strategies 

and tactics by which these discourses claimed and were accorded legitimacy at 

specific moments; but it must seek to do so without repeating those same 

moments. Historians must rid themselves of a historiographical practice 

which pretends that history is a narrative of the past and that past and present 

must not coincide. Such a critique should not be entirely self-referential, but 

it should take into account how European perceptions have been fashioned 

both by what colonial observers were conditioned to see and by what they 

actually saw. The responses of colonial surveyors and scientists to the New 

Zealand environment were fashioned as much by their personal encounters 

as they were determined by their cultural conditioning. This is not dissimilar 

to Bernard Smith's argument where (in imagining the Pacific), 'Europeans 

imagined from a reality that they had to come to terms with, not a fancy or a 

fantasy that might eventually disappearI.70 For historians now examining 

settler societies of the past, a critique of European re-presentations has become 

the only viable alternative for a post-colonial investigation of colonial 

history.71 AS the Pacific historian Klaus Neumann has observed, such 

investigations are the only ones that turn our attention back to ourselves: 
- 

6 9  Ibid .  
7 0  Bernard Smith, Imagining the Pacific, p. ix .  
7 1  Stephen Slemon, 'Unsettling the Empire: resistance theory for the 

Second World', World Literature Writren in English, 30, 2 (1990), 30-41; Stephen 
S lemon,  'Monuments o f  Empire: allegory/counter-discourse/post-colonial 
writing' ,  Kunapipi, 9, 3 (1987), 1-16; Kwame Anthony Appiah, 'Is the Post- in 
Postmodernism the Posl- in Postcolonial ?', Critical Inquiry, 17 (1991), 336-57. 
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'Whereas histories that highlight fatal impacts and legacies of conquest 

project our present interests onto earlier generations, holding them firmly 

responsible, the second option allows us to use the other's past as a means of 

diverting attention from our own. Only the third option is truly self-critical, 

at least potentially, as it is concerned in the final instance with our own 

practices'.72 

Rather than reducing lived experience to language, it seems more 

prudent and interesting to explore the historically and culturally determined 

rela tionships be tween intentions and achievements, expectations and actions. 

The study of history, as the historian Joan Scott has recently asserted, is 

therefore no longer the search for a cause but the search for meaning where 

the task of the historian is to concentrate on the intent ional  world of 

individuals.73 Moreover, if the past is seen as a series of mediated viewpoints 

which can only be imagined in terms of the ways of seeing that were available 

at different historical periods, then interpretation must focus on the contexts - 
rather than completed texts - of communication. In working with the texts 

which contributed to the discourses of surveying and science in colonial New 

Zealand, the aim is not to celebrate or to reconstitute these discourses of 

colonization; rather it is to read their construction in terms of their historical 

specificity. Instead of seeking to replace the ordered discourses of colonization 

with a neat postcolonial narrative, the task is to trace the contradictions and 

paradoxes of colonizing processes using the fragments of the past. This thesis 

7 2  Klaus Neumann, "'In Order to Win Their Friendship...": rewriting first 
contact', paper submitted for publication in The Contemporary Pacific, 1993, p. 
1 1 .  

7 3  Joan W .  Scott, 'The Evidence of Experience', Critical Inquiry, 17 (1991), 
773-97; and Joan W .  Scott, 'Deconstructing equality-versus-difference: or, the 
uses of  postslructuralist theory for feminism'. Feminist Studies, 14, 1 (1988), 33-  
50. 
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is therefore a preliminary investigation into the issues of historical re- 

presentations which considers the work of colonial surveyors and scientists as 

contributions to culturally and historically specific discourses. If we do this it 

will shift our perception of them away from a reading which is either 

reductionist or celebratory. Colonial surveyors and scientists were not 

indistinguishable components of a monolithic system, but complex and often 

contradictory individuals who were anything but innocent sources of 

information about the past. What can be guaranteed, however, is that the 

society in which they participated has pre-figured, determined and fashioned 

the fabric of our own. 

This mythic confidence in a textable past is the ambience in which 
histories are made. The past itself is evanescent: it has existence only 
in histories. Histories are the texted past. 
Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories', ( 1 9 9 1 ) ~ ~  

74 Greg Dening, 'A Poetic for Histories', p. 353. 



FIGURE 1.1 Mr Charles Davy, Surveyor [23 December 18431, Taranaki Museum. 



FIGURE 1.2 Francis Edward Nairn, Mr Mantel1 at Moeraki [1848], E333/84, 
Alexander Turn bull Library. 
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CHAPTER 2 Prolo~ue I:   ma kin^. tracks': texts, contexts and the discourse o f  

land s ~ r a e y n _ ~  In co 
. . lonial New Zealand 

Exploring is delightful to look forward to and back upon, but it is not 
comfortable at the time, unless it be of such an easy nature as not to 
deserve the name. 
Samuel Butler, Ermhon: Or, Over the Range (1872).l 

'People who come to this Country', wrote Frederick Alonzo Carrington, 

Principal Surveyor in New Plymouth, to the Secretary of the New Zealand 

Company in October 1841, 'must be content to settle down for some years. 

There is much labour to be done in clearing and this of course will go on 

progressively & consequently it will take a few years before you can get 

returns. But ultimately the value of Land here will be infinitely beyond that 

of Sheep Countries & there will always be found a good market for this 

placeI.2 To the nineteenth century European settler, land that lay 

uncultivated was unproductive. British emigrants expected that the physical 

transformation of New Zealand would civilize what appeared to be a wild 

and unlettered land. This part of the New World was to be a 'Britain of the 

South'; an antipodean outpost of the British empire that replicated then 

reproduced the values, attitudes, and aspirations of the old. Moreover, 

contemporary European perceptions of new and distant lands rested on the 

assumption that these lands were not only avai lab le  for, but a w a i t e d  

settlement and civilization. The European colonization of New Zealand was 

part of the global manifestation of British imperial power. In the course of 

the nineteenth century, more than twenty million people left Europe in 

Samuel Butler, Erewhon: or, aver the range, 6th edn, London, 1880, p. 31. 
2 F. A. Carrington to Secretary, New Zealand Company, 14 October 1841, 

Ms0011 A96, TM. 
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search of a better life elsewhere, buoyed on the tide of progress that promised 

to ameliorate poverty and guarantee prosperity. 

The transformation of the wilderness was crucial to the success of 

colonization [see figures 2.1, 2.21. It was expected that both nature and the 

natives would eventually be displaced; 'smiling fields' would replace the 

untamed forests, just as the Maori would eventually be amalgamated with 

the European. The native bush presented a moral as well as a physical 

challenge to the early settlers, as it inhibited the pace of settlement and 

challenged the Victorian search for order from chaos. As 'children of a 

puritanical protestantism', many settlers rejected the forest as a wantonness 

in nature and called for 'the discipline of fire and axe, just as the soil beneath 

needed the sanctity given it by its cultivation for the purposes of civilized 

man.'3 After its discovery and exploration, the surveying of land and the 

delineation of boundaries and property rights, was seen as a necessary step in 

taming, explaining, and controlling the natural world. Surveying also 

symbolized the struggle be tween humanity and na ture, civilization and the 

land. The task of the colonial surveyor, like that of the nineteenth century 

explorer, was 'to incorporate a particular reality into a series of interlocking 

information orders - aesthetic, geographical, mineralogical, botanical, 

agricultural, economic, ecological, ethnographical and so on ... . In scanning 

prospects in the spatial sense ... [the explorer's] eye knows itself to be looking 

at the prospects in a temporal sense - as possibilities for the future, resources 

to be developed, landscapes to be peopled, or re-peopled by Europeanst.4 

- - -  - 

3 Denys Trussel, Fairburn, Auckland, 1984, p. 15. 
4 Mary Louise Pratt, 'Scratches on the face of the country: or, what Mr 

Barrow saw i n  the land of the Bushmen', i n  "Race", Wrilirzg and Difl'erence, ed. 
Henry Louis Gales Jnr, Chicago, 1986, p. 125. 



FIGURE 2.1 William Strutt, Burning the Bush, Taranaki 1856, pencil and wash 
C218, Alexander Turnbull Library. William Strutt, a professional artist, 
emigrated from Europe to Australia and spent a year in Taranaki in 1855-56. 
This sketch depicts the burning of native bush which was an important stage in 
preparing the land for stock. 



FIGURE 2.2 John Philemon Backhouse, Felling Kauri and Men Having Billy Tea 
[ca 18801, watercolour E52 p/lO, Alexander Turnbull Library. Backhouse served 
in the Armed Constabulary and produced many sketches of life in colonial 
Australia and New Zealand. This sketch is notable for its sympathetic portrayal 
of ordinary workers and the camaraderie they shared. Moreover, the 
overwhelming nature of their task in transforming the bush is suggested by the 
dwarfing of the men by the huge kauri tree. 
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William J. Lines' suggestion that in Australia the colonial surveyor 'brought 

space into the realm of civilised discourse; his maps opened the land to 

invasion, enabled the history of conquest to begin, and transformed the 

amorphous face of Australia into an imperial possession', could as well be 

applied in the New Zealand context.5 

Land surveying may be defined as the study or practice of measuring angles 

and distances of the land surface so that they can be accurately plotted on a 

map; or more particularly, surveying involves taking a general view by 

observation and measurement to determine the boundaries, size, position, 

quantity, condition and value of land. Surveying is based on the technique of 

finding a position in space relative to a fixed position through triangulation.6 

Land surveying has been codified into three main fields: geodetic, 

topographical, and cadastral surveying. Geodetic surveys are based on the 

measurement of the curvature of the earth, and are usually implemented on 

a national basis, while topographical surveys measure and map the physical 

features of the earth to show their relative position both horizontally and 

vertically (which may consist of geodetic or plane surveys). Cadastral surveys 

determine the boundaries of properties and legislative areas and are often 

dependent on topographical features.7 

5 William J.  Lines, Taming the Great Sourli Land: a history of the conquest 
of narure in Australia , Sydney, 1991, p. 53. 

6 Triangulation is the method of surveying in which an area is divided 
into triangles; one side (the base line) and all other angles are measured and 
the lengths of the other lines calculaied trigonometrically. 

7 Ramsay J .  P. Wilson, Land Surveying, Plymouth, 1983, p. 2. 
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Land surveying has an established historical genealogy. Some of the 

earliest recorded evidence of land measurement has been detected on the clay 

tablets and boundary stones of the Sumerians who occupied the plains 

between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers before 1000 B.C.8 Egyptian, and later, 

Greek cartographers refined land surveys and their re-presentation in maps 

with scientific precision as they endeavoured to measure, explain and contain 

the known world. In his Geography, Strabo employed the methods of 

geometry, geography and astronomy in the effort to discover the dimensions 

of the earth.9 Ptolemy later emphasized the need to map to scale, aided by the 

sciences of ma thema tics and celestial observa tion.l0 Rectangular land 

surveying has its genesis in ancient Rome, where it was fundamental in 

engineering the extensive land construction throughout the empire. For the 

purposes of colonization, land was divided into squares (centuria) of one 

hundred lots (agro centuriato). The Roman survey was based on the 

intersection of co-ordinates (the umbilicus), with the principal meridian 

(cardo maximus) at right angles with the base line (decaumanus maximus). 

Roman law dictated the demarcation of centuria with boundary markers, and 

required field notes from the surveyor.11 The Codex Acerianus, composed in 

the sixth century, and which subsequently served as a basis for the later 

development of geometry, contains a detailed account of surveying as 

8 A. W.  Richeson. English Land Measuring lo 1800: instruments and 
practices. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1966, p. 3. 

9 See further D. W. Thomson, Men and Meridians: The History of 
Surveying and Mapping in Canada: volume one, prior to 1867, Ottawa, 1966, pp. 
1-7. 

10 Ibid., pp. 12-34. 
11 Ibid., pp. 8-11. See also Richeson, English Land Measuring lo 1800: 

instrutzrenfs and practices, pp .  1-14. See further 0. A. W. Dilke, The Ron~an 
Land Surveyors: an introduction to the Agrimensores, Devon, 1971; P. R. Wolf 
and R. C. Brinker, eds, Elenlentaty Surveying, New York, 1989, pp. 3-4. 
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practised by Roman engineers.'* Von Piso's Practica Geometrica, written in 

the thirteenth century, included detailed instructions on surveying and a 

discussion of the main instruments used in the survey: the quadrans, the 

cross staff and the astrolabe.13 

From the fall of the Roman Empire, to the European Renaissance and 

the Age of Discovery, scientific cartography developed as knowledge of the 

world expanded. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the expansion 

of empires and the consequent need to delineate national boundaries and 

construct maps of territorial possession demanded more accurate methods of 

triangulation and land surveying. In addition, the process of enclosure and 

the increasing value of real estate in expanding urban areas rapidly brought 

surveying and surveyors into the economic as well as the political arena. 

'[Tlhe main object of a colonial survey', wrote James McKerrow, then 

Commissioner of Railways, in the first issue of the Dunedin-based quarterly 

publication The New Zealarzd Surveyor: The Journal of the New Zealand 

Institute of Surveyors in 1899, 'is to enable the settlement of the Crown 

lands to proceed on a system of survey and record which, for the settler, will 

give him possession of a definite piece of land which cannot ever after be 

overidden by a rival claim, and for the Crown the assurance that its guarantee 

-- - 

12 Ibid., p. 4. 
13  The quadrans was a square brass frame with a right angle and flexible 

pointer used for sighting; the cross staff was a wooden rod of 4 feet in length 
with an adjustable cross arm set at right angles to it ,  and used to measure 
distance; and the astrolabe comprised a metal circle with a pointer hinged at 
its centre, held by a ring at the top. Ihid. 
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of title will not involve it in embarrassing claims for compensation through 

overlapping boundaries'.l4 In new societies like New Zealand, Australia and 

Canada, the role of the surveyor was instrumental in the subdivision of land 

and establishment of title, rituals which confirmed and consolidated the 

imperial occupation of colonial territory.15 

Surveyors' tasks were twofold: to lay out rural and urban sections, and 

to explore the hinterland with a view to their purchase and settlement. 

Although early surveys had been made to support applications to the Land 

Claims Commission, particularly in the North Auckland and Coromandel 

areas, it was not until organized European settlement began in the 1840s that 

there was a substantial demand for survey services.16 On 5 December 1840, 

the Royal Charter and its incorporated Instructions, were forwarded to 

Captain Hobson from the Marquis of Normanby, the Secretary of State for 

War and the Colonies, signifying the status of New Zealand as a colony 

separate from New South Wales. The Charter provided for a survey to be 

made of all the lands in the colony under the jurisdiction of a Surveyor- 

General.17 Hobson was subsequently required to: 

.- 

14 James McKerrow, 'New Zealand System o f  Survey', The New Zealand 
Surveyor: the journal of rhe New Zealand Institute of Surveyors, 1 ,  1 (1889), 9. 

15 See  Thornson, Men and Meridians, passim; C .  C. J .  Bond, Surveyors of 
Canada, 1867-1967. Ottawa, 1966; M .  Cannon and I. McFarlane, eds, Surveyors '  
Problems and Achievemenls,  1836-1839 ,  Melbourne, 1988.  In contrast to 
Australia, however,  New Zealand was perceived as  being a habited and 
habitable environment. See  further M.  P. K. Sorrenson, 'Treaties in  British 
Colonial Pol icy:  Precedents for Waitangi', in Sovereignty and Indigenous  
Rights: lhe Treaty of Waitangi in international contexts, ed.  William Renwick, 
Wellington, 1991, pp. 15-29. 

16 J .  A.  McRae, The New Zeuland Institute of Surveyors, Dunedin, 1988, p. 3. 
17 Department o f  Lands aud Survey, Surveys and Maps: an exposition of the 

work ,  methods,  and organization of the New Zealand survey: special 
publication for distribution at the New Zealarrd and Sourh Seas Exhibition, 
Dunedin, 1925-26, Wellington, 1925, p. 5.  
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cause a survey to be made, in the manner hereafter mentioned of all 
lands within our said colony; and you are for this purpose from time to 
time to issue instructions to the Surveyor General for the time being of 
our said colony, and to divide and apportion the whole of the said 
colony into counties, each of which shall contain, as near as may be, 40 
miles square, and to apportion each county into hundreds, of each 
hundred shall, as near as may be, comprise one hundred (100) square 
miles, and again to subdivide each hundred into parishes of which 
each parish shall, as nearly as may be, comprise an area of 25 square 
miles, and you are to instruct the said Surveyor General that in making 
the division aforesaid of our said colony into counties, hundreds and 
parishes, he do have regard to all such natural divisions thereof as may 
be formed by rivers, streams, highlands or otherwise ... . I 8  

Hobson's instructions from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, of 14 

August 1839, had also included provision for 'the selection of individuals ... 

from the colonists either of New South Wales or New Zealand ... Amongst 

the offices thus to be created, the most evidently indispensible are those of a 

judge, a public prosecutor, a protector of Aborigines, a colonial secretary, a 

treasurer, a surveyor-general of lands, and a superintendent of police . . . ' .I9 

Both Governor Gipps and Hobson had appointed Felton Mathew as Acting 

Surveyor-General for New Zealand. With an English survey training, ten 

years' experience in Australia - including a term as Town Surveyor of Sydney 

in 1839 - Mathew was deemed a suitable candidate for the post.20 Mathew 

was, however, dismissed for incompetence and succeeded in December 1841 

by Charles Wybrow Ligar.2' Ligar remained Surveyor-General until 1853, 

18 Cited in C. A .  Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zealand, 
Wellington, 1977, pp. 11-12. See also Claudia Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi, 
Wellington. 1987, p p .  29-3 1 .  

1 9  Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zealand p. 20. 
2 0  Ibid., p. 21. 
21 McRae has described Felton Mathcw as 'au opportunist o f  the worst 

kind', and it was 'little wonder therefore that this first Surveyor-General did 
not long occupy his important position', McRae, The New Zealatzd Ir~stilute of 
Surveyors ,  p. 3.  See also J. Rutherford, ed., The Founding of New Zealand: the 
journals of Felton Marhew, first Surveyor-General to New Zealand, and his 
wife. 1840-1847. Wellington, 1940, p. 16ff. 
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when under the 1852 Constitution Act his position was replaced by provincial 

Chief Surveyors.*2 From 1867 to 1875 Theophilus Heale, Inspector of Surveys 

in Auckland, acted as advisor to the central government on survey matters. 

The office was not again filled until John Turnbull Thomson was appointed 

head of the Lands and Survey Department in 1876. 

The absence of adequate resources, coupled with the variable climate 

and terrain, delayed the immediate implementation of the Znstructions of 

1840. In the interim, the Surveyor General in Auckland instituted a system of 

survey of the lands other than those blocks held by the New Zealand 

Company. A second survey system had been in operation prior to the 1852 

legislation under the auspices of the colonial government and Edward 

Gibbon Wakefield's New Zealand Land Company. The Company, with its 

settlements at Wellington, Nelson, Wanganui and New Plymouth, had 

already initiated its own survey staff and system of land regis tra tion.Z3 

Surveys were often initiated before the land was purchased. Under the 

governorship of Grey, land was surveyed after the signing of the deed of 

purchase and the payment of the first instalment, but before the final 

payment was made.Z4 Maori had also begun to challenge sales of land to the 

Company, aware of blatant discrepencies between the price they had received 

-- - - -- 

22 In 1856 Ligar was appointed Chief Surveyor in Southland and in 1857 
became Surveyor-General of Victoria, a position he held until his retirement 
i n  1869. Ligar had also been Commissioner of Land Claims from 1846, a 
member of thc Legislative Council for New Ulster from 1848 to 1853, and 
Commissioner under the Crown Titles Ordinance from 1856. McRae, The  N e w  
Zealand Instirute of Surveyors, pp. 3-4. 

23 Patricia Burns, Fatal Success: a history of the New Zealand Con~pany, ed. 
Henry Richardson, Auckland, 1989. 

24 'This survey consisted merely of marking the outside boundaries of the 
block and reserves, and its purpose was primarily to ascertain the area of the 
block and to prevent boundary disputes, Later there would be an internal 
survey to open the land for settlement'. Keith Sinclair, The Origins of rhe 
Maori Wars, Auckland, 1957, p. 182. 
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from the Company or the government, and the price the land was offered to 

settlers. Maori recognized that the extension of survey boundaries into the 

hinterland not only threatened tribal dominion, but signified a more 

permanent erosion of sovereignty and mana. The surveyor with his 

theodolite thus became the symbol of loss and a focus for antagonism. Maori 

who resisted this change of ownership embarked on a campaign to prevent, 

disrupt, and subvert the conduct of land surveys.25 

With Maori opposition to the progress of surveys and with land caught 

between the competing claims of the colonial government and the New 

Zealand Company, it was neither feasible nor financially possible to 

implement a triangulation survey of the entire colony. In December 1840 

Captain Robert Kearsley Dawson, considered an authority on colonial 

surveying, had conveyed to Lord John Russell his proposals for the most 

effective means of conducting a comprehensive survey of New Zealand. 

Kearsley's ideas on surveying, together with those of Lieutenant Edward 

Frome, a former Surveyor-General of South Australia, were expressed in 

Arthur Whitehead's Treatise on Practicnl Surveying, published in 1848.26 

'[Iln an uncleared country', wrote Whitehead, 'it would be useless to attempt 

a system of triangulation and in such cases the only mode of ensuring 

accuracy in extensive surveys is that which has been generally adopted in the 

construction of geographical maps. ... [I]n cases where the interior is not 

triangulated, no other method presents itself and a knowledge of practical 

astronomy therefore becomes indispensible in this as in all geodesical 

- 

25 See further Chapter 4. 
26 Arthur Whitehead, A Trearise on Practical Surveying, as  particularlv 

applicable to New Zealand and other colonies, London, 1848. 
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 operation^.'^^ Surveys at Auckland and Wellington were based on the 

astronomical determination of latitude, longitude and true meridian, while 

at New Plymouth, theodolite bearings were taken from a 'false meridian', 

known as the Devon Line, to which subsequent surveys were later 

~ o r r e l a t e d . ~ ~  Throughout the rest of the colony, blocks of land were surveyed 

by compass measurements based on a local magnetic meridian. 

Colonial surveying owed much to the precedents of its metropolitan 

past. Surveyors in New Zealand employed instruments for angular 

measurement which were common to British surveying practice. In 

September 1847, The New Zealand Gazette advertised a notice from the 

Secretary's Office of the Wellington Survey Department, calling for 'tenders, 

in duplicate' for the following items: 

2 Five-inch Theodolites,l Circumferentor, 2 Prismatic Compasses, 1 
Chain of 100 feet, 3 Chains of 2 poles,l Chain of 50 feet,l Spirit Level, 2 
Sets of Drawing Instruments,l Three Foot Parallel Ruler, 1 Two Foot 
Parallel Ruler,l Proportional Compass,2 Ordnance Protractors, 3 Set 
Squares, 3 T Squares,l Staight Edge, 6 Drawing Boards, of sizes, 1 Color 
Box and Brushes.Z9 

'The instruments that will be found necessary for such a survey (country and 

suburban sections)', wrote Whitehead in 1848, 'are a theodolite, a 

circumferentor and a prismatic compass1.30 Whitehead noted how the 

theodolite was used for laying down the main lines of the survey, the 

circumferentor being used to add details or even substituted for the theodolite 

2 7  Ibid.  
2 8  This system was adopted in laying out the New Zealand Company 

settlement at Nelson, Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zealand, p. 13. 
29 New Zealand Gazerre. 3 September, 1847. 
3 0 Whitehead, Treatise on Pracrical Surveying, 'Preface'. 
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in dense b ~ s h . ~ l  The theodolite was in general use on settlement surveys, 

and was used with the circumferentor and prismatic compass.3* Chain 

surveying was a common practice, where the Gunter's chain (a 66ft long 

chain, divided into 100 links, each 0.66 ft or 7.92 inches long), was used for 

calculating dis tance.33 

While on leave in Britain in the 1870s, the Chief Surveyor John 

Turnbull Thomson visited the Greenwich Astronomical Observatory, and 

the Central Survey Office of Great Britain, in Southhampton, where he 'had 

an opportunity of examining the several processes interesting to the Colonial 

Surveyor, in the standard and property branches of field work, as well as in 

the record and publication of office work.I3* Thomson travelled via the 

United States and Canada, where 'though I did not visit any of the survey 

offices ... I met officers connected with the departments, from whom I had 

illustrations of their survey systems given on the spot.'35 On his return 

journey, Thomson visited Cape Town, Melbourne and Sydney, where he 

visited the survey departments and examined the systems of survey 

operating in each colony.36 Thomson also sought consultation on 'the 

selection of instruments for the Survey Department', and while he purchased 

31 Ibid.; see also R. G. D., 'The romance of the theodolite', New Zealand 
Surveyor, 16, 9 (1940). 414. 

32 The settlement survey was dcfined by McKerrow as 'the marking off the 
land purchases already made, or the subdivision by survey of the Crown lands 
into areas for future selection'. McKerrow, 'New Zealand System of Survey', p. 
7. 

3 3  See 'Reports on State of Survey in Wellington, Nelson and Marlborough 
Provinces', AJHR, H-1 (1875); 'Reports on State of Survey in Wellington, Nelson 
and Marlborough Provinces', AJHR, H-17A (1877). For further details on the 
procedure of chain surveying, see Wilson, Land Surveying, p. 23. 

34 J .  T. Thomson, Surveyor-General. 'Surveys of New Zealand, Report for 
1878-79', AJHR, HI9 (1879), p. 3, 

35 Ibid. 
3 6  Ibid. 
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suitable instruments in London, others had to be specially made to adapt to 

New Zealand conditions. 'In several of the districts of the Colony', Thomson 

commented, 'I have had it most apparently brought home to me that the 

ordinary instruments employed in plain survey are not available. These 

districts are specially in Westland, Nelson, and a large portion of the interior 

of the North Island. Here the face of the country is so rugged or over-grown 

that neither triangulation nor traverse are applicable under very heavy 

cost.'37 

The New Zealand Government Act of 1846 introduced a new Charter 

relating to the settlement of waste lands and the conduct of surveys. This 

legislation, which incorporated the provisions set out in the 1840 Charter, 

also provided for the establishment of a system of Land Registry and a Land 

Court to investigate titles to land. Moreover, it provided for the division of 

the colony into two provinces, each with a measure of self-government. In 

April 1848, the northern province of New Ulster and the southern province 

of New Munster were established, separated by a line commencing at the 

centre of the mouth of the Patea river where it joins the sea, and running due 

east to the East Coast of the North Island. Control of the surveying and 

disposal of Crown lands (excluding New Zealand Company purchases) 

remained the prerogative of the general government, and this authority was 

exercised by the Surveyor-General through the Waste Lands and Land 

Purchase Departments. Under the New Zealand Constitution Act of 1852, the 

colony was divided into the six provinces of Auckland, New Plymouth, 

Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury and Otago. The 1852 Act provided that each 

3 7  The micrometer telescope, an instrument that could be used to ascertain 
distances without these methods, was developed as the solution. Ibid. 
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province would conduct its own system of survey, from independent survey 

d e p a r t m e n t ~ . ~ g  A Chief Surveyor was appointed for Wellington in 1853, 

Southland in 1855, Nelson in 1857, Marlborough in 1860, Hawkes Bay in 1862 

and Auckland in 1865.39 At a conference of Chief Surveyors, held in 

Wellington on 12 April 1873, those in attendance included D. A. Tole 

(Auckland); T. Humphries, (Taranaki); C. Weber, (Hawkes Bay); H. Jackson, 

(Wellington); A. D. Dobson, (Nelson); H. G. Clarke, (Marlborough); S. 

Hewlings, (Canterbury); G. Mueller, (Westland).40 'The remarks of these 

gentlemen are invaluable,' Thomson later reported, 'inasmuch as on them 

rests the burden of actually and immediately dealing with the problems of 

locating the settlers, land purchasers, and immigrants on their holdings1.41 

Provincial autonomy remained until the dissolution of the Provincial 

Government system in 1876, when the Lands and Survey Department was 

established by the central government.42 

The absence of a uniform method of survey procedure and the lack of 

systematized la ti tudinal and longitudinal calcula tions between provincial 

survey services often led to confusion and i n a c ~ u r a c y . ~ ~  In 1873, T. Heale, 

38 The 1858 Waste Lands Act gave the Governor power to create such 
offices as were necessary for the administration of Crown Lands and their 
survey and the ministerial post of Secretary for Crown Lands was created. 

3 9  Under the previous system, Chief Surveyors had been appointed in 
Taranaki in 1841, Canterbury in 1850 and Otago in 1851. A Commissioner of 
Crown Lands was appointed in Auckland province in 1849, Canterbury in 1850, 
and in Taranaki, Wellington, Nelson and Otago in 1851. McRac, The New 
Zealand Institure of Surveyors, p. 8. 

4 0  All the Chief Surveyors attended the conference, with the exception of 
J. T. Thomson, Chief Surveyor of the Province of Otago. 'Conference of Chief 
Surveyors, Report of Conference held at Wellington, April 12, 1873', AJHR, H-1 
(1873). 

4 1  Thomson, 'Surveys of New Zealand, Rcport for 1878-79', p. 2. 
42  Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors oJ New Zealand, pp. 11-19. 
43 See B. R. Patterson, 'Reading Between the Lines: people, politics and the 

conduct of surveys in the Southern North Island, N.  Z., 1840-1876'. PhD thesis, 
Victoria University of Welliugton, 1984. 
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Inspector of Surveys, after consulting the Chief Surveyors, reported to the 

Colonial Secretary that 'surveys in most parts of the Colony, and especially in 

those which were first settled, have not been conducted throughout on any 

consistent plan sufficiently sound and accurate to form a safe basis for 

defining and establishing the boundaries and relative position of estates 

granted by the Crown, or to determine in any satisfactory manner the 

geography of the country ... '.44 Heale considered that: 

... the difficulties which the greater part, if not all, of the Survey 
Departments in the Colony have had to contend with, have not arisen 
solely from the shortcomings of surveyors, but that they have flowed 
necessarily from the political circumstances of the Colony. Detached 
communitites, beset with urgent want of lands subdivided to different 
dimensions, according to the nature of the country and of the 
agricultural or pastoral requirements of the settlers - each nec essarily 
had to deal with the difficulty according to the means in its power, and 
the mode of survey was not, in most cases, based on any previously 
thought-out system or design, but rather grew out of the force of 
circumstances.45 

Reflecting on the New Zealand survey system in 1889, James McKerrow 

commented that 'several of the provincial services had conducted their 

surveys on a trigonometrical basis, but, as the others were building one 

survey on another by traverse on magnetic [bearings] ... a state of considerable 

confusion and uncertainty had arisen in the survey records, which was 

aggravated by very heavy arrears of land purchases awaiting demarcation of 

b ~ u n d a r i e s ' . ~ ~  The recommendation put forward by the Chief Surveyors in 

1873 was for 'the establishment of a general system applicable to the whole 

Colony, and in so co-ordinating the work of the several Provinces that they 

44 T. Heale to Colonial Secretary, 19 April 1873, 'Report of Conference held 
at Wellington, April 12, 1873'. AJHR, H-1 (1873). p. 1. 

45 Ibid., p. 2. 
46  McKerrow, 'New Zealand System of Survey', p. 6. 
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will fit into and form part of a connected whole.I47 The plan, which was 

officially adopted in 1876 included the division of the country into twenty- 

eight districts, each as a designated meridional circuit. Lines of bearing taken 

from the astronomical meridian of the initial station were extended through 

each circuit to the survey sites. A base-line was measured and a triangulation, 

starting from one of the stations of standard bearings, connected the stations 

for settlement surve~s .~8  McKerrow recognized that a New Zealand system of 

survey should be specifically colonial: mimetic of metropolitan survey 

methods, but adapted to local conditions. '[Tlhe frequent changes of 

ownership of land in the colony facilitated by the Land Transfer System', 

McKerrow noted, 'and the responsibility of the Government in guaranteeing 

all titles under it, are cogent reasons why the old system of plot and scale 

should give way to the more rigid mathematical system of reduction of 

traverse to the meridian and perpendicular of the stations of a 

trigonome trical survey.'49 

Surveying in New Zealand, in the latter part of the nineteenth century 

was therefore part of a wider discourse of colonial surveying. It was a 

localized discourse which also had much in common with the survey 

systems of other colonies. The registration of land ownership in New 

Zealand, for instance, was based on the Torrens system, developed in South 

Australia by Sir Robert Torrens in 1857.50 The Torrens System stressed 

accuracy above all else; to the extent that, as one critic has noted, the system 

47 'Conference of Chief Surveyors, Report of  Conference held at 
Wellington, April 12, 1873', AJHR, H-1 (1873), p. 2. 

4 8  Ibid.  
49 Ibid., p. 8 .  
50 B. H. Davis, ed., Summary of the Law Relating to Land Surveying in New 

Zealand, Wellington, 1971, p. 1 .  
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was a 'worship of the surveyor's pegI.51 The New Zealand system of standard 

survey was based on the American and Canadian models [see figures 2.3, 2.41. 

In June 1899 the New Zealand Surveyor featured an editorial discussion 

which recognized a specific colonial identity in surveying practice.52 The 

Australian survey regulations, the editor noted, 'will be both interesting and 

instructive to us New Zealanders to "compare notes" with a Sister Colony'.53 

'There is not', he continued, 'enough interchange of thoughts and 

experiences between the different colonies, and I daresay that we in New 

Zealand are probably more insulated in our ways and ideas than any of the 

Family of Colonies forming the Great Australian C ~ n t i n e n t ' . ~ ~  In his role as 

Chief Surveyor, J. T. Thomson was aware of the colonial nature of New 

Zealand land surveying. In his report of the 'Surveys of New Zealand for 

1878-79', Thomson concluded: 

[Iln the vast territories being over-run and occupied by colonists of the 
Anglo-Saxon race, as there is great diversity of physical geography, and 
infinite variety in the wants of the people, there is no general co- 
incidence of land-laws nor complete congruity of survey systems, but 
often wide opposition of principle. If, again, we compare the Colonial 
systems with the surveys of Great Britain, and its tropical Crown 
possessions, the contrast is yet more palpable. In the United States, and 
in the British Colonies of temperate zones, this fact comes prominently 
to light, viz., that the successful methods have been those, which, 
without abandoning good practice, whose cardinal aim is to 
immediately meet the wants of settlers. Hence in all the great 
colonizing areas, practical and rapid methods of land "parcelling" or 
allotment are enacted, either by law or by departmental regulation, and 
where this is not the case, a condition I had an opportunity of studying 
in several of the colonies wherein the more abtruse and elaborate 
primary processes of old European countries were partially 
approximated to, the effect was nil as regarded the actual survey, and 

-- - 

5 1  Ib id .  
5 2  'Rules and Regulations for the Guidance o f  Surveyors Issued by the 

Queensland Survey Department', New Zealand Srrrvevor. 6, 36 ( 1  899), 105-1 17. 
5 3  Ibid., 105. 
54 Ib id .  



FIGURE 2.3 Diagram of the New Zealand System of Standard Survey [l8m, 
General Survey Department, Wellington. 
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FIGURE 2.4 Diagram of the American & Canadian System of Standard Survey 
[187'7l, General Survey Department, Wellington. 
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positively injurious as affecting the settlement of the people, by its 
re tarding influence.55 

In the early years of organized European settlement in New Zealand, 

surveying assumed political as well as geographical significance. Increasing 

acrimony between the colonial government and the New Zealand Company, 

largely over disparate land policies, together with the demands of Company 

settlers who felt cheated of their purchases, stretched to capacity the existing 

resources of survey staff. When government revenue from land sales failed 

to meet expectations, the colonial government looked to the immigrant 

population to recruit extra survey staff. Sons of missionaries and traders, 

educated in mission schools and often conversant in Maori, were to later 

prove invaluable in negotiating the purchase of Maori lands.56 Surveying 

was a common occupation for educal.ed migrants since ma thematical 

knowledge was one of the few intellectual skills then demanded in the 

colony.57 In the absence of a standardized system of registration, any person 

with a knowledge of surveying could practice as a surveyor, with minimal 

proof of experience or qualification. Surveyors under contract to the Crown 

to survey Crown Land or Waste Lands were required to satisfy one of the 

Provincial Chief Surveyors.58 From 1854, surveyors were included on the 
I 

staff of the Land Purchase Department (later incorporated into the Native 

Department in 1885), which had been established to deal with the aquisition 

of Maori land. After the 1862 Native Land Act, it was necessary for surveyors 

to be licensed in order to practice. 

5 5  Thomson, 'Surveys of New Zealand, Report for 1878-79'. pp. 3-4. 
5 6  See further Chapter 4. 
57 K.  R. Howe, Singer in a Sorlgless Land, p. 17. 
5 8 McRae, The New Zealand Institute of Surveyors, p. 13. 
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The early settler-surveyors in New Zealand had an obvious colonial 

identity. When Samuel Brees arrived in New Zealand in 1842 to replace 

Captain William Mein Smith as Chief Surveyor to the New Zealand 

Company, he brought with him a staff of survey cadets, each contracted to the 

Company for a three year period.S9 The young Edward Jerningham 

Wakefield wrote of an encounter with a group of survey cadets: 

I met two or three of these on the Porirua road, with labourers and 
theodolites and other baggage, starting for the Manawatu. I remember 
laughing at their dandified appearance and wondering what new 
arrivals had thus suddenly taken to the bush. Everything about them 
was so obviously new; their guns just out of their cases fastened across 
tight-fitting shooting jackets by patent leather belts; their forage caps of 
superfine cloth; and their white collars relieved by new black silk 
neckerchiefs. Some positively walked with gloves and dandy-cut 
trousers, and, to crown all, their faces shone with soap. There had been 
a little rain the night before and, having only got about two miles from 
the town, they were still picking their way and stepping carefully over 
the muddy places. I sat down on the stump of a tree and vastly enjoyed 
the cockney procession; wondering how long their neat appearance and 
fastidious steps would last. They, on the other hand, stared at me, 
turning up their noses at my rough red woollen smock, belted over a 
coarse cotton shirt, without neck-cloth, and stout duck trousers, and 
gaping with horror at my long hair, unshaven beard, and short black 
pipe, half hidden under a rather dirty Manilla hat. They appeared, too, 
to view with some distrust a sheath-knife, about eighteen inches in the 
blade, which I had made my constant companion.60 

-- - - 
59 In 1840 the original survey force at the New Zealand Company 

settlemenl at Port Nicholson included William Mein Smith as Surveyor General, 
Wellington Carrington as Firs1 Assistant Surveyor and Robert Park and Stokes 
as Assistant Surveyors. In 1841 they were joined by Thomas and Kettle as First 
Assistant Surveyors,  and Copps, Nankeville,  Harrison, and Newburn as 
Assistant Surveyors. 

60 Edward Jeruingham Wakefield, Adverlture in New Zealand, ed. Joan 
Stevens. Auckland, 1975, p. 234. 
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ionization Trail-blazers o f  co : a hzsfonogravhzcal note 

The processes of inventing New Zealand were pursued not only in the 

activities of nineteenth century surveyors but in the work of the historians 

and writers who have followed them. The history of land surveying in New 

Zealand has been most comprehensively dealt with in C. A. Lawn's T h e  

Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zedand (1977), complemented by a 

collection of regional and biographical studies.61 These historical re- 

presentations, while offering a valuable reservoir of information to the 

modern researcher, have been composed largely from within the paradigm of 

imperial history. According to this interpretation, New Zealand was both 

available for and in need of European colonization, civilization and 

settlement. Without the need for land transformation, and its salvation from 

a state of wilderness, then the crusade of colonization itself would founder. 

Consequently, the early surveyors are presented as willing actors in this 

drama and are exalted to the heroic status of explorer as the curtain rises on 

6 1  N. Baker, ed., A Surveyor in New Zealand: John Holland Baker, 1857-1896, 
Christchurch, 1932; C.  A. Lawn, 'Outline o f  Early History o f  Surveying in 
Auckland Province', New Zealand Surveyor, 21, 1 ,  205 (1954), 27-43; J .  Pascoe, 
Mr Explorer Douglas, Wellington, 1957; P. B .  Maling, ed.,  The Torlesse Papers, 
Christchurch, 1958; M .  V .  Mueller, ed., My Dear Bannie, Christchurch, 1958; B.  
de Vries, 'The Role o f  the Land Surveyor in the Development of New Zealand, 
1840- l876' ,  MA thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1966; A. H.  Bogle, 
Links in the Chain: field surveying in New Zealand, Wellington, 1975; L. 
Young, Father and Son: a Young saga, Christchurch, 1976; P. L. Barton, T h e  
Surveying and Mapping of Wellingtorl Province 1840-76: an exhibition of 
rnanuscript maps, field books, sketches and water colours, photographs, and 
textbook and survey instrumenrs on loan from the Department of Lands and 
Survey and the National Museum, Wellington and from lhe collecfions of the 
Alexander Turnbull Librury, Wellington, 1980-81; T .  McCormack, A Hislory of 
Surveying and Mountaineering in Westland, Hokitika, 1988; H .  J .  Jenks, 
Forgotten Men: the survey oJ Tuuranga and district, 1863-1 869, Tauranga, 199 1 ; 
McRae, The  New Zealand 111stilure of Surveyors, pp .  2-17; Easdale, Kairuri, the 
measurer of land, passim; .I. Hall-Jones, John Turnbull Thornson: first 
Surveyor-General of New Zealand, Dunedin, 1992. 
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each episode of their 'discoveries'. Read in this way, space is reduced to a 

stage and history to a page. Furthermore, the achievements of the surveyor- 

explorers are set within the perspective of a future national hstory: they are 

presented as unsung heroes whose efforts should be recognized along with 

those of soldiers and statesmen. In this discourse commentators have 

focused on the moments of reclaiming and possessing space, describing the 

path towards settlement and the achievements of the main actors in this 

theatre of conquest.62 

Writers have been eager to develop these themes. In 1929 John 

Rawson Elder, in his aptly titled work The Pioneer Explorers of New 

Zealrrnd, wrote that 'little is known, even in New Zealand itself, of the work 

of the surveyors and explorers who blazed the trail for the settlers, revealing 

to them the natural features and general characteristics of the interior of the 

coun try'.63 Elder considered surveying and exploring as synonymous 

activities. Surveying was, he argued, part of exploring and colonizing a new 

land, as 'the interior of the country had to be explored and surveyed before 

the work of settlement could be undertaken.'64 It is significant that Elder's 

account of the European exploration in New Zealand begins with 'The Old 

Whalers and Pakeha-Maoris', and concludes with 'The Conquest of the 

Southern Alps', excluding events at either side of these textual boundaries.@j 

Similarly, the title of 'explorer' is reserved only for Pakeha missionaries, 

6 2  For a discussion of the mythologizing o f  the past in  the literature 
devoted to explorers o f  Australia, s ee  further H .  Preiessuitz, 'The 
"Vossification" of Ludwig Leichhard t, in From Berlin to  Burdekin, ed. David 
Walker and Jurgen ~ a r n ~ k e ,  eds, Kensington, New South Wales, 1991, pp. 196- 
21 7. 

63  John Rawson Elder, The Pioneer E.xplorers of New Zraland, London, 1929, 
p. i i i .  

6 4  b i d . ,  pp. 28-29. 
65 Ibid., pp. 1 ,  99. 
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surveyors, scientists and gold prospectors, with Maori depicted simply as 

warriors or 'greenstone ra ider~ ' .~6 This interpretation also suggests that 

Maori were in need of such an encounter. Elder emphasized that Ernst 

Dieffenbach 'found these natives to be of a hospitable disposition, eager to 

listen to the teaching of the missionaries and inclined to industry', and that 

Thomas Brunner saw that the Maori 'were in great need of tools and 

implements of all kindsl.67 

Conquering fear in the face of danger, surveyors emerge from these 

narratives as pioneering heroes. 'Cut off from supplies amid the desolate 

mountains,' wrote Elder, 'the surveyors were often called on to face 

starvation. ... The pioneer surveyors of the New Zealand Government were 

endowed with the true instinct of the explorer, and faced year by year an 

arduous task without hope of honour or reward.'68 Through constant 

repetition, the heroic theme assumes mythic proportions: 'As builders of 

national tradition', Elder continues, 'and examples of those who, moving 

with unfaltering steps towards the goal, clung to the path of duty, none are 

more worthy to be honoured as builders of the Dominion and pioneers of 

Empire than the first explorers of New Zealand who cheerfully faced 

hardships and dangers that others might follow them along a plain road in 

safety'.b9 Appraisals from this imperial perspective constantly repeat the 

maxim: 'To blaze the trail for the farmer and the settler was a task that always 

involved difficulty and hardship and frequently danger.I7O The hazards were 

invariably defined as bad weather, inhospitable terrain and hostile Maori. 

-- - 

6 6  Ibid., pp. 46-49. 
67  Ibid., pp. 32, 61. 
6 8  Ibid., pp. 34, 119, 120. 
6 9  Ibid., p. 120. 
70  Ibid.. p. 33. 
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'The great mountains', John Pascoe later wrote, 'themselves could make 

puny man humble, however successful he might be in raking in an 

occasional summit.'71 These writers suggest that Maori did not confront 

these same challenges, but collaborated with nature. Elder wrote, for instance, 

that '[vlarious passes aided the Maori who sought to penetrate to the coast 

from Otago, Canterbury, or Nelsonr.72 

In a similar tone, Elder wrote of Frederick Tuckett, the first Principal 

Surveyor for the New Zealand Company in Nelson, that 'his work involved 

great physical exertion and exposure, since he was frequently compelled to 

make laborious marches over swampy ground thickly covered with native 

grasses, to cross deep rivers on flax mohikis, and to camp under adverse 

weather conditions in cold and rain.'73 Surveyors like S. P. Smith, who 

worked in war-torn Taranaki during the 1850s, 'led lives which were never 

free from danger', being 'frequently compelled to work under the protection 

of armed constabulary and parties of friendly nativesI.74 The surveyors 

Charles Heaphy and Daniel Lusk are lauded for their 'gallantry', 

'consummate judgement' and 'leadership' in the face of adversity.75 

If for Elder, colonial surveying ushered in the era of progress, then for 

John Pascoe and W. G. McClymont, the surveyor made the land available to 

the tourist. In M r .  Explorer Douglas (1957), Pascoe wrote of the Westland 

surveyor Charles Edward Douglas, that 'for all his dislike of tourists, Douglas, 

7 1  John Pascoe, Great 
rain, Wellington, 1959, p. 

Days in New Zealand Exploration: the bush and the 
177. 

72  ~ l d e r , -  Pioneer ~ x ~ l o r e r s ,  p. 47.  
73 Ibid., p.  66.  For further discussion of surveyors' use of mohiki, see 

Chapter 4. 
7 4  Ibid., pp. 66-67. 
7 5  Ibid., p. 69. 
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more than any other man, opened up for them the glories of South 

Westland, and his maps were the basis of their future trips.'76 Pascoe is keen 

to grant Douglas the title of 'New Zealand's greatest explorer', and clothes 

this surveyor in heroic costume: 'With the death of Douglas,' Pascoe laments, 

'there died an era - that of the great days of Westland exploration.'77 For 

Pascoe too, New Zealand was waiting for the arrival of the surveyor-explorer: 

'in far-off New Zealand', he wrote, 'the skylines were virgin, the maps scanty 

and glaciers were unnamed with passes above them uncrossed and 

unrecorded. What a field this was for e n t e r p r i ~ e . ' ~ ~  In The Exploration of 

New Zealand (1959), W. G. McClymont similarly celebrated the work of 

surveyor-explorers as unrecognized heroes. McClymont further invokes the 

imperial gaze: 'In New Zealand, as elsewhere, the desire to save souls and the 

desire to gain wealth have drawn men into unexplored regions; some minor 

Marco Polo would tell his tale and inspire the soul-savers and the gold-getters 

to follow in his foot~teps.'7~ In his Great Days in New Zenland Exploration 

(1959), Pascoe wrote specifically of the early explorers, who 'went about their 

work with a thorough attention to detail, a professional obligation to be 

accurate, and an acceptance of the hazards and discomforts of their job.'80 

Thomas Brunner is characterized as 'one of the most honoured men in the 

story of New Zealand1.81 'Cast your mind to the time when there were no 

maps or knowledge of the interior', wrote Pascoe in Explorers and Travellers: 

Enrly expeditions in New Zenland (1971). 'Consider that the rivers were 

unbridged and their sources uncertain. Imagine that no one knew what lay 

7 6  John Pascoe, Mr. Explorer Douglas. p, 91. 
77 Ibid., p. 93. 
7 8  Ibid., p. 42. 
79  W. G. McClymont, The Exploration of New Zealand, London, 1959. 
80 Pascoe, Great Days in New Zealand Exploration, p. 126. 
8 1 Ibid., p. 50. 
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over the other side of the hills on your horizon. Only then can you feel some 

of the doubts that must have assailed travellers on some of the first major 

Later publications, such as A. H. Bogle's Links in the Ch.ain (1975), J. A. 

McRae's History of the New Zealand Institute of Surveyars (1988), and Nola 

Easdale's Kniruri, The Measurer of Land (1988), re-iterate these assumptions.83 

Philip Temple continues to present the explorer - as missionary, scientist, 

surveyor, farmer, prospector, bushman and mountaineer - as a champion of 

the colonial cause. In New Zealand Explorers: Great journeys of Discovery 

(1985), Temple wrote that 'all seven [types of explorers] were there first, at the 

interface of an old oral culture and a new written one, making maps to mark 

the way for a dramatic invasion of the land, and the establishment of a new 

societyI.84 'One sees' commented Nancy M. Taylor in a review of Temple's 

New Zealand Explorers, 'the implacable force of rocks and white water, the 

steepness of hills, the thickness of bush; one sees the windswept passes, the 

bluffs and screes and flooded rivers that the explorers faced; [but] one does not 

see the rain, or the rotting logs of the primeval forest through which Colenso 

toiled.I85 The themes of the hostile landscape and the conquering explorer 

appear again in Temple's narrative. 'It has been left to others to estimate the 

value of Brunner's heroic exploration ...', writes Temple of Thomas Brunner 

and his Westland expedition in 1846-48. 'In its scope, length and significance, 

laying open all Westland, it came to be known simply as The Great Journey, 

82 John Pascoe, Explorers and Travellers: early expeditions in New Zealand, 
Wellington, 197 1, p.x. 

83  Bogle, Links in  the Chain; Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New 
Zea land;  McRae, The New Zealand Institute of Surveyors, passim. 

84 Philip Temple, New Zealand Explorers: greul journeys of discovery, 
Christchurch, 1985, p. 7. 

85 Nancy M. Taylor, 'Old ground renewed', New Zeulund Listener, 8 March, 
1986, p. 36. 
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the greatest single piece of overland exploration in New Zealand's European 

history.'86 Temple concedes that Brunner depended on Maori for guidance, 

food and survival, and that the surveyor 'came as a curious traveller rather 

than as a pioneering explorer', but maintains that 'even those explorers here 

for whom Maori guidance was crucial ... faced much that was truly unknown, 

on their own slender resources, and experienced to the full the essential 

feelings of e~ploration. '~7 Temple appears to accept unequivocally the terms 

'unknown' and 'exploration', without questioning their particular 

ambivalence in the New Zealand context. He later notes however, that 

'Brunner's discoveries were instead a confirmation of Maori oral knowledge, 

of the maps inside his guide Kehu's head. 'But these were sometimes 

indistinct and distorted by inherent secrecy and supers ti tion,' Temple added, 

'and whatever knowledge Kehu had would likely have been lost when he 

died. Brunner came from a world which demanded that all should be seen 

and verified before being recorded in word, map or picture. The two men 

were at the interface of two cultures.'88 In John Turnbull Thomson: First 

Surveyor-General of New Zealand (1992), John Hall-Jones echoes these 

themes in a celebration of pioneering achievement. Hall-Jones argues that a 

place in history texts be reserved for Thomson, the humble and intrepid 

explorer whose place names litter the map of inland 0tago.B9 

In recent years a more critical approach has been adopted by schdars in 

considering surveying, exploration, and in particular, the role played by 

surveyors in colonization. Paul Carter and Donna Merwick have argued for 

- - 
8 6  Temple, New Zealand Explorers, p. 93. 
87 Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
8 8  Ibid. See further Chapter 5. 
89 J .  Hall-Jones, John Turnbull Thomson. See further Chapter 5 .  
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an alternative reading of the work of surveyors and explorers in the 

Australian and American contexts.90 Similarly, in Taming the Great South 

Land: A History of the Conquest of Nature in Australia (1991), William J .  

Lines has considered surveying as an active expression of the human need to 

control, possess and exercise authority over nature.91 In New Zealand, there 

have been efforts - largely based around visual texts - to challenge the 

orthodox interpretation and to critically evaluate surveying as part of a larger 

colonizing enterpr i~e.~* In the 1989 exhibiton 'The Art and Life of the Early 

Surveyor', based on the works of a variety of nineteenth century surveyors in 

New Zealand, curator Marion Minson commented that 'New Zealand's 

nineteenth century surveyors were not only following a popular and 

challenging profession; their decisions on the siting and lay-out of towns, 

cities and rural areas dictated the future shape of this country. The physical 

appearance of New Zealand as we know it today is their legacy'.93 The 

exhibition which toured New Zealand in 1989, Putting the Land on the Map: 

Art nnd Cartography in New Zealnnd Since 1840, curated by Wystan Curnow, 

addressed surveying from a post-structuralist perspective. Curnow went a 

step further than Minson to suggest that surveyors' pegs 'are distinguished by 

the part they play in the graphic sign systems of a reading/writing culture. 

They are a means, a record, and a symbol of the acts of measure which 

comprise the survey; in the absence of such traces left on the landscape, the 

- - 

90 Paul Carter, The Road ro Botany Buy; Merwick, Possessing Albuny, p. 1.  
See  further Chapter 3.  

91 Lines, Taming the Great South Land, passim. 
92 In h is  recent biography of Edward Tregear, Kerry Howe  presents 

surveying as a part of the discourse of colonization, Howe,  Singer in A 
Songless Land, esp. pp. 9-12. 

9 3  This exhibition was held at the National Library Gallery from 28 July to 
23 September 1989. Marion Minson, The Arr and Life of the Early Surveyor: an 
exhibition to commemorate the centennial of the New Zealand Institute of 
Surveyors - drawn from the collections of the Alexander Turnbull Library, 
Welli~igton, p. 6 
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signs inscribed on maps documenting the extent and shape of title are signs 

without specific referents and hence lacking the authority they exercised 

within the signifying systems peculiar to European culture in New Zealand at 

that time'.94 Julian Dashper's exhibition, 'Surveyor', held at the Govett- 

Brewster Art Gallery in New Plymouth during May 1992, also examined the 

surveying of New Zealand from a similar perspecti~e.~S 

Surveuina and the construction o f  cultzrra2 space 

Alternatively, surveying discourse may be read as an exercise in the 

construction and management of the New Zealand landscape as a colonial 

cultural space. This interpretation directs attention to the contexts of 

communication and considers survey texts as products of compromise and 

negotiation. 'New Zealand' is seen here as a cultural construction and a 

named network, recording moments of contact and cultural encounter. 

Moreover, by considering survey texts as historical - contextualized by intent - 

rather than biographical, it removes the need to see colonial surveyors as 

either heroes or villains. 

Constructing space as a way of expressing identity was not simply 

limited to the colonial surveyor or explorer, for it is an issue that most 

individuals must negotiate daily. The creation and articulation of cultural 

space is played out within language, as language is the intermediary between 

94 Wystan Curnow, Putring rke Land on the Map: ar! and carrography in 
New Zealand since 1840, New Plymouth, 1989. p. 28. 

95 The Julian Dashper exhibition comprised four works: Michael Smither's, 
'Rocks with Mountain' (1968), Colin McCahon's 'Untitled ( is  there anything o f  
which one can say, this i s  ncw ? ...), Julian Dashper's 'Young Nick's Head' 
(1987) and 'The Empty Endeavour' (1991) .  Julian Dashper, 'Surveyor' 
Exhibition, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth, May 1992. 
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self and the world. For the historian Michel de Certeau, 'space is a practiced 

place', while for Michel Foucault, 'space is fundamental in any form of 

communal life; space is fundamental in any form of power.'96 'Colonial 

space', as J. K. Noyes has recently argued, 'is not a universal space, but a space 

which has been produced. As such, it can be grasped as a historically specific 

organization of multiplicities into an apparent unity.'97 The space of the 

colony was therefore a manufactured space with only the appearance of 

homogeneity. 

In constructing a new cultural landscape, colonial surveyors were 

fashioning a new cultural identity. This colonial cultural identity was an 

ambivalent, pragmatic, and often unstable hybridized identity; new settlers 

were not quite metropolitan, nor were they considered indigenous to New 

Zealand. Like the settler, the colonial surveyor constructed an in-between 

identity in this in-between site. This was a fluid space which shifted 

according to discursive context and content and was challenged by the 

physical and cultural boundaries of the new environment. Colonial 

surveying was a discourse of mediation, and surveying was itself a 

transformative act of transculturation. In laying out the land, colonial 

surveyors negotiated between spaces of objectivity and subjectivity, and 

navigated between universals and particulars. In writing over and about, 

naming and mapping the landscape, surveyors inscribed their colonial 

cultural identity into the soil, thus revealing far more about their own 

96 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall, 
Berkeley, 1984, p. 117; Michel Foucault, 'Space, Knowledge and Power', in T h e  
Foucault Reader, ed.  Paul Rabinow, New York, 1984, p. 252. See also Michel 
Foucault, 'Questions of Geography', in  Yower/Knowledge: selected interviews 
and other writings, 1972-77, ed. Colin Gordon, Brighton, 1980. 

9 7  J.  K. Noyes, Colonial Spuce, p. 98. 
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intentions, motives, and preconceptions than about the ostensible objects of 

their enquiry. 



CHAPTER 3 Cons tmc t in~  suace: readzng the face o f  the count*' ' I  - .  

Man it is quite true gives a beauty of its [sic] own sort to the face of a 
Country, as in Merry England where smiling fields cloth the entire face 
of the country, but here, Man is only beginning such a process - he goes 
to the skirt of a Virgin forest old as time perfect in beauty seeming to 
have been only just given from the hand of nature ... down go the trees 
crashing and tearing each other - fire finishes what the axe began, black 
and unseemly stumps stand in place of green trees - a green patch 
beneath a few rude huts thrown together as if by chance completes the 
picture. 
Charles Ligar, Surveyor-General, 1846.l 

There is something exhilarating in daily coming on new country, and 
describing new objects of interest. 
John Turnbull Thornson, Chief Surveyor of Otago, 1857. 

'The first impression of a place,' wrote the surveyor Edwin Brookes of his 

arrival in Taranaki in 1874, '[is] generally the most lasting, and on my first 

glimpse of New Plymouth I formed an opinion that I never modified 

afterwardsI.2 Reading - the act of viewing with a conditioned eye - was 

fundamental in the construction of colonial space. Reading 'the face of the 

country' involved encoding and decoding meaning, revealing it as an 

allegorical reservoir of reference.3 Reading the country also necessitated 

travelling through space. The texts of surveying - maps, sketches, field-books, 

journals, and the landscape itself - may therefore be read as performative 

texts, composed in transit and mediated through action. Moreover, reading 

the country invited the viewer into the frame, to occupy and become a part of 

the space, fixing it in time and place. The nineteenth century traveller, like 

Charles Ligar, Diary, 22 November 1845 - 19 November 1846, NZ Ms 240, 
APL. 

Brookes, Frontier Life: Tarunuki. New Zealand, p. 5. 
See Ross Gibson, 'Remembering Art', in Sighting References: ciphers, 

systenls and codes in recent Australian visual art, ed. Gary Sangster, Sydney, 
1987, pp. 71-75. 
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the twentieth-century historian, reinvented this space every time it was 

observed. Contained in texts, captured on the page, map or canvas, cultural 

identity - like landscape and like history - was and is created at specific 

moments. 

Visual impressions played a primary role in the aquisition and 

management of cultural space. 'It is remarkable', Edwin Brookes admitted, 

'how attached a surveyor becomes to his theodolite. So it was with myself. 

My little star gazer, as I used to call it, went through the whole campaign with 

me. So jealous was I of it that it was never entrusted to other hands but 

once.14 Indeed, vision is an integral part of the ordering, understanding and 

re-presentation of experience. As Donna Haraway has noted, vision is not 

passive reflection, as '[all1 eyes, including our own organic ones, are active 

perceptual systems, building in translations and specific ways of seeing - that 

is, ways of lifeI.5 The faculty of sight has traditionally enjoyed a privileged 

role as the most trustworthy of the sensual mediators between humanity and 

the tangible world.6 In Western epistemology, the ocular and the visual have 

been credited with more importance than any of the senses. The rise of 

modern science, the Gutenburg revolution in printing, and the emphasis on 

perspective in painting have all given vision a particularly powerful role in 

the modern era.7 

Brookes, Frontier Life: Taranaki, New Zealand, p. 2. 
Donna Haraway, 'Situated Knowledges: the science question in feminism 

and the privilege of partial perspective', Feminist Studies, 14 ( 1  988). 583. 
ti Martin Jay, 'In the Empire of the Gaze: Foucault and the denigration of 

vision in twentielh-century French thought', in Foucault: A Critical Reader, 
ed. David Couzeus Hoy, Oxford, 1986, p. 176. See also Donald M. Lowe, History of 
Bourgeois Perception, Chicago, 1982. 

Jay, 'Empire of the Gaze', pp. 176-77. 
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The primary task of the nineteenth century surveyor was to prepare 

the path for orderly colonization and to initiate the commerce of settlement. 

As agents of change, colonial surveyors read landscape strategically, invoking 

the universalizing agenda of colonialism, which included conventional 

methods of perspective and re-presentation. A strategy, in Michel de  

Certeau's terms, 'postulates a place that can be delimited as its own and serve 

as the base from which relations with an exterior ... can be managed'; actions 

are deliberate and implemented through the authority of a pre-existing plan.s 

Surveyors in colonial New Zealand read the country with constant reference 

to the established metropolitan narratives of progress, transformation and 

settlement. The universalizing goals of colonialism - exploitative and 

essentially profit-orientated - were translated and reiterated in the colonial 

context of the particular and the local. This universalizing vision was 

expressed in the adoption and adaptation of recognized Eurocentric 

conventions of reading land, most notably those of the panoptic and the 

picturesque; perspectives which combined both mercantilist and aesthetic 

motivations. Surveyors read the new terrain with reference to accepted 

motifs of territorial and geopolitical description, for they were travellers who 

brought their cultural baggage and expectations to bear on the new 

environment. 

Michel de Certeau, The Pracrice of Everyday Lip, pp.36-37 
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T ! e  ralnnnce of flre theodo life': fhe motiantior~ for srrrveyors 

Memories of days spent on hill and plain under all sorts of climatic 
conditions will be recalled by the familiar design of some favourite 
theodolite of the past. Perhaps it is a memory of hours spent on a bleak 
windswept trig station waiting for suitable observing conditions; or the 
struggle through the bush on a boundary or road traverse; or the 
steaming and thirsty conditions of plain or bog; or even the trying and 
annoying conditions of the town or city allotment survey. To each 
surveyor these recollections will be almost sacred, not to be divulged to 
the vulgar public, but to be kept for the annual conference, smoko or 
"chin-wag" that helps to maintain professional brotherhood. 
R. G. D., New Zedand Surveyor (March 1940).~ 

Existing ideas of an ideal societal structure, with viable economic, political 

and administrative arrangements, informed visitors' expectations of the new 

land and the optimum transformation that their vision would bear. Bernard 

Smith has already shown how Europeans in the Pacific imposed their 

cultural expectations on the natural environment, and remodelled the 

landscape accordingly.1° Brad Patterson has further argued that '[tlhe spatial 

goals of colonizing groups, that is the geometric forms in which it is 

considered that the projected settlement should appear on the ground, stem 

directly from the "developmental strategies" embraced, but at the same time 

are attempts to give geographical expression to the "settlement ideals" he1dI.l' 

In colonial New Zealand, the British came to possess the land not only by 

proclamation, purchase, conflict and confiscation, but because they controlled 

its interpretation. Land surveying was central to this process. In providing 

capitalism with new geopolitical territory, surveying was implicated in a 

process of technological innovation and re-presentation, with surveyors 
-- 

R. G .  D., 'The romance of the theodolite', p. 413. 
10 Bernard Smith, Europearl Vision und rhe South Pacific; passim. 

B. R. Patterson, 'Reading Between the Lines', pp. 4-5. 



operating at the sites of change.12 Conscious of their colonizing objectives, 

colonial surveyors read the new land with an economic agenda in mind. In 

1841 the Chief Surveyor of the New Plymouth settlement, Frederick Alonzo 

Carrington, described Taranaki as 'the Great Granary from its possessing such 

an immense extent of Land fit for Agriculture ...'.I3 'There is no doubt,' wrote 

the Surveyor-General Felton Mathew to Governor Hobson of his exploration 

of the Waikato region in 1846, that 'it must become the great granary of the 

colony1.14 Surveyors were eager to see New Zealand as the idealized rural 

arcadia of emigration literature [figure 3.11. 'The valleys are particularly rich', 

observed the Taranaki surveyor, Thomas Kingwell Skinner, in 1872, 'and this 

is the best land you can findI.15 'We have indeed', Skinner continued, 'come 

to a land flowing with milk and honey - a land wherein there is no want'. l 6  

Surveyors were motivated more by the agricultural possibilities of the land 

than by its apparent emptiness. 'I am satisfied', Theophilus Heale, Inspector 

1 Robert Sack, Humarl Territoriality: its tlleory and kisiory, C a m b r i d g e ,  
1986, p. 87. 

F. A. Carrington to Secretary, New Zealand Company, 22 September 1841, 
MsOOll A96, TM. 

Felton Mathew, NZ Mss 78-79, Papers 1846-48, APL. 
T. K. Skinner, Diary, Ms, TM, p. 29. For further examples see Edward 

Ashworth, Journal 1841-1845, 3 vols, Ms ASH 104, ATL; John Holland Baker, 
Diaries 1857-1897, Ms BAK 119-123, ATL; Thomas Warriner Cotterell, Notebooks 
1856-1879, 1-3, Ms COT, ATL; Joseph E. Dalton, 'Survey Reminiscenes', qMs, ATL; 
Charles Edward Douglas, papers 1840-1956, Ms papers 90, ATL; Charles Heaphy, 
Ms papers 238, John Henry Lowe, Letters and Diary 1863-73, Ms papers 664, 
ATL; Edward Mellon, Diary 1865-70, Ms 1630, ATL; Gerhard Mueller, Ms papers 
448, ATL; Henry Sealy, Diaries 1858-78, ATL; William Nicholas Searanke, papers 
1848-1887, Ms papers 879, ATL; Charles Reginald Shaw, Diary [ l o  December 1866 
- 5 August 18721, Ms papers 3803/01, 3803102, ATL; Robert Sheppard, Reports 
and Diary 1842-45, Ms papers 1094, ATL; Samuel Stephens, Diary 1844-54, Ms 
papers 2698, ATL; John Turnbull Thomson, Ms papers 176, ATL; John Tully, 
Journal 1841-42, Ms 2168, ATL; William Rickard Speid, Diary [April 1870 - May 
18711, ATL; Albert 1. Allom, Ms 6, 2 vols, AM; Peter Cheal, Ms 1319, papers 3, AM; 
J. B. Hammett, Ms 52, AM; James Fulloon, Ms 238, vol. 2, Fol 9-11, T. H. Smith 
Papers, AM; John Rogan, Ms 238, vol 2, Fol 9-1 1, T. H. Smith papers, AM; S P. 
Smith,'lieminiscences', Ms 281, AM; John T. Stewart, Journal 1857, Ms 1387, AM. 

T. K. Skinner, Diary, TM, pp. 12, 29, 73. 



FIGURE 3.1 Samuel Charles Brees, Mr Brees' Cottage Wellington, New Zealand, 
1842, watercolour B31/22, Alexander Turnbull Library. S. C. Brees was Principal 
Surveyor to the New Zealand Company from 1842 to 1845. This illustration is 
from Brees' Pictorial IIlustmtions in New Zedand, London, 1848, and is typical of 
the arcadian image of New Zealand in emigration literature. 
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of Surveys, reported to the Native Minister in 1875, 'that at least one fourth 

part of the land purchased in the North, is everything that can be desired for 

settlement in respect of soil, levelness, and accessability, and that probably 

one-half of the remainder will gradually become valuable for culture as the 

ground becomes occupied and opened up ...'.I7 

Furthermore, the motivation for surveyors and their intended goals of 

transformation were culturally specific. The colonial surveyor's image of the 

antipodean landscape was determined as much by the vision he saw through 

the sights of his cultural theodolite as it was controlled by his actual 

experiences in laying out the land. On seeing the Wanganui river in March 

1861, the surveyor John Baker thought that from Jerusalam northwards the 

country would become known as 'the Rhine of New Zealand', and he 

considered Maori pa to be like the ancient castles of Europe.18 Here the 

discourse of surveying is similar to the 'language of agrarianism' of the 

Victorian goldfields, which, as David Goodman has suggested, 'provided a 

way of seeing the newly taken land, of constituting the landscape as available 

for British appropriation, as always already full of British  association^'.^^ The 

European surveyor therefore interpreted his environment with reference to 

the familiar, rather than to the foreign and his reading of landscape was 

particularly conditioned by the education and intellectual cultural heritage he 

carried with him. Hobson's choice of locating the seat of government on the 

south shore of the Waitemata harbour, for example, expressed a culturally- 

Theophilus Heale, 'Report by Inspector o f  Surveys on Position and 
Quality of  Lands North of Aucklnnd, Recently Aquired by the Government', 
AJHR, C-5 (1875), p. I.  

J .  Baker, Diary 1857-97, 5 vols, Ms. ATL; N.  Baker, ed., A Surveyor in New 
Zealand, passim. 

David Goodman, 'Gold FieldsIGolden Fields: The Language o f  Agrarianism 
and the Victorian Gold Rush', Australian Historical Studies, 23 ,  90 (1988), 19-41. 
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specific colonial mercantilism. Hobson explained to the Secretary of State for 

the Colonies: 

In the choice I have thus made I have been influenced by a 
combination of circumstances: First, by its central position; secondly, by 
the great facility of internal water communication by the Kaipara and 
its branches to the northward, and the Manukou [sic] and Waikato the 
the southward; thirdly, from the facility and safety of its port, and the 
proximity of several smaller ports abounding with the most valuable 
timber; and finally, by the fertility of the soil, whch is stated by persons 
capable of appreciating it, to be available for every agricultural 
purpose.20 

Situated at a place of local commercia .1 activity, Auckland was an 

intermediary trading place between Maori and European. Auckland was also 

typical of the colonial port; a transit station located between the European 

markets and the natural resources obtained from the interior of the colony.21 

The survey and layout of the Auckland settlement by Felton Mathew, 

the Surveyor-General of New Zealand from 1840-41, suggested a similar 

mercantilist view. Mathew's motivations for settlement were imbued with 

capitalist intent. In 1844 he wrote of his views 'On the Present Condition and 

Future Prospects of New Zealand': 

With a soil and climate genial and productive almost beyond all 
conception or calculation - peculiarly suited moreover to the 
constitution, habits and temperaments of Englishmen - free alike from 
the parching heat of Australia, and from the biting cold of Canada - 
with surface capable of supporting an almost indefinite amount of 
agriculatural population - abounding in minerals which promise a rich 
harvest to the Capitalist, and which cannot fail to produce an abundant 
and valuable export, - with fine Rivers, splendid Harbours, magnificent 

2 0  Cited in J .  Barr, The City of Auckland, New Zealand, 3840-1920. Auckland, 
1922, p. 37. 

* See further Anthony D. King, Colonial Urbail Development. L o  n d o  n ,  
1976, p. 281ff. 
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Timber and every natural advantage which can fit a country for 
colonization by civilised man ... .'22 

Mathew justified his choice: 

From all I have said on this subject His Excellency will perceive that in 
my opinion, and for the reasons I have above stated the Tehmaki [sic] 
is the most desirable spot that can be selected and that which at least 
presents the smallest number of disadvantages. Its geographical 
position unquestionably renders it so desirable that I think few 
considerations would have sufficient weight to counter balance that 
single advantage. The ground is good, well adapted for the purpose, 
water and brick earth are both abundant and it presents every possible 
facility for internal communication both by land and by water. The bar 
at the river's mouth and the want of timber are the only two drawbacks 
which I can discover.23 

On an expedition to the Thames region in June 1840, Mathew wrote: 'The 

river is perfectly adapted for navigation by steamers or small vessels and the 

harbour forming the depot for shipping being at so short a distance, I consider 

the spot I have described as being most admirably adapted for the formation 

of a townI.24 Mathew noted the location of streams, bays, the climate and the 

quality of the soil of the fertile valleys at the Firth of Thames. 'These valleys 

extend southward as far as the eye can reach ... The banks of these rivers must 

become the great agriculture district of the island as I believe that no other 

part of it affords any considerable extent of land available for the purpose 

Mathew's utilitarianism was clearly aligned to the future expropriation of 

res0urces.2~ He exercised the finite vision of the surveyor, with his eye 

2 2  Felton Mathew, 'Views on the Present Condition and Future Prospects of 
New Zealand', [1844-451 , NZ Mss 84, APL, p. 1 .  

2 3  Felton Mathew, Report on an Expedition to the Thames, By the Surveyor- 
General, Felton Mathew, 15 June, 1840, qMS-1349, ATL, p. 8. 

2 4  Ibid., p. 3. 
2 5  Ibid., p. 6. 
26 Felton Mathew, Letterbook [I5 June 1840 - 3 January 18421, NZ Ms 82/5, 

Felton Mathew Papers 1846-48, APL. 
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attracted to rivers, streams and potential trading sites. As Carter has 

suggested, while the explorer looked ahead to the horizon beyond the road, 

the surveyor looked at the land at either side of the track, assessing its 

potential for settlement: 'Where the explorer was always anxious to travel 

on, the surveyor aways had it in mind to stop: against the explorer's high 

road, the surveyor was an advocate of fertile basins - conceptual places where 

the imagination might be enticed to settle.'27 As a surveyor, Mathew had a 

definite method, and unlike the explorer who 'might proceed like a ship at 

sea', he had to tack between definite points of reference.28 

Mathew's mercantilist vision is further evident in his description of 

the site of the town of Auckland in 1840, and in a Report to Hobson the 

following year.29 His fieldbook includes brief topographical sketches of the 

Waitemata and illustrations of the named landmarks of Mt. Eden, Mt. Albert 

and Mt. Victoria.30 Mathew's sketch book also includes illustrations of 

Wellington, the coast around East Cape, and Mount Egmont, alongside 

sketches of Derbyshire, England. The juxtaposition of these images is 

evidence of the comparisons he made between New Zealand and Britain, 

'here' and 'Home'.31 Just as the colony was a hybrid copy of the parent state, 

so colonial settlements were modelled on those of England. The cresents of 

inner Auckland were derived from Mathew's home town of Bath; Symonds 

27 Carter, The Road ro Botany Buy, p. 112. 
Ibid., p. 102 

2 9  Felton Mathew, Report to Governor Hobson on 'Exploratory Excursions ... 
into the Islands of New Zealand [184111, NZ Ms 8216, Felton Mathew Papers 1846- 
48,  APL; Felton Mathew, Letter to Colonial Secretary, Auckland, 16 December 
1840 NZ Mss 385, APL. See further Rutherford, The Founding of New Zealand: 
the jow-nals of Feltori Muthew, pp. 247-48. 

3 0  Felton Mathew, Fieldbook, 17 October 1840, NZ Ms 99, APL. 
Felton Mathew, Sketchbooks: 24 September 1841, 6 October 1841, 2 

February 1845, NZ Ms 78, APL. 
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Street was known as 'Auckland's stuccoed Kensington', while Auckland itself 

was seen by some as 'the Corinth of the South'.32 In 1843 Edward Ashworth 

noted in Epsom 'the flashy white weather boarded houses & their neat 

verandahs & flower pots backed by enclosed fields of smiling green corn & 

grass & maize, and as the odour of clover paddocks & gardens redolent with 

beans & peas ... was wafted to me, I could not help mentally exclaiming, oh 

happy England! happy even in the youngest & least promising of thy 

c0lonies.'~3 [see figures 3.2,3.3] 

Working with a landcape which Edwin Fairburn described as 'bare, 

bleak, barren, brown, [and] burnt up', Mathew envisaged a series of crescents 

which would frame Commercial Bay, and indicate the demarcation of 

residential, commercial and official zones.34 The principal feature of the 

Auckland town plan was a circus - where Albert Park is now - balanced on the 

western side of Queen Street by a square, into which Hobson and Victoria 

Streets intersect [see figure 3.43. The sections were designed with a double 

front, one to the main street, the other to a lane.35 Edward Ashworth was 

highly critical of Mathew's efforts. 'It will readily be supposed,' wrote 

Ashworth, 'that as the Surveyor General had full scope and was unconfined 

as to space in his geometrical operations that broad airy and open streets 

3 2  Johu Stacpoole, Colonial Architecture in New Zealand, Wellington,  1976 ,  
p. 206.; R. C. J .  Stone, Makers of Fortune: A Colonial Business Commurtity and its 
Fall. Auckland. 1973, p. 29. 

3 3  Edward Ashworth, Journals 1841-45, 3 vols, Ms, ATL. 
3 4  Edwin Fairburn, 'Reminiscences', N.Z. Mss 9113, API,; Felton Mathew, NZ 

Mss 78-89 ,  Papers, 1846-48, APL. An early description o f  central Auckland i s  
provided by Robert Graham, who arrived in Auckland on the Jane Gvford on 9 
October 1842, see  Robert Graham, 'Journal o f  the Passage from Greenock to 
Auckland, New Zealand on board the "Jane Gifford", 18 June - 16 November 
1842, AM. 

Barr, The City of Auckland, pp. 50-51. 



FIGURE 3.2 Edward Ashworth, Auckland looking N. W. [1843], watercolour, 
F29181112, Alexander Turnbull Library. Ashworth, a surveyor and architect, 
lived in Auckland between 1842 and 1844. His professional training is evident in 
his careful depiction of buildings and foliage in the foreground. The group of 
buildings closest to the viewer at the lowest point in the valley is the Queen 
Street gaol. Note also the inclusion of Maori as locational devices. 



FIGURE 3.3 Thomas Bernard Collinson, Town of Auckland from the Head of 
the Town Valley, 30 November 1846, Ms papers 103811, Alexander Turnbull 
Library. Collinson served with the Royal Engineers in the Wanganui Campaign 
in 1847 and travelled around the Pacific between 1843 and 1850. This sketch is 
taken from a letter among Collinson's papers. Like Ashworth (see figure 3.2) 
Collinson includes Maori in the foreground and he has identified each of them 
(see Te Rauparaha's son, second from left). Collinson also calls attention to St 
Paul's Church, the Barracks, the Goal and the Fort. 



FIGURE 3.4 George Treacy Stevens, Auckland, N. Z. 11885-861, lithographed at 
the Evening Star Office, Shortland St., Auckland. Alexander Turnbull Library. 
Drawn from an aerial perspective, this illustration shows the layout of central 
Auckland. The dominance of trees and parklands (and the sea) depicts the 
integration of nature with the urban landscape. Note that Freemans Bay extends 
to where Victoria Park now stands, the railway from Parnell terminates at lower 
Queen Street and a bridge spans Grafton Gully north of the site of the present 
bridge. 
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would be the natural results ... however by some mismanagement purchasers 

of town allotments were allowed to make alleys and lanes of their own. ... 

Thus early were the evils of narrow ways and closely packed dwellings, 

known to be productive of so baneful effects to the health & morals of the 

lower classes of our fellow creatures, early introduced into the embryo capital 

of New Zealand.'36 'The capital!', John Logan Campbell later recalled, I... a 

few boats and canoes on the beach, a few tents and break-wind huts along the 

margin of the bay, and then - a sea of fern stretching away as far as the eye 

could reach.'37 Mathew recognized that the grid plan was not historically 

neutral, but was loca tion-specific and its realization was determined and often 

compromised by the natural features of the local terrain. In contrast to 

Auckland, the plan for the town of Melbourne paid little attention to physical 

features; instead, the layout of the settlement in ten-acre squares closely 

followed a plan drawn up in the Sydney office.38 

In 1841, F. A. Carrington was commissioned by the New Zealand 

Company to select a site for the settlement of New P l y m o ~ t h . ~ ~  Carrington 

was also criticized for his decision, largely because the proposed site lacked a 

natural harbour. He was convinced, however, that the natural wealth of the 

region more than compensated for the absence of a port.40 In May 1841 

Carrington wrote to Thomas Woollcombe, Director of the Plymouth 

3 6 Ashworlh, Journals 1841-45. 
3 7  J. L. Campbell, Poerzamo: sketches of the early days of New Zealand, 

ronlance and reality of antipodearr l i fe  in rhe infancy of a new colony, 
London, 1881. p. 316. 

Asa Briggs, Victorian Cities, Harmondsworth, 1975, p. 279. 
3 9  For further details see B. Wells, The Hislory of Tararzaki, New Plymouth, 

1878, pp. 298-302; Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zealand, pp. 51- 
52; J .  S. Tullett, The Industrious Heart: a history of New Plymouth, New 
Plymouth, 1981, pp. 1-39; F. A. Carrington, Obituaries Folder, NPPL. 

Tullett, /ndrr,strious Heart, p. 12. 
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Company: 'at the same time that I lament the want of a harbour I have much 

pleasure in informing you that I have selected a place where small ones can 

be made & with trifling expense close to the Town abundance of material 

being on the spot Carrington began work in New Plymouth in February 

1841, and four months later, the town sections were 'surveyed and ready for 

selection1.42 

Colonial surveyors read and constructed colonial urban landscapes 

with reference to prescribed metropolitan models of the Victorian town and 

city. In doing this they attempted to domesticate the new and alien 

environment. Frederick Utting, the District Surveyor in Tauranga, described 

his proposed plan of the military town in a letter of June 20 1866 to the 

Auckland Provincial Surveyor: 'The lower part of the reserved square will 

form an excellent Market Place and the site of the redoubt when no longer 

required for its present purpose will be an admirable situation for a church or 

Town hall. If the lower end of the open square is to be permanently reserved 

Nos. 1 & 2 would be the most suitable site for the Custom house. No. 113 I 

would suggest should be reserved for a Mechanics Institute. ... Other reserves 

for religious purposes I think might be made when a further extension of the 

Township is made. The most suitable site for the wharf is opposite the street 

which I have marked Hamilton Street'.43 Despite Utting's best intentions, a 

Town Square was not included in the final plan of Tauranga; a Market 

4 1 F, A. Carrington to Thomas Woollcombe, 4 May 1841, Ms0011 A96, TM. 
4 2  Tullett, lndusrrious Heart , p. 18. 
4 3  F. J .  Utting, Letter to Aucklnnd Provincial Surveyor, 20 June 1866, 

Tauranga District Surveyor Letter Book, 1866-68, TPL. 
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Reserve was however retained, and a Town Hall was later built on a site 

which had been 'Reserved for Native Purposes' on the original plan.44 

Utting's plan both anticipated the immediate and practical needs - 
commercial, educational, religious and social - of the settlers, and 

incorporated the standard components of the ideal English town. In 1849, the 

British politician and urban architect James Silk Buckingham had published 

his plan of the ideal city, aptly named 'Vict0ria'.4~ Buckingham's model city 

included those characteristics that he could not identify in the existing cities 

of Victorian England: 'order, symmetry, space and h e a l t h f ~ l n e s s ' . ~ ~  The 

influence of Buckingham's ideas can be traced in successive town planning; 

particularly the emphasis on low densities, zoning, ample space for gardens 

and the need for 'social balanceI.47 For instance, in laying out the Australian 

city of Melbourne, Robert Hoddle, the Assistant Surveyor-General of New 

South Wales, pressed the Governor to include exceptionally wide streets, 

ninety-nine feet across for reasons of 'health and con~en ience ' .~~  Green belts 

in suburban spaces also demonstrated a mastery over nature, contained as it 

was within prescribed and artificial boundaries: 'like the lace curtain in a 

sooty mining town, Nature gave some relief from the outer harshness and 

starkness of the Victorian world.'@ 

Evelyn Stokes, A Hisiory of Tauranga Counfy, Palmerston North, 1980, 
107-108. 

Briggs, Victorian Cities, p. 73. 
4 6  Ibid.  
4 7  Ibid., p. 74. 
4 8  Ibid., p. 279. 
4 9  Walter J .  Cresse has suggested that the impulses which shaped Lhe 

Victorian garden suburb were both emotional and aesthetic, symbolic o f  'the 
Romantic wish to flee into woodland alleys and places of nestling green', and 
communal ,  representative o f  'the values o f  social  cohes ion  and 
interdependence.' See Walter L. Creese, 'Imagination in the Suburb, in N a t u r e  
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Utting's emphasis on urban reserves and open squares in the Tauranga 

settlement may have echoed Buckingham's aspirations for salubrity, but as 

historian Paul Carter has recently suggested, open spaces were also political 

 statement^.^^ The proposed plan of Adelaide, drawn up by William Light, 

surveyor for the South Australian Land Company, was like the Canterbury 

Associa tion's settlement of Chris tchurch, punctuated with open squares and a 

green belt.51 Carter argues that Light's public spaces expressed the self- 

regulating 'democracy' then espoused by Edward Wakefield.52 Indeed the 

grid plan is heavy with political intent, as open spaces - sites of commerce and 

civic activity - could symbolize libertarian values. For example, the public 

squares in the symmetrical plan of Christchurch may been seen as expressions 

of democratic sentiment [figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.71. The appeal of the grid plan, 

however, was largely due to its rational and equal division of land which 

quickly facilitated its sale and settlement. 'Empty spaces on the map, 

accountably and equally subdivided,' Carter suggests, 'should yield returns 

that could, more or less, be computed in advance ... Located against the 

imaginary grid, the blankness of unexplored country was translatable into a 

blueprint for colonization: it could be divided up into blocks, the blocks 

numbered and the land auctioned, without the purchasers ever leaving their 

London offices.'53 [see also figures 3.8,3.9] 

and the Viclorian Inlagination, eds. U. C. Knoepflmacher and G .  B. Tennyson, 
Berkeley, 1977, pp. 49-67. 

Carter. The Road to Botany Bay, p. 202. 
See also Jollie and Thomas, 'Plan of Sumner', 1849, CMU146; Jollie and 

Thomas, 'Christchurch', 1850, CMU l 6 3 / l ,  CMU. 
Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, p. 202. 
Ibid., p. 204. 



FIGURE 3.5 Christchurch, Canterbury [1862], tracing of a lithograph originally 
surveyed and published by C. E. Fooks, Architect and Surveyor, Lichfield St, 
Christchurch, Sept. 1862. Lithographed by De Gruchy and Leigh, Melbourne. 
Department of Survey and Land Information, Christchurch. This map shows 
the ordered and symmetrical nature of the Christchurch town plan. It includes a 
list of public and commercial buildings and the premises of local tradesmen. 





FIGURE 3.6 C. W. Adams, Plan of the City of Christchurch, Canterbury, N. Z., 
June and August 1880, CMu. This map shows the layout of Christchurch from a 
distant (and higher) perspective. 



F I G ~  3.7 Archibald Duddington Willis, City of Christchurch, N. 2 1889, 
chmnolithograph, Alexander Tumbdl Librslq. This is an illustration from 
Edward Wakefield's N m  -land Illtlsfnzfed, pttbllshed in Wangmui hy A. D. 
Willis. The book displayed images of all the major cities i m  New Zealand: this 
has been produced by the process of chrornolithography, an early Iom of colow 
printing. This view is taken from fhe Cathedr'al spire 10x)Hng south down 
Colombo Streef, with the United S e ~ c e s  Hotel in the centre and the Post Office 
on the gar right. 



FIGURE 3.8 Shewing a Township divided into Sections, Quarter Sections & 114 
Quarter Sections [April 18771, General Survey Department, Wellington. 



FIGURE 3.9 Plan of the town of Nelson approved by Frederick Tuckett, Chief 
Surveyor, 28 April 1842. Engraved by B. R. Davies, Alexander Turnbull 
Library. This clearly illustrates the 'one acre block' basis of the town plan where 
the different colours indicate the status of the sections. Many public spaces and 
street names on this map are still in existence. 
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The colonial town plan was therefore a mimetic and ambivalent copy 

of the original. Transcribed onto foreign soil, the plans for settlement, like the 

identity of the colonial migrant, were hybridized: both a part of and apart 

from the metropolitan culture. As Greg Dening has argued, 'models are 

always schizoid: they belong to two systems, the one they describe and the one 

that constructs them. They are always true and untrue, objective and relative, 

expressive of an unseen reality in one system and of a seen reality in 

another.Is4 In copying plans from metropolis to colony, slippages occurred 

between the intended and actual plans for settlement. This slippage between 

plans paralleled the slippage between metropolitan and colonial identities, 

and is characteristic of colonial discourses in general.55 For example, only part 

of the plan of Auckland could be implemented and although Christchurch 

'consciously parodied an English town', it did not quite meet the dimensions 

of the parent mode1.56 In attempting to lay out the settlement of New 

Plymouth settlement in 1841, Carrington's perplexed surveyors found that 

'the irregularities of water courses, broken grounds, and mounds completely 

capsized their ideas of success in following out those of the projectors of the 

township, who had evidently surveyed, in their minds' vision, none other 

than a dead level country. Local ingenuity was, therefore, set to work to allot 

the ground, and conform roads as nearly as possible to the p a ~ e r . ' ~ 7  The 

settlement of Wellington was designed as a symmetrical plan of regularly 

spaced squares, with 1100 one-acre town sections, punctuated with public 

Greg Dening, Islands artd Beaches, p. 87. 
5 5  Homi Bhabha, 'Of Mimicry and Man: the ambivalence o f  colonial 

discourse', October. 28 (1984). 125-131. See also Mike Austin, 'The Architecture 
of Contact', paper presented at the David Nichol Smith Seminar TX, University 
of Auckland, August 1993. 

Stacpoole, Colonial Architecture in New Zealand, p .  42 .  
5 7  Cited in William H. J .  Seffern, Chronicles of the Gurdert of New Zealand 

Known as Taranuki. New Plymoulh, 1896, p. 46. 
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buildings and defined commercial and residential sectors [see figure 3.101. 

The proposed plan for the Port Nicholson settlement, commissioned by the 

New Zealand Company Directors, was drawn up in London with scant 

knowledge of the local country. The inscription of the neat and regulated grid 

plan on land cloaked with wood and intersected by rivers, streams and 

swamps, proved next to impossible. In April 1840 the survey of the township 

at the mouth of the Hutt River was abandoned and an alternative site at 

Lambton Harbour was chosen. In 1874, Alexander Bathgate made a similar 

observation of the southern Scots settlement of Dunedin [see also figure 3.111: 

It is said that the town [Dunedin] was laid out in the old country, and 
certainly the manner in which the streets have been taken up the hills 
shows an absence of regard for the natural contour of the ground, 
which seems to lend some colour to the story. The same thing is to be 
found, however, in the country surveys, where the surveyors have 
evidently regarded a straight line as "a thing of beauty," and I doubt not 
they often looked upon a river that would not flow in an undeviating 
course as a blemish to their maps. The streets upon the hills have been 
formed, however, as originally laid out, though in some instances at a 
great expense of earthwork. If climbing hills be conducive to hardiness 
in a people, the citizens of Dunedin should excel in that quality, for one 
can hardly go anywhere without ascending an incline.58 

Surveyors in the field were instructed to locate objects of cultural and 

commercial signficance, such as rivers, harbours and fertile plains. As Carter 

suggests, surveyors 'were expected to arrest the country, to concentrate it into 

reversible roads which would summarize its content; they were expected to 

translate its extension into objects of commerce'.59 'Tuckett,' wrote Charles 

Torlesse in 1849 of his predecessor at Lyttleton, 'must have been blind to pass 

5 8  Alexander Bathgate, Colotlial Experiences; or, sketches of people and 
places in the province of Orago, New Zealand, Glasgow, 1874, p. 19. 

Carter ,  The Road to Borany Bay, p. 56. 



FIGURE 3.10 Plan of the town of Wellington, Port Nicholson, the First and 
Principal Settlement of the New Zealand Company, 14 August 1840. William 
Mein Smith, Captain Royal Artillery, Surveyor General. Published for the 
New Zealand Company by Smith, Elder & Co. Alexander Turnbull Library. 
This plan shows the subdivision of Wellington into 1100 acre blocks. With the 
exception of the proposed canal joining Lambton Harbour with the Basin, the 
street pattern of modern urban Wellington remains much as it is here. 





FIGURE 3.11 Map of Dunedin showing subdivision of Town Belt for leasing, 
December 1866, published by Fergusson & Mitchell, Engravers, Stationers & 
Printers. Alexander Turnbull Library. The basis of this plan is still evident in 
the present layout of Dunedin. 
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over this place.'hO The surveyor Frederick Tuckett, however, seemed to have 

had the particular needs of the New Edinburgh Scots colonists in mind as he 

assessed the prospects of Banks Peninsula for settlement and had then 

decided to continue further south. The Port Cooper plains were considered 

unsuitable for an agricultural settlement; there was too little timber, no arable 

land near the harbour, and too much swamp. For Tuckett, the 350 square 

kilometre expanse of Waihora was 'an unattractive and almost useless 

lagoon, the recipient of the drainage of the great marsh.'61 The vast inland 

Canterbury plain would, he noted, be an 'attractive locality for persons of 

property ... [and] the pasture on the hills is very abundant, the growth 

apparently rapid, the slopes undesirably steep, but not altogether practical to a 

road'.62 Banks Peninsula, Tuckett concluded, 'was of no higher importance 

than as a locality adapted for fishermen and gardeners, or ornamental 

grounds for future proprietors, who may hereafter aquire property as stock- 

keepers on the more available and valuable land of the main7.h3 Arriving at 

Otakou - the site of the settlement of Dunedin - in August 1844, Tuckett 

found 'an extensive field for colonization such as I expected to find when I 

left England For Tuckett, this place was 'the entire confirmation' of hs 

expectations; 'I find it of easy access inland with much navigable water ... . 

- 

6 0  P. B .  Maling, ed., The Torlesse Yuprrs. Frederick Tuckett arrived i n  
Nelson as die Company's Chief' Survcyor in 1841. Angered by the Company 
policy of land purchase at Nclson, which hc thought favoured absentee 
landowners, Tuckett sailed from Nclson on 31 March 1844, with [he assistant 
surveyors John Uarnicoat and Wjllianl Ihvison, to assess the prospects for a 
new sctt len~cnt further south. 

Tuckelt, Diary, HO, 1898, p. 204. 
6 2  Tuckell, Leltcrs, Ms 156, HO. 
6 3  Ibld .  
6 4  Ihid. I n  1848 the first Scots setllcrs i n  the John Wickliffe and the Phillip 

Laing arrived in Olago (Otakou). Port Otago's name was changed to Port 
Chalnicrs aflcr the leader of [he disruption which had led ro the formation of 
the Free Kirk. The selllement called 11self Ncw Edinburgh, bul finding the 
name unwieldy, took the Gaelic cquivilent, Dunedin. 
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The land is well adapted for tilling or grazing and generally Timber and wood 

and water are quite convenient . . .'.h5 In 1844 Tuckett had called the area 

where the Oreti and Makarewa rivers met, later the site of Invercargill, 'a 

mere bog and unfit for habitationI.66 Only six years after Thomson had laid 

down the initial town sections, John Goldie, assistant to McKerrow, described 

Invercargill as 'the Capital of Southland ... a small but thriving looking town 

situated at the margin of a small bay.'b7 

The colonial surveyor also provided the means of transforming the 

dynamic space of travelling into the fixed and passive space of settlement. 

Surveyors especially sought land with future potential as transport routes. In 

November and December 1841 the surveyor Robert Stokes crossed the 

Rimutaka Range; in 1842 Charles Kettle and Arthur Wills emerged from the 

Manawatu onto the plains; and in February 1843 the New Zealand 

Company's Chief Surveyor Samuel Charles Brees, with chief Taringa Kuri 

and four Maori as guides, crossed the Rimutaka Range in search of suitable 

passes. Brees also visited Wairarapa in July 1843 to assess the prospects of the 

land. In late 1843 Henry Tiffen made a survey of the land around the lakes 

Onoke and Wairarapa. Tiffen proposed a route over the Orongorongo saddle 

from Lowry Bay and found 'the Natives very anxious to have White settlers 

among them - they feel themselves as far inferior to the Ngati awa with 

regard to such luxuries and comforts as Tobacco, Sugar, Flour, Rice, Clothing - 

they are afraid the white men will choose Ruamahanga in preference to 

6 5  Ibid. For further details on the negotiations and purchase of lhc Otakou 
site, sce Harry C. Evison, Te Wui Younanlu, the grerristorre islar~d: a history of 
the southerrr Muori during the Eurapear~ co lon i zar io~~ of New Zealand. 
Christchurch, 1993, p p .  200- 10. 

6 6  Tuckell, Lellers, M s  156, HO. 
6 7  John Goldie, Journal, Letters 1861-63, Ms 109A, HO. See furlher Samuel 

Slephcns, Diary 1844-54, Ms Papers 2698, ATL, p. 13. 
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Wairarapa ... [and] the subject of a road interests them much ... '." In 1859 

John Rochfort surveyed the boundaries of the Nelson and Canterbury 

provinces while looking for a viable transport route.69 Henry Lewis and 

Christopher Maling had in 1860, 'discovered' the Lewis pass. In January 1863 

James McKerrow left the survey office to find a pass through to Manapouri 

and Te Anau. In March 1864 Arthur Dudley Dobson had found - and named - 

Arthur's Pass.7" In July 1865 Alfred Newberry and a survey party set out 

from Christchurch 'to survey and make, if practicable, a road via Browning's 

Pass (because Browning was the first one over it).I7' The 1860s were, as A. D. 

Dobson later noted, 'a very busy time for surveyors and engineers [on the 

West Coast of the South Island]. The towns of Greymouth and Hokitikia 

were set out, and also the townships of Marsden, Kumara, Dilmans, 

Goldsborough, and Stafford ... There was abundance of work in setting out 

roads to the different mining centres, extended claims, mining leases, and 
A 

water-races, in adition to the Government topographical work. By 1880 
,4 

[however] the work had become that of a settled country, and the pioneering 

days were over.I7* In the 1870s S. P. Smith and his son Maurice Crompton 

Smith were involved in the triangulation of the Hawkes Bay Road which 

later connected Wellington to the fertile plains of the Wairarapa. 

Surveyors sought the plains of promise in seeking flat and arable land. 

'All the ground we have yet seen', commented John Barnicoat of his survey 

6 8  Tiffen, Diary, ATL. 
6 9  John Rochfort, The Advenrure.~ of u Surveyor itz New Zeulurld and rlrr 

Austruliutr Gold Diggings, London, 1851. 
7 0  Sec  furlher Chaplcr 5 .  

A. Newberry, 'Diary of a Journey from the east to the West Coast of New 
Zealand via "Browning's" of North Rakaia Pass, 5 July 1865, Ms 4212,  ATL. 

* Arthur Dudley Dohson, Kenlirriscerlces of A.  Dudley flohson. Engineer 
1831 -1 930, Christchurch, 1930, p. 98. 
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near Motueka in December 1843, 'is a constant and regular succession of hills 

of moderate elevation without any intervening level land, merely separated 

by a deep dark gully with more or less running water.'73 In December 1848, 

Captain Joseph Thomas, a former army engineer and then Chief Surveyor for 

the Canterbury Province, arrived with a party of surveyors (including Charles 

Torlesse and Thomas Cass) at Akaroa to inspect the Port Cooper Plains, his 

first choice for the site of the Canterbury settlement. The plains were 

attractive to this advance guard, for it had been decided that the settlement 

would be situated somewhere in the southern districts of New Zealand, 

isolated from the undesirable concentration of Maori settlement. The party 

therefore sought land that was not only productive, but land that was empty 

and therefore available. 

The plains of promise were also reservoirs of wealth, and offered more 

immediate incentives to surveyors and explorers alike. While engaged on a 

river traverse in the Buller Gorge in November 1859, John Rochfort's party 

found gold: 'the royal mineral was lying on the edge of the river glistening in 

the sun,' Rochfort wrote, 'and in such quantity as induced rather a mutinous 

spirit; my hands having a greater preference for the golden prospects before 

them, than the sterner duties of surveying.'74 In 1862 S. P. Smith was 

surveying Maori land at Coromandel which had been opened up for gold 

e ~ p l o i t a t i o n . ~ ~  Samuel Butler eloquently expressed the sentiments of the 

eager prospector: 'All the time we kept looking for gold,' Butler wrote in 1863, 

'not in a scientific manner, but we had a kind of idea that if we looked in the 

shingly beds of the numerous tributaries to the Harper, we should surely find 

John Wallis Barnicoal, Journal 184 1-44, qMS 03 19, ATL. 
Rochforl. Adventures o/ a Siin7eyor. passim. 

7 5 Stephenson Percy Smith, 'Reminiscences', Ms 28 1 ,  AM. 
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either gold or copper or something good. So at every shingle-bed we came to 

(and every little tributary had a great shingle-bed) we lay down and gazed into 

the pebbles with all our eyes.'76 The diggers in Thames were, according to the 

surveyor Peter Cheal in 1867, 'like a colony of King Penguins on a barren 

island'.77 Alexander Garvie and John Buchanan were at the junction of the 

Clutha and Kawerau rivers when Garvie 'found gold similar to that found in 

the Clutha above and plenty even on the surface - a quantity of about 2 

handfuls from the very top produced 11 specks ...'.78 The mining boom on 

the West Coast of the South Island in the 1860s attracted surveyors in droves, 

both to lay out towns and to survey the hinterland.7"oal booms on the 

southern West Coast, and the discovery of oil on the north West Coast, 

created a further demand for surveyors.80 In March 1866 S. P. Smith noted 

that at  New Plymouth, oil was 'oozing thro [sic] the sand and Rocks and in 

some places, bronzing the rocks.'x' In the 1870s Edward Tregear worked as a 

surveyor at the Coromandel goldfields, and between 1869 and 1872 he 

invested in at least eight small companies.82 

Although their allegiance to the universalizing narrative of 

colonialism cannot be underestimated, colonial surveyors were also inspired 

by personal motivation. The desire to join the vanguard of exploratory 

expeditions into the new wilderness was a temptation few adventurous 

young men could resist. The surveyor Charles Douglas considered: 

Samuel nutler, A First Year in a Cunfrrbur?, Setrlen~enl, London, 1863, p. 
5 3. 

Peter E. Cheal, Papers, Ms  13 19, AM. 
8 A. Garvie, FB 50U 51,  68, IIOSLI, Dunedin. 

See M. V. Mucller, ed., My Dear Bunrlie, Chrislchurch, 1958. 
8 0  Kochforl, Adven~ures nf a Survqor .  passim. 

Smith. 'Reminiscences', Ms 28 I ,  AIM. * Howe, Singer in u Svtlglrss Lurzd, p. 17. 
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[Tlhe impulse which drove the bravest and best of Old Rome to face 
death and danger on the banks of the Danube or the Sandy Desart [sic] 
of Afraca [sic] and Asia impells the Briton to do likewise and plant his 
flag all over the World indifferent as to whether the danger to be faced 
is from prowling Savage, Feversmitten Jungles or Artic [sic] Snows ... . 
The impulse drove me out into the World, but the desire to then settle 
must have been omitted in my moral character, as here I am crouched 
under a few yards of calico with the rain pouring and the wind and the 
Thunder crashing down the Gorges of the mountains, a homeless, 
friendless Vagabond, with a past that has little to show of work done, 
and a future equally dreary, still I have never regretted adopting the life 
I am leading and can see that even if I and thousands more besides me 
fail in the life they are leading and die miserably the impulse which 
impells them to the search for knowledge about the unknown is for 
the benefit of mankind, and cheaply bought at any price.83 

The surveyor Henry Field fostered an enthusiasm for botany on his 

surveying expeditions, an interest which led to the publication of his Ferns of 

New Zealnrid in 1891, containing detailed lithographs of specimens he had 

collected and drawn.84 The amateur anthropologists S. P. Smith, Edward 

Tregear, Elsdon Best, and later, W. H. Skinner, indulged their ethnographic 

interests while out in the field.83 

Colonists did not have sole motives for travel; explorers to only 

explore, surveyors simply to survey, or scientists solely to collect and collate 

scientific data. The anthropologist Johannes Fabian has written of 

'[colonialism's] urge to weld these separate projects together ... [and] make 

them appear a single, total oeuvre or mission.'" Fabian's comments are 

particularly applicable to the journey made by the Assistant Surveyor-General 

8 3  Charles Douglas, Diary, M s  papers 9011, ATL, p. 4. 
8 4  G. Sommervillc, 'The track [hut Ficld made', 90-195, ATL,, p. 9. 
8 5  See  I'urlher Chapter 11 .  

J .  Fabian, 'Religious and Secular Colonizalion: Common Ground', H i s t o r y  
urld Attthrnpolngv, 4 (1990), 340. 
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and Police Magistrate, Captain William Symonds, into the central North 

Island in the early months of 1841. Symonds was accompanied by Ernst 

Dieffenbach, naturalist to the New Zealand Company, Ensign Best, and the 

Auckland artist Joseph Merrett.87 The party travelled from Onehunga on the 

Manukau, through the Waikato to Waingaroa, down the coast to Kawhia, 

then on to Otawhao, Mangakino and T a u p ~ . ~ ~  Each member of the party 

seemed to have a different if not complementary motive from his 

companions. Symonds went as a prospective land speculator, assessing the 

viability of the land for settlement with military precision." 'Waiangaroa', 

noted Symonds en route, 'is at once the prettiest & most fertile spot in New 

Zealand I have yet seen'." 'If the land we passed over', Symonds commented 

at Pirongia, 'is a fair sample of the whole Plain then indeed, this must be the 

best & richest part of N.Z ... here are 1000's upon 1000's of acres in a block 

Dieffenbach studied the natural features of the colony with a view towards its 

scientific colonization." Best published an article on the Auckland-Taupo 

journey in the June 1842 issue of the United Service Mngmilw, while Merrett 

captured his experiences of the journey on canvas.93 

X 7  Nancy M. Taylor, cd., Journal o j  Ensign Best, Wellinglon, 1966; Ernst 
I)ieffcnhach, Truvrls in New Zeulmd:  wirk conrriburiorls ro the geogruphv, 
geology, botuny, and r~arural histon. of rhut co[irltr?.l. 2 vols, London, 1843. 

g 8  Ibid., I, pp. 289-418; Taylor, Jourr~al o f  E~l.si,qn Brsf, 1837-1843. pp. 54-58, 
282-3 19. 

8 9  Williani Cornwallis Symonds arrivcd in New Zealand i n  1839 as the agent 
of a Scortish land company, which had purchased land in Lhe Manukau- 
Waitcmata region i n  1838. The company sent Syrnonds ro examine this land 
before selling it off LO intending emigrants. He was made a magislrale In 
March 1840 and was appointed Deputy Surveyor in February 1841, see R.  M. 
Ross, New Zealand's First Capital. Wellington, 1946, p. 54. 

W. C. Synionds, 1)iary 1841, Ms 51, HO. See also Symonds, Papers 1831-42, 
Micro MS 0728, ATL. 

W. C. Syrnonds, Diary, 1841. 
')* See further Chapter 7. 

Taylor, Jou rnul of Lnsign Besr, p. 9 
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Colonial surveyors were often engaged on a variety of tasks during the 

course of a single survey expedition. In late 1861, the surveyors Arthur 

Dobson and Charles Torlesse were employed to examine coal deposits in 

north Canterbury: Dobson later wrote how 'we travelled the whole of the 

crest of the range of mountains from the Waimakariri to the Rakaia, 

gathering geological and botanical specimens.'" In 1862 Dobson was 

employed as a topographical surveyor on the Geological Staff of the 

Canterbury Provincial Government, to assist the Provincial Geologist, 

Julius von Haast, in his exploration of the Mackenzie country and southern 

alpine region." In July 1885, the surveyor Sidney Weetman was sent to Great 

Barrier Island to 'execute some surveys for the Government' and to provide a 

detailed account of the i ~ l a n d . ~ 6  Weetman was to assess the suitability for 

future development and exploitation of the island resources. His eye was 

therefore attracted to the western harbours which 'all afford excellent 

anchorage and shelter for shipping', and he speculated that '[olranges, and 

perhaps bananas, might be grown in large q u a n t i t i e ~ ' . ~ ~  Weetman noted the 

industries already established on the island: gum-digging, kauri timber 

milling, bee-keeping and the extraction of gold, silver and antimony.98 

'[Wlith all the advantages of climate, scenery, hot springs, and picturesque 

harbours,' Weetman concluded, 'I cannot but think that in the future this 

island must become a sanatorium for over-worked Aucklanders. At present 

there are not any roads, and the tracks are of the very roughest description; 

Dobson, Rrtt~itiiscet~ces, p. 32 .  
9 5  Ihid.. pp. 32-34. See also H.  F, vou Haast, Lije mtl  Times o j  Sir .Julius vorr 

Haust, pp. 199-2 19. 
9 6  Sidney Weet~nan, 'Notes on the Great Barricr Island', T P N Z I ,  22 (1889), 79. 
9 7  Ibid., p. 83. 
9 8  Ihid., pp. 80-82. 
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but all this will be remedied with an increasing p~pulation.'~"is other 

interest was in natural science. Weetman admits that '[nlot being anything of 

a botanist, I cannot describe the forest technically', but proceeds to detail the 

flora and fauna and the discovery of some moa bones on the island.lo0 He 

returned to Auckland eleven months later, having furnished a report, 'Notes 

on the Great Barrier Island', read before the Auckland Institute on 22 July 

1889, and later published in the Transactions and Proceedings of the Nem 

Zedand Insfitute, which was addressed to the geologist, botanist and artist 

alike."" 

Professinv the ~ n r t i c t d a r  in the discowse o f  ssrrveving 

Surveyors re-presented their perspectives of landscapes in terms of the 

particular and the universal, the near and the distant, the local and the global. 

When the surveyor Samuel Stephens reported that the land adjacent to the 

infant Nelson colony was 'very suitable for depasturing cattle and sheep ... 

[and] capable of maintaining a great many thousands of those animals, he 

described the particular - here the Nelson hinterland - in the universalized 

terms of production, property and progress.lo2 Such responses belonged both 

to local discourses of development, particularized by place, and to the 

globalizing discourse of colonization, which tended to subsume difference 

and reduce individual acts to stereotype. In implementing the principles of 

- -  - 

9 9  Ibid., p. 84. 
l o o  Ibid. Sce also Sidney Weetman, 'Notes on some Moa Remains found at the 

Great Harrier Island during February, 1886', TPNZI, 19 ( l886),  193-94. 
l o l  Weelman, 'Notes on the Great Barrier Island'. pp. 79-84. 
l o 2  Stephens, Journal, Ms papers 2698/1A, ATL, p. 13. 
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colonization, colonial surveyors navigated between the universalizing 

agenda of colonialism and the particulars of the local environment. 

The practice of surveying is predicated on particularity, with accuracy 

and precision the hallmarks of the surveyor. Surveying was - and is - 

predicated on the specific and the accurate, determined by boundaries and 

discrete measurements. Lines, angles and distances, mediated through the 

theodolite, formed the ma thematical matrix through which surveyors read 

and constructed landscapes. A landscape is, by definition, a cultural 

construction; it is a particular perspective on the land. Perspective, as Greg 

Dening has recently suggested, 'is the persuasion that vision is geometric and 

that our representations are more real by that. The tricks of seeing the parts of 

the world "as if" from the point of the pyramid of one's eye are many.'l03 

Perspective determines the ways in which people geographically orient 

themselves, and how they proceed through territory. It is therefore a 

significant particular in the processes of reading and constructing a cultural 

landscape. History itself consists of a series of perspectives, or mediated 

viewpoints, and the past can only be effectively imagined in ways of seeing 

that were available at different times. 

Land surveying involved more than attention to detail in effecting a 

physical transformation of the local environment. Particularity and 

universality are mutually interdependent perspectives. 'The particular', 

Theodor Adorno argued in his Negative Dialectics, 'would not be definable 

without the universal that identifies it, according to current logic; but neither 

lU3 Greg Dening, 'Thc Theatricality of History Making and the Paradoxes of 
Acting', Cdtirrul Atzthropology, 8, 1 ( 1993), 76. 



is it identical to the universal.'")4 Hegel made it clear that the negation of 

space was to be found in the point; that the difference of space is 'the ~zegntion 

of space itself, because this is immediate differenceless self-externality, the 

point."05 As Derrida has argued, the Western philosophical tradition rests on 

hierarchical binary oppositions which include unity/diversi ty,  

identity /difference and universality /specificity.lM In the colonial con text, the 

binarisms could be read as centre/periphery and metropolitan/colony. These 

terms are interdependent, with the primacy of the first derivative from the 

second. This is not dissimilar to Lucien Goldmann's use of the term 

'totality'; 'the idea that the phenomenon can be comprehended only by first 

inserting it on the broader structure of which it is a part and in which it has a 

function.'lo7 Cultural space therefore accomodates a constant dialectic 

between the universal and the particular, and this particularity is dependent 

on exposing internal conflicts and contradictory logic. 

Colonial space had to be rendered with a homogeneity which reduced 

it to the level of familiar experience. The codification of this space had, as 

Robert Sack argues, 'the paradoxical effect of facilitating movement, 

coordination and control of activities over the earth while removing the 

meaning of space and time from much of ordinary experience.'"'"The 

capitalist production of space', Noyes has suggested, 'relies upon the 

l o 4  Theodor W .  Adorno, Negurivr Diulrctics, trans. E. 23. Ashton, London, 
1973, p. 173. 

A. V .  Miller, Hegel's Phi losopl~~ of Nature, Oxford, 1970, pp. 28-29. 
(I6 Jaques Dcrrida, Of Grumnratology, Uallimore, 1976, passim. 

l o 7  Lucien Goldmann, Culfurcrl Creatiorl in Moderr? Socirry, trans. Bart 
Grahl, St. Louis, Telos, 1976, p. 112. For further discussion see Norman Simms, 
The Hirnznzi~lg Tree: u sludy in rhr lrisrnry of n~enruliries, Chicago, 1992, pp. 59- 
87. 

()8 Sack ,  H m a r i  Terrirorialty, p. 84. 
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conjunction and collation of various diverse spaces. ... In short, capitalism not 

only produces a space in which it may perpetuate itself, but one in which 

subjectivity has meaning.'109 Deleuze and Guattari have also demonstrated 

how, within the capitalist system, colonization continually produces spaces, 

creating space out of a multiplicity of abstract qualities.'1° The gaze moves 

from the universal to the particular - and vice versa - with the eye as the 

instrument of mediation. But the eye does not merely gather information; it 

processes it to be subsumed within a larger epistemological scheme. There is 

a constant reversion to the joy of looking for its own sake, which is only 

reconciled by writing, committing the knowledge of experience to ~ r i n t . ~ ' l  ' I t  

was not by discovering novelties but by ordering them,' as Carter contends, 

'rendering them conceptually and culturally visible, that the great work of 

colonization went ahead. In a sense, i t  was the process of surveying itself that 

constituted the decisive discovery, rather than the fruits of exploration. It was 

the method of giving objects great and small a place in the world, the 

picturesque logic of connection and constrast, that ensured they could never 

be lost again or overlooked.''l2 The attempt to visualize space in the absence 

of boundaries is also a fundamental component of colonizing vision. Empty 

space is an already inscribed space, where paradoxically, 'the things to be 

contained are not present1.113 

l o 9  Noyes, Coloniul Space, p. 98. 
l o  Gil les  Dcleuze  and Felix Guattari, Anti -Oedipus:  capitalisnl and 

.schizophrerria . trans. Kobcrl Hurley, Mark Seem and H c k n  R.  Land, NCW York, 
1977,  p. 287. 

On the distinclion between seeilly and wriling, see Homi K.  Bhabha, 
'Interrogaling Identity', in d e i t y :  The Real Me, e d .  Lisa Appognanesi ,  
London, 1987, pp. 5-1 1 .  

Carter, The Kvud to Bofurly Bav, p. 128. 
Sack ,  Human Ter r i t o r ia l i~ ,  p. 31. 
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The discourse of surveying was a site where the tension between the 

universal and the particular was played out in a specifically colonial context. 

This tension was manifest in the fissure between subjective experience and 

the need to structure that experience in terms of absolutes, to transform it 

into a productive space. 'Experience', writes Teresa de Lauretis, 'is the process 

by which, for all social beings, subjectivity is constructed. Through that 

process one places oneself or is placed in social reality, and so perceives and 

comprehends as subjective (referring to, originating in, oneself) those 

relations - material, economic, and interpersonal - which are in fact social 

and, in a larger perspective, historical.'"4 Moreover, it is suggested here that 

these tensions were embodied in the generic persona of the surveyor, whose 

subjectivity was a site of constant negotiation between particularity and the 

universal conventions which gave such detail meaning. As Noyes suggests, 

the narrative of the traveller is the site of this tension: '[tlhis is because the 

conflicting tendency of subjective experience toward self-fulfilment in 

looking on the one hand, and self-preservation in writing on the other hand 

is also a conflict between the need to structure ambient space in absolute 

terms, as homogeneous and borderless, and to render it knowable through 

the production of discrete spaces within well defined boundaries.'ll5 The task 

of the nineteenth century surveyor was to define spaces of objectivity and 

subjectivity; to negotiate the fragmented and hierarchically organized colonial 

space within which he moved. Reading the country articulated the unknown 

in terms of the known; it translated the particular in universal terms by 

bringing the preconceived spatial goals of transformation into the immediate 

line of vision. 

1 1 4  Teresa de Laurilis, Alice Iloesn'r: Fertlinisrn, Senriotics, Ci l ze~nu,  
Rloomington, Indiana, 1984, p. 159. 

Noyes, Colunial Space, p. 166. 
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Surveyors had an eye for the particular and often engaged in a 

fascination with detail. While surveying the Nelson hinterland in the 1840s, 

the surveyor Samuel Stephens paused to notice: 

In the open parts of the country we had passed through, the ground 
was covered with a shrub, which I believe I have before described and 
called the satin plant, from the resemblance the under part of the leaf, 
when the skin or epidermis is removed from it, bears to that substance. 
Its colour is a very delicate straw or lemon colour, and from its being 
very elastic, properly speaking it may be said to resemble soft kid 
leather in its texture. I have little doubt ultimately, this substance may 
be applied to some profitable purpose in manufactures. The plant bears 
a very handsome blossom about the size of a crown piece, of a white 
colour with a yellow eye, something like the chrysanthemum in form. 
The rain abating a little towards the evening, I sallied forth to take a 
view of the lake and surrounding country, which, although viewing it 
under very disadvantageous circumstances, was exceedingly interesting 
and beautiful."6 

Surveying near Takaka in 1844, John Barnicoat found a sudden fascination 

with the rata trees in the valley: 

It seems that the rata after all is but a creeper that clings to the forest 
trees and mounts to their topmost branches. It shoots off number less 
stems around the trunk and in every direction, and joining with others 
at last perfectly encloses the original trunk that it gave support which it 
now destroys. It now increases in bulk and assumes the appearance 
(which indeed it is) of an enormous tree. The numerous shoots 
eventually unite into one trunk and becomes a fine timber. This 
strange account seemed to me to have every appearance of truth about 
it as we saw the Rata apparently in every stage of its progress. It bears a 
beautiful crimson flower which at a distance resembles (except in 
colour) that of a great number of the myrtle. On inspection however it 
is found to consist entirely of a great number of stamens and one 
central pistal, being entirely deficient of in petals or calyx. The 
numberless gay flowers crowding the trees, particularly the topmost 
branches, affords as beautiful a sight as any the woods can boast of.'117 

Stephens, Journal [1843-441, Ms Papers 2698/1A, ATL, p. 15. 
l 7  Jehu Wallis Barnicoat, Journal 1841-44, qMS 0319, ATL. 
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Despite such diversions, the colonial surveyor had to conform to convention 

when translating his work into a medium for further dissemination in 

submitting a report to the Chief Surveyor or furnishing a map for the survey 

office. There was a constant tension between the joy of looking for its own 

sake, and the need to commit this gaze to print. This was, however, a 

productive tension. As Edward Said has noted, 'knowledge means rising 

above immediacy, beyond self, into the foreign and distant. The object of 

such knowledge is inherently vulnerable to scrutiny; this object is a "fact" 

which, if it develops, changes, or otherwise transforms itself in the way that 

civilizations frequently do, nevertheless is fundamentally, even ontologically 

stable. To have knowledge of such a thing is to dominate it, to have authority 

over it.'llX Indeed, the eye itself acts as an instrument of mediation between 

the universal and the particular. But the eye does not merely gather 

information; it processes it to be subsumed within a larger epistemological 

scheme. 

The universalization of colonial space in surveying discourse is 

evident in the adoption of conventional methods of reading and re- 

presenting landscape, most notably in the panoptic and picturesque. Reading 

landscape in these terms further expressed the tensions between reference to 

universal conventional perspectives and the particularized application of 

these perspectives in the local environment. 

'Monarchs o f  all they Szirvelled': reading the panoptic 

Universal wood, impassable ravines - a total absence of artificial 
objects, and the consequent necessity [of] clearing summit stations for 

l Said, Orienrolism, p. 32. 
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the theodolites, were great impediments; but I made the most of each 
station when it had been cleared, by taking an exact panoramic view 
with the theodolite of the nameless features it commanded. 
Sir Thomas Mitchell, Surveyor-Gcncral of New South Wales, 0 1 i t l i r . i ~ ~  of a Sys fnn  of 
S~~meyiirg, for Geographical a i d  Military Puqroscs (1827).l l 9  

The view from some of the more prominent points on the unwooded 
ranges is surpassing beautiful. A hired preacher of the beauties of New 
Zealand perhaps could not desire a better place to preach from than the 
hill we have been on today ... . At the bottom of a magnificent Bay a 
spectator can just discern the white cliffs and a few of the houses that 
mark the site of Nelson. Between Nelson and here lies a long range of 
green hills gentle and undulating. ... The whole of the country for a 
vast extent on either side and behind the spectator of very moderate of 
elevation, beautifully watered and divided in pretty and equal 
proportions between open and wooded land. 
John Wallis Barnicoat, 1 8 4 4 . ~ ~ ~  

Reading the land and assessing the potential of natural resources frequently 

involved the adoption of a panoptic perspective, an elevated vantage point 

which allowed one to read the lay of the land, 'to be a solar Eye, looking down 

like a god.'I2' The panoptic perspective positions the viewer in the centre of 

the world, with all events subject to his/her will; as Foucault maintained, the 

panoptic always presents a visibility organized around a dominating, 

overseeing gaze.122 Michel de Certeau refers to the 'division of space [which] 

makes possible a panoptic practice proceeding from a place whence the eye 

can transform foreign forces into objects that can be observed and measured, 

and thus control and 'include' them within its scope of vision.'l23 AS a 

universalizing strategy, panopticism subsumed difference. Constructed from 

Sir Thomas L. Mitchell, Three Expeciirinns inlo fire Iulerior oJ Eustern 
Ausrrulia. I l ,  l ~ n c l o n ,  1838-39, pp. 3 18-19, ciled in Smith, Europearz Visinr~ and 
the Soirrh PuciJic, p. 214. 

2 0  Johli Wallis Barnicoal, Journal 184 1-44 [ 19 January 1844 1, qMS 03 19, ATL. 
dc Ccrteau, The prucrice of everylay life, p. 92.  See also Chapter 8.  

2 2  Foucault, 'The Eye of Power', pp. 147, 152. 
2 3  de Ccrtcau, Tile prucfice of evenday life, p. 36. 
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the first person, the 'I'/eye, the panoptic perspective was, as Mary Louise Pratt 

has suggested, 'unheroic, unparticularized, without ego, interest, or desire of 

its own ... able to do nothing but gaze from a periphery of its own creation, 

like the self-effaced, non-interventionist eye that scans the Other's body1.l24 

European travellers, writes Pratt, tended 'to minimize all human presence, 

including that of the peoples whose journey is being told ... what is narrated 

proves to be a descriptive sequence of sights/sites, with the travellers present 

chiefly as a kind of collective moving eye which registers these ~ igh t s ' . l *~  

In constructing new cultural landscapes, reconnaisance surveyors were 

required to ascend a summit or elevation that would provide maximum 

visibility. This frequently necessitated climbing hills, ridges and trees: 'as far 

as I have seen of this country,' the Wanganui surveyor W. G. Sealy confided 

to his field-book in January 1875, 'it is frightful - having in some places today 

to hang on by branches to enable me to take bearings - it is very steep but the 

soil appears excellent.'126 The panoptic was also a universalizing convention 

constructed from the perspective of personal subjectivity. It was a powerful 

colonizing tool, for the elevated vantage point transformed the world 

beneath it and one possessed the text that lay before and beneath the eye. 'On 

coming home over the range which bounds the survey to the north,' wrote 

John Barnicoat, surveying near Motueka in January 1844, 'we enjoyed one of 

those magnificent views which delights the eye ... . We were looking on the 

mysterious Moutere and the district adjoining, verdant and barren, which 

produces every natural product of the soil in perfection, but refuses 

124  Mary Louise Prall, 'Scratches 011 the Face of the Country: or, What Mr. 
Barrow saw i n  the I m d  of thc Bushmen', Crirical Inquiry 12 (1985),  143. 

2 5  Ibid., pp. 142-43. 
1 2 6  W. G .  Sealy, FB 590, 9 January - 26 March 1875, 26 Jan 1875, DOSLI, 

W e l l i n g ~ o n .  
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everything to cultivation.''27 The panoptic view was a reward for physical 

perseverance; it was the aesthetic satisfaction obtained from an ascent as a 

place was transformed into a picture. At Akaroa in September 1848, Walter 

Mantell, while supervising the survey of Ngai Tahu reserves, ascended the 

hills between Ports Cooper and Levy. 'From the summit', Mantel1 wrote in 

his journal, 'we enjoyed a magnificent view of the plains bounded inland by 

the snowy mountains beginning at Kaikoura and to the Southward fading so 

gradually that it would be impossible to say where the view ended1.l28 

Where sublimity allowed an observer the sense of being overwhelmed 

by nature, the panoptic gaze enabled the viewer to exercise power in looking 

down on the land. 'How often have I sat', wrote Samuel Butler in 1872, 'on 

the mountain-side and watched the waving downs, with the two white 

specks of huts in the distance, and the little square of garden behind them; the 

paddock with a patch of bright green oats above the huts, and the yards and 

wool-sheds down on the flat below; all seen as through the wrong end of a 

telescope, so clear and brilliant was the air, or as upon a colossal model or 

map spread out beneath me.'l*g Butler's panopticism was similar to the 

mechanical panoramas introduced to London audiences by Robert Barker and 

Robert Burford, which were also intended to create a picture of progress.130 

The personal panoptic provided a birds-eye perspective which was also 

employed in contemporary landscape painting and hydrographic maps 

[figures 3.12,3.13,3.14]. 

2 7  John Wallis Darnicoat, Journal 1841-1844 (13 January 1844).  
2 8  Walter Mantell, 'Journal, Kaiapoi to Otago, 1848-9', Ms 1543, ATL, p. 9. 

1 2 9  Butler ,  Erewlzon. p. 20. 
3 0  Smith, B~rropearl Vision ond llrr Sourll Pacific, p. 178. 



FIGURE 3.12 Charles Heaphy, Birdseye view of Port Nicholson ... shewing the 
site of the town of Wellington [1840], lithography by Thomas Allom, C2912, 
Alexander Turnbull Library. Based on the earliest New Zealand Company 
maps of 1839 and 1840, this perspective of Wellington Harbour is remarkably 
accurate when compared with modern aerial photographs. It shows the Miramar 
Peninsula in the right foreground (with Burnham Lake in its centre), with Somes 
and Ward Islands in the centre and the Hutt Valley in the background. 



FIGURE 3.13 William Fox, Bird's Eye View of Waitohi [18481, Alexander 
Turnbull Library. This image of Waitohi employs the bird's-eye (aerial) 
perspective which allows the viewer (like the figures in the foreground) a 
commanding outlook on the land. The rolling hills and distant mountains, like 
the forces of nature, dwarf the two individuals and the ship at anchor. 



FIGURE 3.14 Port Cooper, Port Levy and Pigeon Bay, Surveyed by Capt. J. L. 
Stokes R. N. [1849], Canterbury Museum. This map is constructed from an 
(imagined) aerial perspective. 
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Narrative accounts of survey expeditions employed these strategies of 

reading in the construction of cultural space. In his Poemmo (1881), John 

Logan Campbell has a chapter ironically titled 'Monarchs of all they 

Surveyed: The Monarchs Turn Well-Sinkers', where he described a visit to 

the island Motu-Korea [Brown's Island] in the Waitemata: 'In order to get a 

complete view of this in a coup d'oeil we at once determined to ascend our 

little island's little mountain. A quarter of an hour's rough scramble from 

the base, and we stood on its summit. ... As we walked round the crater 

margin we could survey, lying at our feet, the whole of our little sea-girt 

possession, and we were as proud of it as if it had been a small kingdom 

instead of a speck of an island of some hundred and fifty acres, for such 

proved to be its area.'131 Surveying at Great Barrier Island in 1885, Sidney 

Weetman viewed the land with a panoptic gaze. 'A climb to the top of 

Mount Hobson [the highest peak on Great Barrier Island] on a clear day well 

repays the necessary exertion,' Weetman wrote, 'as the whole island appears 

to lie at your feet, and there is very little of it which is invisible. Rangitoto 

and Auckland are easily seen, as well as a long trend of coast-line northwards; 

also a spendid view is obtained of Cape Colville and the Mercury and Cuvier 

Islands southwards.'l32 

In January 1886, James Park of the Geological Survey Department 

made an ascent of Ruapehu. Park and his companions, a survey cadet called 

Dunnage and a survey hand called Dalin, were to erect a signal on the 

summit for triang~lation.13~ On his return, Park wrote his 'Narrative of an 

Ascent of Ruapehu', a brief account of the expedition which he read before 

Campbell, Poetzurno, pp. 158-60. 
Weetrnan, 'Nolcs 011 the Grcat Barrier Island', p. 82.  

3 3  Jarnes Park, 'Narrative ol' an Ascent or Ruapehu', T P N Z I ,  19 (18861, 327. 
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the Wellington Philosophical Society on 24 February 1886 and published in 

the Trmsactior~s later that year.134 Park's attention was attracted to the 

variability of the terrain and the difficulties encountered by the party on their 

ascent of the highest peak. He wrote: 

The northern side of the peak we were on presented a perfectly 
perpendicular wall of bare rock, being too steep to carry snow, while on 
its southern side the snow was frozen too hard to obtain a foothold, 
and, choosing the least of two dangers, we spent an hour vainly trying 
to descend the rocky wall on the northern side, by zigzaging from ledge 
to ledge. In this fashion we succeeded in reaching within 50 feet of the 
foot of the precipice, but here our further progress was barred by a mass 
of smooth, polished pitchstone porphyry that had withstood frost and 
snow, and offered no ledges or projections by which to ascend.135 

Although Park was expected to provide a description of the landforms, 

perhaps the excessive detailing of these difficulties was also intended for the 

benefit of a wider audience. 'All went well' he continued in a dramatic tone, 

till within a few yards of the rocks, when, in some way or other, 
Dunnage lost his footing and began to slide down the snow-field at a 
terrific rate. His destruction seemed inevitable, for he was rapidly 
approaching an immense crevasse that traversed the whole field ... . It 
was the dangerous description of crevasse well known to alpine 
tourists, which has one side higher than the other. ... eventually he was 
able to swing himself clear of the sliding snow; but none too soon, for 
within a few feet more he would have dashed into the icy chasm 
below.'% 

Park's account of the ascent of the summit of Parataetaitonga, one of the 

southern peaks of the mountain, was composed from a panoptic perspective: 

'Immediately below us lay the great crater of Ruapehu, encircled by high 

peaks from 500 to 800 feet high. ... On its south-east side the great crater-basin, 

which is perhaps a mile across, is partially broken down, and connects with 

34 Ibid., pp. 327-31. 
35 Ibid., p.  329. 

1 3 6  I b i d .  
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an immense snow-field, at the foot of which, at 6,000 feet, the Wangaehu as a 

considerable stream is first seen ...'.I37 

Three months after Park's visit, the surveyor Lawrence Cussen climbed 

Ruapehu to set a trigstation on Parataetaitonga. His narrative of the ascent 

was first read before the Auckland Institute on 26 July 1886, and then 

published in the Trn1zsnctions.1~~ Cussen was interested in the volcanic 

activity of Ruapehu: 'It was not my intention' he wrote, 'to attempt a 

geological examination of the mountain; but the few notes which I was able 

to make in the short time I could devote to the subject will be of interest, 

chiefly as disclosing the fact that the volcanic forces considered to be long 

since spent on Ruapehu are still active'.'39 He was fascinated by the volcanic 

landforms, describing the variety of shapes assumed by the cooling lava 

arranged in 'long prismatic columns', and the 'great masses of scoria piled on 

top of one another in a confused irregular fashion.'l40 Cussen's account of 

reaching the summit aptly described a topographical panorama: 

The weather was still beautifully clear when we got on top, and the 
view in all directions around us was truly magnificent. To the 
westward, the snowy cone of Mount Egmont was very conspicuously 
prominent, its distance from us being 73 miles. We thought we could 
distinguish the houses at Waitara with our telescopes; and some of our 
party suggested that a column of smoke which we saw rising up  there 
came from the chimney of the Auckland Freezing Company's 
establishment. The sea was visible beyond the east and west coasts, and 
all the successive mountain ranges and river valleys in both directions 
could be traced out with our telescopes. The rugged peaks of the 
Kaimanawa Mountains, extending for many miles away to the 

1 3 7  Ibid., p. 330. 
L,. Cussen, 'Thermal Activity in the Ruapehu Crater', TPNZI, 19 (1886), 

3 7 4 - 8 0 .  
3 9  Ibid., pp. 374-75.  
140 lbid.,  pp. 375-76. 
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eastward, looked rather insignificant beneath us, although their height 
varies from 4,000 to 6,000 feet above the sea. The crater of Ngauruhoe, 
nine miles to the north of us, looked like the dilapadated chimney of 
some vast furnace down into which we were looking. Taupo Lake, 
which I have seen described as "a vast inland sea," as seen from some 
of these mountains, looked quite small from our great height. The 
distant peaks of Pirongia, Te Aroha, and other prominent features of 
the Lower Waikato District looked but a short distance away from us, 
considering they were over 120 miles off; and as all our party hailed 
from that direction, each took pleasure in recognising the familiar 
landmarks which surrounded his own home, and which he had not 
seen for many months past. The comparatively low country lying 
between us and the west coast, though intersected by deep valleys and 
mountain ridges, seemed rather like a level plain, and, as one of our 
party remarked, "the mountains only looked like potato ridges".'41 

'A more ~ e r f e c t  idea': read in^ the nictziresaue 

[Wlhen the hills are more dotted with sheep, and the valleys more 
golden with corn; when the pheasant whirs from the brake, and the fox 
bursts from the cover, New Zealand will offer a thousand views which 
even a Turner might cross the sea to paint. 

Charles Hursthouse, New Zcalund; or, Zcalandia, the Britaili of the Soufh, ( 1 8 5 7 ) . l ~ ~  

'New Zealand with its beautiful bays and rivers, plains and mountains, 

magnificent forests and lakes, all within easy access, will in time have its 

hosts of sketchers', wrote Edwin Brookes in 1898. 'In older countries they 

form into little parties for sketching expeditions, with an artist at their head to 

point out the beautiful choice of the scene, and to explain the foreground to 

be bold, and the distance touched with a light hand, teaching also the true 

lines of perspective. These little sketching parties would doubtless do much 

l 4  Ihid.. pp. 376-77. 
4 2  Charles Hursthouse, N ~ M '  Zralund; or. Zealundiu. the Uriruirl of the South, 

London, 1857, p. 99. 
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towards establishing art in the South Pacific.'l43 Brookes, like Hursthouse 

before him, invoked the picturesque in his re-presentation of the land. The 

picturesque perspective was a significant universalizing strategy employed by 

colonial surveyors in reading the face of the country. The picturesque 

involved 'the bringing near of distant objects, the magnification of the 

minute, [and] the God-like survey of the great. The picturesque assembled 

time and space, presenting society as a community of objects.'l44 Constructed 

from personal subjectivity, the picturesque perspectives invoked by surveyors 

were determined by their expectations and preconceptions as much as they 

were influenced by the actual features of the country. The picturesque was a 

personal moment of reflection, a punctuation in the journey. Whether in 

search of an attractive backdrop for a settlement, or seeking a route over the 

horizon, the picturesque enabled the surveyor to visualize the country in 

terms of its future colonization.l45 Many of New Zealand's prominent 

nineteenth century artists were also surveyors: Samuel Brees, Charles 

Heaphy, John Tully, and S. P. Smith managed to combine both careers.146 

Each of these artists negotiated between geographical accuracy and the 

picturesque idea1.147 

1 4 3  Brookes,  Froririer Lije: Turanaki. New Zealand, pp. 59-60. 
4 4  Carter, The Kuud to Botutly Buy, p. 244. 

I 4 5  I b i d .  
1 4 6  M i n s o n ,  The Art and Lije 01 [he Early S~rrvevor, p p .  3-6. 
14' T h e  dist inct ion between the two  was represcnled in the work o f  

Constable and Turner, where Coustable's descriptive scenes  stood in contrast to 
the 'historic' canvases o f  Turner. S e e  further W.  F. Axlon, 'Victorian Landscape 
Painling: a change in outlook', ill Nuture and the Victoriurt In~oginution, eds .  
U .  C .  Knoepflmachcr and G .  l3. Tcnnyson, pp. 281-308. S e e  also Mary Louise 
I'ratl, 'Conventions o f  Representalion: Whcre Discourse and Ideology Meet', in 
C o n f e n ~ p a r u r ~  Perceptions of Larlguage: iatrrdisciplinarjl dimensions,  cd. 
Heidi Dyrnes, Washingron D.C., 1982, pp. 139-55. 
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In the latter years of the eighteenth century, landscape and natural 

scenery came to be judged, among those of taste, with increasing reference to 

picturesque standards.148 In 1794 Uvedale Price defined the Picturesque as an. 

aesthetic category, distinguished from the Sublime and the Beautiful by 

variation and irregularity. Price argued that Picturesqueness implied a cer lain 

roughness in place of the 'tender smoothness' of the Beautiful, and contained 

all the abruptness of the Sublime, but without its overwhelming greatness: 

'the two opposite qualities', Price wrote, 'of roughness and sudden variation, 

joined to that of irregularity, are the most efficient causes of the 

P i c t ~ r e s q u e ' . ' ~ ~  In A Letfer to Uvedide Price, Esq., also published in 1794, the 

landscape and garden critic Humphrey Repton challenged Price's assertions, 

and further distinguished between landscape and prospect.15o In his 

Analytical Enquiry into the Principles of Tnste (1805), Payne Knight claimed 

the picturesque to be nothing less than 'the true visible appearance of 

things'.151 Although Price admitted that these qualities were more likely to be 

found in art than in natural objects, agreeing with the Rev. William Gilpin, a 

fellow authority on the Picturesque, 'that there are so few perfect 

Smi th ,  European Vision and lllv South Pacific, p. 149ff. 
I4O P r ~ c e  lnaintalried that the priuciples of Lhc Picluresquc were applicable 

to modern painting, that 'symmetry and regularity are particularly adverse to 
the picturesque.' He citcd many examples as evidence of the contrast between 
the 'wild disorder' of Lhe Picluresquc and thc harmony o f  thc Beautiful: the ass 
as  more picturesque than thc horsc, Lhe rough water-dog than the smooth 
spaniel and  he shaggy goat than thc sheep. Uvedale Price, Essay  on i l ~ e  
P i c t u r e s q u e ,  L o n d o ~ ~ ,  1794, circd in John Stccgman, The Kltle of Tusre, Frottl 
George I lo George IV. 3rd edn, Cambridge, 1986 pp. 67, 68. See also W. J. Hipple, 
The Beautifill, the Sublinle and [he Picturesque in l H i h  Cerziury British 
Aesrheric Theory ,  Illinois. 1957; E. Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry  into rhe 
Origirl of olrr Ideus of rhe S~blirne uud Beaurifirl London, 1757. 

Humphrey Iicpton, A Lerrer ro Uvedale Price, Esq .  London, 1794, cited in 
Stccgman, The Rule o j  Taste, p. 64. For furlher discussion of the ir~tclleclual 
dehate on the Sublime and Picturesque, based on the writings o i  Edmund 
Rurkc, Horace Walpole, Uvcdale Price, Humphrey Repton and Sir  .Joshua 
Reynolds, sec ihid., pp. 52-7 1 .  

Smith, Europearr Visiotl atld rllr SouiA Paclfic, p. 150. 
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compositions in nature', his initial definition of 'roughness and variation' 

became the accepted version given popular currency in the works of Austen, 

Hazlett and Coleridge.152 

The term was soon expanded to include the exotic, as indigenous flora 

and fauna were also ascribed picturesque quali ties.l 53 The connection 

between scientific and artistic re-presenta tion had also been articulated by 

Cook. 'The Admiralty', he wrote, 'shewed [sic] no less attention to science in 

general, by engaging Mr William Hodges, a Landscape Painter, to embark in 

this voyage, in order to make drawings and paintings of such places in the 

countries we should touch at, as might be proper to give a more perfect idea 

thereof, than could be formed from written description only.'fi4 Hodges 

maintained that the 'particular character' that travelling artists should seek in 

re-presenting landscapes was not determined by the aesthetic qualities of the 

subject - its adherance to the Beautiful, the Sublime or the Picturesque - but 

defined instead by natural features such as race, climate and vegetation.lS5 

The particularity of re-presenting landscapes was further elucidated by 

Alexander von Humboldt in Aspects of Nature (1808) and Cosmos (1848). 

Humboldt considered how written description, landscape painting and 

botanical illustration could be used to give Europeans a better idea of the 

mu1 tiformity of na t ~ r e . l ~ ~  This scientific method was advocated by later 

visitors to New Zealand. George Fife Angas, for instance, described himself as 

1 5 2  Uvedale Price, Essay an rhe Picturesque. London, 1794 ,  cited in 
Steegmnn, Rule of Taste. p. 63; Smilh, European Vision and the Sour11 Pacific, 
pp. 149-50. 

Ibid. ,  pp.223-24. 
5 4  J .  Cook, A Vovuye rowards rhe Sollrh  pol^, und Round rhe World, London,  

1777, 1, p.xxxiii, cired in Smilh, Guropeurl Visiorr, p. 43. 
155 Ibid., p. 57. 

5 6  Ibid., pp. 152-53. 
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'a disinterested observer, who went to the Antipodes actuated by an ardent 

admiration of the grandeur and loveliness of Nature in her wildest aspect.'157 

Surveyors aimed to provide 'a more perfect idea' of the terrain they 

encountered, but their pictoral re-presenta tions were informed by the artistic 

fashions of the day as much as they were by attempts at accuracy. Bernard 

Smith has noted, how in Australia, the formal quality of landscape painting 

was determined by a desire both for topographical accuracy and for traditional 

respect of picturesque beauty.158 Viewed from this in-between colonial space, 

the picturesque was a hybrid adaptation of the metropolitan ideal. In 1840 

Charles Heaphy described the Taranaki landscape from a picturesque 

perspective: 'For forty miles to the north, east, and south of Mount Egmont, 

the country rises, from a perfectly level plain, gradually to the base of that 

mountain. On these sides the land is unbroken by hills or ridges, and may be 

all cultivated: near the sea, the country is more rough - a ridge of hills, 

forming as it were a shoulder of the mountain - extends from it to the coast, 

and terminates at the Sugar-loaf Point and Islands ...'.I5' [figures 3.15,3.16] On 

commencing a survey of the inland Nelson region in the early 1840s, Samuel 

Stephens described the land from a similar picturesque point of view: 

took another hasty view of the lake and adjoining scenery, and also a 
rough sketch of its now really picturesque character. The view was 
completely alpine - the back mountain ranges being all completely 
cased in one continuous sheet of white, the trees and shrubs in the fore 
ground on the borders of the lake having their boughs incrusted by the 
snowy mosses and reflecting their graceful images in the still and glassy 

IS7 G. F. Angas, S m q e  LiJe urld Scrrzrs in Austruliu und New Zealand; beirrg 
art artist's irrlpres.sio~ts of courzlries a d  people at fhe Antipodes, London, 1847. 
p. V l l .  

5 8  Smilh, Europeu~z Visior~ arid the So~irlz PaciJic. p. 177. 
Charles Heaphy. Nurruiivr of a Krside~lce in New Zealand, London, 1843, 

pp. 96-97. 



FIGURE 3.15 Charles Heaphy, View in the Nelson District, Mount Arthur in the 
Distance 1841, watercolour C2515, Alexander Turnbull Library. This stylised 
image of the area around the New Zealand Company's settlement at Nelson, 
which emphasizes the flat land and abundance of timber, was intended to 
encourage prospective setters to come to New Zealand. 



FIGURE 3.16 Charles Heaphy, Mt Egmont, from the Sugar Loaf Islands, 
Taranake 1849, watercolour A145111, Alexander Turnbull Library. Heaphy 
produced this elaborate image, featuring a remarkably symmetrical Mount 
Egmont or Taranaki, from memory, recalling his visit to Taranaki ten years 
previously. 
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lake, really formed a most beautiful and striking picture, which was 
still more enhanced by its novelty, as we had met with no snow since 
we left England - excepting at a great distance. The scene was rendered 
still more peculiar, from the intense stillness, and absence of all 
appearance of animated nature - no sign of waterfowl floating on the 
lake, or note from the feathered inhabitants of the wood. The sun 
shining out in full splendour shortly afterwards, added a richness to 
the wintry picture.160 

Arthur Dobson's description of his first view of the Mt Cook range in 1861 

was a clear expression of the picturesque: "It was a most magnificent sight 

looking towards the south,' Dobson recalled, 'the Southern Alps standing up 

like a great wall, culminating in the lofty peak of Mount Cook. In the 

foreground were the low hills covered with dark green forest, and a line of 

white surf, breaking all along the coast. To the south and east, low limestone 

hills, through which the Grey river had cuts its gorge, lay parallel to the coast, 

covered with beautiful forest, and the view looking over the wide expanse of 

river and lagoon in the foreground, was sublime.''61 While on a survey near 

Helensville in 1863, S. P. Smith noted the picturesque attributes of the 

country. 'This is a very pretty country about here', reads his entry for 14 

January, 'and I can imagine the scenery up the Hotea must be very fine.''6* 

'This is certainly a splendid country, the line hardly crossed a hill today [and] 

the soil is excellent', he wrote five days By 13 February 1863 Smith 

had 'surveyed Matangui by Mitchell's plan and Trig traversed the Hoteo 

down to [the] Ngapuhi line, thru [sic] the most beautiful scenery.'lh4 Arriving 

in Nelson in 1866, Smith observed 'The view over the Town from the 

Church is remarkably pretty ... [and] one sees pretty houses sheltered by fine 

6 0  Slcphens,  Journal. ATL. p. 16. 
Dohson, Remirziscences. p. 50. 

6 2  S.  P. Smith, Diary, 1 January - 15 February 1863, Ms 1961, ATL. 
1 6 3  I h l d .  
1 6 4  I b i d .  
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groves of trees and beautiful gardens without end. The houses too are built 

with a degree of taste and picturesqueness which is not found in any other 

part of New Zealand'.165 

The picturesque perspective was a spatial figure of speech which 

allowed the eye to explore: picturesque prospects, as Carter has observed, 'had 

their mental counterparts in complex ideas that sparked off trains of thought. 

Picturesque views might give rise to all kinds of pleasant ideas, but the 

primary pleasure they gave resided in their picturesqueness itself - in the fact 

that their structure of casually interlinked and cons tras ting forms enticed the 

eye (and the mind) to wander.'lhh Surveying in Taranaki in the 1870s, 

Brookes paused to observe a picturesque scene: 

Mount Egmont ... an enchanting study for an artist, and may be 
considered as one of the chief sights of Taranaki. ... Another striking 
scene is when it is covered low down with snow, the reflection of the 
sun's rays upon it, mostly toward sunset, change the usual dazzling 
whiteness to one of the richest tints of light pink, a scene at once so 
striking that one is chained to the spot as by a magician's wand. This 
reflection seldom occurs, and even when seen it would be difficult for 
an artist to imitate either in oil or water-colours, as at best it would be 
far from the reality ... .I67 

Cussen further invoked the picturesque vista in his textual re-construction of 

his ascent of Ruapehu in 1886. 'The scene', he admitted, 'was indeed a 

magnificent one, as the first rays of the sunlit up  the snowy peaks towering 

high above us, and gradually shone over the snow-fields and great dark ridges 

and gorges of the mountains."68 In adapting accepted motifs of reading in 

1 6 5  S .  P. Smith, 'Reminiscences', Ms 281, AM. 
Carter, The Koad ro Boranp BUT, pp. 23 1-40. 

6 7  Ijrookes, k'rorltier LiJe: Turunaki, New Zmluntl,  pp. 57-60. 
6 8  Cussen, 'Thermal Activity in tlie Iiuapehu Crater', p. 775. 
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their re-presentions of the face of the country, colonial surveyors constantly 

negotiated between the particularity of the local environment and the need to 

express this detail in a universalized context. 

An appreciation of the ways in which a culture defines or imagines 

space is central in understanding the construction of a new cultural landscape 

as an expression of a new cultural identity. It has been suggested here that 

reading the land!, Illustrated by surveyors' conditioned re-presentations of the 

country, was a fundamental process in inventing, possessing and colonizing 

New Zealand. Although surveyors' perceptions and re-constructions of the 

country were largely influenced by accepted conventions of viewing the land, 

their vision was also modified by experiences and observations in the field. 

In this way, the discourse of colonial surveying was mediated between the 

ideal and the real, the expected and the actual. 



CHAPTER 4 The boundlzries o f  colonial space 

Tikanga ma nga Kairuri Kia kotahi kai uri mo te takuira kotahi (let 
there be rules for surveyors, let there be one surveyor per district). 
'Rules for Surveyors' (1863-64). 

It is not difficult to transpose from physics to politics [the rule that] it is 
impossible for two bodies to occupy the same space at the same time. 
Johannes Fabian, Time atld the Other (1983). 

The invention and re-presentation of New Zealand as a European cultural 

space depended upon the production and negotiation of boundaries. Just as 

maps and survey plans were symbolic of the intent to contain and control, 

boundary lines and survey pegs were evidence of the need to confirm this 

possession on the ground. It is suggested here that surveyors in colonial New 

Zealand encountered boundaries that were both physical and cultural, literal 

and metaphorical. A boundary is defined as an imaginery line which marks 

the confines or line of division of two contiguous estates. The term is used 

also to denote the physical objects by reference to which the line of division is 

described, as well as the line of division itself. In this sense boundaries have 

been divided into natural (rivers and seas shore) and artificial (roads, railways 

and fences).'2 Physical boundaries are considered here as natural, including 

topographical and climatic conditions, and artificial, den0 ting the marks that 

have been inscribed on the land. Cultural boundaries were highlighted by the 

interaction between European surveyors and Maori. While boundaries 

defined the enclosed from the open, the known from the unknown, and the 

1 'Tikanga ma nga Kairuri Kiako rahi kai ruri mi) le lakwa kolahi Tikanga 
ma nga ka~ruri' ,  l iulcs for surveyors, Ms  Papers 0708, Proclnrnations, 1863-64, 
NPL/M A283, Milchcll I,ibrary, Sydney, pp. 1-8. 

B .  H.  Llavis, ed.,  Sutnmury of rlw Law Kelaritlg to Lund S ~ t n ~ e v r n ~  in New 
Zeulurrtl, 4th edn, Wcll ingkx~,  197 1 ,  p. 53 .  
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self from the Other, they also facilitated communication, as boundary points 

were meeting grounds and sites of exchange. In either case, physical and 

cultural boundaries were constantly challenged and continually being 

redefined in the moments of contact between Maori and European. 

Negotiating phlisical botrndaries 

[Iln the old days, the boundaries between the neighbouring canoe areas 
or tribal grounds were mutually arranged and decided upon. Natural 
features like the hill of Ramaroa Pa, or the Waipaoa River, or sea 
coasts, or cliff escarpments and the like, were taken to define 
boundaries. Where na turd features were absent, definite marks, like 
the mound at Pa Whakarau, would be struck on the ground. 
Sometimes a cairn of stones or a post or a pole or a hole dug into the 
ground would be used. These boundaries, and the stories attached to 
their makmg, would be memorised. In this way, the entire land was 
like a living geography text and history book in one. The minutiae of 
life, ah yes, all imprinted and still living, inscribed on the land. And to 
ensure the continuity of the tribal memory, the people would traverse 
the land from time to time and from generation to generation. 
Witi Ihimaera, T h  Mntriarch (1986).~ 

Colonial surveyors navigated paths across the land with reference to natural 

boundaries. As Paul Carter has suggested, mountains and rivers 'were 

geographical givens which helped the surveyor bound a useful space, a space 

that was conceptually and trigonometrically consis tent ... . '4  In 1858, Edward 

Jollie and Samuel Hewlings were engaged in a compass survey of the whole 

of the Canterbury province south of the Rangitata river to the Waitaki river.5 

Jollie navigated with the assistance of coastal and inland waterways. 'My 

work', he wrote, 'consisted in surveying country all the coast line, rivers, 

Witi Ihimaera, The Matriurch. Auckland. 1986, pp. 102-103. My thanks to 
Stcphen Haniillon of' the Dcparrment of English, Universily of Auckland, for 
bringing this rel'erence to niy attention. 

Carter, The Road lo Botarr~ Buy. p. 108. 
Edward lollie, Reminiscences 1825-1894, Ms papers 4207, ATL, p. 26 
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hills, lakes, swamps, etc. ... and after making a map of it, to have all the runs 

properly defined on the map, and then to go over the country again and show 

all the boundaries to the owners.O6 In using natural physical boundaries to 

navigate, surveyors often searched for boundless and empty spaces. The 

Nelson surveyors Thomas Brunner and Samuel Stephens had both looked 

for the 'great plains' of the West Coast of the South Island on separate 

occa s i~ns .~  Cass, Torlesse and later Baker were among those who sought for 

the 'plains of promise' in Canterbury. The attempt to visualize space in the 

absence of boundaries is a fundamental component of colonization. As Homi 

Bhabha has argued, 'at the center [sic] of the originary myth of colonialist 

power ... is the demand that the space i t  occupies be unbounded, its reality 

coincident with the emergence of an imperialist narrative and history, its 
5i 

discoures nondialogic, its enunciation unitary, unmarked by the trace of 
A 

difference-l8 [see figures 4.1,4.2,4.3] 

Natural boundaries also formed the basis of an indigenous cadastre. 

For Maori, land was the basis of tribal economy and community life.' Land  

was held in trust, and possession was identified through a system of rights 

and privileges which relied on boundary markers. While myths and 'mental 

ti I b i d .  
See J o h ~  Pascoe, ed., The Great Jourrwy: urz expedition to explore the 

itzterior of the Middle Island. New Zealand, 1846-8, Christchurch, 1952; Samuel 
Stephens, Journal, Ms I'apers 26981 IA, ATL.. 

Homi K .  I3habha, 'Signs taken as wondcrs: questions or ambivalence and 
authority under a tree outsidc Delhi, May 1 8  l7' ,  in "Race", Writing and 
DiJSerence, cd. Henry Louis Gatcs Jnr, Chicago, 1986, p. 176. Sec also Johannes 
Fabian.  Time arld the Other: How ar~rhropolngg 11mke.s i1.s ohjecr, New York, 
1983; T. Asad, Antlrrnpologv utld the colu~iial encounler, London, 1973; James 
CliTSord and G .  E. Marcus, eds, Writi~ig Culrure: [lie poetics and po1ilic.s 01 
r r h ~ l n g r u p h y .  passim. 

I .  H .  Kawharu, Maori Lurzd Tenure: Studies in u CAangiwg Itzstifurion, 
Oxford, 1977, pp. 34-88. 



FIGURE 4.1 Stephenson Percy Smith, Scene on the Mokau river, Jan. 7 1859, 
53593112, Alexander Turnbull Library. This wa tercolour by S. P. Smith (later 
Surveyor General and Secretary for Crown Lands) shows a group of surveyors 
poling their way up the Mokau river in Taranaki. It emphasizes the use of rivers 
as transport routes and surveyors reliance on Maori canoes. 



FIGURE 4.2 John Rochfort, EB825, Department of Survey and Land Information, 
Hamilton. Rivers often formed the basis of surveyors' calculations and assisted 
in their navigation of the land, as this page from Rochfort's field book shows. 



FIGURE 43 Stephenson Percy Smith, FB37, Departmeat of S m e y  and Land 
Information, Hamilton. This sketch from Sdth's field book clearly illusbates 
how Qkngles informed the stlrveyork vision of the lmd. 
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maps' were imposed on the land, geographical features such as hills, rocks, 

rivers or prominent hills indicated borders. Stones and holes in the ground 

functioned as boundary markers between tribal areas, but individual 

cultivation plots were the most enduring divisional marks. Maori also 

diverted streams and constructed estuarine canals to assist with fishing and 

act as boundary markers."' 

Physical boundaries presented physical obstacles, particularly when 

poor conditions and bad weather continually hampered the progress of the 

survey. 'The country is so very much broken and rugged as to be really 

almost impracticable,' wrote Felton Mathew to his wife in 1840, 'and the bush 

and fern are so dense that it is scarcely possible to force one's way through it.11 

While surveying in the Manawatu in 1842, Robert Sheppard wrote of 'the 

large swamp which is dry in summer is now so wet, that i t  becomes 

absolutely necessary to leave as many lines as possible to be cut in dry 

weather ...'.I2 The surveyor John Stewart was faced with 'immense tracts of 

swampy land covered with New Zealand flax, or the salt rush. It was not very 

pleasant trudging among these swamps at different depths from the ancle to 

the waist all day ... and the settlers told us that we surveyors would soon 

become web footed.''-? In June 1870, the surveyor Henry Field, writing from 

his camp site at Taurangahioi in the Mangawhero valley, noted that '[dluring 

May there were only 8 days without rain, and during this month only 3; and 

even on these the bush has been so wet with what has fallen the previous 

Elsdon 13esl, The Maori As He Wus, Wellington, 1024, pp. 275-76. 
l Felmn Mathcw, Journal lelters to wifc,  February 14, 1840, N% Mss 385, 

APL,, pp. 14-15, 
K. Sheppard, Diary 1842-45, Ms papers 1094, ATL. 
J .  T. Stewart, 'Notcs on tho Manawatu Districl', [n.d.],  qMS. ATI,. 
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night, that for more than six weeks past we have had to dry our own clothes 

every night on returning to camp and often had great difficulty getting up  a 

fire for the purpose. ... This in fact will be the great drawback to the occupation 

of what is in other respects a splendid country ... .'I4 While working near 

Wanganui in early 1875, the surveyor W. G. Sealy noted in his fieldbook on 

22 January, '[the] country [is] frightfully rough ... [and is] very difficult both for 

instrument and The geological surveyor James Park described the 

'rough, difficult walk of two hours, over a tumbled and confused mass of 

rocks [which] brought us back to our camp' on his descent of Ruapehu in 

1886.1"For several days afterwards', Park noted how his companions 'Mr 

Dunnage and Dalin suffered severely from snow-blindness, the fierce glare of 

the sun on the glistening snow having induced acute inflammation of the 

eyes.'l7 

Rivers presented further physical boundaries for the colonial surveyor. 

While attempting a crossing of the Taramakau river south of Nelson in early 

1859, John Rochfort was swept away - only to be rescued by a travelling 

companion.18 In early 1863 the Canterbury surveyor, Whitcombe, fell victim 

to the harsh conditions.19 Arthur Dobson recounted his experiences 

surveying in north Canterbury during the 1860s, remembering those 

surveyors who had fallen victim to the raging torrents of unpredictable 

1 4  Field, 3 0  June 1870, cited in G .  Sommerville, 'The track that Field made', 
Ms90f195, ATL. 

1 5  W. G. Sealy, FB 590, 9 January - 26 March 1875, DOSLI, Wellington. 
James Park, 'Narrative o f  an Ascent o f  Kuapchu', TPNZI, 19 (1886),  331. 

This paper was read before the Wellington Ph~losophical Society, 2 4  February, 
1886.  

l 7  Ibid .  
E. I .  Lord, Old West land,  Auckland, 1939 ,  pp. 7 3 - 7 4 ;  Llobson, 

Reiu it! iscrnces, passim. 
'Mr Whitcornbe's Expedilion', The Press. 29 May 1863, p. 1 .  
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rivers: 'One of the chief difficulties in getting about the country in those days', 

Dobson noted, 'was crossing the large rivers, which could be crossed on foot 

only by those well used to the danger, and then only when the rivers were 

very low1.20 While surveying on the West Coast of the South Island in 1863, 

Dobson noted how 'the whole of the country up to the snow-line and down 

to the water's edge was covered with thick forest. Every flood brought down 

to the sea quantities of timber, which was thrown up on the beaches, and 

excepting where the coast was cliff-bound the timber piled up in such vast 

masses that it was quite a climb to get over it into the bush beyond.'21 W. H. 

Skinner met with similar problems on the Oakura block near New Plymouth, 

where he described the 'miserable swamp country - towais, kaikateas, 

waiwakas etc. everything covered under a thick coating of moss tells a Tale on 

the Climate . . . ' .2* Maori were often reluctant to guide European travellers 

across the central South Island regions during the cooler months, as they 

were conscious of the dangers of floods, incessant rain and swollen rivers. 

Conditions away from the field were often not much better. The 

conditions in the New Plymouth survey office were, according to the Chief 

Surveyor in 1875, 'calculated to injure the health of those employed in it, 

through the intense heat occasioned by the very low iron roof in summer, 

and its necessarily draughty nature in winter.'23 In cutting meridian lines 

through the dense Taranaki bush in the 1870s, W. H. Skinner protested that 

'[nlo tents were supplied by the impecunious Provincial Government. We 

(I Dobson, Kenlirtiscences, pp .  3 1 ,  145-47. 
* Ibid., p. 36. 

W.  H.  Skiunzr, Diarics, Ms 02011, TM. 
2 3  Report o f  Chief Surveyor, Tarunuki Governnwnt Gazette, 25 March 1875, 

pp. 36-37. Sec also Hrookes, Frontier Life: Turanaki, New Zeulund, p. 1. 
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had to erect our rough shelters for rain protection with material at hand at 

times not easy to procure or always weather proof!'*4 

For the nineteenth century traveller, nature was understood as a force 

that had to be harnessed, tamed, and controlled. Where their Romantic 

forebears had a subjective appreciation of nature, the Victorian observer 

found the natural world alternately threatening and sublime.25 To ascend a 

peak was to secure confidence in human strength, and to experience a power 

over those below; but it was also a reminder of human vulnerablity against 

the greater powers of nature. From a hill above the Mangakino gorge in 1841, 

W. C. Symonds was rendered speechless when he saw the land 'broken up 

into Volcanic Hillocks like the waves of a Troubled sea ... I have never seen a 

description which will nearly come up to this extraordinary scene & it is far 

beyond my power to describe.'26 Surveying near the southern Wanaka and 

Hawea lakes in 1861-63, James MacKerrow noted that 'here the degrading 

forces of nature are actively at work, in levelling down the everlasting hills. 

Camping out for a few days in this region brings home to the mind of the 

observer, the almighty and unceasing power of the natural forces; and other 

thoughts arise which do not so readily occur in the usual places of human 

habitation.'27 McKerrow named a river in the Te Anau region Awe Burn; a 

name he considered to be 'expressive of the feelings experienced from the 

scenery around.'28 

z 4  W .  H .  Skinner, Krn~itiiscerlces of a Turunuki S~irveyor, pp. 19, 21.  
* 5  Scc furthcr David Robertson, 'Mid-Victorians amongst the Alps'.  in 

Nature and rhr Viclorian I~~iuyi t zu~ion,  eds. U .  C .  Knoepflmacher and G .  IZ. 
Tennyson. p. 129. 

2 6  W. C. Syrnonds, Diary 1841, Ms 51,  HO. See also Chapter 9. 
2 7  James McKerrow, in Sir Thomas MacKenne Papers, Ms Papers 392211, 

ATL. 
* g  Ibid. See further Chapler 5 .  
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Surveyors also encountered artificial (imposed) boundaries in the 

course of measuring and mapping the land. '[Ulnlike the surveys of old 

countries, where time-honoured landmarks and a settled population 

conserve boundaries,' McKerrow remarked in an article on 'The New 

Zealand System of Survey', 'the surveys of a new country have no such aids, 

but, instead, have to create boundaries in the unoccupied wilderness, which 

at best can only be marked by perishable surfa~e-marks.'2~ In early surveys, 

the efficient demarcation of survey boundaries was of paramount 

importance: for in the event of discrepencies in bearings and distances, only 

the original monuments could be given legal recognition. In September 1842, 

the Nenl Zednnd Gazette published regulations on the conduct of Land 

Claims surveys that had special relevence for contract surveyors. The 'Land 

Claims Ordinance' Session 11, No. 14, Clause 5 stated that: 

when the Block so granted shall be bounded by the sea, or a river, the 
rectangle aforesaid shall be so placed that the narrow side, or breadth 
shall be bounded by the sea, or any such river, as near as possible at 
right angles to their general direction. 
The Land, selected by the claimant, is to be surrounded by a line cut 
through the existing fern, tea-tree, or tupaki, or other shrubs, as well as 
thorough woods, and not to be less than four feet wide; at every twenty 
chains upon such line a hole is to be dug, three feet deep and three feet 
in diameter: In the centre of such hole a picket is to be driven, and of 
such a height that its top shall be on a level with the surrounding 
ground. In fern land, a stake will have to be placed close beside the 
picket, and of such a height that it shall be two feet, at least, above the 
fern on either side - the top to be painted white to the depth of two feet. 
Diverging from such holes in the direction of the boundary lines, two 
trenches will have to be dug, three feet long, eighteen inches deep, and 
eighteen inches in breadth, so as to point out the course of the 
boundaries ... . When stones are conveniently to be procured, a heap of 
them will have to be placed over such holes, trenches, and pickets, at 

2 9  James McKcrrow, 'New Zealand System of Survey',  New Zealund 
Surveyor, 1, 1 (1XX9), 8. 
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corners of the Blocks surveyed, so as to point them out, and preserve 
these land-marks from destruction.30 

The New Zealand Company had also promoted 'Tenths' schemes for 

the allocation of Maori reserves, where every tenth balloted section of land 

was to be reserved for Maori chiefs, and the allocation of one eleventh of the 

sections reserved as an endowment for Maori schools and hostels.31 At the 

Port Nicholson setlement, 110 of the original 1100 one-acre town sections 

were reserved as Maori Tenths. At the Nelson settlement, established in 

October 1841, the Tenths were actually 'elevenths', with one hundred of the 

201 acre lots (equal to a tenth of the 1000 marketed lots, or one-eleventh of the 

whole) were to be set aside as Maori reserves.32 These were to be interspersed 

among the European properties to hasten the 'civilization' of Maori. The 

Company anticipated that the physical integration of private property would 

promote cultural assimilation and that Maori 'would live with the English as 

with each other1.33 The company directors also hoped that the Maori 

reserves, or Tenths, set aside within the purchased block, would greatly 

increase in value after the European settlers arrived.34 

Boundary marks imposed on the land determined the direction of an 

intended route in the construction of roads, and also acted as a base from 

where accurate sightings could be taken. '[The survey] includes taking 

bearings, chaining, mapping, estimating areas, and attending at N L (Native 

3 0  'Terms and Conditions of Conlract Surveys'. New Zt3aland Guzette,  28 
September, 1842. 

Roland L. Jellicoe, The New Zealarld Conlpany's Native Reserves,  
Wellington, 1930, p. 20ff. 

3 2  Ibid., p. 36ff. 
3 3  lbid., p. 2Off. 
3 4  Sec also A J H K ,  G-2B (1873). p. 17. 
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Land) Court to prove surveys,' the surveyor Henry Field wrote, 'as well as 

cutting the lines 4 ft wide and fixing boundary marks.'35 Boundary markers 

made of pumice, rimu and ponga were common. Surveying in the 

Manawatu in January 1875, W. G. Sealy erected 'flags which will also do for 

temporary trig. stations1.3h On his ascent of Ruapehu in 1886, James Park 

wrote how 'we hastily erected a trig. signal, which consisted of a stout birch 

sapling, driven into the snow several feet, and a ball of black calico. Our 

names, with the date of ascent, were placed in a sealed bottle, and left in a 

cairn of stones, on a rock-ledge about a chain to the north of the summit, and 

about 15 feet 10wer'.~7 The erection of a boundary marker - used to indicate 

the block to be surveyed (either already purchased or offered for sale) - was 

often accompanied with ritual and ceremony. Surveying near the Mokau 

river in Taranaki in 1879, T. K. Skinner was accompanied by the chiefs Epiha 

and Takerau in the act of driving the ponga peg into the soi1.38 When 

Skinner was ferried up the Mokau river, his female paddlers sang a waiata in 

which both their destination of Kowhatututae and Skinner's own name 

figured.3y 

For Maori, the surveyor's theodolite - commonly referred to as the 

'taipo' or 'tipo' - rapidly became the instrument of impending doom.40 The 

erection of survey poles, like the traditional pou whenua marker-poles, 

3 5  Cilcd in Sommervillc. 'The track that Field made', ATL, p. 8 .  
3 6  W. ti. Sealy, FD 590, DOSLI, Wellington. 

Park, 'Narrative o f  an Asccnt of Ruapehu', p. 330 .  
W. H. Skinner, D~arics,  Ms 020/1, TM. 

3 9  Ib id .  
4 0  Easdale suggesls that the 'taipo' or 'tipo' may have been a corruption of 

the Maori 'tupua' or 'tipua' referring to 'goblin, demon, object of terror'. 
Easdale cites Brunncr's encounter In 1847 with a distraught Maori woman who 
claimed lo have bcen 'struck by Lhe Taipo' when there was not an instrument 
i n  sight, Easdale, Kainrri, the nzeasurrr uf laud, p. 15. 
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signified an act of possession. Maori chiefs therefore often regarded the 

presence of the surveyors and their boundary markers as overt challenges to 

their mana and rangatiratanga.4' While surveying Ngai Tahu land reserves 

in September 1848, Mantel1 noted how '[tlwo or three old men not 

understanding the erection of a pole at their huts at Waitueri threw it away 

with the others which the man carried. I went down [and] lectured them 

[and] explained the use of the pole and remained there'.42 The surveyor 

Edwin Brookes cited the suspicion of Maori in the 1870s towards the 

theodolite in particular: 'The invariable expression that would come over 

them after a long drawn breath was "taipo", meaning evil spirit: by my 

interpretation was - a mystery, or something mysterious. In order to show 

them a friendly spirit, I would allow many of these natives to look through 

the telescope, when they would withdraw from it much perplexed ... .'43 

Neaotiat m a  ' the bozinclaries o f  ciiltrirnl difference 

European surveyors were constantly challenged by cultural boundaries in 

their contact with Maori. Considered as hosts and guides, and as rebels and 

resistors, Maori appear in the discourse of surveying as both active and 

passive players. Although both surveyors and Maori were acculturated 

through contact and co-operation - particularly in the exchange of knowledge 

and goods - European surveyors relied on Maori for guidance, hospitality and 

labour. Maori guides proved to be invaluable to surveyors with their 

bushcraft skills, knowledge of local tribal customs, and topographical details 

of the country. Moreover, the evidence suggests that interaction be tween 

I Evison, Te Wui P o ~ , ~ t u t m .  p. 165. 
Walter Mantell, 'Jouraal. Kaiapoi to Otago, 1848-9'. Ms 1543, ATL. 
Brookes, Fronlivr Li'e: Turunaki, New Zraland, p p .  38-39. 
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Maori and European surveyors was a more complex and fluid relationship 

than the traditional mas ter-servant dichotomy implies. 

Maori employed as guides for surveyors played a contradictory role in 

the exploration of New Zealand. These contradictions were particularly acute 

when European 'explorers' paid native guides, who were already familiar 

with the area, to assist them in their 'discovery'. European travellers in New 

Zealand trod over the well-worn tracks that had long been used by 

indigenous people. Henry Reynolds has considered how European explorers 

used Aboriginal guidance to 'open up' the Australian continent. Reynolds 

identified a 'growing awareness that European settlers did not tame a 

wilderness but turned a usurped land to new uses and while exploring its 

surface and testing its potential were highly dependent on Aboriginal 

expertisel.44 Paul Carter has also noted how in Australia the European was 

more often led than he was the leader.45 When travellers relied on 

indigenous navigational methods, they assimilated this knowledge into a 

universalized form. Translated from one discourse to another, indigenous 

knowledge was translated in to empirical information. There were therefore 

moments when an indigenous Maori landscape was being read by the guide 

in a way that was explicable to those he led. 

Surveyors were frequently greeted by Maori with displays of hospitality 

and they remarked on these gestures as signs of welcome. 'At every stopping 

place', noted William Bertram White on his expedition from Wellington to 

Auckland in 1843, 'they [Maori] welcomed us most heartily; there is 

4 4  Hcnry Reynolds, 'The land, the explorers and the Ahorig iucs ,  Historical 
Sludirs .  19, 75 (1980), 213-26. 

4 5  Carter, Tlir Road to Bora~zy Bav, p. 340. 
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something very charming about this Maori hospitality, they give you all they 

have with such free good will . . . ' . 46  On entering the Maori settlement at 

Takaka, near Nelson, in March 1844, Samuel Stephens wrote that '[Maori] 

welcomed me in a very friendly manner, anxious also to know when the 

Pakias [sic] were coming to live amongst them.'47 The following day 

Stephens and his party came to the native village of Purra-purra [sic], where 

the natives received us in the usual friendly manner by a general 
shaking of the hands - a ceremony we always had to undergo with 
man, woman and child at every pah [sic] we passed. ... Erino, the 
principal chief of the tribe resident there, received us in the most 
hospitable manner, and having learnt from the boatman that I was 
coming, had got one of his houses ready for our reception, with a 
baking fire in it, and a pot of potatoes and some fish already cooked for 
us. I invited him to join us in our meal ... he remained with us until 
10 or 11 o'clock, chatting on various subjects - being able to talk pretty 
good English, and then left us to take our rest.4" 

Surveyors celebrated the details of such hospitality. Working at Nga timaru 

in Taranaki in 1872, T. K, Skinner wrote: 

We were detained on the road by natives belonging to the different 
settlements up the river banks. No thing can exceed their hospitality. 
Food of almost every imaginable description is brought to us, and we 
ask ourselves sometimes which we shall have - it being a difficult 
matter to decide out of the abundance of good things. Honey of the 
very richest quality is brought to us every day. Pork, potatoes, onions, 
cabbages, eels, &c., are very plentiful, and are at our disposal in any 
quantity required. I simply mention these facts to show how welcome 
we are to the natives, and how peaceably inclined they appear to be. 
They seem to feel quite insulted if you do not accept an invitation to 
stay with them when they give you one.49 

4 6  W.  13. Whitc, Ms Pupcrs 4542, ATL.. 
Sarnucl Stephens, Journal, 12 March - 25 Sept 1844, Ms 269811A. ATL. 

4 8  I h i d .  
4 9  T. K .  Skinncr, 'Amongst the Maoris', Turanuki Herald, 25 I)ecembcr 1872, 

p. 4. 
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Maori survey hands - often referred to by surveyors as 'the compass' - 

were especially valued by surveyors for their navigation skills.50 Stephens 

recorded how his Maori guide took his party down a river, 'Gideon direct[ed] 

the canoe through the narrow and crooked channel, without coming in 

contact with it. He appeared however to be quite competent to contend with 

the difficulty, and nerving himself to the task, directed his crew with great 

promptitude and energy to place themselves in readiness in case of 

emergency.'51 'The Maoris made no roads, but followed a regular route, and 

in difficult places fixed ladders', noted Arthur Dobson of his survey of the 

West Coast of the South Island in 1863. 'Thus in one well-known place in the 

Hurunui, Maori Gully, they had constructed a rough ladder in order to cross 

the vertical sides of the gully where it ran into the Hurunui.I5* Dobson noted 

that in the absence of canoes, Maori made mohiki to ferry survey parties 

across r i v e r ~ . ~ 3  On his way up the Waipuku river in 1874, W. H. Skinner 

witnessed the accurate sense of direction for which Maori guides were often 

noted. Faced with a forest which cloaked the land on both sides of the river 

with a dense and inpenetrable cover, Skinner relied on his companion, the 

tohunga Te Peneha Maunga to navigate a line to Kopuatama in the Patea 

River. Te Peneha called on 'the atua, the spirits of the forest, to guide him 

aright in directing the line', and 'after careful consideration had a stake placed 

ahead of the instrument on the true line to Kopuatama'. The line was then 

Easdale, Kairur i ,  (he n~euslrrer 01 larzd, p. 15. 
Samuel Stephens, Journal, 12 March - 25  September 1844. 
Dobson,  Kenliniscences, p. 55. 
Dobson described [he mohiki as a raft made o f  flax sticks laid in bundles 

o f  12 inch diameter, [apered at both ends and tied together. He described how 
they were 'from s ix  to eight feet wide, and two to three feet high.  These 
bundles were stiffened by driving thin sticks through them horizontally and 
vertically, and the whole bundles very tightly bound together with l lax. These 
rafls wcre very buoyant, and being long and narrow could be easi ly  managed 
by thc expert natives'. Ihid., pp. 85-86. 
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cut for eight and a half miles, arriving at the exact de~tinat ion.5~ Women, 

too, were not exempt from working in this capacity. In January 1844 Edward 

Jollie travelled from the Manawatu River back to Wellington. Jollie and his 

party 'secured a canoe to take us the first 12 miles of our journey, the crew 

consisting of two Maori girls.I55 The wives of Kehu and Pikewate joined 

them in guiding Brunner down the West Coast of the South Island on his 

'Great Journey' of discovery." In 1863 Dobson was also taken by canoe down 

the Grey river by the chief Tarapuhi and his three daughters, Tireaki, Kaiwai, 

and Waihuka57 

Maori often proved to be more able survey assistants than their 

European colleagues. John Rochfort, who surveyed principally in the Grey 

and Buller districts and the Nelson and Canterbury provinces in the 1 8 5 0 ~ ~  

chose to employ only Maori survey h a n d ~ . ~ W h i l e  surveying the boundaries 

of the Canterbury and Otago Provinces in 1858, Jollie wrote how he 'took an 

old Maori with me named "Governor Grey", who had lived for sometime in 

the Wanaka D i ~ t r i c t . ' ~ ~  On his survey of the west coast of the South Island in 

1863, Dobson considered that 

the only chance of getting the work done was with the help of Maoris 
and under the circumstances I was not altogether displeased at the 
departure of the white men. They were not nearly so suitable for the 
work as the Maoris, but the question was, would the Maoris stick to the 
work, and could I depend on them? ... . The men were pleased to have 

5 4  W. H.  Skinner, Diaries, Ms 020011, TM. 
Edward Jollie, Ren~iniscenccs 1825-1894, Ms papers 4207, ATL, p. 10. 
John Pascoe, ed., The Grear Journey,  passim. 
Uobson, Reminiscences, p. 66. 
Ibid., p. 40. See also John Rochfort, Adventures of a Slrrveyor, pass im.  

5 9  Jollie wrote 'this old Maori was named after Sir George Grey the 
Governor - twice - of New Zealand, by I believe, Mr Walter Maniel [sic], with 
whom he had been for sometimc travelling about the Waitaki River. Jollie, 
Rcrni~~iscences 1825- 1894, Ms papers 4207, ATL, p. 27. 
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the chance of earning money and plenty of tobacco, at a class of work 
they were accustomed to ... handling their canoes on the rivers, 
swagging stores, and exploring the bush.60 

'I found the Maoris to be ideal bushmen,' Dobson later wrote, 'and they made 

very good chainmen, were quick to learn, and worked spendidly; in fact I 

could not have done this work under the same conditions with white men. 

They were always jolly and pleasant, could catch birds and eels, and knew 

where to find mussels on the rocks at dead low water, spring tides. They 

could light fires and pitch tents under almost any  condition^.'^^ It is 

significant that only when Dobson 'had a boat on the Grey [river], a canoe on 

the Hokitika ... knew where to find small canoes at every river and lagoon ... 

and could get some Maoris at the various villages to work for a few days', did 

he decide that he could 'work more efficiently with white men.'62 The 

surveyor W. G. Sealy preferred to employ Maori. He engaged Kerati, Tikaiora 

and Mika as chain hands and guides while working near Wanganui in 1875, 

and later 'engaged two extra maories [sic] to help' during the course of the 

survey.63 

Many surveyors were aware of their dependency on Maori and highly 

valued their native assistants. In 1843 the surveyors William Bertram White 

and Charles Ligar embarked on an expedition from Wellington to Auckland. 

'We had four Maoris to carry our luggage', wrote White, 'and travelled along 

the West Coast beach which I knew so well, stopping for short periods at 

Otaki, Manawatu, Whanganui . . . ' . 64  White wrote of one of their guides: 

6 0  Ilohson, Kenli~ziscences, 
Ibid.. pp. 90-91. 

6 2  Ibid., p. 81-82. 
6 3  W. G. Sealy, FB 590, 9 

William Dcrlram White, 
January - 26 March. 1875$ DOSI-I, Wellington. 
M s  Papers 4542, ATL. p. 32. 
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'Henry Murutu was my servant and went with me to Mangonui, he made a 

splendid servant and after two or three years he was ordered up to Auckland 

... [and] I was subsequently applied to for a record of his services to enable him 

to retire on a pension.'h5 While supervising the survey of Ngai Tahu 

reserves in 1848-49, Walter Mantel1 wrote of the guide, Tainui, '[who] has 

long been the ferryman of Waimakariri and is universally well spoken of by 

E u r ~ p e a n s ' . ~ ~  Dobson was also aware of his dependence on the assistance of 

local Maori and their ability to ford rivers, transport stores and provide 

shelter.67 He noted how 'several parties of men had occasionally got through 

to the coast, and had been saved from starvation by the Mawhera Maoris, 

who had little to spare from their own supply'.6R 

Maori responded to the increased demand for their services by 

European surveyors by adapting their economy and expanding their existing 

economic networks. Dobson noted that, on the West Coast of the South 

Island, 'as time went on able-bodied young men that I had working for me 

sent word to the various pas down the coast that I was coming, and that I 

would pay for help for canoeing on the rivers.'@ He also observed how local 

Maori had canoes on Lake Sumner and Lake Brunner, anticipating paying 

passengers: 'They [Maori] had canoes on every river, and in addition to the 

working party arrangements could be made for the older men to take stores 

up  the rivers, thus saving the time of the working party.'70 When Dobson 

6 5  Ibid., p. 18. 
6 6  Waller Mantcll, 'Journal, Kniapoi to Otago, 1848-9', Ms 1543, ATL. See also 

Chapter 8. 
6 7  Dobson, Hern i r l isce~~ces ,  pp. 49, 61, 64. 
6 8  Ibid., p. 53 .  
b 9  Ibid., p. 66. 
7 0  Ihld., pp. 55, 66. 
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commenced his duties as District Engineer on the Nelson and West Coast 

goldfields in April 1869, he noted that 'Maori canoes were the only means of 

conveyance.'71 

The progress of the survey was also dependent on the ability of 

surveyors and Maori to negotiate mutually acceptable contracts and 

conditions. Surveyors were cons tan tly surprised at the commercial acumen 

of their Maori companions. In May 1841, the Manawatu surveyor Robert 

Sheppard noted: 'It being dark, the natives would not ferry us over for less 

than 2/- each and afterwards charged I / -  for conducting us to Taylors house. I 

had no alternative, but to pay them.'72 Surveying near Nelson in March 1844, 

Samuel Stephens wrote: 

I bargained with Gideon [brother to the resident chief] for the hire of a 
canoe and party to take me and my camp equipage up the River Aorere 
for a few days and to remain until my return. After a good deal of pro 
and con as to the price - for the natives generally are as acute at a 
bargain as any of the Israelitish [sic] tribe, and may for aught I know to 
be identical [to the] lost tribe - we started with Gideon as Steersman ... . 
At 4pm I got to the place of rendevous ... and wishing to proceed two or 
three miles to the wood, I directed the natives to carry the tarpaulin 
and things to the intended spot. But to this they demurred, having 
previously made up their minds to camp there right on the beach, as it 
was raining, and they said it would be dark before we reached the place. 
They also tried to make out that this was not part of their bargain, but 
to this I paid no attention and plainly told Gideon that I would not pay 
him one farthing unless he fulfilled his contract. After a little sulking 
on his part, and finding that I was firm, with also no doubt a little of 
the irrestible [sic] hawkering after the promised "utu", and perhaps fear 
of exposure to his brother, who is as honest and straightforward a man 
as any I know, he manfully took up his share of the burden, and called 
to as many of the others as were necessary to take the rest.7" 

- -- 

7 '  Ibid., pp. 101, 124. 
7 2  R .  Shcppurd, Let~cr to S.  C. Brecs, 14 May 1841, Ms Papers 1094, ATL. 
7 3  Samucl Stephens, Journal, 12 March - 25 September 1844. 
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In 1865, Gerhard Mueller paid Maori ferrymen to cross rivers on the West 

Coast of the South Island in a vessel that was only one and a half foot wide.74 

Maori opposition to surveying and surveyors was not uncommon. 

While laying out the settlement of New Plymouth in the early months of 

1841, F. A. Carrington was confronted by 'natives from the interior who said 

we that we should not cut any more. They flourished their tomahawks, and 

danced, and yelled, and I thought we should all be massacred Tensions 

between Ngati Toa and New Zealand Company surveyors working a t  

Wairau, near Nelson, reached a climax in June 1843 in the Wairau conflict.76 

Working near Wellington soon after the Wairau affray, Edward Jollie noted: 

The natives since the Wairau massacre kept generally friendly. Now 
and again a party of surveyors would be cautioned not to trespass on 
certain lands which the natives considered had not been fairly 
purchased from them and once or twice a settler was found murdered 
on the land he was clearing. I recollect being up  the Hutt surveying 
with a party on the western hills of the valley when a party of Maoris 
made their appearance and began to fill up the lines we cut through the 
trees as fast as we made them and as soon as the theodolite was fixed 
they immediately commenced cutting down a tree which would fall 
upon the theodolite. We persevered for some time and pretended that 
we did not notice what they were doing, but at last they became more 
demonstrative and the leader stripped himself stark naked, came 
towards us with a long handled tomahawk in his hands and asked us if 
we wanted to fight. We, of course, assured him that on the contrary, 
we wished to be friendly with him, upon which he ordered us to "be 
off" and we went off, accordingly leaving the natives masters of the 
field.77 

7 4  G. Mucller, M s  Papers 448, ATI,. 
7 5  F. A .  Carriugtnn, cited in William H .  J. Scffern, Chn~rticles of fire Garden 

of New Zeulund KIIOM'II U S  Turanuki, p. 47. 
Evison,  Te Wai Y o u n a n r ~ ,  pp.165-66.  At Port Levy in 1851, Edward 

Shortland was warr~ed by local Maori that any attempt by Europeans to lake 
land against Maori wishes rnight end in another 'Wairau' affray. Edward 
Shortland, The Souihenl Disrricrs of Nrw Zealand. London, 1851 ,  p. 287.  

7 7  Edward Jollic, Kcminiscences 1825-1894, Ms Papers 4207, ATL, p. 10. 
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The Tenths scheme was also met with discontent from Ngai Tahu at 

~ u n e d i n .  7"he progress of surveys at the New Zealand Company 

settlements were continually hampered by Maori hostility. In July 1843, 

Wicksteed, the Resident Agent in New Plymouth, wrote to Colonel 

Wakefield: 

I have had some trouble with Maori ... at the Waitara. A number of 
men belonging to Kapiti appeared lately among the Waitara people, 
and in conjunction with a chief, who lives some miles up the river, 
stopped a party of surveying men who were cutting a line preparatory 
to making a road. They were not armed and used no violence, but sat 
down in the road to the number of about 188, including men women 
and children, and quietly declared that they would not allow the white 
men to occupy any land at the Waitara. When the assistant surveyor 
and some of the white settlers attempted to reason with them they said 
"You are all Wicksteed's slaves, and we will not listen to you". As soon 
as I heard of this occurrence I withdrew all the Company's men from 
the Waitara, wishing at present to avoid collision with the natives.79 

Maori did not hesitate to make their opposition known to Company and 

government survey parties alike. 'The Maoris are very jealous,' Symonds 

had warned the Company surveyor Tuckett in 1844, 'and do not like or 

understand the spying out of the land'.Bo W. B. White recalled the 'flying 

survey' he had made in the Horokiwi valley in the 1840s, as 'Rangiaiata had 

sworn he would eat the next man who went there, [and] he had already 

turned two or three surveyors off ...I." Surveying at Port Cooper, Banks 

Peninsula, in 1849, Octavius Carrington marked out a reserve of ten acres for 

The 1881 Smith-Nairn Commission concluded thal a1 the lime of the 
Otago, Kernp and Akaroa purchases, Ngai Tahu were entitled to the Company 
Tenths. The Commission decided that Ngai Tahu were entitled to one-eleventh 
of the total proceeds the Crown had rcceived from the sale of land within these 
blocks. Evison, Te Wai Pounurnu, pp. 456-62. The present Waitangi Tribunal 
has now decided otherwise. 

7 9  Resident Agent. New Plymouth tu Colonel Wakefield, 31 July 1843, cited 
in Wells, The Histoq of Turunuki, p. 97. 

Tuckctl, Diary, 1898, p. 203, Ms 156, HO. 
William Bertram While. Ms I'apers 4542, ATI.. pp. 10-1 1 .  
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local Maori, despite their continued 0bjections.~2 In 1848-49, Walter Mantell, 

recently appointed as Commissioner for the Extinguishment of Native 

Claims, visited Ngai Tahu settlements be tween Kaiapoi and 0 tago marking 

out reserves due to them under Kemp's Deed.83 He was assisted by Alfred 

Wills, a New Zealand Company surveyor [see figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.61. Mantel1 

noted the difficulties they encountered with Maori over issues of transport 

and the marking out of boundary lines: 

After much discussion among the natives and exorbitant demands for 
payment they agreed to go if I would pay them beforehand for the ferry. 
This I positively refused to do and ordered the tents to be repitched. 
Seeing this they consented to leave the payment to me and we set off in 
two canoes for the Kaika on the Kororuaheka (which they then called 
the Ruataniwa). This we reached by about noon and halted to dine. 
Here the natives demanded payment for the wood consumed in 
cooking our dinner ... .K4 

The next day began, Mantel1 noted, 'with another debate the natives 

demanding that a district wide as from Waimakariri to Kaiapoi beginning at 

those places and extending across the [South] island should be reserved for 

themI.83 In September Mantel1 wrote how a local Maori 'set fire to the men's 

hut [and] attempted to pull the tent down and was about to attack me with a 

tomahawk but was prevented by the other natives.'86 At Akaroa, Te 

Whakarukeruke, Tiramorehu, and Te Whaikai Pokene of Ngai Tahu were 

among those who strongly objected to the boundaries of Kettle's plan 

extending to the West Coast.87 

See further James Hight and Carl. K. Straubel, eds, A Hislory of 
C u r r t e r b u  r y ,  I ,  Christchurch, 1957, p.  117; Elisaheth Ogilvie ,  P u  r a  u ,  
Christchurch, 1970, p. 4 1 .  

K 3  Evison, Te Wui Pounamu, p. 284. 
8 4  M a n ~ e l l ,  'Journal Kaiapoi to Otnp,  1848-9', Ms 1543, ATL,. 

5 Ibid.  
g h  I b i d .  

Ev~son,  Te Wai Pnirnumir, p. 287. 



FIGURE 4.4 Walter Mantell, Illustration from notebook, Ms 1535, Alexander 
Turnbull Library. Tl-us provisional sketch from Mantell's field book shows 
Banks Peninsula and the south east coast of the South Island. Note how he has 
paid particular attention to rivers and harbours. 



FIGURE 4.5 Walter Mantell, Mr Wills on te Rehe's house, a sketching of, from 
Mantell notebook, Ms 1535, Alexander Turnbull Library. A sketch of Mantell's 
surveying companion. 



FIGURE 4.6 Alfred Wills, Calcerous caves at Kakaunui, Nov. 7th 1848,155563112, 
Alexander Turnbull Library. Surveyors often explored the quality, as well as the 
quantity of land, as this illustration shows. 
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Resistance from Maori towards the progress and implementation of 

surveys was not confined to the early years of cultural contact. Under the 

instructions of Wi Kingi te Rangitake women had pulled up the survey pegs 

at Waitara in February 1860.B8 Edwin Brookes wrote of Te Whiti 'forcibly 

turning off the ground the staff of surveyors ... [and] then carting all their 

equipment off the plains'.B9 In the course of laying out the military 

settlement and surveying confiscated land at Tauranga from 1864 to 1868, 

government and contract surveyors encountered a great deal of resistance 

from resident M a ~ r i . ~ o  The Tauranga surveys were plagued with disputes as 

Maori - Pirirakau in particular - expressed their objections over the situating 

of boundary lines and the conduct of the survey in general. In June 1866, the 

District Surveyor, F. J. Utting, reported to the Provincial Surveyor in 

Auckland that 'some of the surveyors have been obstructed in their work by 

the Natives, and have returned to Ta~ranga . '~ '  Initial interference by Maori 

was not read as a serious threat by the District Survey Office, but it soon 

became clear that this resistance hampered progress. Utting later reported to 

his superior that 'Mr Clarke returned on Saturday evening and after having 

had some conversation with one of the Surveyors despatched a letter to the 

Natives who had threatened to molest the Surveyors ...I." In November 1866, 

H g  J .  Rulherford, Sir George Greg K .  C. B . .  1812-1898: a studv iu coloniul 
govrrntnenr, London, 1961, pp. 449, 5 5  1. 

89 Brookes, Frontier Life: Turanaki, New Zealand, p. 37. 
9 0  Sec also Jenks, Forgotfen Men: The Survey of Tauranga arrd Dislricf ,  

1 8 6 4 - 1 8 6 9 ;  Stokes, A Histor?, of Tuuratlga Counu; Evelyn Stokes, Te Raupafu 0 
Taurunga Moatra: the cnrlfiscarinn of Taurarzga larzds, a report prepared fur the 
Wuitangi Tribunal, Hamilton, 1990. See also W. G .  Mair, Resident Magistrate 
Opoliki, AJHR, A20, ( 1  867). 

Y 1  F. J .  Uttiug, Mcmo to Aucklarld Provincial Surveyor, 23 June 1866, 
Tauranga District Surveyor Lettcr Book, 1866-68, TI'I.. 

9 2  Utling, Memo lo Auckland Provincial Surveyor, 25 June 1866, Tauranga 
District Surveyor Letler Rook, 1866-68, TPL. 
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H. N. Warner, the new District Surveyor of Tauranga, cautioned his 

surveyors of 'the danger of a mediated attack upon them by 13 armed men of 

the Ngatiporou tribe which will doubtless cause them to refrain from further 

operations for the present.'" In late December, the surveyor Skeet expressed 

further anxiety about the surveyors' safety, noting that at Oropi and Te Papa, 

'rebel Hauhaus' were 'on their way to seize both Surveyors and camp'.94 

While working on the Paengaroa and Omanawa surveys in April 1868, the 

surveyors Potterton and Mitchell 'were warned off by some natives then 

staying at Paengar0a'.~5 By August 1867, the Civil Commissioner had taken 

Maori resistance seriously enough to advise surveyors against working on the 

Katikati block 'owing to hostile Hauha~s . '~h  

In Taranaki there were frequent incidents of antag onism between 

Maori and surveyors. While laying out military settlements in Taranaki in 

1865-66, S. P. Smith often had to work under the protection of covering 

p a r t i e ~ . ~ 7  In 1872, W. H. Skinner wrote how he '[surveyed] about 2 112 miles 

when to my surprise I found the pegs had been pulled out by the Hauhaus 

and I was obliged to search for the places again in order to continue my 

levelling, which impeded us very much & I was unable to complete my work 

this evening.'" In February 1875, W. G. Sealy noted in his field book: 'a 

3 Warner to Harriugton, Waikato Regiment, 16 November 1866, Tauranga 
Districl Surveyor Letter Rook. 

9 4  Skeet to Clarkc, 31 December 1866, Tauranga District Surveyor Lctter 
Book. 

9 5  Skect to Clarke, 16 May 1868, Tauranga District Surveyor Letter Book. 
9 6  Skeet to Potterton and Rowe, 18 August 1867, Tauranga District Surveyor 

Letler Book. 
97 Smith, 'Reminiscences', p .  42. 
9 8  W. H .  Skinner, Diary, Ms020/1, TM. Sec also Skinner's comments on 

'Native Uurest i n  Central Taranaki' in his Kenzinise~tces of a Taranaki 
surveyor, pp. 48-49. 
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Maori by name Miro came, he objected to our going up the Otaupore creek, 

wished us to turn off up  the Akareta creek'. The following day, Sealy 

continued, 'Miro objected strongly to our going up main creek, [and] went so 

far as to say he would burn the tents: [I] managed to pacify him by telling 

[crossed out] asking him to let the work go on as it is and I would write to Mr 

Booth about it ...'.Y9 Maori were not always willing employees. As 

Wellington Carrington recorded in Taranaki in 1865, 'Capt. Horan told me to 

tell Porana Terei and Rewiti that he wanted them as guides to point out an 

inland track tomorrow, and if they would not go willingly he would make 

prisoners of them and force them. I asked him if they would not get pay and 

rations, he said no, told the natives so, who then said they believed they were 

going to be badly treated, as Capt. Cateman had been to their Pa a day or two 

ago and said that if they did not go as guides, he would burn all their places 

down.'loO In 1884 the Surveyor-General reported to the Minister of Lands that 

the topographical survey of the East Cape District had been 'long delayed 

through Native opposition ... . l o 1  

Maori resistance to the conduct of surveys was further demonstrated by 

their sabotage of surveyors' tools. While laying out the Te Papa settlement at 

Y9 W. G.  Sealy, FB 590, 9 January - 26 March, 4 February 1875, DOSLI, 
Wellington. Surveyors were not confined to civilian roles. For instance, when 
Charles Heaphy was appointed Chicr Surveyor to the General Governnlent in 
1864, the announcement was made from the Colonial Defence Office. Hcaphy's 
duties included the survey of confiscated land in the Waikaio for military 
settlements. Surveyor-General's Work Diary, 14 June 1877 - 30 October 1882, 
LS-12-3-1, NA. 

Wellington Carringlon, Diary, 1 August 1865 - 21 September 1869, Ms 
149, TM. 

l o l  He continued, however, that the survey of this district was 'now 
arranged to he gone on with by a rncrnbcr of the staff, with reaso~lable hope of 
meeting no serious obstructio~l from the Nalivcs; many of whom, on the 
contrary, are eager for Lhc survey to proceed, so that lhey may have their 
titles investigated by Lhc Native Idand Court.' 'Surveys of New Zealand. Report 
for 3883-84', AJHK, C-1 (1884). 
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Tauranga in September 1866, R. C. Jordan informed the District Surveyor that 

'the Maories [sic] have taken away my instruments and chains ... will you let 

me know as early as possible what course to take under the c i r cu rn~ t ances . ' ~~~  

On New Years' Day 1867, his colleague, Skeet, notified the Provincial 

Surveyor that 'firewood, pegs, and in fact any things whatever left outside the 

office are being continually stolen [and] the officer in charge of Surveys at 

Tauranga requests that he may be instructed to fence in the Survey office 

r e s e r~e ' . ' 0~  By February 1867, at least two contract surveyors who worked 

under Skeet had left the Tauranga district.104 

Surveyors frequently relied on Maori consent to proceed with the 

survey. Working in Taranaki in 1872-73, T. K. Skinner wrote 'I have had the 

consent of most of the principal natives today, to allow me to take the 

traverse line of the Waitara, on both sides of the river.''" He later confided 

to his diary: 'I think I was wise in deciding not to go [up the Makino river] for 

about 12 o'clock Te Whenu sent a messenger to me, from Pai Haa, to tell me 

that if I stayed at Rongoreti after tomorrow he would burn this house also'loh. 

The following day he noted that '[tlhere is great opposition down here to my 

surveying and also the road. Titokowaru sends messages up here nearly 

every day.'lo7 In addition to active Maori protestation to the presence of 

surveyors, the perceived threat of Maori resistance heightened the sense of 

- 

l o 2  K. C. Jordan, Letter to F. J.  Utting, 17 September 1866, Tauranga District 
Surveyor Lclter Book, TPL. 

l 0 3  Skeet,  Memo to Provincial Surveyor, 1 January 1867, Tauranga District 
Surveyor Ix l ler  Book.  

104 Skeet, Memo to Provincial Surveyor, 23 February 1867, Tauranga District 
Surveyvr Letter Book. 

105 T. K. Skinner, Diary, p. 40. 

1°6 Ihid., p. 44. 
l o7  Ihid., p. 71. 
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danger that came to be associated with surveying. While cutting up  land for 

settlement in the Waioeka Gorge between Gisborne and Opotiki in 1906, the 

surveyor P. W. Barlow recalled how '[tlhis country was ... little known and 

there were rumours of wild native (Hauhaus) living there who would 

forcibly resent any intrusion on their domain. I was told I would be lucky to 

return alive.'lo8 

Cultural  encounters and negotiation often led to cultural 

misunderstandings. 'They [Maori] do not understand taking another natives 

land as a gift from the Govt', T. K. Skinner wrote while surveying at 

Ngatimaru in 1874. 'They do not yet understand Confiscation - which 

renders the whole of the land the property of Govt. and enables Govt. to deal 

it out as they please...'.'" In the absence of commonly shared perceptions of 

land and property, both parties were talking past each other. Arthur Dobson 

later recalled an amusing tale of such a misunderstanding at Waitahuna, one 

of the Otago gold-fields, in the 1860s: 

A small party of Maoris were working a claim on one of the banks of a 
small creek, when a party of Irishmen arrived. The latter thought they 
would like the claim and decided to turn out the Maoris, so one 
morning they suddenly appeared, armed with pick-handles and 
shovels, and rushed the claim. The Maoris, taken unawares, did not 
for a moment understand, and ran away as fast as they could, then 
stopping at some distance off, waited to see what would happen next. 
They saw the Irishmen taking possession and setting to work on with 
their tools and sluice box. Realising that this meant a fight, the Maoris 
retired to their camp, took off their European clothes, and, dressing 
themselves in Maori mats, returned to the claim, armed with 
tomahawks, and performed a war dance on the banks of the creek 
above the claim. They then charged the Irishmen, drove them out of 

1 0 8  P. W. Uarlow, 'The Waiocka Gorge', New Zealand S~trveyor ,  20. 1 ,  195 
( 1949). 38-40. 

T. K. Slunner, Diary, p. 68. 
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the claim, and chased them for a mile or so away. The Irishmen got 
such a scare that they never molested the Maoris again."() 

While many Maori read the survey as an open invitation to hostility, 

inciting unrest and anger, surveyors did not see themselves as antagonists. 

'As the duty I was called upon to perform, as the Company's Principal 

Surveyor, was a civil one,' wrote Samuel Stephens in January 1845, 'I did not 

think it expedient that my men should arm themselves, otherwise than with 

the tools of their craft, neither did I wish ... that an armed force should 

accompany me, as I did not anticipate any interruption from the natives 

whilst cutting the line ... . ' I11  Surveyors acted as cultural meditators. As 

interpreters, they operated in the zone of contact and communication 

between the Maori and European worlds. The ability to understand and 

communicate in Maori was a useful tool for the surveyor. Culturally isolated 

and frequently bereft of conversation in English, learning Maori was both 

pragmatic and practical for the surveyor in the field. Arthur Dobson, for 

example, found it 'most necessary to learn Maori, as I had to ascertain as 

accurately as possible the native names of all the natural features of the 

country.'ll2 With the assistance of a 'half-caste called Reti', a 'Testament in 

Maori', and three weeks living with Maori at the Mawhera pa on the West 

Coast of the South Island, Dobson believed he had 'gained sufficient 

knowledge of the language to carry on all conversation necessary for the 

required work.'IJ3 When a surveyor found himself 'with no one to speak 

English to', adaptation to the cultural environment was a matter of necessity 

Dobson, Ke,nirii.rc~nces, pp. 154-55. 
Samuel Stephens, Diary 1845, M s  2698/1A, ATL, p. 3.  
I)ohson, Renliriiscences, p. 59.  
Ibid.. pp. 58-59.  
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rather than choice.114 The New Plymouth surveyor Wellington Carrington 

was frequently employed as an interpreter, to settle land disputes at court and 

in the field.115 The surveyor Henry Field conversed with Maori in their 

language and used Maori knowledge of the area to chart road construction in 

the 1 8 7 0 ~ . 1 ~ ~  In each of these cases, surveyors were called upon to mediate 

meaning and to facilitate understanding between Maori and European. 

Surveyors, as explorers, were in turn transformed by their contact and 

negotiation of the boundaries of cultural difference. Indeed, many surveyors 

assumed an ambivalent identity, tactically shifting in and out of cultural 

personas. The surveyor Samuel Hewlings, for instance, who was for some 

time employed in Canterbury, married the daughter of a Ngapuhi chief and 

was well aquainted with tribal custom and lore.117 In this space between 

cultures, surveyors became acculturated by their reliance on Maori methods 

of transport, eating, and survival in the bush. Thomas Brunner wrote how 

he learnt to wear Maori sandals, and then to walk barefoot 'in the native 

fashion' on his expedition down the West Coast of the South I ~ l a n d . " ~  The 

surveyor J. H. Lowe was proud of his improved proficiency in a canoe: 'I 

generally steer myself with a Maori paddle and am getting tolerably skilful.'ll9 

While surveying at Otaki in 1843, W. B. White heard of 'a place inland where 

the chief Eahu Te Karanui was anxious to have a pakeha ...'.I2" White went 

to the place, where, he wrote, 'we were received at Munoha by a very large 

- 

Ibid .  
115  Wellington Carrington, Diary, I August 1865 - 21 September 1869; 26 

June 1866; 21 July 1866. 
l 6  Sommerville, 'The track that Ficld made', ATL, p. 5.  
17 Jollie, lieminiscer~ces 1825-1894, M s  Papers 4207, ATL, p. 27. 

1 1 8 Scc John Pascou, ed., The Greur Journey. passim. 
J .  H.  Lowe, Ms Papers 664, ATL. 

120 W. 13. While. Ms Papers 4542. ATL. 
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party with great enthusiasm ... all the greeting over I proceeded at once to 

unpack the parcels which I had brought in payment for the house, which I 

formally handed over to Te Eahu, for him to satisfy all those he had 

employed in the building of the house. Besides this I had brought presents 

for the Wahines, pieces of print and calico and so on and tobacco and pipes for 

the men. I zi~izs to  be a real Rangntira [my italics]. Then I took formal 

possession of my house ... '.I21 Arthur Dobson also adopted Maori methods 

in his use of flax-stalk mohiki instead of canoes; his use of ladders made of 

flax for scaling cliffs; wearing flax sandals for walking on rough riverbeds and 

beaches; learning Maori canoe-building techniques; and using plaited flax for 

carrying heavy loads.l22 Edward Tregear had Maori labourers and assistants as 

constant companions and later claimed that I . . .  for months and months I 

didn't know what i t  was like to see a European and naturally became very 

familiar with their [Maori] ways. Although looked upon as a pakeha at first, 

they soon got to know me and as a bushman to a certain extent I adopted their 

habits and became assimilated to their ways.'l23 Such encounters introduced 

Tregear, and his fellow Polynesian scholars S. P. Smith and Elsdon Best, to the 

Maori world, and no doubt precipitated their later enquiries into the 

culture.124 

The challenges presented to surveyors by physical boundaries found a 

parallel with, and were often superceded by, the boundaries of cultural 

difference. Whether these cultural boundaries were pre-existing or 

I b i d .  
Dobson, Reniiniscr~zces, pass'i'm. 

2 3  Cited in  Howe. Singer in u Songless Land. p. 20. 
2 4  See further Chaptcr 1 1 .  
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precipitated by their own efforts, colonial surveyors often had to compromise 

and cross boundary lines to ensure the progress of the survey. Surveyors had 

to operate tactically and to function with short term manoeuvres. They used 

Maori knowledge of the country as and when they required it, and assumed a 

mobility which enabled them to 'accept the chance offerings of the moment, 

and seize on the wing the possibilities that offer[ed] themselves at any given 

momen t'.125 In doing this, the colonial surveyor temporarily entered the 

space of the other, where the distribution of power was tentative and fluid. 

The implications of this are significant, for it meant that the colonial 

surveyor was not simply exercising a one-way distribution of power, but had 

to constantly negotiate power relations with Maori - as hosts, guides, or 

antagonists - while in transit. Surveyors in nineteenth century New Zealand 

therefore played a central role in negotiating the kinds of physical and 

cultural boundaries which confronted the European settler society. While 

physically extending the territorial space of the European community in the 

colony by inscribing lines across the face of the country, surveyors were also 

challenging and testing the boundaries of cultural co-operation. In this way, 

colonial surveyors were at the forefront of change, creating a new society and 

working towards building a 'better Britain' in New Zealand. The lines and 

boundary markers constructed by the colonial surveyor symbolized the larger 

process of colonization, which included the construction and re-presentation 

of New Zealand as a particularly European colonial cultural space. In this 

context, perhaps the final word should be left to T. K. Skinner, whose diary 

entry for 15 April 1873 reads: 'Straightened above line with [the] theodolite. 

The original line appears to be very crooked. I have made a kind of an 

2 5  de Certeau, The Practice of Evrtyiuv LiJe. p. 37. 
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average line. Very difficult work this - "traversing straight lines". The more I 

see of these surveys the greater the confusion appears to be.'126 

2 6  T. K. Ski~~l ier ,  Diary,  p. 65.  



[Alfter the names of a district have been studied, the map is no longer a 
dead sheet covered with meaningless words, but men and women start 
to life, the whole district teems with energetic beings ... Maoris, 
whalers, explorers, bushmen, settlers - all of whom have helped to 
make the country what it is, and whose history is therefore worthy of 
some record. 
Johannes C. Andersen, Place-Na711es of Banks Peniirsrrla (19271.l 

Europeans thought language was the essential medium of occupation. 
Force was used but to make it legitimate, it had to be justified in terms 
of language. 
Paul Carter, 'Spatial History', (19891.~ 

This chapter will examine the ways in which colonial surveyors invented 

New Zealand through the processes of inscription and description in writing 

over and about the land. Writing is defined here as the reproduction, 

transmission and communication of knowledge gained through visual and 

visceral experience.3 The European settler society declared its presence and 

authority through language. The act of naming was therefore central to their 

efforts to domesticate and colonize the new environment. Naming the 

landscape was an assertion of literal aquisition; fixed on maps and in 

narratives, names incorporated the land into a discourse which had its 

origins beyond New Zealand. By inscribing European names on the land, 

Johanncs C. Andersen, Pluce-Names of Burlks Peninsula: a topographical 
his lor?,  Wellington, 1927, p. 10. A vcrsiou of this chapter has been published 
as "'No holidays are kept in ihc bush"; Surveying in Taranaki and the 
Discourses of Colonization', in Archifacts: Jowrnul oJ [he Archives trnd Records 
Associutiorl o j  New Zeuland, (April 1993), 15-21; alld in New Zealand Surveyor, 
3 ,  283 (August 1993), 40-49. 

Paul Carlcr and David Maloul', 'Spatial H i s m y ' ,  Te.uruul Practice, 3 (1989), 
181. 

Joan W.  Scott, 'Thc Evidence of Experience', Critical fikquinl, 17 (1991) ,  
776. 
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then encoding these places on a map, surveyors laid the foundations upon 

which colonial power could be extended and maintained. 

Imperial Inscrivtion: Enropean place names 

What's in a name! Everything - the rose wouldn't smell as sweet by 
any other, just because imagination is more than half the battle, and 
our senses ever fool us unwittingly. 
John Logan Campbell, Pommno (1881).~ 

Naming the land was central to the construction of a new cultural landscape 

in the European colonization of New Zealand. The application of a specific 

name to a definite place appears to legitimize its ownership and occupation, 

and reinforces the authority of the society that produced the name. In this 

way, place names are expressions of power and the means of structuring and 

transforming 'space' into 'place8.5 The inscription of British names on New 

Zealand soil by colonial surveyors endorsed the British possession of the 

colony and its status as a geopolitical space. In the context of colonization, 

naming may be read as an expression of the cultural hegemony and 

subjugation inherent in the imposition of a dominant language. Moreover, 

while the imported system of nomenclature was an assertion of European 

authority, it was also an implicit denial - a de-scribing - of the existing 

indigenous landscape which was already navigated and named. In naming 

an already known place, European surveyors were therefore writing over and 

appropriating earlier histories. 

Campbell, P o e n u m o .  p. 60. 
5 See furthcr Carter, The Knud ro Boturiv Bay,  passim. Edward Relph has 

described h o w  the application of familiar names to a new place provides that 
place with a seme of 'home'. Set: Edward Relph, Place urzd Placer~rssriess, 
London, 1976, passim. 
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The naming of New Zealand has occurred in several successive waves, 

from early Polynesian migration and settlement through to the organized 

settlement schemes of the latter half of the nineteenth century. The names 

given by early Maori settlers - inscribed through tribal conquest and re- 

conquest - and the names given by the European explorers, whalers, 

surveyors and settlers, were statements of possession and at tempts at making 

the foreign seem familiar. As each colonizing group imposed their place 

names on the land they did so over those of the colonized. The historical 

landscape of New Zealand may therefore be read as a cultural palimpsest, 

where the layers of systems of nomenclature provide an index to its 

occupancy and colonization. 

Paul Carter has identified two distinct kinds of naming processes - one 

generic, the other spontaneous - through the historical personas of Joseph 

Banks and James Cook and their naming of Australia. For Carter, Banks was 

an imperial namer, who brought with him a Linneanean classificatory 

naming system. Cook, with his 'metaphorical mode of naming', Carter sees 

as a nomad, as a maker of spatial history, whose names 'did have a genealogy, 

but it was a genealogy of particulars, a horizontal disposition to mark things 

were they occured locally, rather than to organize them hierarchically or 

thematically0.h Carter argues that for Banks, 'discovery was summational, a 

matter of adding up discrete experiences'; while for Cook, 'travelling itself 

was knowledge and not merely the fruits of trave11.7 In New Zealand, the 

place names chosen by colonial surveyors exhibit something of this tension 

in that they were both generic and particularized. Queen Charlotte Sound 

6 Carter .  The Roud to Botarzy Bay, p. 8. 
Ibid., p. 22-25. 
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and Mt Victoria, like Banks' place names, have a particular historical 

genealogy, while Doubtful Sound and Coronet Peak are descriptive and 

localized like Cook's place names. Place names in New Zealand are therefore 

dedications, designations or descriptions: commemorative of a revered 

individual or deity; referential to something or somewhere else; or literal and 

self-referential descriptions. 

The historical space of the European settlers was mediated through 

language and expressed in the vocabularly of naming. The language of 

naming was, as Carter suggests, the language of travelling: '[wlhat was named 

was not something out there; rather it represented a mental orientation, an 

intention to travel.' Place names, as Carter further argues, were 'testimonies 

to a geographical intuition, to a sense that something objective linked the 

traveller to the place he had discovered, and not just the accident of his being 

there ... geographical knowledge was personal knowledge and, in the naming 

and description of places, it was possible to intimate the very ground of one's 

own identi ty.'9 

The inscription of British place names on New Zealand soil 

familiarized the new land for the migrant society. 'Names of places, too, 

should be changed', Edward Gibbon Wakefield advised in his Art  of 

Colonizcrtioi~, '[for] they make part of the moral atmosphere of a country ...'.lo 

British settlers considered it appropriate to transport linguistic fragments of 

Britain to New Zealand: Dunedin, Cheviot, and Cambridge, for instance, were 

I b i d . , p . 6 7  
Ihid., p. 181. 
Edward Gibbot~ Wakefield, ed. ,  A View o j  the Art of Colonization, with 

present referetrce io the Rrilislt Empire; in letivrs between a stutemun and u 
colonist, London, 1849, p. 1 18. 
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evocative of places elsewhere, while Palmerston, Wellington, and Gisborne 

celebrated historic individuals. The map of New Zealand reads like an 

inventory of British imperial history; Wellington, Nelson, Napier and 

Hastings are designations which recall other times and places. Indeed, 

European New Zealanders seem to have defined their environment in terms 

of legends of arrival, conquest and permanence. For the early British 

colonists, place names were the most tangible, and easily transportable 

memoir of Britain that they could transplant in the colony. The colonizing 

impact of systematic inscrip tion is most obvious where 'little Englands' have 

been replicated on New Zealand soil. The name 'New Plymouth' is a case in 

point. As if the language itself could impart something of the old world onto 

the 'new', British place names (and personal names) were transported 

wholesale to the colony; in Taranaki, for instance, this is evident in the 

names of Stratford, Inglewood, Carlyle, Raleigh, Eltham, Midhurst and 

Egmont. In contrast to the colonial society which is consciously created, 

England and English society simply is. As Ross Gibson has suggested, 

'English society ... appears to have grown out of the soil rather than planted 

itself there ... East Anglia is not just arable land: it is also Constable country ... 

Cornwall connotes Celtic prehistory ... Hampshire evokes maritime myth and 

history; the Midlands are about industrialization and transport: and so on in a 

national semiosis that is limited only li ttorally.'" 

The urban topography of New Zealand tends to dedicate and 

memorialize founding figures. The street map of New Plymouth, for 

example, reads like the minutes of a meeting of the New Zealand and 

l 1  Ross Gibson,  South oj' the Wesf:  postcolo~~isal isni  urtd the ~ u r r u r i v c  
corzslructior~ o/ Austrulia. Bloomington, 1992, p.  65-66. 
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Plymouth Companies. When F. A. Carrington, surveyor to the New Zealand 

Company, drew up his map of the proposed New Plymouth settlement in 

1841, he did not fail to recognize h s  financial mentors [figure 5.11. The streets 

Vivian, St Aubyn, Hine, Buller, Devon, Leach, Lemon, Pendarves, Gilbert, 

Eliot and Cutfield Road honour the Directors of the Plymouth Company; 

Young, Currie, Wakefield, Fillis, Molesworth, and Courtnay Streets and 

Woollcombe Terrace the Directors of the New Zealand Company; Queen, Bell 

and Hobson streets honour public figures; and Standish, Barrett and King 

streets salute those of local repute.12 In a similar way, Mt Wakefield, in the 

Mt. Cook mountain range, celebrates the name of the 'systematic colonizer' 

on the southern alpine landscape [figure 5.21. The choice of the name of 

Auckland was also a semantic form of patronage. The settlement was named, 

according to Felton Mathew, 'after Lord Auckland, at the time Governor- 

General of India, and an old friend and patron of Governor Hobson's.'13 

Colonial surveyors have received particular attention in both rural and 

urban nomenclature. Captain Joseph Thomas, Chief Surveyor to the 

Canterbury Association, has Mt Thomas and the Thomas River named after 

him. Thomas Cass, who succeeded Thomas as Chief Surveyor, is 

commemorated in a bay, a peak, a river, and street names in Canterbury.14 

Streets in the South Canterbury townships of Timaru, Temuka and 

Murray Moorhead, Tales (,f Old Norrk Taraauki, New Plymouth, IY9 I .  For 
a discussion o f  the naming o f  thc strects o f  Wellington, see  F. I , .  Irivine-Smith, 
The streefs oJ' my ciQ, Wellington, New Zealand. Wellington, 1948, passim. 

Felton Mathew, Diary 1840-41, NZ Ms 995126M4, APL, p. 33.  In Ilecember 
1834 Lord Auckland gave Hobson conmand of thc Ratl les t lakr ,  with orders to 
proceed to Lhc East [ndies; this was the cruise which first brought him to New 
Zealand. Hobson's gratitude for Lord Auckland's patronage is preserved in the 
name of Auckland. See Ilarr, The C i h  of Auckland. pp. 236-38. 

l 4  S e e  further Andcrsen, Place-Names of Banks Peninsula, pp. 9 -10;  
Chaplcr 9 .  



EIGURE 5.1 Fred A, C d g t o n ,  Chief Someyor, Plymouth Company of New 
Zealand, Plan of New Plymonth in New Zealand, 1 March 1842, published by 
Smith, Elder & Co., London. Standidge & Co. Lithographers, London, 
Department of Survey and Land Ihfonnation, New Plymouth The basis of 
Carrington's plan (induding street name~)~ still @is in the present downtown 
area of New Plymwth. 





FIGURE 5.2 T. N. Broderick, Assistant Surveyor, Map of the Godley Valley and 
Glaciers, Shewing Sealy's Pass, Canterbury, N. Z., 1888-1889, Canterbury 
Museum. 
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Geraldine, laid out in 1856-64 by the government surveyor, Samuel Hewlings, 

all bear the signature of their architect.15 The surveyor Edward Jollie noted 

that Geraldine was named after the first Superintendent of Canterbury, Mr 

Gerald Fitzgerald.16 In New Plymouth, Liardet Street, Octavius Place and 

Carrington Road memorialise the early surveyors. The Harper Saddle 

honours a West Coast surveyor, while the Godley Valley, near Lake Tekapo, 

recalls John Robert Godley, the 'Founder of Canterbury' [figures 5.2, 5.31. 

The names of the surveyors Brunner, Lewis and Dobson are recalled in 

Brunnertown, the Lewis Pass and Arthur's Pass [figure 5.41.18 'I did not name 

this pass,' Dobson later wrote, 'but when the gold-diggings commenced on 

the West Coast a committee of business men offered a prize of [200 pounds] 

for anyone who could find a better and more suitable pass [and] ... Arthur's 

pass was by far the most suitable for a drect road to the coast; hence the name 

by which it has been known ever since."g In this way, place names were also 

expressions of personal power and ownership. 

The idea of a nomenclature which celebrated the names of 

distinguished individuals was further endorsed by the press. In May 1861, in 

a review of Julius Haast's expedition in the Nelson region, the Lyt t le ton  

Times protested: 

See Ward and Reeves, 'Plan of Timaru Townships', 1865, CMU51; Wolfe, 
Forde and Co., 'Timaru and Suburbs', 1882, CMU87; 'Timaru, Rhodes Town', [ca. 
18901, CMU8 18; 'Geraldine Borough', Department of Lands and Survey, 1910, 
CMU160, CM. 

Edward Jollie, Reminiscences 1825-1894, Ms papers 4207, ATL, p. 27. 
l 7  See also 'Godley Valley and Sealey's Pass', 1889, CMU/R118, CMU. On 

Haast's naming, see Chapter 9. 
'Middle Island Sketch Plan for the various Routes for the East and West 

Coast Railway, Surveyed in 1883-1884'. General Survey Office, 1884, CMU1753, 
CMU.  The Dobson river in Canterbury, was named by Haast in 1862 after 
Edward Dobson, father of Arthur Dudley Dobson, see further Chapter 9. 

Dobson, Reminiscences, p. 80. 



FIGURE 5.3 T. N. Broderick, District Surveyor, Map of the Mt. Cook District, 
Shewing the Hermitage Accomodation House, mountain ranges, glaciers, 
tracks, reserves etc., Canterbury Museum. Note especially the preponderence of 
European names on the southern alpine region. (Mt Wakefield is in the centre of 
this map). 



FIGURE 5.4 Middle Island Sketch Plan of the various Routes for the East and 
West Coast Railway, Surveyed in 1883-1884, Canterbury Museum. 
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[Wle were bewildered with the heterogeneous mass of names given to 
streams, rivers, spurs, peaks, forks, hills, and mountains. The Henry 
and the Spenser, ... the Murchison, the William and the Hochstetter, 
the Travers and the Robert, meet one at almost every sentence. In 
London it has been found necessary to abolish the indefinite John, 
Thomas, Edward, and Henry streets, and substitute some more 
distinguishing street nomenclature. In our country of hills and rocks, 
swamps and gullies, and peaks and spurs, should every traveller 
display his luxoriousness [sic] and paternal feelings by bestowing his 
family names on the aforesaid objects whose name is legion, we shall 
have a very pretty map in time. We should certainly like to see the 
names of the explorers given to the prominent objects of the country, 
whether land or water, and the grand objects of the district might well 
bear the names of the great men of the old country, but we certainly do 
object to the petty vanity of men conferring such unmeaning and 
undeserving names on a country as if it were their private property. 
Let then the Anne-fork, the Thomas peak, the Henry-gorge be confined 
to private estates, and abolished from the map of a country like this.20 

The significance of this statement resides not only in its call for a hierarchical 

nomenclature which reflected the wider historical and political landscape, but 

in its concern for the inscription of names on 'public' and 'private' property. 

While public land deserved public names, a personalized nomenclature was 

considered to be the preserve of the private landowner. 

The surveyor Charles Douglas strongly disapproved of this kind of 

commemorative inscription and called for a more poetic - if not merely 

practical - system of nomenclature: 

It has always been the acknowledged right of an explorer to affix names 
to places and unless the said names are absurd or very inappropriate 
they are allowed to remain. I have no objection to my names being 
taken off, if those put in their place are more appropriate or sonorous, 
or even shorter, thereby taking up less room but why should a name 
short and sonorous like Hyllus be altered to Flannigan's summit, who 
in blazes is Flannigan. I think I know most of the great ones of the 

2 0  'The West Coast', Lyrtlerort Times, 10 May 1861, pp. 4-5. 
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Earth from the earliest times but I can't recall The Flannigan as one of 
them. No one of that name has ascended the Peak and acquired a right 
to thereby disfugure the Maps, then why should Mt. Mo which surely 
is short and poetical be removed to immortalise that Cattle Duffing 
Vagabond Soutar at least I conclude it is meant for him. Rosey Peak for 
Clio is not so bad, but why alter it, a fellow traversing new country has 
to put names or Numbers on peaks and Knobs to keep the run of them 
and suffers fearful1 [sic] mental agony in so doing and when he does hit 
one which is poetical it ought to remain and I'll give a good reason for 
that further on. Let anyone sit down and try to name say twenty 
natural features and see how difficult it is if he can get in that number, 
three names that are descriptive he is lucky before long he has either 
taken refuge in. Pointed or Broken Peak, Snowy Summit or such like 
names which are applicable to fifty different mountains and become 
tiresome when almost every River has one of them, or in dispair [sic] 
he takes refuge in the Browns and the Jones. Just think of the suffering 
you are entailing on future generations, what Poet can stretch his 
wings when he has to tackle such names. I'll try and give an example 
of what I mean. A la Sir Walter Scott. 

Mount Percy Smith shall tumbel down 
Ben Jones capsize and crush Mount Brown 
Ere - Ere - Oh! Bowit 
Ere ever I become a poet. 

I often put absurd names on, but they are in places, which don't require 
one after the country is mapped. They are only intended to locate a 
certain point while traversing but I never put a foolish name on a 
prominent Peak, or other natural feature which is of importance in the 
Geography of the country, the fact is the N. Zealand Maps are over 
named, why should every Knob in a Mountain have a separate name, 
outside of the Survey Office. Mr. Muellers Map of the Landsbro is a 
case in point there has been no attempt whatever to get out of the 
Browns and the Jones here, now a stranger to the country looking at 
that Map, would conclude that the long line of illustrious names 
which decorate it from Sefton to Brewotan represents so many daring 
colonials, who ascended these towering Peaks he would never dream 
that sheer bad taste and poverty of Invention, put such everyday names 
on the country, never imagine that Government clarks [sic] and Survey 
apprentices, supplied the illustrious names and that the towering mass 
bearing about the same proportion to it that the teeth do to a Saw. Take 
the spur from Mt. Aspiring to Watney, there is Watney, Lucifer, 
Duncan, Hyperia and a host of other names, with perhaps the 
exception of Lucifer which does stand out, all the Mount this and 
Mount that are simply Nobs on a well defined sput. Yank them all off I 
say, and call it the Haast Range and be done with it. In the case of Mt. 
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Rickarts which is but a Nob on the side of the Thomson range and is 
different that Mt. represents a peculiar formation, but three fourths of 
the names could easily be taken off a Public Map and vastly improve it. 
No one can object to Mount Potts horrible as it sounds had the said 
Potts ascended it. He would in that case be entitled to torture future 
generations and fill Lunatic Asylums with dispairing [sic] Poets, there is 
a craving in weak minds for this spurious Geographical Immortality, 
that can't be stopped the Country is hard up why not put a Tax say 10 
[pound] per annum on all those who have a natural feature called after 
them, unless they claim by right of discovery. If names are absurd or 
inappropriate, yet sound well, keep them on if there [sic] absurd 
meaning is not apparent to the General public.21 

Place names - as particulars - also enabled the universalizing agenda of 

colonialization to be translated and implemented in the local colonial 

context. The place names applied by surveyors in New Zealand frequently 

alluded to other places and people. While exploring the Waitaki and Clutha 

river region in 1857, J. T. Thomson renamed the Ahahuri Pass the 'Lindis' 

evoking the island of Lindisfarne near his English home.22 'Not knowing the 

Maori name of this mountain, when I made the survey in 1864,' Arthur 

Dobson wrote of an expedition to the southern West Coast, 'I named it 

Mount Rolleston, after a Superintendent of Canterbury, but its proper name 

is Te Tara 0 Tama, i.e., the Peak of Tama.'23 Despite Dobson's later discovery 

that the peak did indeed have a Maori name, it was Mt Rolleston, the name 

given by him, that was translated into the official cartographic discourse. 'We 

have a new home now on the margin of a very beautiful lake called Lake 

Tennyson', wrote Thompson in December 1885 from his survey camp. 'Some 

people say it was named after a man in England who used to "invent" poetry. 

Others say after old Bill Tennyson the Bullock driver, who used to cart up to 

- -- 

I C. E. Douglas, Ms Papers 9011, [ca. 18601, ATL, pp. 23-24. 
2 2  J .  Hall-Jones, Mr Surveyor Thomson, pp. 19. 

Dobson, Reminiscences, p. 39. 
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Jollie's Pass, but I should hope not; it would take away the charm of this 

beautiful place.'*4 At Great Barrier Island in 1885-86, Sidney Weetman gave a 

description of the island peaks: 'The lowest of these Pinnacles I christened 

General Gordon,' he wrote, 'because looked at from some positions it 

resembles the figure of a colossal man, standing with his arms behind him, 

looking out over the sea, and, as my visit took place shortly after the fall of 

Khartoum, this rock suggested to my mind the lonely figure of Gordon, as 

one might imagine him looking out from the palace-roof for the relief 

expedition which never came.'25 In providing the island with a historicized 

genealogy, Weetman's inscription brought the island - in lingusitic terms at 

least - from the margin to the centre; from an outpost of the British empire to 

meet the metropolitan European culture. 

The landscape of central Otago contains further evidence of the 

systematized naming logic with which settlers attempted to domesticate the 

New Zealand environment. James McKerrow's naming of the mountains, 

rivers and streams of the Wanaka, Wakatipu and Te Anau regions on his 

reconnaissance surveys during 1861-62 may be read with reference to 

comn%?ative, referential and descriptive methodologies. McKerrow made 
A 

an1 initial survey of the country around and within the watersheds of the 

Wanaka and Hawea Lakes, extending down the Clutha river to Cromwell. 

McKerrow named Mt Albert in honour of Prince Albert, consort to Queen 

Victoria, who died in 1861, and the Buchanan Peaks for John Buchanan, the 

botanist and draughtsman, particularly remembered by McKerrow for his 

2 4  Thompson Correspondence, Letter. Lake Tennyson, 
Ms papers 1076102, ATL. 

2 5  Sidney Weetman, 'Notes on the Great Barrier Island', 
83.  

13 December 1885, 

TPNZI, 22 (18891, 
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explorations of the Tuapeka country.26 The Castor and Pollux Peaks were 

suggested to him 'by the 2 brother stars in the constellation of Girnini [sic]', 

while the Minaret Peaks were so named as they reminded McKerrow of 'a 

Mohammedan MosqueI.27 The nearby Mt Pisa was named by J. T. Thornson, 

as the rocks on it made it look like the leaning tower of Pisa.28 The streams 

running from Mt Pisa to the Clutha river - the Socher Burn, Tinwald Burn, 

Amisfield Burn, Park Burn, Small Burn and Lowburn - are all Scottish 

names, chosen by McKerrow at the request of Robert Wilkin, who was the 

holder of the Mt Pisa run in 1861.29 McKerrow's names of Mt Alba, Glacier 

Dome, Turret Peaks, Mt Triplet, Terrace Peak, Teat Ridge, Sentinel Peak, 

Isthmus Peak, Twin Peaks, Fog Peak, Mt Niger, Black Peak, Treble Cone, End 

Peak and Knuckle Peak were descriptive, as were those McKerrow gave to the 

streams running into the western side of Lake Wanaka: Bay Burn, Rough 

Burn, Estuary Burn, Rumbling Burn and Fern B ~ r n . 3 ~  

On his expedition to the country around and within the watershed of 

Lake Wakatipu, McKerrow also memorialized the giants of European 

science.31 The Humboldt Mountains, Mt Boupland, Cosmos Peak, the Forbes 

Mountains and Mt Austed honoured revered metropolitan intelle~tuals.~2 

2 6  James McKerrow, in Sir Thomas MacKenzie Papers, Ms papers 392211, 
ATL. See also 'Lakes Wanaka and Hawea', [n.d.], CMUlR158, CMU. 

2 7  McKerrow, in Sir Thomas MacKenzie Papers, Ms papers 392211, ATL. 
2 8  Ib id .  
2 9  Ibid .  
3 0  Ibid .  

I 3 1 See also Chapter 9. 
3 2  Mt Humboldt was named in honour of the eminent Prussian scientist, 

Alexander von Humboldt. Mt Boupland was named for the French Botanist who 
was Humboldt's companion for 5 years in his extensive explorations of South 
America and Mexico. Cosmos Peak recalled the title of Humboldt's published 
account of his explorations. The Forbes Mountains - situated between the Dart 
and Rees rivers - honour James David Forbes, professor o f  Natural Philosophy 
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While such names were classificatory, indicative of the arms of empire 

reaching out to embrace new territorial possessions, they also revealed the 

efforts of the colonial migrant society to preserve in New Zealand the culture 

from which they had come. Furthermore, these names were evidence of the 

schizophrenic nature of the colonial society; removed from their original 

context, these names were an attempt to maintain at least a semblence of 

European cultural and intellectual identity. The Richardson Mountains, Mt 

Larkins, Mt Gilbert, Mt Chrichton, the Hector Mountains, Thomson 

mountains, Mt Turnbull, Mt Walter, Mt Cecil and Mt Dick; the Caples, 

Alabaster and Harris rivers, and Lakes Hayes, Gunn, McKellar, Homden and 

Fergus commemorated local identi ties.33 Other prominent landmarks 

honoured famous - yet foreign - dignatories: Mt Nicholas for example, 

originally named Anise Hill by McKerrow, was renamed by him on the 

request of Nicholas von Tanzelmann (who accompanied W. G. Rees in his 

exploration of Lake Wakatipu in 1860) in honour of the Russian T ~ a r . ~ 4  Eyre 

Peak was dedicated to Lieutenant Governor E. J. Eyre, for his ascent of the 

at the University of Edinburgh, 1833-60 and Mt Austed for an eminent 
geologist. McKerrow, in Ms papers 392211, ATL. 

3 3  Mt Richardson and Mt Larkins were named after Major hchardson  (Sir 
John Larkins Cheese Richardson), Superintendent of Otago, 1861-62. Mt Gilbert 
was named in memory of a local personality drowned in the Clutha river while 
crossing cattle; Mt Chrichton for a local settler; the Hector Mountains for Sir 
James Hector; the Thomson mountains and Mt Turnbull in honour of John 
Turnbull Thomson, Chief Surveyor of Otago; Mt Walter and Mt Cecil after 
Walter Cecil, the eldest son of the Otago explorer W. G. Rees; and Mt Dick for 
Thomas Dick, Provincial Secretary of Otago. The Caples river was named by 
McKerrow after P. Caples, 'an adventurous miner'; the Alabaster river was 
named after 'a captain of a vessel trading on the West Coast'. The river Harris 
was named in honour of John Hyde Harris, then Superintendent of Otago. Lake 
Hayes was named for the first known European to enter the Wakatipu country 
at the lake; Gunn and McKellar for lhe two runholders who 'discovered' the 
lakes of their names; Homden after a surveyor and Lake Fergus after Hon. 
Thomas Fergus, District Engineer for Wakatipu, and then Member House 
Representatives for the Wakatipu region. Ibid. 

3 4  Ibid .  
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Kaikouras in 1848, and Lincoln Hill, to President Abraham L i n ~ o l n . ~ ~  

McKerrow's names in the Wakatipu lake region were also evocative of 

distant places. The mountains Ben Nevis, Ben More and Ben Lomond 

recalled McKerrow's Scottish home, while Mt Soho, the rivers Dart, 

Beansburn and Shotover recalled those of England.36 The Crown, the 

Coronet, Double Cone, Tooth Peak, Round Peak, Cold Peak, Look Up Peak, 

Hammock Peak, Smooth Peak, and the Bayonet, Rough, Bay and Symmetry 

Peaks, Bald Hill and Diamond Lake were named by McKerrow for their 

physical appearance.37 These places were individualized and transformed 

into particular objects of meaning through the (named) description of their 

features. 

McKerrow also scattered a collection of reverential, referential and 

descriptive names on the country around the Te Anau and Manapouri 

region. McKerrow honoured explorers in the Livingstone mountains, David 

Peak, Moffat Peak, the Franklin mountains, Mt Kane, the Stuart mountains, 

Mt Macdougall and Mt Howitt.38 He extended his scientific patronage in the 

naming of Miller Peak, the Dana Peaks, Mt Lyell, Mt Owen, the Kepler 

mountains, the Hunter mountains, Mt Manry, Telford Peak and the Brunel 

3 5  Ib id .  
3 6  Mt Soho was named after the famous steam engine works of Boulton and 

Watt near Birmingham; the Dart river after the English river of the same 
name; Beansburn after the McKcrrow family property, Kilmernock; and the 
Shotover was  named by W. G. Rees, after a property in England of the same 
name. Ibid. 

3 7  Ibid .  
3 8  The Livingstone mountains and David Peak were named after the 

celebrated African missionary, David Livingstone; Moffat Peak for Robert 
Moffat, a distinguished African missionary (and father-in-law to Livingstone); 
the Franklin mountains for Sir John Franklin, Arctic explorer; Mt Kane for 
the American Arctic explorer; and Mt Macdougall, Mt Howitt and the Stuart 
mountains after the Australian explorer and his brother. Ibid. 
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Peaks.39 In in similar way, Thomas Broderick's 'Map of the Mt. Cook District' 

records the Hooker Glacier, the Haast Glacier, the Hochstetter Icefall, Mt 

Tasman, Mt Dampier and Mt Lendenfeld [see figure 5.3].40 Dr. R. von 

Ledenfeld's 1884 map of the Tasman Glacier region also shows Mt Darwin, Mt 

Hector and Mt Spencer [figure 5.51.41 Political and royal personalities were 

further memorialized by McKerrow with his naming of Mts Richmond, 

Eldon, and Eglinton; and the Eglinton River, the Princess mountains, Albert 

Edward and Alexander Peak, Beatrice Peak, Caroline Peak, and the Clinton 

river. Mt Christina, Mt Suxmore, Jackson Peak, Goldie Hill, Bryce Bum, and 

the Garvie mountains were named for local Otago residents.42 

3 9  The geologist Miller was remembered in Miller Peak; Dana Peaks for the 
American geologist, James Dwight Dana; Mt Lyell for the eminent geologist. Sir 
Charles Lyell; Mt Owen after Sir Richard Owen, the respected anatomist; the 
Kepler mountains carried the name of the famous astronomer; the Hunter 
mountains for John Hunter, the celebrated comparative anatomist and his 
brother William Hunter, founder of the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow 
University; Mt Manry after the marine geographer; Telford Peak for Thomas 
Telford, founder of the Institute of Civil Engineers in London; and the Brunel 
Peaks for the British engineer. Ibid. 

4 0  Haast's naming of this region is discussed further in Chapter 9. 
See further Chapter 9. Robert von Lendenfeld (1858-1913), biologist, 

and alpine explorer, visited New Zealand in 1883-84 and he and his wife were 
the first lo ascend the Hochstetterdom. See also David Sandeman, 'Robert von 
Lendenfeld: biologist, alpinist and scholar', in Walker and Tampke, eds, F r o n t  
Berlin to Burdekin, pp. 67-77. 

4 2  Mt Richmond was named after Judge Richmond of the Supreme Court, 
New Zealand; Mt Eldon for the Lord High Chancellor of England, 1801-27; M t  
Eglinton and the Eglinton river for the Earl of Eglinton, Lord Rector of 
Glasgow and St  Andrews Universities and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and 
Ageshire; the Princess mountains for the Prince and Princess of Wales; Albert 
Edward, Alexander, Beatrice and Caroline for the members of the British royal 
family; the Clinton river, a family name of the Duke of Newcastle, Colonial 
Secretary in 1863; Mt Christina for a family friend of McKerrow's; Mt Suxmore 
for a local sheep farmer; Jackson Peak for Freeman Jackson, runholder at Lake 
Manapouri; Goldie Hill and Bryce Burn for John Goldie and John Bryce, 
members of McKerrow's survey party; and the Garvie mountains after 
Alexander garvie, surveyor in the Otago region in 1857-58. Ibid. 



FIGURE 5.5 Dr. R. von Lendenfeld, Karte des Tasman Gletscher, Map of the 
Tasman Glacier [1884], 1595, Canterbury Museum. This geological map 
indicates Lendenfeld's particular scientific interest in the structure of the 
southern glacial region. 
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The names inscribed by McKerrow on the Te Anau and Manapouri 

regions were reminiscent of other places. In this way his place names 

revealed more about McKerrow's own internal landscape than about the 

objects they described. Mt Snowden echoed the name of the highest peak in 

England, while Garnock Burn, Borland Burn, Dean Burn, Alton Burn, 

Ardeer, Hinton, Skelmorlie, Largs, Annick and Dunton Peaks were all 

Ayeshire names; Mt Eldrig and Mt Cleugherarn were named for hills in 

Lanarkshire; Dean Hill and Dean Forest were from Kilmarnock; the rivers 

Chester and Esk were named after the English rivers; the Spey after the 

Scottish river; and Craigie Hill, Argyle Hill and Argyle Burn from the 

landscape of McKerrow's own childh0od.4~ Mt Cerberus and Mt Pisgah had 

their origins in Greek mythology and biblical allusi0n.4~ Bare Peak, Mt 

Prospect, Castle Mountain, Halfway Peak, Flecked Peak, Turret Peak, Hook 

Peak, Black Cone, Spire Peak, Cathedral Peaks, Leaning Peak, Precipice Peak, 

Cone Peak, Flat Mountain, Crescent Mountain, White Peak, Oblong Hill, 

Helmet Hill, The Hump, Corner Peak, Tower Peak, the Whitestone River, 

Shelter Point, Rocky Point and Sandy Point are all descriptive.45 McKerrow 

recognized few native names in this region, with the exception of Titiroa, the 

Takitimu mountains and Lake M ~ n o w a i . ~ ~  

43 Ibid .  
44 Cerberus was the many headed dog of Greek mythology; Mt Pisgah, 

situated between the arms of the Middle Fiord of Lake Te Anau, received i ts  
name after McKerrow noted that 'from its summit, the mouth of Caswell Sound 
and the ocean beyond were seen on the 3rd January, 1863. At that time there 
was a strong desire to find an overland route to the West Coast, This sighting of 
the West Coast from the interior for the first time, so far as I know, brought to 
my mind Lhe sighting of "The promised land" by Moses from Pisgah, hence the 
adoption of the name'. Ibid. 
45 Ib id .  
4 6  Ibid. For further discussion of the application o f  Maori names see 

Chapter 12. 
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By constructing a network of names on the land, surveyors colonized 

the country linguistically. They created their own geographical reality. 

Naming also expressed the efforts of the European settler society to fashion a 

particular colonial cultural identity. Like the maps of New Zealand, littered 

with names derivative of Britain and reflective of the local environment, the 

identity of the colonial settler was mimetic and hybridized. Place names were 

therefore not simply words imposed on a blank space, but provisional and 

occasional historical events which expressed the intentions - as well as the 

actions - of the namer. 

Individual experience becomes meaningful in colonization only where 
it can be incorporated into a written system of territories. 
Deleuze and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus (1977).4' 

Place names only have meaning, however, when they are mediated through 

a culturally-determined signifier, such as a street sign, a painting or a map. 

Place names, when re-presented in cartographic discourse, form a 

geographical code - or a verbal text - for the land. Mapping reflects the way a 

landscape has been conceived, and the land may be seen, quite literally, as an 

unfolded map.'18 In the European colonization of New Zealand, mapping was 

an important strategy in the construction and assertion of cultural space. The 

maps made by surveyors were particularly significant as they transcribed 

named and known landscapes into a specifically European cultural register. 

4 7  Deleuze and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: captialism and schizophrenia, p. 205. 
4 8  R. Douglas Herman, 'Place Names, Street Names, and the Transformation 

of Hawai'i', paper presented at the South Pacific Place Names Conference, 
Wellington, New Zealand, 5-7 November 1990, p. 4. 
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The strategies employed in map-making - the reinscription, enclosure 

and ordering of space - have been shown to provide an analogue for the 

acquisition, management and reinforcement of colonial power.49 Defined as 

texts which encode power relations, maps are never value-free images; as J. B. 

Harley has suggested, 'both in the selectivity of their content and in their 

signs and styles of representation maps are a way of conceiving, articulating, 

and structuring the human world which is biased towards, promoted by, and 

exerts influence upon particular sets of social relati~ns' .~o When maps were 

made, the mapmaker took literal possession of the place. The European map 

tends to universalize and subsume particularity, with the printed and 

published cartographic text appearing as authoritative, seamless and panoptic. 

The spatial order of the map provides a gaze which homogenizes, unifies and 

flattens the other. The (European) map is also a strategic device, which 

describes existing systems of knowledge: it is a totalizing stage where elements 

of diverse origin are brought together to form a tableau of geographical 

k n ~ w l e d g e . ~ '  Maps are tectonic, iconic and linguistic and are frequently 

understood as ways of entering a landscape. Because maps are provisional - 

temporary and often incomplete - they may be read as a re-presentation of 

history in spatial terms [figure 5.61. 'Like tables and diagrams', Fabian 

suggests, '[maps] are taxonomic ways of ordering cultural isolates with the 

help of categories of contrast and opposition: source vs. variant, center vs. 

4 9  Graham Huggan, 'Decolonizing the Map: Post-Colonialism, Post- 
Structuralism and the Cartographic Connection', in Past the Last Post: 
Theorizing Post-Colonialism and Post-Modernism, eds. Ian Adam and Helen 
Tiffen, pp. 125-38; J .  B .  Harley, 'Maps, Knowledge and Power', in T h e  
Iconography of Landscape, eds. D. Cosgrove and S .  Daniels, Cambridge, 1988, pp. 
277-312. I am grateful to Dr Peter Gibbons of the History Department, 
University o f  Waikato, for these references. 

5 0  Ibid., p. 278. 
de Certeau, Ttie Practice of Everyday Lve,  p. 121. See also Chapter 8. 



FIGURE 8.6 Plan to ilfustrate Report on Native Claims Bankg PeninsuIa, 7 June 
1856, Canterbury Museum. This map ilhstrates the provisional and temporary 
nature of colonial maps and the emphasis placed upon straight lines (rather than 
natural features) as boundary markers. 
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periphery, pure vs. mixed variant, displaying criteria of quality vs. those of 

quantity ... .52 

Maps also provide a visible and spatial dimension to systems of 

knowledge. Once geographical knowledge about the colony could be 

preserved on a surveyor's map and then distributed, the country became 

immediately accessible to other audiences. 'I have the honor to report', wrote 

Cyrus Davie, Chief Surveyor of Canterbury to the Secretary for Public Works 

in March 1867, 'that the maps of the Province a copy of which I forwarded to 

your office a few days since are being rapidly printed. ... I have now about 100 

copies and I would recommend that 50 copies should be sent to Hokitikia for 

the use of the offices there. ... I would recommend that 100 copies should be 

given to some booksellers for sale.'53 

Maps encode a myth of mobility within, around and across boundaries. 

The maps made by surveyors while travelling positioned them in actual 

places to become symbolic re-presentations of journeys and travel routes. 

Wellington Carrington, brother to F. A. Carrington, joined the survey staff in 

New Plymouth in Feburary 1841.54 He surveyed and mapped the Omata 

district and Paritutu district in 1847-48, the Tataraimaka district in 1850, the 

Grey and Omata districts, Waitara West, Hua and Waiwakaiho district, the 

Oakura district, the Urenui district in 1866, the Whenuakura Block in 1871-72, 

5 Fabian, Time and the Orher, p. 55. 
5 3  C. Davie, Chief Surveyor, Letter to Secretary for Public Works, 6 March 

1867, Survey Office, Chrislchurch, Letter no.44, CMU. 
L a w n ,  The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zealand , pp. 54-55. 
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and the Patea River in 1872.55 S. P. Smith surveyed and mapped the Fitzroy, 

Grey and Bell Districts, the Paritutu and Waiwakaiho districts in 1860, 

Huirangi in 1865, and Patea in 1866-67.56 In the 1860s Smith also surveyed 

confiscated land in Taranaki for the purpose of locating military settlers.57 T. 

K. Skinner worked in the survey districts of Ngatimaru in 1872-73, Huiroa 

and Waitara in 1874 and Omona in 1875.58 W. H. Skinner, surveyed in 

Inglewood, Tariki, Patea, Mokau, the Oeo block, the Kaimiro district and 

Ngatimaru from 1872 through to 1888.59 

Surveyors constructed maps both out in the field and in the office. In 

November 1843, the surveyor John Tully recorded in his diary how much of 

the time spent in the survey office was engaged in map making; his map of 

the town of Wanganui, for example, was constructed largely from his desk.60 

In December 1866, the surveyor C. S. Shaw was 'at the office plotting roads 

with Smith'; the following week he was back 'at the office working out 

quantities' and 'replotting [the] sections and roads on another sheet.I6l 

W. Carrington, FB 1-2, FB 1-3, FB 1-4, FB 1-6, FB 1-7, FB 1-8, FB 1-21, FB HW- 
4, FB HW-5, FB HW-8, FB HW-9, FB HW-13, FB HW-14, FB HW-15, FB HW-16, FB 0-2, 
FB U-7, Patea Series 111 FB-4, FB-11, DOSLI, New Plymouth. 

5 6  S. P. Smith, FB 1-9, FB i-13, FB 1-25, FB HW-6, FB T-la, FB U-4, FB V-1, Patea 
Series I FB 1-12, DOSLI. New Plymouth. Smith also surveyed other Norlh Island 
regions: see FB 1 ,  2, 3 Kaipara (1870); FB 17, 18 Hokianga (1873, 1874); FB 21 
Ohinemuri, Waihi (1871); FB 228, 29, 30 Waikato (1874); FB 39, 40 Bay of Plenty, 
Taupo (1873); FB 49 Hawkes Bay (1877); FB 52, 53, 54 Wairoa, Patea (1877); FB 62 
Manawatu (1888); FB 86, 87 Kaipara (1859), Field Book Register No. 28, DOSLI, 
Auckland.  

Lawn, The Pioneer Land Surveyors of New Zealand, p. 247. 
5 T. K. Skinner, FB M-24, FB N2-6, FB N-8, FB T-22, DOSLI, New Plymouth. 

W. H. Skinner, FB 1-14, FB M-16, FB N-21, DOSLI, New Plymouth; W. H. 
Skinner, Reminiscences of a Taranaki Surveyor, pp. 31-84. See also G. Mueller, 
Ms papers 44819, ATL; 'Province of Westland', Survey Office, Hokitika, 1874, 
CMU1; Torlesse, 'Waimakariri & Ashley Gorges', 1858, CMU1528; 0. Carrington, 
'Aknroa Harbour, Government Reserve', [ca. 18501, CMU 1964; John Rochfort, 
'Routes from Canterbury to the Western Goldfields', 1865, CMU1710, CMU. 

J. Tully, Diary, 25 November 1843 - 5 January 1844, Ms 2168, ATL. 
C. S. Shaw, Ms papers 380311, ATL. 
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During August 1870, Shaw spent much of his time in the office 'plotting the 

sections surveyed on m a p ~ ' . ~ 2  'The town of Westport', wrote J. H. Lowe, then 

District Surveyor of Goldfields, 'has hardly existed, except on paper ... . The 

Map of the Town shews [sic] streets and squares in abundance which are yet as 

such in a state of nature as when Captain Cook first arrived ...'.b3 Lowe, 

assisted by a clerk and a draughtsman in the office, was responsible for two 

assistant government surveyors and 'several surveyors engaged on contracts', 

who were 'supposed to draw their own Maps and supply [Lowe] with all 

information r e q ~ i r e d ' . ~ *  'The office', Lowe continued, 'is open from 10 to 4 

to the Public to give information concerning lands &c. and shew [sic] maps. 

In laying out lands for sale the surveyors employed furnish me with Plans of 

the locality shewing [sic] the general features of the Country - I then sketch 

upon them the lines of sections to be laid out by them . . . I . ~ ~  W. H. Skinner 

recalled his office duties in New Plymouth as 'writing names of roads [and] 

rivers ... coloring [sic] plan of Province, for Crown Land Commissioner, 

shewing the Confiscated lands and divided into Tribal boundaries and their 

respective acreages ... [and then] commenced a tracing of the Main Line of 

Road in our Province ... This tracing is supposed to show how many miles of 

road have been made, the number of bridges [and] their sizes and costs; the 

number of miles of road (main road made by the Gen. Govt.) completed, and 

in progress, weather [sic] metalled or formed only, whether through bush or 

fern etc. etc.'66 

6 2  Ibid .  
6 3  J.  H. Lowe, Ms papers 0664, ATL. 
fj4 Ib id .  
6 5  Ibid .  
6 6  W. H. Skmner, Diaries, Ms 02011, TM. 
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European surveyors and explorers in colonial New Zealand were 

reliant upon Maori guides for their knowledge of the land and their ability to 

construct mental maps , often transcribed on non-permanent media for the 

instruction of others. The earliest known Maori map of the North Island, 

'Aotea', was drawn in charcoal on the deck of the Endeavour by Maori chiefs 

at Whitianga.67 Between 1769 and 1859 mental maps were constructed by 

Maori for European explorers from Colenso and Nicholas, through to 

Mantell, Thomson and H o c h ~ t e t t e r . ~ ~  Kehu, Thomas Brunner's Maori guide 

and companion, had extensive knowledge of the Nelson-West Coast region. 

Brunner's 'discoveries' were then, a confirmation of the 'mental map', or the 

geographical framework which existed in Kehu's mind. Brunner was from a 

visual culture, where reason demanded that all should be seen before being 

permanently preserved on the page or in a map. Brunner wrote that he was 

'sorry I lost my sketches, for, though no artist, they were faithful delineations, 

and would have illustrated much better than I can describe, the surface of the 

country I have seen and passed over.'69 As guide and 'explorer', Kehu and 

Brunner each stood in the contact zone between an oral and a literate culture. 

Maori conceptualized a geographical reference framework into which 

topographical features could be fitted into each other.70 They had a 

metaphorical understanding of landscape, determined by description, 

genealogy and myth, where the observer required a knowledge of the history 

6 7  Judith Binney, 'Tuki's Universe', i n  Tasnian Kelations, ed. Keith Sinclair, 
Auckland, 1987, p. 15. 

P. L. Barton, 'Maori geographical knowledge and mapping: a synopsis', 
Turnbull Library Record, 13, 1 (1980), 5-25. 

John Pascoe, ed., The Great Journey, p. 101. 
7 0  Barton, 'Maori geographical knowledge and mapping: a synopsis', pp. 5- 

2 5 
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of the place and its cultural significance, in order to be located in space. The 

map served as a mnemonic device for indicating an intended travel route, 

where 'the progressive drawing of the map recalled the features in the mind 

of the narrator, and the naming fixed them in the memory of his 0bserver'.~1 

Systematic mnemonics can be traced back at least 2050 years to the Latin 

text Ad Herennium, which prescribed the practices by which complex patterns 

of knowledge could be learned and preserved in the popular memory.72 As 

Ross Gibson has suggested of Australian Aboriginal art, 'it is plausible to 

understand some of the functions of traditional Aboriginal painting as 

mnemonic insofar as the works are visual codifications of crucial elements of 

the dreaming (a system of stories crammed with spiritual information that is 

also meterological, geographical, dietary and so on) pertaining to the region 

that the paintings depict and embellish.'73 Modern maps are created from an 

omnipotent 'eye of god' perspective, where the observer is placed outside the 

frame, but still in a position to see all of the available space. As Gibson has 

also suggested, it was not until the sixteenth century that the observer was 

distanced from the land, 'at the same time as he or she was also part of the 

scene under scrutiny ... show[ing] a mentality on the cusp, so to speak, 

between a nonmodern and a Western i n t e l l e ~ t . ' ~ ~  Pre-Renaissance maps, like 

paintings, assume the existence of an observer who is located inside and who 

J .  Spink and D. W. Moodie, Eskimo Maps from [he Canadiarr Eastern 
Arctic, Toronto, 1972, p. 21. 

Ross Gibson, 'Remembering A '  in Sighting References: ciphers, 
systems and codes in recent Ausrralian visual art. ed. Gary Sangster, pp. 72-73; 
see also Frances Yates, The Art of Memory, Harmondsworth, 1969; J .  Spence, 
The Memory Palace of Marteo Ricci, Harmondsworth, 1985 .  
7 3  Ross Gibson, 'Remembering Art', in Sangster, ed. ,  Sightirlg References, 

p. 73. 
7 4  Ross Gibson, South of the West, pp. 6-7 
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is a part of the depicted scene. This is comparable to Australian Aboriginal 

paintings, which with their complex narratives, also function as maps. These 

paintings contain stories, myths and information about the environment, but 

may only be read from the inside. At least some knowledge must be known 

by the viewer if the painting is to mean anything beyond its formal aesthetic 

appearance. The scene depicts a space to be remembered and to orient oneself 

in and through. English painting in the nineteenth century also called for a 

similar insight and sight: for they had to be read as well as seen. As one critic 

has suggested, 'Victorian landscape painting carried a strong narrative or 

anecdotal burden, depicted a dramatic tableau of some sort, or otherwise 

deployed iconographic elements extensively, all of which required often quite 

subtle feats of interpretation to be understood.'75 

Surveyors frequently relied upon the geographic knowledge of their 

Maori assistants and included this information in their own rnaps.7-n 

translating this knowledge from one discourse to another, surveyors acted as 

cultural mediators. As Barbara Belyea has written of European explorers in 

North America, they 'occupied a middle position between the two cultures, 

slipping from one convention to the other as they guessed what the native 

maps "meant". The information exchange was lopsided: explorers were 

ignorant of the territory long familiar to its native inhabitants. As well, the 

explorers wanted this knowledge not as it came structured in Amerindian 

ways of seeing and experiencing, but broken down into data which they could 

7 5  W. F. Axton, 'Victorian Landscape Painting: a change in outlook', in 
Nature and the Victorian Imagination, eds. U .  C .  Knoepflmacher and G .  B.  
Tennyson, p. 305. 

7 6  See Chapter 4. 
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fit into their own geographical scheme.'77 This is also true of surveyors in 

colonial New Zealand whose maps imposed a foreign nomenclature and 

system of navigation on a landscape that was already named and known by 

Maori. As Belyea goes on to argue, 'the work of cartographic historians 

repeats in significant ways that of the surveyor-explorers ... . Although they 

claim to recognize that Amerindian cartographic conventions are valid and 

separate, their definition of "map" remains culture-specific, Eurocentric. The 

standards by which they judge Amerindian maps are not universal and 

essential, but - inevitably - conventional and particular.'78 Although 

Europeans might attempt to see the world in terms of alternative cultural 

conventions, and although there might be moments of mutual 

understanding, these insights were sporadic and limited. What happened 

most of the time, Belyea concludes, was that 'European mapping dominated 

and marginalized Amerindian convention, reducing its conceptual structure 

to "information" and its world view to a negative "absence", or "failure" to 

show what Europeans maps showed.'79 

Maps were therefore culturally-specific texted perspectives of the land. 

Abel Tasman's map of 'Nieuw Zeeland', made in 1642, reflected his particular 

outlook of the new land, influenced both by contemporary cartographic 

fashion and by experience.80 Tasman's map is a cultural palimpsest; a 

compilation of historical moments, comprising Dutch names and  

phonetically re-produced Maori names [figure 5.71. Alternatively, Cook's map 

77 Barbara Belyea, 'Amerindian maps: the explorer as translator', J o u r n a l  
of Historical Geography, 18, 3 (1992), 267-77. 

Ibid., p. 275 
7 9  Ibid ,  
80 See further Salmond, Two Worlds. passim. 



FIGURE 5.7 Abel Tasman, Nieuw Zeeland ontdekt door Tasman [16421, 
Canterbury Museum. 
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of New Zealand, with its collection of provisional, designative and 

descriptive names, may be read as journal of his voyage [figure 5.81. Johann 

Reinhold Forster obtained a copy of Tupaia's chart, made on Cook's first 

voyage, and had it engraved 'as a monument of the ingenuity and 

geographical knowledge of the people in the Society Isles, and of Tupaya in 

p a r t i ~ u l a r ' . ~ ~  When Tuki Tahua drew his map of New Zealand for Philip 

King, the Governor of New South Wales and Norfolk Island in 1793, it 

contained Tuki's known and navigated world.82 'Understanding others,' as 

Greg Dening argues, 'can have two meanings. It can mean entry into the 

experience of others in such a way that we share the metaphors that enlarge 

their experience. Or it can mean that we translate that experience into a 

model that has no actuality in the consciousness of those being observed but 

becomes the currency of communication amongst the observers. Indeed 

within the closed set of the observer's experience, the model becomes a 

metaphor, part of the paradigm that sets one group of observers apart from 

another .  '83 Surveyors' use of Maori topographic, navigational and 

cartographic knowledge highlights this distinction between model and 

metaphor. Read in this way, the maps of colonial surveyors were models of 

their perceptions imposed on a new and alien landscape. 

8 J .  C. Beaglehole, ed.,  The Journals of Captain James Cook on his voyages 
o f  Discovery, Volume I: the voyage of the A d v e n t u r e  and the R e s o l u r i o n ,  
Cambridge, 1959, p. 291. 
!I2 J .  Binney. 'Tuki's Universe', pp. 15-33. 
!I Greg Dening, Islands and Beaches, p. 86. 



FIGURE 5.8 Map of the coast of New Zealand, discovered in the years 1769-1770 
by J. Cook, Commander of His Majesty's bark Endeavour, England, 1784, 
69201112, Alexander Turnbull Library. 
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text in^ landscape 

'It was very delightful kind of surveying', wrote S. P. Smith near 

Helensville in 1863, 'but I'm afraid only adapted to sketches1.84 Colonial 

surveyors participated further in the process of inventing New Zealand by 

preserving their culturally conditioned perspectives of the land in printed, 

painted and published texts. Arrested in print or captured on canvas, objects 

can then be examined, disseminated and reproduced; colonized by a 

technology often far beyond the control of the author. Surveyors were 

expected also to possess land by capturing it in print, on canvas and on the 

page. A sketch or painting was often the most effective medium through 

which the land could be re-presented to a prospective audience.85 

The instructions to surveyors issued by Chief Surveyor J. T. Thomson 

in January 1861 included directions for drawing plans of surveyed land: 'Mark 

measured lines in red, and calculated or scaled lines in black, with the figures 

also in red or black. Mark your observed bearings in blue, and calculated or 

protracted bearings in black. Colour water, Prussian blue; roads, raw sienna; 

and bush, subdued green, compounded of Prussian blue and raw sienna'.86 

g 4  S. P. Smith, Diary 1 January - 15 February 1863, Ms 1961, ATL. 
8 5  See further S. C. Brees, A51129, A5112911, B31122, E70116, 22, B31115; 

James Charles Drake, A10817, A108112; Malcolm Fraser, A81113, A81114; John 
Gully, (296113; Charles Henry Kettle, C1213, D16110; Joseph Jenner Merrett, 
A27513, A25514, C12119; Roberl Park, A215112; Stephenson Percy Smith, 
A13715, A137110; William Mein Smith, C1111, C11113, Rack 2961653, B62121, 
A35135, Cart. Coll. 834.44gmfsl1842, 832.4799gbbdl1840; Joseph Sandell Welch, 
A120; Alfred Wills, A22819, A22811 9; Edmund Norman, B917, C64Il9, D713, 
Drawings and Prints Collection, ATL. 

8 6  J. T. Thomson, 'An Outline of the Principles and Details connected with 
the Colonial Survey of the Province of Otago', January 1861, in 'Rules and 
Regulations for the Guidance of Surveyors Issued by the Queensland Survey 
Department', New Zealand Surveyor, 6, 36 (1899), 113. 
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The practical difficulties of this kind of sketching were not lost on many a 

surveyor, as Charles Douglas again confided to his diary: 

I dont [sic] want for critics, and critics of a most maddening description 
one chap says "Why don't you colour the Trees green as they ought to 
be". I show him some bright pea green, and he says Ah! thats [sic] the 
colour. Another has heard of the Deep Blue Sea, and wants me to 
colour water an Ultramarine. One cove much admired a Tree in a 
sketch of mine, the said Tree was a snowy peak, this can't be all my 
fault. Brown in his races of Mankind says that many Savages dont [sic] 
understand a drawing, cant [sic] tell the different [sic] between a man 
and a house. Well, Ah! I draw my own conclusions, there is a Man 
down here who considers himself educated rather above the common 
in fact who on looking over a map burst out laughing, on asking the 
reason he said, "why look here, the Lagoon near my house is over a 
hundred yards long, and the Surveyor has put it down a wee bit of a 
thing not half an inch long". ... I once met two far more intelligent 
beings in the Wilds if I could only have understood all they said. I was 
sitting Sketching with my back to a rock, as is usual when finished, I 
held it at arms length to admire my handiwork, when in that 
Mountain Solitude I was startled by a yell of derision, looking up there 
were two Keas looking over my shoulder with their heads cock'd to 
one side like Art Critics. I held out the Sketch for them to admire, one 
of them hopped along with one eye closed and his top not up to 
examine it, he looked first out of one eye then the other and gave vent 
to a skirl of derision. No, two trotted along struck an attitude shaded 
his eyes with his Claw if I remember aright and gave a yell of derision 
that brought all the keas in the district round, what they thought of me 
I don't know, but they evidently enjoyed works of art.87 

The recording of subjective experiences in print was a strategy with which 

surveyors constructed cultural space. The field book was invaluable to the 

surveyor. As Douglas noted, 'its a fine thing a Diary a fellow doesn't need to 

keep up a connected narrative but just jot down the thoughts that come into 

his head.'88 

C. E. Douglas, Diary, Ms papers 9011, ATL, p. 15. 
8 8  Ibid.. p. 9. 
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Personal perspective was also constructed in the process of narration. 

'Leaving my assistants to complete the surveys,' wrote Samuel Stephens in 

March 1844, 'I returned again to the coast, - varying my route so as to examine 

a tract that I had not passed through before.Ig9 As Carter has proposed, 'the 

personality of travellers is not something there from the beginning, a 

quotient of inheritance and environment: it is an identity consciously 

constructed through t r a ~ e l l i n g . ' ~ ~  The diary is self-referential in that the 

diarist uses language to create both the space and the occasion in which to 

write; it is an intentional act which reflects the motives of the subject and 

brings that space into consciousness.9~ More recently, Carter has suggested, 

'[rlather than think of the explorer writings as disguised autobiographies or 

failed fictions, we should recognize that their true subject is historical space - 

spatiality as a historical experience.I92 Bearing in mind the cultural relativity 

of Carter's remarks, his observations are as significant in the New Zealand 

context. 

Surveyors in the field were conscious of their participation in the 

writing process. 'I am writing this', wrote the surveyor Henry Field, working 

near the Raukawa falls in the Mangawhero river, 'within sound (four or five 

miles) of what must be the finest water falls in New Zealand and which until 

now has been unknown to Europeans ... On Christmas Day 1872, T. K. 

Skinner wrote in his diary: 'here I am this evening having just returned from 

8 9  Stephens, Diary 1844-54 [27 March 18443, Ms papers 2698, ATL. 
9 0  Carter, The Road lo Botany Bay, p. 100. 

See further Andrew Hassam, "'As I Write": narrative occasions and the 
quest for self-presence in the travel diary', Ariel: a review of international 
english literature, 21, 4 (1990), 33-47. See also Chapter 8 .  

Carter, Living in a new courttry. p. 22. 
9 3  Cited in G .  Sommerville, 'The lrack that Field made', 901195, ATL, p. 8. 
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a hard days work - surveying, for no holidays are kept in the bush out here at 

N g a t i r n a r ~ ' . ~ ~  This diary is a narrative account of Skinner's journey inland 

from New Plymouth to Ngatimaru from December 1872 to January 1873, and 

is a record of his surveying, with his observations on the local Maori. 95 As a 

document composed in the process of travelling, this text was part of 

Skinner's inscription of the landscape; the writing of his diary was an active 

part of his invasion and possession of the c0untry.~6 Skinner's diary has a 

one-way chronology, with a continuity which is almost a literary illusion.97 

He further embellished his account with anecdotal digressions of personal or 

historical interest and tells of an encounter with a deserter he suspects is 

Kimble Bent, records a visit to Pukemahoe, 'a kind of headquarters of Titoko', 

and describes Titokowaru's 'strong hold' at Tunupo.98 Printed and published 

texts extended the process of texting the land even further. The textualization 

of Thomas Brunner's journey down the West Coast of the South Island 

preserved it as a historical moment and earned Brunner both local and 

international respect. Parts of Brunner's journal were published in the 

9 4  T. K. Skinner, Diary, December 1872 - May 1873, Z920Ms, NPPL. 
9 5  Deed no. 49, Te Kopua Block; Deed no. 50, Wdtara-Taramouku Block; Deed 

no. 51 Waitara-Taramouku no.2; Deed no. 53, Pukemahoe Block. Ngatimaru 
District, in H. Turton, Maori Deeds of Land Purchases In the North Island of 
New Zealand: Volunle I f  Provinces of Taranaki, Wellington, and Hawke's Bay , 
Wellington, 1878, pp. 61-68; R. Parris, Civil Commissioner, New Plymouth, 
'Reports from Land Purchase Officers', 5, AJHR, C-4 (1875). 

9 6  Skinner's account of the Ngatimaru survey was also published in the 
Tararzaki Herald that month, T .  K. Skinner, 'Amongst the Maoris', T a  r a n a  k i  
Herald, 25 December 1872. 

9 7  For further examples see Edward Ashworth, Journal 1841-1845, 3 vols, 
Ms ASH 104; John Holland Baker, Diaries 1857-1897, Ms BAK 119-123; Thomas 
Warriner Cotterell, Notebooks 1856-1879, 1-3, Ms COT; John Henry Lowe, Letters 
and Diary 1863-73, Ms papers 664; Edward Mellon, Diary 1865-70, Ms 1630; 
Henry Sealy, Diaries 1858-78; Charles Reginald Shaw, Diary, Dec 10 1866 - 
August 5 1872, Ms papers 3803-01, 3803-02; Robert Sheppard, Reports and Diary 
1842-45, Ms papers 1094; Samuel Stephens, Diary 1844-54, Ms papers 2698; John 
Tully, Journal 1841-42, Ms-2168; William Rickard Speid, Diary, April 1870 - May 
1871, ATL. 

9 8  T. K. Skinner, Diary, pp. 3, 7, 48. 
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Nelson Examiner and the New Zealand Spectator in 1848, and in the N e w  

Zealand journal in 1849.g9 

The surveyor's journal may therefore be read as a biography of the 

journey, where the recollection of the journey is not passive imitation but an 

active re-creation of the experience.'oO For example, S. P. Smith's An 1858 

Journey Into the Interior, is a valuable repository of exploratory discourse. In 

1858, Smith and four male companions embarked on a journey from New 

Plymouth to Lake Taupo and back via Wanganui. They returned two months 

later, 'having walked 500 miles, canoed 46, and ridden on horseback 60.'lO1 

Smith visually described the 1858 journey in a series of sketches, also 

included in the Journey: 'Looking up the Mokau River' [figure 5.91, 'Nga-ru- 

hoe 3 miles distant' [figure 5.101, and 'Pa of Pukawa Lake Taupo looking 

South' [figure 5.111.102 While most of the narrative is concerned with 

describing the journey out, the return trip is simply glossed over. If the 

narrative account is seen as re-presentation of track-making, then the return 

journey is not omitted, but is instead incorporated into the tale of the 

outward trip as alterations and minor digressions. 

Survey expeditions in colonial New Zealand were exercises of 

invasion, inspection and inscription, where writing over and about the land 

was central to the process of inventing New Zealand. Just as names and 

9 9  S e e  J .  Pascoe, The Great Journey, passim. Brunner's journal was  also 
republished by the Royal Geographical Society in 1850 which also awarded 
Brunner with a medal in recognition o f  his  achievements in Journal of the 
Royal Geographical Society 20, (1850), 344-78. 

l o o  See  also Chapter 8. 
O 1  S .  P. Smith, An 1858 Journey Info the Interior, p. 3 1 .  

l o 2  Ib id .  



FIGURE 5.9 Stephenson Percy Smith, Looking up the Mokau River, Jan. 1858, 
52642, Alexander Turnbull Library. 

. .-- 



FIGURE 5.10 Stephenson Percy Smith, Ngauruhoe 3 miles distant, Feb. 1858, 
52651, Alexander Turnbull Library. 



FIGURE 5.11 Stephenson Percy Smith, Pa of Pukawa Lake Taupo looking South, 
1858,52644, Alexander Turnbull Library. 
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survey pegs may be read as symbols of appropriation, maps, journals and 

sketches may be appreciated as ways of re-presenting and possessing the land. 

Like the surveyor's culturally-specific and texted perspectives of landscape, 

their cartographic, naming and narrative efforts should be read as products of 

communicative encounters located in the in-between spaces of cultural 

contact. Moreover, the mapped landscape - with names drawn from both 

metropolitan and local societies - reflected the inner landscape of the colonial 

migrant, caught between two worlds. 

Colonial sumelring: a review 

Colonial surveyors therefore played a significant role in inventing and 

reinventing provisional ideas and images about New Zealand. In reading the 

face of the country with constant recourse to familiar frames of reference, 

surveyors transformed, domesticated and colonized the new land. The 

landscapes they subsequently constructed, however, were negotiated products 

of their culturally conditioned expectations and their experiences in the field. 

The process of negotiation was even more visible in surveyors' encounters 

with the boundaries of cultural space, where in facing physical and cultural 

frontiers, surveyors were constantly defining and redefining the ambivalent 

and compromised identity of the colonial migrant, situated between the 

metropolitan and indigenous cultures. In naming and writing over the land 

and capturing it on maps and in print, colonial surveyors further 

consolidated the possession of New Zealand as a specifically European 

cultural space. 



PART TWO Nature, natives and the discourse of science 



FIGURE 6.1 Charles Heaphy, Whakari or White Island: view of the crater 
looking N. W. from crater margin [I85 - I, F 52374112, Alexander Turnbull 
Library. This image shows how science in colonial New Zealand was 
predorninan tly practical; based on field research and personal observation. Note 
also the presence of Maori, which suggests their assistance as navigators and 
guides. The inclusion of Maori also functioned as a significant locational device, 
situating the scene in New Zealand. 



Still, let me remind you, that the main object of the legislature in 
founding this Institute, was not merely to make provision for healthy 
intellectual recreation, but rather to provide guidance and aid for the 
people of New Zealand in subduing and replenishing the earth, - in the 
"heroic w o r k  of colonization. 
Governor Sir George F. Bowen, 'Inaugural Address to the New Zealand Institute', 1868.l 

'Heroic deeds are often done by persons whose professions and belongings are 

very unheroic indeed', wrote the Australian explorer Marcus Clarke in 1874, 

'and the true explorer of a great island swarming with savages, was not a sea 

captain backed by a crew of daring souls, or beneath the guns of a frigate, but a 

German naturalist travelling with arsenic paste and camphor box in search of 

birds and beetles.'2 Clarke considered that the 'true explorers' of the new 

world were scientists rather than soldiers, and nature could be captured with 

a mortar and pestle instead of with a gun and trap.3 Moreover, Clarke's 

suggestion that scientists were the real colonizers of new lands underlines the 

political and economic significance of scientific enquiry to the capitalist 

colonizing agenda of the West. In the European colonization of New 

Zealand, scientists colonized and possessed the flora, fauna, and native people 

by describing and redefining them with constant reference to the taxonomic 

discourses of European science. Like the early cartographers and landscape 

Governor Sir George F. Bowen, 'Inaugural Address to the New Zealand 
Institute, 5 August 1868', TPNZI, 1 (1868), 9-15. 

Marcus Clarke, 'New Guinea', in Melbourne Herald, 14 February 1874. 
Clarke was writing about Heinrich Adolf Meyer (1822-99), the enthusiastic 
Austrian naturalist and collector. Cited in Paul Fox, 'In Search of Birds and 
Beetles: Scientific Imagination and New Guinea', Meanjin, 49, 4 (1990), 676. 

Although as Tom Griffiths has noted, 'the gun had been, for many, the 
only intermediary with nature. It offered a way for early naturalists to get a 
long, close look a1 Lhe objects of study, so its use was often sympathetic and 
scientific.' See Tom Griffiths, "'The Natural History of Melbourne": the culture 
of nature writing in Victoria, 1880-1945', Ausrralian Historical Studies, 23 ,  93 
(1989), 348. 
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artists who visited New Zealand, colonial scientists made the new place - 

with its specimens and curiosities - immediately available for European 

scrutiny and speculation. Moreover, as colonial scientists familiarized 

themselves and their public with the new environment they precipitated its 

further invasion and occupation by successive generations of colonizers. 

In his inaugural address to the newly established New Zealand 

Institute in 1868, the first President of the Institute, Governor Sir George 

Bowen, emphasized the close relationship between science and colonization 

and the challenges inherent in the process of implementing scientific 

principles on the ground. 'The field of science', he proposed, 'may be 

compared to a clearing in one of our primeval forests, where the more trees a 

settler fells, the greater appears the expanse of wood around him.l4 The 

European colonists who arrived in New Zealand in search of a better life 

considered the natural environment to be a valuable reservoir of resources 

which awaited their exploitation. '[Tlhe soil is generally fertile - in some 

districts exceedingly so, - and the climate is extremely favourable for 

vegetation,' wrote Robert FitzRoy of New Zealand in 1846. 'Deep ploughing 

and fallowing are found to improve even the worst soils much beyond 

former expectations; but the valley lands are so rich as to require little or no 

labour beyond clearing and surface plo~ghing. '~  Scientific enquiry offered a 

practical and utilitarian method of understanding the new environment and 

it was expected that civilization would follow in the wake of the scientist's 

steps. For the colonizers, there was something heroic in the detailed and 

systematic cataloguing of the rocks, plants, animals and peoples of the Pacific. 

4 Bowen, 'Inaugural Address to the New Zealand Institute', pp. 9-15. 
5 Robert FitzRoy, Remarks on New Zealand, London, 1846, pp.  3-4. See also 

William Fox. The Six Colonies of New Zealand, London, 1851. pp.  1-10. 
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Scientific observers further considered the indigenous flora and fauna as a 

storehouse of rich and exotic specimens which awaited their description, 

classification and possession. 'In the late nineteenth century', as Paul Fox has 

recently noted, 'exploration was still portrayed as an adventurous, exotic 

encounter with the mythical, but the romance was remade to emphasize the 

contribution of science.'b 

Science was historically linked with the processes of Western exploration, 

discovery and colonization. Since the first European explorers had ventured 

south into the vast expanse of the Pacific ocean, scientific enquiry had been 

high on their agenda. 'My object', wrote Johann Reinhold Forster in his 

Observations made during a voyage Round the World (1778), 'was nature in 

its greatest extent; the Earth, the Sea, the Air, the Organic and Animated 

Creation, and more particularly that class of Beings to which we ourselves 

belong.'7 On his first voyage to the Pacific in 1769, Cook's objectives were 

primarily scientific: to observe the transit of Venus across the sun and to 

locate the legendary Great Southern Continent. The Secret Instructions 

I given to Cook required him to 
I 

... carefully observe the Nature of the Soil, and the Products thereof; the 
Beasts and Fowls that inhabit or frequent it, the fishes that are to be 
found in the Rivers or upon the Coast and in what Plenty and in case 
you find any Mines, Minerals or valuable stones, you are to bring 
home Specimens of each, as also such Specimens of the Seeds of Trees, 
Fruits and Grains as you may be able to collect, and Transmit them to 

6 Fox, 'In Search of Birds and Beetles', p. 676. 
J .  R. Forster, Observations made during a voyage Round the World ,  

London, 1778, p. ii. 
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our Secretary, that We may cause proper Examination and Experiments 
to be made of them. 
You are likewise to observe the Genius, Temper, Disposition and 
Number of the Natives ... 
You are to send by all proper Conveyances to the Secretary of the Royal 
Society Copys [sic] of the Observations you shall have made of the 
Transit of Venus; and you are at the same time to send to our Secretary, 
for our information, accounts of your Proceedings and Copys of the 
Surveys and drawings you shall have made.8 

Empirical observation of the natural world was an established component of 

British maritime practice, and ships' logs and seamen's journals were of 

particular interest to the Royal Society.9 The Society's Directions for Seamen 

Bound for Far Voyages urged mariners 'to observe and record all 

extraordinary Meteors, Lightnings, Thunders, ... Comets, etc., marking still 

the places and times of their appearing, continuance, etc.'1° Cook's 

Endeavour  voyage (1768-71) not only had the official sanction of the 

Admiralty, but was the first large scientific maritime expedition in which the 

Royal Society played a major role." The Endeavour also had on board 

trained scientific observers, including the English botanist Joseph Banks, the 

Swedish naturalist Daniel Carl Solander, the assistant naturalist Herman 

Diedrich Sporing, and two artists, Alexander Buchan and Sydney Parkinson.12 

The distinguished naturalists Johann Reinhold Forster and his son Georg 

joined Cook on the Resolution on his second voyage to the Pacific in 1772- 

75.13 The vessels were well equipped for scientific observation and as Bernard 

Journals of Captain James Cook, the voyage of the Endeavour, 1768- 1771, 
ed. J .  C. Beaglehole, Cambridge, 1955, pp. cclxxxii-iv. 

Bernard Smith, European Vision and rAe South Pacific, p. 1 .  See also 
Salmond, Two Worlds, pp. 98-1 1 1 .  

Cited in Smith, European Vision and the Sourh Pacific, p. 37. 
l l Ibid, p. 15. 
1 2  For a discussion of the activities of the scientific party on board the 

Endeavour ,  see ibid, pp. 14-17. 
G. Forster, A Voyage round rhe world in  His Britannic Majessy's Sloop, 

Resolurion, commanded by Capt. James Cook, during the years 1772-5, London, 
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Smith has pointed out, a vessel such as Cook's Resolution 'combined the 

values of a fortress with a travelling laboratory.'14 

Cook's entry into the Pacific anticipated its invasion by other scientists, 

missionaries, and traders. As Smith has further argued, 'the opening of the 

Pacific provided a new world for the philosophers of nature ... [and] so well 

known did the islands of the South Seas become following the publicity given 

to Cook's voyages that the natural productions and native peoples of the 

Pacific became better known to European scientists than the natural 

productions and peoples of many less distant regionsI.15 The development of 

botany, zoology, and ethnology was dependent on the detailed description 

and delineation of indigenous places and peoples. Armed with new 

specimens, the practitioners of the empirical sciences continued to refine 

their techniques of description, classification and taxonomy. The voyages to 

the Pacific of Surville (1769), du Fresne (1772), Bellinghausen (1819-21), 

d'urville (1824) and Bougainville (1824-26) revealed much about the natural 

features of foreign landscapes and provided inspiration for the emerging 

science of geology.16 The published accounts of the British, French, Russian, 

and American voyages to the Pacific between 1819 and 1850 further 

emphasized the political and economic alliances which had been forged 

between science and exploration.l7 As Peter Gibbons has suggested, these 

1777. See also M.  E. Hoare, Three Men it1 a Boat: rhe Forsters and New Zealand 
science, Melbourne:, 1975. 

Smith, European Vision and the South Pacific, p. 2. 
1 5  Ibid. 

The Geological Society was formed in England in 1807, and generated a 
fashionable interest in geology, ibid, p. 254. 

J .  C. Beaglehole, ed., The Voyages of Captain Cook on his voyages of 
d i s c o v e r y ,  3 vols, Cambridge, 1955-56; Dunmore, French Explorers in the 
Pac i f i c ;  MacKay, In rhe Wake of Cook; Roy MacLeod and Philip F. Rehbok, 
Nature in Its Greurest Estenr: wesrern science in rhe Pacific, Hawaii, 1988. 
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accounts 'mark the start of a scientific discourse about New Zealand ... [where] 

New Zealand (or a few parts of it) was primarily an occasion for accumulating 

information to be added to the scientific inventories.'18 As it was 'explored', 

named and known, the Pacific was simultaneously opened up for European 

scientific specula tion. 

Early scientific visitors to New Zealand were keen to make known to 

the world the exotic flora and fauna of the new land. John Savage's Some 

Account of New Zealand (1807) and J .  L. Nicholas's Narrative (1817) 

considered New Zealand and its indigenous inhabitants primarily as textual 

subjects.19 In 1835, the year of Darwin's brief visit to the Bay of Islands, Rev 

W. Yate of the Church Missionary Society, who nurtured an interest in 

natural science, published An Account of New Zealand, in which he 

favourably described the landscape, flora and fauna and considered, in a 

rather censorious manner, the 'manners, customs, prejudices, and 

superstitions' of the Maori, a 'savage and barbarous people'.20 By contrast, the 

artist Augustus Earle's Narrative of a Residence, published three years before 

Yate's account, had depicted the New Zealanders in a classical and picturesque 

tradition while providing a shrewd commentary on the adverse effects of the 

missionary presence.21 J. S. Polack showed an appreciation for the flora and 

fauna while emphasizing the benefits of colonization for New Zealand and 

the New Zealanders in his two-volume New Zealand: Being a Narrative of 

Peter J. Gibbons, 'Non-fiction', in  The Oxford History of New Zealand 
Literature in English, ed. Terry Sturm, p. 31. 

John Savage, Some Account of New Zealarid. Edinburgh, 1807; J .  L. 
Nicholas, Narrarive of a Voyage ro New Zealand: performed in rhe years 1814 
and 1815 in company with the Rev. Sanruel Marsden, London, 1817. 

2 0  William Yate, An Account of New Zealand, London, 1835. 
Augustus Earle, A Narrative of a Nine Months' Residence, ed. E. H .  

McCormick, Oxford, 1966. 
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Travels and Adventures During a Residence i n  that Country  Between the 

Years, 1831 and 2837 (1838).2* Polack then filled a further two volumes with 

his ethnological observations in his Manners and Customs of the New 

Zealanders (1840).23 In 1843 the German naturalist Ernst Dieffenbach, 

published his two-volume Travels in New Zealand.24 Dieffenbach was 

employed by the New Zealand Company to report on the natural resources of 

the recently annexed colony, but the focus of his interest were the Maori and 

much of his work is concerned with ethnographic observation.25 Edward 

Shortland's The Southern Districts of New Zealand (1851) and his Tradit ions 

and Superstitions of the New Zealanders (1854); Richard Taylor's T e  Ika A 

M a u i  (1855); George Grey's Polynesian My tho logy  (1855); and A. S. 

Thornson's The Story of New Zealand: Past and Present - Savage and 

Civilized (1859), added to the increasing textual archive on the Maori.Z6 

Journals and scientific publications were vital in making the colony 

available to European minds. Indeed, scientific publications became vital to 

the assimilation of knowledge generated about other places and peoples.27 

2 2  J. S. Polack, New Zealand: being a narrative of rravels and adventures 
during a residence in that counlry between the years. I831 and 1837, 2 vols, 
London, 1838.  

2 3  J .  S .  Polack, Manners and Custonls of the New Zealanders: with notes 
corroborative of their habits, usages, etc., and ren~arks  to  in tending 
emigrants, wirh numerous cuts drawn on wood, London. 1840. 

2 4  Ernest Dieffenbach,Travels in New Zealand; wirh contributions to the 
geography, geology, botany, and natural history of that country, 2 vols. 

See further Chapter 7 .  
Edward Shortland, The Southern Districts of New Zealarrd: a journal with 

passing notices of the custonrs of the Aborigines, London, 1851; Edward  
Shortland, Traditions and Superstitions of the New Zealanders, London, 1856 
(f irst  published 1854); Richard Taylor, Te Ika a Maui, London, 1855; George 
Grey ,  Polynesian Mythology,  London, 1906 (f irst  published 1855); A. S .  
Thomson, The Story of New Zealand: Past and Present - savage and civilized, 
London, 1859. 

2 7  Ian Inkster, Science and Technology in History: an approach to 
industrial development, London, 1991, p.  47. 
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The task of the scientific journal was, as one critic has stated, 'to monitor and 

digest, and by abstraction and translation to reduce the time-consuming 

process of information search. The scientific journal had an established 

history. From the late seventeenth century the Royal Society in London and 

the Academy of Sciences in Paris published scientific journals as a means of 

improving communication within the European scientific c0mmunity.2~ By 

1800 the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, an increasingly 

dignified publication, had been joined by more specialized journals. Rozier's 

Journal ,  Nicholson's Journal, and the Philosophical Magazine facilitated the 

exchange of ideas within the European community of chemists.29 The 

Linnean Society commenced publication of its Transact ions in 1791, the 

Geological Society began its Trnnsactions in 1811, and the Chemical Society 

initiated its Journrzl in 1848, while across the Atlantic, the major vehicle for 

American scientists, Silliman's Journal, began publication in 1818.30 The 

Mechanics' Magazine began publication in 1823, the Gardener's Chronicle in 

1841, and the English Mechnnic in 1865.3' The trend towards specialization in 

the late nineteenth century is evidenced by the appearance of new scientific 

journals devoted to one scientific discipline, particularly the physical sciences 

and their utilitarian applications. Until the middle of the nineteenth century 

scientists were known as 'natural philosophers1.32 The natural philosopher 

was concerned with gaining a broad understanding of the natural world: his 

2 8  David Knight, The Narure of Science: a history of science in western 
culture since 1600, London, 1976, p. 84. 
29 Ibid, p. 94. 
3 0  Ibid, pp. 94-96, 124. See also Kevin R.  McNamara, 'The Feathered Scribe: 

the discourses of American ornithology before 1800', The William and Mary 
Quarterly, 47, 2 (1990), 210-34. 

3 Knight ,  The Nurure of Science. p. 101. 

3 2  Ibid, p. 29. Joseph Ben-David refers specifically to 'communitities 
specialised by fields' in his The Scientists' Role irr Society: a conlpararive study, 
New Jersey, 197 1 ,  p. 4 .  
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object was not simply to aquire information about nature, but to aquire 

wisdom.33 The change of name was also indicative of the trend towards 

specialization within the scientific community. From the 1830s the 

disciplinary divisions between British scientists became increasingly 

evident.34 

From the onset of organized settlement in New Zealand in the 1840s, 

the New Zealand environment held a particular fascination for the new 

emigrants. In familiarizing themselves with the new land, the European 

settlers were also students of the natural world. The welfare of the colonists 

was dependent upon their understanding of the climate, flora and fauna of 

the colony and their ability to utilize the natural resources. In this sense, as 

Governor Bowen had proposed in 1868, 'any new colonist is a scientific 

observer.'35 This was not a new observation, for the correlation through 

nature of science and mind was fundamental to major strands of nineteenth 

century natural philosophy. In his Cosmos (1851) the philosopher, naturalist 

and explorer, Alexander von Humboldt, had stated that 'science is mind 

applied to nature'; while a decade later T. H. Huxley had defined science as 

'the progress of that fashioning by Nature of a picture of herself, in the mind 

of man.'36 

3 3  Ib id .  
3 4  Ibid, p. 93. 
3 5  Bowen, 'Inaugural Address to the New Zealand Institute, pp. 9-15. 
3 6  Alexander von Humboldt, Cosnm: sketch of a physical description of the 

universe ,  trans. E. Sabine, 8th edn, London, 1850, p. 64; Thomas Henry Huxley, 
cited in Trevor H.  Levere, 'The Rich Economy o f  Nature: chemistry in the 
nineteenth century', in Narure and the Victorian Imagination, eds. U .  C. 
Knoepflmacher and G .  B. Tennyson, p. 195. See  also F. M. Turner, B e t w e e n  
Science and Religion, New Haven and London, 1974, p. 8 .  
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Qrganized science in New Zealand, 1840s-90s 

The European migrants who arrived in New Zealand during the first decades 

of organized settlement brought with them a cultural baggage which included 

their aspirations for a life of the mind. Intellectual activity with its implicit 

educational and civilizing virtues was, for the Victorian, the epitome of high 

cul t ~ r e . 3 ~  The Wakefield colonists - attracted by the socially-s tra tified scheme 

of 'systematic colonization' - were particularly eager to transport their 

intellectual pursuits from the old world and transplant them in the new. 

Such was the enthusiasm for intellectual pastimes among the early colonists 

that the Nelson Literary and Scientific Institute was formed at sea, on board 

the New Zealand Company ship the Whitby in April 1841.38 The Institute 

later supported a museum and library in the settlement of Nelson. Ten years 

later, with Governor Grey's 'suggestion and with his every encouragement 

and assistance', the New Zealand Society was established.39 

The New Zealand Society was formed at a public meeting on 2 July 

1851 in Wellington, and was modelled on the Royal Society of London.40 It 

3 7  John Steegman, Victorian Tasre:a study of the arts and architecture from 
1830 ro 1870, London, 1970. For members of the scientific community in 
England, participation in science was often a form of economic and social 
mobility, see T. W. Heyck, The Tra~~sfornlatiorz of I~ltellectual Life in Victorian 
England, London, 1982, pp. 60, 88; I. Inkster, 'Aspects of the history of science 
and science culture in Britain, 1780-1850 and beyond', in Metropolis and 
Province: Science in British Culture, 1780-1850, eds. I .  Inkster and J. Morrell, 
London, 1983, pp. 11-54. 

C. B. Brereton, History of the Nelson Institute, Wellington, 1948. 
3 9  W. B. D. Mantell, TPNZI, 3 (1870), 23.  Joseph Ben-David argues that from 

the 1840s organisatious devoted to scientific pursuits began to determine the 
course of scientific scholarship, see Ben-David, The Scientists' Role in Society. 
p. 170. 

4 0  Sir Henry Lyons, The Royal Society, 1660-1940: a history of its 
adminisrralion under its charters, Cambridge, 1944; Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, 
The Formarion of the American Scientific Conzmunity: the American 
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was dedicated to understanding 'the physical character of the New Zealand 

group, its natural history, resources and capabilities.'41 The Society had 

seventy-six original members, including Walter Mantel1 - son of the 

renowned palaeontologist Gideon Mantel1 - the ornithologist Walter Buller, 

and the politician James Edward Fitzgerald.42 It met on a regular basis at the 

Athenaeum in Wellington, where the Mechanics Institute had previously 

held its meetings.43 The first paper read before the New Zealand Society was 

by Charles Rooking Carter of Carterton on 'The Comparative Strength of 

New Zealand and Australian Woods1.44 By 1853 the Society's library boasted 

one hundred and fifty volumes, and a small museum comprising a collection 

of rocks and minerals and fragments of moa egg-shells. 

Association for the Advancement of Science. 1848-1860. Illinois, 1976; James E. 
McClellan, Science Reorgnnised: scientific societies in the eighteenlh century, 
New York, 1985; Michael Hunter, Establishing the New Science: the experience 
of the early Royal Society, Suffolk, 1989. 

Fleming Papers, 871208103, 871208114, ATL; see also Papers of the Royal 
Society of New Zealand, Wellington Branch, Ms 212, ATL; Royal Society of New 
Zealand Papers, Letters and Minute Books 1851-69, qMS 1726-1730, ATL. It has 
been suggested that the formation of the New Zealand Society was inspired by 
Franklin's successful Tasmanian Society of the 1840s. See M. E. Hoare, 'The 
Relationship between Governnleni and Science in Australia and New Zealand', 
Journal of the Royal Society of New Zealand, 6 ,  3 (1976), 381-94; M. Hoare, 
Beyond the 'Filial Piety': Science history in New Zealand. A critical review of 
the Art, Melbourne, 1977; M. Hoare, Reform in New Zealand Science 1880-1926, 
Melbourne, 1977. 

L. Bastings, 'History of the New Zealand Society. 1851-1868: a Wellington 
scientific centenary', Trarlsactions of the Royal Society of New Zealand. 80 
(1951),  359-66; C .  A. Fleming, Science, Settlers and Scholars: the centerlnial 
history of the Royal Society of New Zealand. Wellington, 1987, p. 5;  Ross 
Galbreath, Watter Buller: the reluctanr conservationist, Wellington, 1989, pp. 
85-86, 141, 245. 

4 3  The first Mechanics' Institute was formed in Scotland in 1823 by a 
Glasgow doctor, George Birbeck and in 1824 he established a Mechanics' 
Institute in London. See further James William Hudson, The History of Adult 
Education, London, 1969. 

4 4  Bastings, 'History of the New Zealand Society', pp. 359-66. 
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Much of the stimulus for the establishment of the New Zealand 

Society had come from Sir George Grey who had a particular interest in the 

natural sciences and was keen to see institutionalized science survive. Grey 

was a keen botanist and his accounts of his explorations in Western Australia 

were strewn with references to natural science and ethnologcal observations. 

He established collections of minerals, fossils, shells, birds and mammals and 

presented specimens to the Royal College of Surgeons, the Royal 

Geographical Society, the Horticultural Society of London, the Geological 

Society of London and the British Museum throughout his Australian 

governorship. Grey continued to pursue his study of natural history during 

his terms as Governor of New Zealand from 1845 to 1853 and from 1861 to 

1868. He was the author of KO nga mahinga a nga tupuna Maori (the deeds of 

the Maori ancestors) (1854), KO nga moteatea, me nga hakirara o nga Maori 

(the songs, chants and poetry of the Maori) (1853), KO nga waiata Maori (the 

songs of the Maori) (1857), and KO nga whakapepeha me nga whakaahuareka 

a nga tipuna o Aotea-roa (proverbial and popular sayings of the ancestors of 

the New Zealand race) (1857).45 

Although the New Zealand Society enjoyed the patronage of the 

governor, it failed to maintain a sense of community or to extend its 

membership beyond Wellington and soon lapsed for want of support. In 1858 

a meeting of former members attempted to revive the Society. With 

supportive patrons in government such as the naturalists W. T. L. Travers, 

4 5  Sir George Grey, 'Science Notes', GNZ MSS 172, APL; KO nga moteatea, me 
nga hukirara o nga Maori (the songs, chanfs and poetry of the Maori) 
Wellington, 1853; George Grey, KO nga mahinga a nga tupuna Maori (the deeds 
of the Maori ancestors), London, 1854; KO nga waiura Maori (rhe songs of the 
M a o r i )  Cape Town, 1857; KO nga whakapepeha me nga whakaahuureka a nga 
ripuna o Aotea-roa (proverbial and popular sayings of rhe ancestors of the 
New Zealand race) Cape Town and London, 1857. 
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Walter Mantell, and Judge C. W. Richmond, the Society was resurrected. 

Grey was invited to be President, with Captain W. Barnard Rhodes as 

Treasurer, and Mantel1 as Honorary Secretary. Monthly meetings for the 

presentation of papers and their subsequent publication were anticipated. 

Through Buller's efforts in particular, the Society also received some support 

for its public displays. When the seat of government was transferred from 

Auckland to Wellington in 1865 the Society's collection was moved to the 

new ColoniaI Museum.46 

Scientific activity was not confined to Wellington and Nelson. On 25 

October 1852 the Auckland Museum was established and its Secretary J. A. 

Smith announced in the New Zealander: 

The object of this Museum, is to collect Specimens illustrative of the 
Natural History of New Zealand - particularly its Geology, Mineralogy, 
Entomology, and Ornithology. Also, Weapons, Clothing, Implements, 
&c., &c., of New Zealand, and the Islands of the Pacific. Any Memento 
of Captain Cook, or his Voyages will be thankfully accepted. Also, 
Coins and Medals (Ancients and Modern).47 

The Auckland Museum counted among its members Dr Andrew Sinclair, J. 

Gilfillan, G. Elliot Elliot, and Edwin B. Dickson, with Lieutenant Governor 

Wynyard as Patron.48 The Museum was popular with the public, attracting 

over seven hundred visitors in its first year [see figure 6.21.49 The Museum 

lapsed however, when its most active supporter and secretary J. A. Smith, left 

Auckland, and there appears to have been only sporadic activity until the 

4 6  Royal Society of New Zealand Papers, Letters and minute Books 1851-69, 
qMS 1726-1730, ATL. 

4 7  J .  A.  Smith, 'Notice for The Auckland Museum', New Zealander, 25 
October 1852, cited in A.  W. B. Powell, ed. ,  The Centennial History of the 
Auckland Institute and Museum, 1867-1967, Auckland, 1967, p. 7.  

Ibid., p. 10. 
4 9  Ibid .  



FIGURE 6.2 Auckland Institute Conversazione [1880], programme for an Institute 
and Museum social function, in A. W. B. Powell, ed., The Centennial Histury of the 
Auckland Institute and Museum 1867-1 967, Auckland, 1967. 
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formation of the Auckland Philosophical Society in November 1867.50 In 

March 1868 it was resolved that 'the name of the society be altered to the 

Auckland In~ t i t u t e ' . ~ l  The Museum became a focal point of community 

interest and frequent public lectures, meetings, and educational displays 

helped to raise the profile of the Instit~te.~2 

The enthusiasm for science in New Zealand was further stimulated by 

the visit of the esteemed Austrian geologist Ferdinand Hochstetter in 1858-59, 

on his world scientific voyage on the frigate N o ~ a r a . ~ ~  While in New 

Zealand, Hochstetter made extended surveys in the Auckland and Nelson 

provinces [see figure 6.31. In Auckland he delivered a lecture to the 

Mechanics' Institute, presented geological specimens to the Museum 

collection, and in Nelson he laid the foundation stone of the Nelson 

I n ~ i t i t u t e . ~ ~  Hochstetter's broad interest in biology, zoology, ethnology and 

geology impressed the local naturalists and in the wake of his visit provincial 

governments began to recognize the commercial and practical value of 

scientific - and particularly geological - expeditions. In 1859-60 Julius Haast 

was supported by the Nelson Provincial Council in his explorations for coal 

5 0  The first council included F. Whitaker as President, T. B. Gillies as 
Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, J .  H.  Crawford, Captain F. W. Hutton, G. B. 
Owen, T. Peacock, Rev Dr Purchas, and J. M. Wayland. Ibid, p. 11. 

The combined name 'Auckland Institute and Museum' first appeared on 
the Annual Report for 1880-81. Ibid. 

5 2  Research was particularly advanced under the curatorship of Thomas 
Frederic Cheeseman, Curator of the Museum 1874-1923. The donation of small 
private collections and individual specimens sent for identification added to 
the Museum's store of items. The Maori arts display was established by 
collections given by R. C. Barstow in 1876, C. 0. Davis in 1887 and the Mair 
collection in 1901 Ibid, pp. 14-15. 

Carle's Biography of Ferdinand von Hochstetter, trans. C.  A. Fleming, L. 
0. Kermode, J. Northcote-Bade, K. B. Sporli, Geological Society of New Zealand, 
1988, pp. 7-13. 

5 4  Powell, Centennial History, p. 10; Fleming, Science, Settlers and 
Scholars ,  p. 9. 



FIGURE 6.3 The Isthmus of Auckland with its extinct Volcanoes, by Dr. 
Ferdinand von Hochstetter, 1859. The Drawing and geographical Foundation 
compliled principally from the Surveys of Stokes and Drury by A. Petermann. 
Auckland Public Library. 
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and gold deposits on the West Coast of the South Island.55 He was appointed 

Provincal Geologist by the Canterbury Provincial Government in 1861. 

James Coutts Crawford was appointed Provincial Geologist in Wellington in 

1861, and James Hector was employed as Provincial Geologist in Dunedin by 

the Otago Provincial Government in 1862.56 Hector embarked on extensive 

exploratory surveys of the region, including his 1863 journey to the West 

Coast of the South In 1864 he was commissioned to tour New 

Zealand in preparation for the New Zealand Industrial Exhibition, to be held 

in Dunedin the following year.58 The Exhibition provided a forum both for 

the communication and display of technological developments and brought 

the profitable alliance between science and commerce to the attention of the 

public.59 

In Canterbury, scientific activity was also flourishing. In July 1862 the 

Philosophical Institute of Can terbury was formed in Chris tchurch.60 The 

5 5  See J. Haast, Report of a Topographical and Geological Exploration of the 
Western Districts of the Nelson Province, New Zealand; undertaken for the 
Provincial Government by Julius Haast, Esq.. Nelson; Wellington, 1861. 

56 I. D. Dick, 'The History of Scientific Endeavour in New Zealand', N e w  
Zealand Science Review, 9, 9 (1951), 139-43; I. D. Dick, 'The Public Attitude 
towards Science', New Zealand Science Review, 11, 11 (1953), 56-60. Crawford 
was a public servaut, farmed in Ahuriri, Wairarapa and the Hutt Valley and a 
keen geologist, see L. Rosier, 'James Coutts Crawford', in The Dicfionary of New 
Zealand Biography, Volume One 1769-1869. ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 93. See further 
Chapter 9. 

5 i  For further discussion of Hector's geological expedition to the west coast 
of the South Island in 1863, see Chapter 10. 

5 8  New Zealand Exhibition Papers, Dunedin, 1865, Ms papers 707, ATL; New 
Zealand Exhibition Papers relating to the exhibits of machinery, 1865, qMS 
1466, ATL; 'Original Report of the jurors at the New Zealand Exhibiton', 1865, Ms 
1701, ATL; 'Correspondence re: New Zealand Exhibiton, 1865', Ms papers 0047- 
57, ATL. 

5 9  The New Zealand Exhibition followed its European models: the Great 
Exhibition of London in 1851, the Paris Exposition of 1855 and the London 
Exhibition of 1862. 

6 0  von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius vorr Haasr, p. 1948; P .  B. 
Maling, The Philosophical Institute of Canterbury: a survey of the first 
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Canterbury Institute was largely influenced by the efforts of Julius Haast and 

aimed 'to foster the sciences, to act as a forum where men of similar interests 

could meet, to provide a means of publication of original research, and to 

form a nucleus of informed opinion to support the establishment of the 

museum . . . The Ins ti tu te joined the local Mechanics' Ins ti tute in 

Canterbury in providing a forum for the education, discussion and debate of 

matters of scientific interest.62 Haast was elected President of the Canterbury 

Institute with Dr Turnbull and Edward Dobson Vice-presidents, E. C. J. 

Stevens as Secretary, and G. A. E. Ross as Treasurer.63 The Canterbury 

Institute also counted a number of respected scientists among its members: 

Professor Austin Bickerton, J. D. Enys, F. W. Fereday, Professor F. W. Hutton, 

R. M. Laing, W. M. Maskell, T. A. Mollet, M. Murphy and T. H. P0tts.~4 The 

Institute pledged its efforts towards the formation of a public library, an 

observatory and an acclimitization society.65 In its first years of existence, the 

Canterbury Philosophical Institute hosted a variety of papers, ranging from 

and address by E. C. J. Stevens on 'Thistles and Their Eradication' in 

November 1862, and Haast's paper on 'The Climate of New Zealand During 

the Pleistocene Epoch' presented in November 1864, to Dr Turnbull's enquiry 

hundred years, Christchurch, 1962, pp. 1-7. See Canterbury Philosophical 
Institute Papers, CUL. 

Maling, The Philosophical Institute of Canterbury: a survey of the first 
hundred years, p. 1. 

6 2  In 1852 Charles Rae proposed a Mechanics' Institute for Christchurch. 
The idea lapsed until 1859 when an Institute was formed. Ibid. 

6 3  The council included a number of local prominent persons including 
Bishop Harper, Justice Gresson, Rev J. Wilson, S. Bealy and W. T. L Travers. Ibid, 
p. 2. 

6 4  'Scientific Members of Philosphical Institute', Canterbury Philosophical 
Institute Papers, CUL. 

6 5  An independent Acclimilization Society was formed in 1864, and [he 
Canterbury Museum was officially opened in 1870. The Institute's library was 
housed in the Public Library in 1873, being later absorbed into the Canterbury 
University College collection. See Maling, Philosophical Insti tute of 
Canterbury ,  p. 3. 
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into 'The Applicability of the Doctrines of Political Economy to the Colonies', 

and A. C. Barker's paper on 'Continuous Creation versus Darwinian 

Evolution' in March 1869.66 Like the Canterbury Philosophical Institute, the 

Otago Institute, the Westland Institute, the Hawkes Bay Philosophical 

Institute and the Southland Institute, which were established in the 1860s 

and 1870s, stimulated public interest in issues of conservation, education and 

public health." The growth of these local scientific societies further indicated 

the regional character of science in New Zealand. 

Science in New Zealand was also becoming increasingly 

professionalized. When Dr. William Lauder Lindsay addressed the citizens of 

Otago at a public meeting in Dunedin 1863, he called for the establishment of 

'a Museum of Local or Provincial History', explaining that 'a collection of the 

products of this province, [and] products ... of other countries ... will enable 

you to understand and appreciate the true position and value of the 

economical resources of your own province.'68 Lindsay was confident that 

the Province of Otago could encourage and maintain a Botanic Garden, a 

University of New Zealand, the teaching of Natural Science in Schools, and a 
LO\ om 

Natural History Society, and he cited the example of the Australian % f 
Victoria, where such institutions had been successfully establi~hed.6~ In 1865 

6 6  The activities of the members of the Canterbury Philosophical Institute 
may be gauged by their many contributiolls to the Trarrsactions.  By 1912, 583 
papers by members had appeared in the T r a n s a c t i o n s :  consisting of 263 papers 
on zoology, 125 on botany, 83 on geology, with the rest devoted to ethnology, 
physics, chemistry, astronomy, mathematices, economy and literature, ibid, 
pp. 2-5; Philosophical Institute of Canterbury Papers, CUL. 

6 7  Fleming, 'The Royal Society of New Zealand: a century of scientific 
endeavour', p. 102. 

g g  William Lauder Lindsay, 'The Place and Power of Natural History in 
Colonisation with Special Reference to Otago (New Zealand)', Ed i n  b u r g  h 
Philosophical Journal, April, July 1863, Pam LIN 1863, 498, ATL, p. 20. 

6 9  Ib id .  
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James Hector was appointed by the Weld government as Director of the 

Geological Survey of New Zealand and the recently established Colonial 

Museum in W e l l i n g t ~ n . ~ ~  Hector was also to be responsible for the 

Meterological Department, the Colonial Observatory, and the Botanic 

Garden.71 When his contract with the Otago Provincial Government expired 

in August 1865, Hector and his staff moved from Dunedin to the capital.72 

Hector quickly became the nucleus around which the amateur scientists 

crystallized. Under his management the Colonial Museum became an icon of 

established science and temple of scholarship, supported by a positivistic and 

progressive ethos of de~eloprnent .~~  

Scientists who were not employed in a professional capacity also 

recognized the need to consolidate their activities under the aegis of a 

corporate body. In 1867 W. T. L. Travers, a keen naturalist and 

7 0  It has been suggested that the museum was erected without delay, as 
part of a policy to firmly establish permanent government agencies to 
prevent the capilal being removed back LO Auckland, see Peggy Burton, T h e  
New Zealund Geological Survey 1865-1965, Wellington, 1965, p. 12. See further 
J. Park, 'Centenary of Sir James Hector: a pen portrait of a notable pioneer', 
New Zealand Journal of Science and Technology, 18 (1937). 779-80; R. K. Dell 
'The first hundred years of the Dominion Museum, 1865-1965', Ms, WMu; New 
Zealand Colonial Museum Letterbooks, 1865-1903, Ms, WMu. 

7 In August 1869 the Botanic Garden Act established a reserve under the 
jurisdiction of the Board of Governors of Lhe Institute. 

See further A J H R .  C-2 (1886)' pp. 19-20; Burton, The New Zealand 
Geological Survey 1865-1965, pp. 13-38; Dell 'The first hundred years of the 
Dominion Museum, 1865-1965'; New Zealand Colonial Museum Letterbooks, 
1865- 1903, Ms, WMu; Fleming, Science, Settlers and Scholars, pp. 221 -22. 

7 3  For further dicussion of the 'amateur' and the 'professional' scietists see 
Chapter 12. On the role of the state in financing scientific activity in the 
industrialized nations of Europe, see J .  B. Poole and Kay Andrews, eds, T h e  
Government of Science in Britain, London, 1972; A. J. Taylor, Laissez-faire and 
state in terverl tion in nineteenth century Britain, London, 1972; Roy M.  
McLeod, 'Science aid the Treasury: Principles, Personalities and Policies 1870- 
1895', in Tile Patronage of Science in the Nineteenlit Century, ed. G. L'E. 
Turner, London, 1976; Peter Alter, The Reluctant Patron: science and the state 
in Britain 1850-1920, Oxford, 1987. 
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parliamentarian, introduced a bill to establish an Institute for the 

advancement of science in New Zealand: to provide 'some permanence of 

character to the scientific institututions already established, [and] to form an 

Institute to encourage the spread of scientific knowedge throughout the 

country by providing for the formation of societies in any part of the 

colony.'74 Mantel1 moved the second reading in the Legislative Council and 

on 10 October 1867 the New Zealand Institute Act passed into law.75 The Act 

required the Institute to support a public museum, a laboratory, and a library 

in Wellington and that it sponsor the publication of local original research. 

The Governor served as President of the Institute and chaired the Board of 

Governors, while Hector was appointed as its full-time Manager and Editor.76 

Although there was no constitutional connection between the two societies, 

the Royal Society of London served as a model for its colonial ~ounterpart.~7 

The 1867 New Zealand Institute Act was largely borne out of the 

concern that local philosophical societies required the security and coherence 

7 4  TPNZI, 1 (1868); The New Zealand Institute became the Royal Society of 
New Zealand in 1933, by which time its function as advisor to the government 
on scientific matters had been taken over by the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. 

75 'Rules and Statutes of the New Zealand Institute', New Zealand Gazette, 9 
March 1868. 

7 6  The first nominaled governors of the New Zealand Instilute included Col. 
T. M. Haultain, Sir David Monro, James Edward Fitzgerald, W. T. L. Travers, 
James Hector and Alfred Ludlarn, see T P N Z I ,  1 (1868), i. 

77 In his inaugural address to the Auckland Institule on 4 May 1868, 
Whitaker anticipated that 'the New Zealand Institute, with its incorporated 
societies, may keep pace, and i n  future ages become to New Zealand what the 
Royal Society is to England and the French Academy is to France...', F. 
Whitaker, 'Inaugural Address to the Auckland Institule', T P N Z I ,  1 (18691, 462. 
Like British science, New Zealand science enjoyed Royal patronage in the 
person of the Governor. See further I. D. Dick, 'Royalty and Science in New 
Zealand', New Zealand Science Review, 12, 1 (1954), 8-11; Royal Society of New 
Zealand Papers, Letters and Minute Books 1851-69, qMS 1726-1730, ATL; 
Fleming, Science, Settlers and Scholars, pp. 166-67. 
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of a national organization and an outlet for regular publication. The 

development, borrowing and spending initiated by Julius Vogel's 

construction of public works and railways in the 1870s also ushered in a short- 

lived phase of prolific scientific activity.78 The Wellington Philosophical 

Society and Auckland Institute were incorporated into the New Zealand 

Institute on 10 June 1868; the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury on 22 

October 1868; and the Otago Institute on 18 October 1869.79 The Nelson 

Association for the Promotion of Science and Industry affiliated on 23 

September 1870; the Westland Institute on 21 December 1874; the Hawkes Bay 

Philosophical Institute on 31 March 1875; the Southland Institute on 21 July 

1880; the Nelson Philosophical Institute on 20 December 1880; and the Nelson 

Institute on 20 December 1883.80 These federated bodies were regional in their 

focus, encouraging local art, science and literature and most supported a 

museum or library. Their meetings served local communities as forums for 

debate and provided sources of informed opinion to stimulate discussion on 

such issues as conservation, public health and education. Despite their 

limited size and financial basis, these bodies were enthusiastic centres of 

intellectual enquiry. The incorporated societies continued to support local 

7 8  See Raewyn Dalziel. Julius Vogel: business politician, Auckland, 1986; W .  
J. Gardner, 'A Colonial Economy', in The Oxford Hislory of New Zealand, ed. Ci. 
Rice, Oxford, 1992, pp. 57-86. 

7 9  The lalter withdrew in November 1869. For further discussion of the 
executive activities and administrative and financial history of the New 
Zealand Institute, see Fleming, Science, Settlers and Scholars, pp. 17-20, 86-87, 
102, 104, 118-19, 122-24, 165-67, 221-22, 233, 270. 
80 See T P N Z I .  24 (1891); Robert Pharazyn, The New Zealand Society: 

Absrract of the history and proceedings of the New Zealand Sociery, since iis 
f o r m a t i o n ,  Wellington, 1867; T. F. Cheeseman, The firsr fiffy years of the 
Auckland Insrirure and Museum and its future airr~s: a jubilee sketch, Auckland, 
1917; Powell, ed., Cenfenrrial History; von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius 
vor~ Haast; Maling, Philosophical I~lstitute of Canterbury; hereton,  History of 
ih,e Nelson Institute. The Manawatu Philosophical Society was incorporated on 
16 January 1905; the Wanganui Philosophcial Society on 2 December 1911; and 
Lhe Poverty Bay Institute on 1 February 1919, see further Fleming, Science, 
Settlers and Scholars, pp. 73-78. 
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museums and libraries and sponsored the presentation of papers and 

occasional public lectures, especially in Wellington.B1 From 1869 the 

activities of the Institute were reduced to annual anniversary meetings which 

the Governor addressed, while the Wellington Philosophical Society 

supported colloquia for the presentation of papers. 

The original membership of the New Zealand Institute numbered 178 

and included amateur enthusiasts with interests in his tory, literature, art, and 

philology, in addition to science. Its members included notable public figures 

such as W. T. L. Travers, T. Kirk, Walter Buller, James Hector, Walter 

Mantell, A. K. Newman, J. D. Baird, John Ballance, John Buchanan, Walter 

Buller, William Colenso, Arthur Dobson, William Fox, W. B. Rhodes and 

John Turnbull Thomson, among others.82 The membership of the New 

Zealand Institute increased to 563 in 1873, reached 1300 in 1883, then 

decreased to 630 during the unstable economic climate of the 1880s. After 

recovering in the years leading up to 1890 membership fell again from a peak 

of 944 to 645 in 1899. With the increasing prosperity of the new century, 

membership numbers again began to rise.83 

International science was high on the agenda of the New Zealand 

Institute. From the early 1870s, international links began to be forged between 

the Institute and scientific societies abroad. In 1873 the Otago Institute, 

through J. T. Thomson, assisted the British and American expeditions in 

In the Wellington Philosophical Society up to 17 papers a meeting were 
offered, while other societies often complained of insufficient offerings. Ibid. 
p. 22. 

'Annual Report of the Wellington Philosophical Society, 1876'. Ms 121. 
ATL. 

Fleming, Scier~ce, Sertlers and Scholars, pp. 22. 37 
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their observations of the transit of Venus.84 Regular meetings of the 

Australasian Associa tion for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) were held 

in New Zealand from 1891.g5 Hector's official attendance at overseas 

meetings and exhibitions further raised the profile of the New Zealand 

Institute.86 Haast was appointed New Zealand commissioner for the Indian 

and Colonial Exhibition of 1886, and his presence also enhanced the image of 

New Zealand science overseas.87 Colenso, Hutton and Haast maintained 

correspondences with Darwin, Lyell, and Joseph Dalton H0oker.8~ Hector 

corresponded with Hooker, then Assistant Director of Kew Gardens, and sent 

him plant specimens.89 In 1873 Hector took his 'Map of the Geology of New 

Zealand', and a formidable collection of fossils, minerals and rocks, to 

organise the New Zealand display at the Vienna e~hibition.~o 

A major reason for federation of the philosopical societies under the 

1867 New Zealand Institute Act was the need for a central medium for 

publication. Under Hector's management the Institute initiated the annual 

publication Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand institute 

8 4  Fleming, 'The Royal Society of Ncw Zealand: a century of scientific 
endeavour', 1 1 1. 

I 
8 5  Ibid; Roy MacLeod and Peter Collins, eds., The Parliament of Science: The 

British Association for the Advancemenr of Science 1831 -1 981, Nor th  w ood  , 
1981. 

8 6  See New Zealand Commission for the New Zealand Court at the 
International Exhibition, Sydney, 1879, fMS 183, ATL; 'Programmes of concerts 
at the New Zealand Industrial Exhibition, 1885', f 81-104-09, ATL. 

8 7  von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 265. 
8 8  A. G. Bagnell, William Colenso -printer, missionary, bofanisr, explorer, 

politician: h is  life and journeys, Wellington, 1948, p. 72; F. W.  Hutton, 
Correspondence 1867- 1899, Ms papers 48/24, Correspondence 1867- 1872, Ms 
Papers 0037- 108, Correspondence 1873- 1875, Ms papers 3711 09, Correspondence 
1876-1 879, Ms papers 3711 10, Correspondence 1882- 1887, Ms papers 003711 11, 
ATL; von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, pp. 247-55, 449-54. 

g9 Letter Hector to Hooker, Dunedin, 9 Huly 1862, Hector Collection, WMu; H. 
F. von Haast, The Life and Tinres of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 248. 

Burton, New Zealand Geological Survey, p. 28. 
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containing papers presented before the incorporated societies.9' The content 

of the Transactions initially embraced literature, history, and philology, in 

addition to the sciences of botany, zoology, geology, physics, and chemistry, 

while papers addressing aspects of ethnology were included under the 

'Miscellaneous' category.92 As its circulation grew, the Transactions became 

increasingly specialized, with the publication of special issues and 

monographs. For instance, the proliferation of published material in the 

Transactions devoted to ethnology is evidence of the increasing specialization 

of the journal.93 Prior to the introduction of the Journal of the Polynesian 

Society in 1892, which then provided a more specialized outlet for local Maori 

scholars, the Transactions was the sole vehicle for publication of articles 

concerned with ethnology. Publication also raised the profile and reputation 

of the Institute in international circles and the Institute's library collection 

was increased through the exchange of the Transactions with publications 

from scientific societies abroad. 

The members of the New Zealand Institute keenly discussed physics, 

chemistry, mathematics, biology, geology and ethnology. It is not surprising 

that natural history dominated the Institute's activities. Understanding the 

natural environment and Maori society and culture were central components 

9 1  The publications of the New Zealand Institute were separated into 
'Transactions', consisting of papers read before the societies; and 
'Proceedings', noting the administrative proceedings of the societies: the 
annual volume was called the Transacfions and Proceedings of the New 
Zealand Institute. 

In 1891 Hector considered the publications of the TPNZI during its first 
twenty-four years: 1623 original papers had been published, with 378 on 
miscellaneous subjects, 6 13 zoological, 203 botanical, 1 13 on metallurgy or 
chemistry, and 216 on geology and physical geography. The average volume 
consisted of 640 pages and 40 plates, see James Hector, 'Twenty-Third Annual 
Report, 1890-91', TPNZI , 24 (1891), 682. 

9 3  From 1868 to 1892 the TPNZI published 59 major articles devoted to 
ethnology, see further Appendix I. 
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of colonizing practice. Scientific enquiry provided the means to justify and 

explain changes both within human society and the natural world. The 

topics of discussion ranged from the merits of the acclimitization of 

introduced plant and animal species - the biological revolution which 

paralleled the political, cultural, and economic colonization of New Zealand - 
through to the wider implications of Darwinian theory for contemporary 

scientific thought.94 

The 'mystery of the moa' - the vexed question of the disappearance of 

the recently extinct giant flightless bird Dinornis - was a mainstay of debate 

within New Zealand scientific circles throughout the nineteenth century.95 

'Let us respect the memory of the moat, announced The Press in June 1863. 

'Let us collect his bones and send them to honorary internment in European 

museums, and if there be any live moas yet existing, let the discoverer bring 

them to this office, and he shall be liberally rewarded.'96 The confrontation 

between James Hector, Julius Haast, and Alexander McKay over the 

excavations at Moabone Point Cave was at the centre of what was possibly the 

most significant dissension to threaten the survival of the New Zealand 

Ins ti tu te.97 In 1872 Haast employed the goldminer and stonemason 

9 4  For a discussion of the acclimitization of introduced species into the New 
Zealand environment see Joan Druett, Exotic I~zfruders:  fhe  infroduction of 
plants and animals into New Zealand, Auckland, 1983. Alfred Crosby discusses 
the ecological colonization of the New World in a much broader context in 
Ecological  Irnperiulism: the biological expansion of Europe. 900-1900, 
Cambridge, 1986. See also D. E. Allen, The Naturalist in Britain: a social history, 
London, 1976, pp. 152-53; John Stenhouse,  "'The Wretched Goril la 
Damnification of Humanity": The 'battle' between science and religion over 
evolution in nineteenth-century New Zealand', N Z J H ,  18, 2 (1984), 146. 

9 5  See further Appendix 11. See also R. S. Duff, The Moa-Hunter Period of 
Maori Culture, 3rd edn, Wellington, 1977. 

The Press. Christchurch, 21 June 1863. 
9 7  J. Haast, 'Researches and excavations carried on, in,  and near the Moa 

Bone Point Cave, Sumner Road, in the year 1872', T P N Z I .  7 (1875), 54-85; I .  
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Alexander McKay as assistant on the archaeological excavation of an 

abandoned sea cave near Sumner, Christchurch. From his observations 

elsewhere in Canterbury, Haast had argued that the moa-hunter culture was 

palaeolithic and Quarternary in age and that the moa-hunters used only 

flaked t00ls.98 At Sumner, however, McKay also found polished stone tools 

with the moa remains, which immediately threw Haast's hypo thesis in to 

doubt. When Haast delayed publishing the results of the excavation, McKay 

considered this as Haast's reluctance to abandon his original theory. McKay 

was then employed by Hector at the Colonial Museum in Wellington. On 8 

August 1874 Hector read a paper written by McKay to the Wellington 

Philosophical Society, 'On the identity of the Moa-hunters with the present 

Maori race', which was largely concerned with 'whether the Moa-hunters 

were possessed of tools other than those of the rudest de~c r ip t ion ' .~~  McKay 

further stated that the discovery of polished stone tools at the site inferred 

that these tools were contemporaneous with the moa.100 Haast lost no time 

in replying. On 15 September he admitted that Moa-hunters 'possessed 

polished stone implements, as well as chipped flint tools', and recanted his 

earlier stance, writing that 'I have to modify my former views.'l01 Haast also 

Haast, 'Notes on an ancient native burial place near the Moa Bone Point, 
Surnner', TPNZI, 7 (1875), 86-9 1. See also Atholl Anderson, Prodigious Birds: 
Moas and moa-hunting in prehistoric New Zealand, Cambridge, 1989. pp. 100- 
104. 

9 8  J .  Haast, 'On the measurements of D i n o r n i s  bones, obtained from 
excavation in a swamp, situated at Glenmark, on the property of Messrs 
Kermode and Co., up to Fcbruary 15, 1868', TPNZI, 1 (1869), 80-89; J. Haast, 'Moas 
and Moahunters: Address to the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury', TPNZI, 4 
(1872) 66-90; J. Haast, 'Third paper on moas and Moahunters', TPNZI, 4 (1872), 
94-110. 

9 9  A. McKay, 'On the identity of the Mua-hunters with the present Maori 
race', TPNZI, 7 (1875)- 98. 

100 Ibid.  
lo1 J. Haast, 'Researches and excavations carried on, in, and near the Moa 

Bone Point Cave', 72. 
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claimed that he had been betrayed by McKay and the results of his excavations 

had been presented without his permission or consent: 'It deeply grieves me,' 

wrote Haast, 'that a man for whom I have done everything in my power to 

help him on in the world, should thus, by betraying so shamefully the 

confidence placed in him, gain an unenviable notoriety, but I am still more 

astonished to see a person in Dr Hector's position, actually help my former 

workman in the business.'lO* Despite Haast's appeal to the Board of the New 

Zealand Institute not to publish McKay's paper, the Transactions carried both 

McKay's and Haast's articles.lo3 Sir J. D. Hooker, President of the Royal 

Society, was called on to adjudicate on the rights of an assistant to publish his 

employer's discoveries without his employer's consent and the ethics of their 

publication. Hooker found that the publication of McKay's paper in the 

Transact ions  was fully justified, but was less suppor live of McKay's 

'inconsiderate' failure to communicate to Haast of his intention to publish 

the findings.1°4 In May 1875 Haast resigned in protest as President of the 

Can terbury Insti tute.Io5 

Hector's management of the New Zealand Institute - from 1867 to 1903 

- was not without its critics. Among the members of the scientific 

community, there was growing dissatisfaction with Hector's dominance of 

the Institute's administration. In 1874 members voiced their concerns that 

the Trnmclctions be abbreviated and in 1875 a proposed series of monographs 

l o 2  J .  Haast, 'Proceedings, Philosophical Insitute of  Cancerbury, TPNZI, 7 
(1875). 530; A. McKay, 'Correspondence with Hector and Haast', TPNZI. 7 (1875), 
537-38.  

O 3  von Haast, The Lif2 and Times of Sir Julius von Haasr. pp. 729-39. 
O 4  Ibid, pp. 703-58, esp. p. 732. 
O 5  Ibid, pp. 736-37. 
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did not eventuate due to lack of funds.106 Both professional and amateur 

scientists were upset by the lengthy delays in publication of material 

submitted to the Transactions, its inadequate illustrations and lack of 

provision for publishing reviews and correspondence. In addition, the 

incorporated societies were agitating for constitutional reform calling for an 

increased share in the control of the Institute.lo7 

The most sustained criticism came from George Malcolm Thomson 

who led the charge to reform the Transactions.'08 The long delays in 

publication and accusations of Hector's editorial dicta torship finally 

persuaded Thomson to introduce the New Zealand Journal of Science in 

1882, which he edited and financed.109 The editorial of the first issue drew 

attention to 'the want of some closer and more frequent means of 

communication between our scientific men than is furnished by our excellent 

annual volume of Institute Transactions'.~lO The NZJS was keen to foster 

the mutual exchange of ideas between it and the Transactions Although 

Thomson gained considerable support from his fellow scientists he did not 

immediately succeed in his attempted reform of the Institute. In November 

1885 the NZJS ceased publication due to financial difficulties."' By the end of 

1°6 Fleming, Science. Settlers and Scl~olars, p. 25. 
l o 7  I11 Hector's defence, however, it appears that he was caught between the 

enthusiasm of the scientific community on one hand, and the limited finances 
of the Institute coupled with the caution of the government on the other. 

I o 8  Thomson taught chemistry and bolany at Otago Boys' High School and 
joined the Otago Institute in 1872 and was elected to its council in 1875 and 
served as its President and Secretary, ibid, pp. 31-32; see also Hoarc, 'Reform i n  
New Zealand Science', passim. 

l o 9  Fleming, Science, Settlers and Sclzolurs, p. 32. 
For iurther discussion of the New Zealand Journal of Science, see ibid, 

pp. 32-35. 
Thomson revivied the NZJS briefly in 1891, but it fared no better. Ibid. 

p. 36. 
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the nineteenth century, however, with the regular publication of the Journnl 

of the Polynesian Society, the New Zealand Institute and its Trnnsactions no 

longer had a monopoly on providing a forum for the promotion of science in 

general and ethnology in particular.112 

Although scientific activity in New Zealand fared well in times of 

economic prosperity, it was equally sensitive to depression. The 1880s were 

clouded by a downturn in the economy with a decline in wool prices and gold 

production, and an increase in unemployment.113 It was not a climate 

conducive to the development of science. The fortunes of the incorporated 

societies fluctuated with the economy and fell victim to financial insecurity. 

The impetus of the Canterbury Philosophical Institute dimished with the 

death of its founder Julius von Haast in August 1887. The Auckland Institute 

continued to make its library available to the public and to offer public 

lectures, but its museum faced crippling expenses. The Southland Institute - 

established in 1880 with the support of John Turnbull Thomson - struggled 

hard to maintain its subscriptions and programme after Thomson's death in 

1884. The Nelson Association disbanded but was replaced by the Nelson 

Philosophical Society in 1883. The Hawkes Bay Philosophical Society 

continued its activities with William Colenso at the helm, and supported the 

establishment of a museum in 1885. The Wellington Philosophical Society 

had no difficulty, however, in sustaining an active programme of popular 

The Polynesian Society was formed on 8 January 1892 'lo promote the 
study o f  the Anthropology, Ethnology, Philology, History and Antiquities o f  
the Polynesian races', JPS,  1 ,  1 (1892). ii. See further M. P. K .  Sorrenson, 
Manifest L)uty: the Polynesian Society over one hundred years Auckland, 1992, 
pass im.  

1 1 3  Gardner, 'A Colonial Economy', in The Oxford History of New Zealand, ed. 
G .  Rice, pp. 57-86. 
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lectures.114 Nevertheless, the Institute survived, due largely to the activities 

of the incorporated societies, reflecting the interest in local science.1l5 In 

addition, a new generation of younger and professionally trained scientists 

such as G. Hogben, C. Chilton and R. M. Laing moved to the forefront of 

maintaining interest in the New Zealand Institute. 

The last decade of the nineteenth century has been typically 

characterized by historians as a period of economic, political, and social 

reform in New Zealand history.116 Some critics have argued, however, that 

the development of science was seriously challenged during this period by the 

philosophy of the new Liberal government. In The Long White Cloud (1898) 

William Pember Reeves observed that the rise of anti-intellectualism which 

became apparent from 1898 'coincided with the return of the material 

prosperity that endured till 1921.'177 It has even been suggested that Seddon 

was highly critical of Hector's Geological Survey and 'saw no use in science at 

all', and that this attitude combined with public apathy to marginalize science 

in the early years of the twentieth century.l18 However, the Seddon 

Government was firmly committed to the development of scientific 

technology which could assist industrial and agricultural advancement and it 

actively promoted progressive educational policies.l19 Moreover, the 

establishment of the Board of Science and Art in 1912, the Department of 

l 4  Fleming,  Science, Settlers and Scholars, pp. 30-3 1 .  
Ibid, pp. 39-42, 
See Keith Sinclair, A Hisrory of New Zealand, Auckland, 1959, pp. 172-88; 

D. Hamer, The New Zealand Liberals: the years of power, 1891-1912, Auckland, 
1988. 

William Pember Reeves, The Long White Cloud: Ao Tea Roa, London, 1898, 
p. 302. 

Dick, 'The History of Scientific Endeavour in New Zealand', p. 141. 
l 9  M .  Hoare, 'Reform i n  New Zealand Science'. A government department 

of agriculture was established in 1892. 
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Scientific and Industrial Research in 1926, and the development of science 

teaching and research in the four colleges of the University of New Zealand 

were further evidence of the ongoing attempt to promote science.120 By the 

close of the nineteenth century, scientific enquiry in New Zealand had been 

integrated into the political, legislative, and cultural landscape of the colony 

and appeared to have fulfilled the colonizing aspirations of the early 

European settlers. In the new century, science was synonymous with 

progress and characterized the positivistic ethos which permeated New 

Zealand, the 'social laboratory' of the New World. 

The ins ti tu tionaliza tion, specialization, and professionaliza tion of 

science in New Zealand in the latter half of the nineteenth century were 

direct expressions of the European colonization of New Zealand. The 

organization of scientific activity consolidated scientists' understanding of the 

local flora and fauna and hastened their incorporation into the taxonomic 

discourses of European science. The empirical observation, description, 

classification and preservation (at least in print) of the plants, rocks, birds and 

people of New Zealand were efforts both to understand the new 

environment and to legitimize its possession (and dispossession) through 

scientific discourse. 

20 The University o f  Otago was founded in 1869, Canterbury Unjversity 
Col lege  in 1873, Auckland University Col lege  in 1883  and Wellington 
University College in 1897. 
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New Zealand, 1839-41 

I have, therefore, no other pretensions in bringing these volumes 
before the public, than that they contain unvarnished descriptions of 
the places I visited. 
Ernest Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand (18431.l 

Johann Karl Ernst Dieffenbach is considered to be the first professional 

scientist to live and work in New Zealand.2 Earnest by name and earnest by 

disposition, Dieffenbach was employed as a naturalist by the New Zealand 

Land Company in 1838, with instructions to 'provide an account of the 

country and its natural resources with a view to future colonization'.3 In the 

course of the two brief years he spent in New Zealand, during 1839-41, 

Dieffenbach journeyed in the Marlborough Sounds, the Hutt Valley, 

Taranaki, along the West Coast of the North Island into the central volcanic 

regions, in Northland and as far afield as the Chatham Islands. He made 

comprehensive geological and botanical surveys of the local flora and fauna, 

regularly sending specimens back to the Royal Botanic Gardens in Kew and to 

Ernest Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand; with contribittions to the 
geography, geology, botany, and natural history of that country, p. i .  

Denis McLean, 'Johann Karl Ernst Dieffenbach', in The Dictionary of 
New Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, pp. 107-8; 
Gerda E. Bell, Ernest Diefferzback: rebel and humanist, Palmerston North, 1976. 
See also Gerda Bell, 'Ernst Dieffenbach', in The German Connecrion, ed. James 
N .  Bade, Auckland, 1993, pp. 134-44. 'Ernest' is the English translation of the 
German 'Ernst'. 

3 On leaving for New Zealand, Dieffenbach was given 100 pounds for 
expenses, and was then to be renumerated by the Company 'according to his 
exertions'. Dieffenbach's widow later claimed he was also granted land in 
Taranaki in recognition of his services to the New Zealand Company 1839-42. 
The Company had, however, made only an oral pledge to Dieffenbach. The 
litigation went on through 1862-63, and it was finally referred to the Colonial 
Office and New Zealand Government to investigate. See P. R. 0. Record, Ms 
Papers 110915, ATL; Bell, Ernest Dieffenbach, pp. 4-79, (p. 72); Burns, Fata l  
Success: a history of the New Zealand Company, p. 85. 
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the British Museum. Dieffenbach was assured by the Company that 'general 

information relating to navigation, geography, geology, botany and zoology, 

will be highly appreciated, and will be communicated from time to time to 

the scientific societies in England.'4 When his contract with the Company 

expired in 1841, Dieffenbach returned to London. He published his two 

volume Travels in New Zealnnd; With Contributions to the Geography, 

Geology, Botany, and Natural History of that Country two years later [see 

figure 7.11. 

Dieffenbach's antipodean sojourn deserves particular attention in the 

history of scientific endeavour and cultural interaction in early colonial New 

Zealand. His interpretations of people and place, largely contained in Travels 

in New Zealand, is a source of rich material for the historian of ideas. It is 

suggested here that while in the colony, Dieffenbach was more than a 

scientific field-worker, and yet more than a member of the vanguard which 

visited New Zealand preparatory to organized colonization: for he was also 

participating in the process of inventing New Zealand. By occupying, 

observing, recording, and textualizing the land and its inhabitants, 

Dieffenbach constructed a new scientifically-informed cultural landscape. In 

his classification and description of the natural environment of New 

Zealand, Dieffenbach re-presented it in a specificially scientific discourse. His 

role as a 'humanitarian anthropologist' employed as a colonizing agent, 

highlights the ambivalent position Dieffenbach occupied between science and 

colonization. Moreover, his experiences in the colony typified the 

Cited in F. R.  Callaghan, ed., Scierzce in New Zealand, Wellington, 1957, p. 
11. 



FIGURE 7.1 View of Taupo from Te Rapa with Tauhara mountain at a distance 
where the River Waikato issues from the lake. This is the title page to the first 
volume of Emst Dieffenbach's Tmsels in Neru Zmlnnd, London, 1843, and suggests 
the botanical and ethnographic content of the book. Note the detailed depiction 
of native hees and the integration of Maori into this natural environment. 
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negotiation of physical and cultural boundaries and the processes of exchange 

and compromise which existed in early relations between Maori and Pakeha. 

Ernst Dieffenbach was born in Giessen, in Hesse, on 27 January 1811, 

where his father was a respected Protestant cleric and Professor of Theology at 

the University of Giessen.5 His cousin, the surgeon Johann Friedrich 

Dieffenbach, was widely known for his pioneering work in skin grafting 

surgery. Dieffenbach enrolled in the faculty of medicine at Giessen in 1828. 

He quickly became involved with the liberal movement for political reform 

and national unification in Germany, and after his participation in an 

abortive revolutionary uprising in Frankfurt in April 1833, a warrant was 

issued for his arrest. Dieffenbach fled to Strassburg and then to Zurich, where 

he arrived in June 1834. He was later expelled from Switzerland in 1836, after 

being imprisoned there for two months. Before his expulsion from 

Switzerland, he obtained his degree of Doctor of Medicine (by special 

dispensation) in Zurich. He was deported to France and in 1837 he arrived in 

London. In the following year he was employed as a naturalist by Edward 

Gibbon Wakefield's New Zealand Land Company. Dieffenbach spent two 

years in New Zealand, before departing for England in October 1841, where he 

worked as a translator, clinical demonstrator and scientific jack-of-all-trades6 

He also devoted time to writing Travels in New Zealand, and contributed 

articles to the Edinburgh Review and The Annals of British Med i~ ine .~  

During these years, Dieffenbach met the celebrated explorer Alexander von 

5 Bell, Ernest Dieffenbach: rebel and humanist, passim; P h i l i p  Temple, 
New Zealand Explorers, p p .  39-63. 

McLean, 'Ernest Dieffenbach', in Th.e Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 108; Bell, 'Ernst 
Dieffenbach', in  The German Connection, ed. James N. Bade, p.  136. 
7 Ibid .  
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Humboldt, whose works he greatly admired.8 He was unsuccessful in his 

attempts to return to New Zealand as a government scientist, and eventually 

returned to Giessen in 1846, where he became a professor of geology and 

museum d i r e ~ t o r . ~  Dieffenbach died of typhus, in Giessen, on 1 October 

1855.1° 

Dieffenbach's New Zealand adventure began when he sailed from 

Plymouth on 12 May 1839, in the company of William Wakefield and Edward 

Jerningham Wakefield; the Company's draughtsman, Charles Heaphy; John 

Dorset, appointed as colonial surgeon; Richard Lowry, the chief mate; and 

George F. Robinson, surgeon of the ship.11 They were joined by 'Nayti 

[Ngati], a New Zealander,' wrote the younger Wakefield, 'who had been 

residing during two years in my father's house in London, and who was to act 

as interpreter'.12 Dieffenbach spent the voyage reading and taking scientific 

and meterological observations, but there was also time for discussion and 

debate. Dieffenbach chose as his topic for debate, 'The Cause and Decay of 

Nations and whether it will be possible 

thus revealing his humanitarian (and 

voyage of only ninety-six days, on board 

to prevent the Decay of Character', 

serious) concerns. 'After a rapid 

the New Zealand Company's vessel 

8 Ibid., p. 142. Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) was known for his 
intrepid explorations and his philosophical writings on nature and man. See 
Alexander von Humboldt, Cosmos: a sketch of a physical description of the 
universe,  eds. E. C .  Otte and W. S. Dallas, L,ondon, 1858; Alexander von Humboldt 
and Aime Bonpland, Personal Narrative of Travels lo the Equnoctial Regions of 
America During the Years 1799-1804, e d .  Thomasina Ross, 3 vols, London, 1907. 

Bell, Ernst Dieffenbach: rebel and hunlanist p p .  80-85; McLean, 'Ernest 
Dieffenbach', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769- 
1869, ed. W. H.  Oliver, pp. 107-8. 

Bell, 'Ernst Dieffenhach', in The German Connection, ed. James N .  Bade, 
p. 142. 

Edward Jcrningham Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, ed. Joan 
Stevens, Auckland, 1975, p. 4. 

l 2  Ihid .  
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the Tory,' he wrote, 'we sighted the land of New Zealand with much 

satisfaction on the noon of 16th of August, 1839.'13 Dieffenbach and his 

colleagues spent the next four weeks exploring the Marlborough Sounds 

before weighing anchor for Port Nicholson. 'We are now since the 16th of 

August around these coasts,' he wrote to his parents from Cloudy Bay on 10 

October 1839, 'and were a fourthnight [sic] in Port Nicholson. We shall be 

about New Zealand about six months more and longer, and afterwards I hope 

... for a short time in Sydney.lI4 During October they visited Kapiti and Mana 

Islands, before returning to Queen Charlotte Sound at the end of the month. 

The party then sailed northwards, and 'on the 22nd of November [they] 

obtained the long-wished-for view of Mount Egmont, and also of the 

Ruapehu, both of which were to a great extent covered with snow.'15 

Dieffenbach spent the summer months of December and January exploring 

Taranaki, and left New Plymouth for Port Nicholson on 21 February 1840. 

Soon after returning to the Wellington settlement, Dieffenbach left New 

Zealand, returning later that year. 'After a lapse of several months', 

Dieffenbach wrote in Travels, 'which were taken up by a visit to the Chatham 

Islands ... and to New South Wales ... I returned from Sidney [sic] to New 

Zealand in the Cubn, arriving in the Bay of Islands in October, 1840 ... '.I6 He 

then spent some time in Northland, and on 31 March 1841, he set out on an 

expedition from Waitemata towards the Tongariro and Taupo regions. He 

spent May exploring the thermal regions of the central North Island, leaving 

for Tauranga on 14 June. From here he travelled up the Thames and Piako 

3 Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, I,  p. 2 1 .  
1 4  Ernst Dieffenbach, letter. Cloudy Ray, 10 Oclohcr 18??. M s  papem llOY/4. 

ATL. 
1 5  Dieffenbach, Travels, I ,  p. 131. 

Ibid., p. 197. 
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rivers, before returning to Auckland in early July, prior to his return to 

England three months later.17 

Exvlorrn~ rintrodden p. 
. I round': Dieffenbach's motivatiotg 

In a time pregnant with the universal desire to search for employment, 
and to open a new field for exertion, foreign and occupied countries, 
previous to colonization should be explored with a view of making 
ourselves aquainted with their soil and natural productions. Natural 
history and the affiliated sciences should, in that case, be merely the 
helpmates to noble enterprise; and even more than that - they should 
guide and lead it. 
Ernst Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand (1843).18 

Scientific enquiry was central to the nineteenth century colonizing enterprise. 

Based on the detailed observation, analysis and explanation of the natural 

world, natural science could provide the colonizers with the knowledge they 

required to assert their authority over new lands and their peoples. Detailed 

knowledge of the environment, and of its resident indigenous flora, fauna 

and people, served to confirm and consolidate the legitimacy of colonial 

settlement and occupation.lg Moreover, rational scientific knowledge defined 

the colony in terms that were advantageous for European exploitation. In 

making the resources of the colony accessible to metropolitan eyes, 

Dieffenbach, as a scientific observer, played a crucial role in the construction 

and management of the colony as a European cultural space. 

Ibid., passim. See  Bell ,  Ernst Dieffenbach: rebel and humanist, p. 8 5 ;  
McLean, 'Ernest Dieffenbach', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, 
Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, p. 108. 

8 Travels ,  I ,  p. iv.  
See  also Chapter 6 .  
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Dieffenbach was aware of the commercial benefits endowed by the 

marriage of science and ideas of progress: 'The country between Waitemata 

and Manukao [sic] is not only highly interesting to the geologist,' he wrote in 

Travels, 'but is also very promising to the agr icu l t~ra l i s t . '~~  As a New 

Zealand Company employee, Dieffenbach was expected to judge the natural 

resources of the colony with a commercial eye: to assess its suitability as an 

'entrepot of [future] commerce'.21 In Travels, Dieffenbach confessed that his 

task was to 'describe New Zealand as far as I have become aquainted with the 

country, its natural productions, and the state of its native population.'22 But 

as a naturalist and humanitarian anthropologist, his ambitions were much 

less mercantile. Dieffenbach also hoped to study the New Zealand flora and 

fauna for its own sake and to provide a serious scientific treatise on New 

Zealand. Dieffenbach was as much concerned with taking 'delight in 

contemplating the arrangements of Nature in distributing her creatures over 

the different countries', as he was in Company 'I have always 

wanted to see the world and nature's products', wrote Dieffenbach to his 

sister from Queen Charlotte Sound in November 1839, 'and in New Zealand 

the yield from all three kingdoms of nature is far from small, as the place I 

visited have either not been explored at all or only by Georg Forster who was 

with Captain Cook.'24 The desire to explore was also heightened by reports of 

voyages in foreign seas and journeys through distant lands. In 1841 James 

David Forbes, then professor of Natural Philosophy at Edinburgh, embarked 

on the glaciological research that would bring him both fame and prosperity. 

2 0  Travels,  I, p. 290. 
Ibid., pp. 17-18. 
Ibid., p. 20. 

2 3  Ibid., p. iv 
2 4  Dieffenbach, letter to sister, East Bay, Queen Charlotte Sound, 10 

November 1839, ciled in Bell, Ertrst Dieffenbach: rebel and humanist, pp .  63-64. 
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In his Travels through the Alps of Savoy and Other Parts of the Pennine 

Chain (1843), Forbes described it as a combination of 'topography, natural 

history, and personal adventure.'25 Dieffenbach faced a fundamental conflict 

of interest; trained to appreciate scientific design in nature, yet expected, 

under the terms of his Company contract, to view the environment purely in 

economic terms. In the course of his visit to New Zealand, Dieffenbach was 

forced constantly to negotiate the tension between his role as colonizer with 

his personal philosophy as a naturalist and humanitarian anthropologist. 

'Pure' and 'atdzed scte nce: utilitv and knowledge - 1 .  

This was, however, a productive tension, for it may be argued that as a 

scientist and a reluctant colonist, Dieffenbach was representative of the 

challenge that nine teenth century colonization posed for science and the 

scientist. While avoiding reduction to steroetype, it is possible to see in 

Dieffenbach the most salient aspects of this conflict: most notably, the 

incompatibility of humanitarian ideals with mercantilist logic, and the 

increasing demand for scientific enquiry (and its practitioners) to embrace 

commercial principles. Dieffenbach was situated at the cusp of change; at the 

threshold be tween the pre-indus trial and technological transformations of 

the mid-nineteenth century. His position as a trained European medical 

analyst, employed at the forefront of practical colonization, represented the 

redefinition of scientific parameters, from one of limited utility to an 

increasing subservience to capitalism. In many ways, this shift of emphasis 

25 ames David Forbes, Travels through the Alps of Savoy and Ofher Parts of 
rhe Pennine Chain, Edinburgh,l843, p. 7 ,  cited in David Robertson, 'Mid- 
Victorians amongst the Alps', iu Nature and the Victorian In~agination, U. C. 
Knoepflmacher and G .  B. Tennyson, pp. 113-36. 
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was one from theory to practice. The New Zealand Company was more 

interested in results than means, in the application of science, rather than 

merely the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. In a sense, this was part of 

the shift of emphasis from the reasoned approach to science in the eighteenth 

century to a capitalist one in the nineteenth. 

Science had always been closely aligned with practical pursuits. From 

about 1780, particularly in Britain, 'the movements of the scientific enterprise 

towards popularisation, provincialism and specialisa tion all accelerated, and 

the links between science and both utility and political ideology were 

strengthened.'26 The concept of utilitarian science was not new. In the late 

seventeenth century Glauber had related the prosperity of Germany to the 

mining, metallurgy and chemical industries, while in the eighteenth century 

Bishop Watson had written on the practical uses of science.27 The Royal 

Society was concerned with what is often called 'applied science'; in 

particular, Humphrey Davy's research on agricultural innovations, which 

drew attention to the practical value of scientific enq~iry.~B One of the central 

ideas of the Scientific Revolution - the cultural event fashioned, among 

others, by Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), Rene Descartes (1596-1650) and Issac 

Newton (1642-1727) - was the primacy of reason, extolled as the key to 

understanding the natural world. In his Histoire of the Paris Academy of 

Sciences, published in 1699, the mathematician Bernard le Bovier de  

Fontenelle (1657-65) argued that the new 'geometric spirit' of science could be 

I n k s  t e r ,  Science and Technology in History, p. 39. See also H.  
Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science. 1300-1800, London, 1968, passim. 

2 7  Knight, Tiw Nature of Science, pp. 157-58, 160-81. 
2 8  See further Michael Hunter, Establishing the New Science: the 

experience of the early Royal Sociel Woodbridge, 1989. 
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extended to improve politics, morals, and literary criticism and 'reason' was 

the method of accelerating human progress.29 

Until the late nineteenth century, there was no clear distinction 

between 'pure' and 'applied' science. Many scientists had followed Francis 

Bacon's supposition that while scientific enquiry was driven by the need to 

understand nature, the test of any scientific theory must be practical, and any 

scientific advance would lead to an advance in technology.30 Indeed, the line 

between pure and applied science is difficult to draw. As T. H. Huxley had 

announced in his lecture on 'Science and Culture', held at the opening of Sir 

Josiah Mason's Science College at Birmingham on 1 October 1880: 

I often wish that this phrase, "applied science," had never been 
invented. For it suggests that there is a sort of scientific knowledge of 
direct practical use, which can be studied apart from another sort of 
scientific knowledge, which is of no practical utility, and which is 
termed "pure science." But there is no more complete fallacy than this. 
What people call applied science is nothing but the application of pure 
science to particular classes of problems. It consists of deductions from 
those general principles, established by reasoning and observation, 
which constitute pure science. No one can safely make these 
deductions until he has a firm grasp of the principles; and he can 
obtain that grasp only by personal experience of the operations of 
observation and of reasoning on which they are founded.31 

2 9  Hankins also notes that the term 'reason' had a variety of  definitions: i t  
could mean 'order imposed on recalcitrant nature, or i t  could mean common 
sense (as in the term reasonableness), or it could mean logically valid 
argument, as in mathematics, Thomas L.  Hankins, Science and the 
E n l i g h t e n m e n t ,  Cambridge, 1985, p. 2. See further Isiah Berlin, The Age of 
Enl igh t enment ,  New York, 1960; Charles Gillespie, The edge of objectivify. an 
essay in the history of scientific ideas, Princeton, 1960; Peter Gay, T h e  
Enlightenment, and interpretation, 2 vols, New York, 1969; I .  B. Cohen, 'The 
eighteenth-century origins of  the concept of  scientific revolution', Journal of 
the History of Ideas, 37 (1976), 257-88; G. S.  Rousseau and Roy Porter, eds, The 
ferment of knowledge: studies in the historiography of eighteenth-century 
science, Cambridge, 1980. 

3 0  Knight, The Nature of Science, p. 157. 
T. H.  Huxley, Science and Culture and other essays, London, 1882, p. 20. 
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In the nineteenth century, the relationship between the theory and 

practice of science was increasingly aligned with utility. There had always 

existed a relationship between the theoretical and 'applied' modes of scientific 

enquiry, but after the industrial potential of science was proven in the British 

industrial revolution, the commercial importance of science to empire 

became clearer. In particular, 1851 - the year of the Great Exhibition - has been 

seen as a symbolic break between 'the period of original industrialisation' and 

'the phase of its greater diffusion within the "workshop of the world" and 

transfer to other parts of Europe and elsewhere.'3* This was the height of the 

British colonizing phase, when Britain needed to export technology (and 

excess population) to foreign parts of the globe. With the New Zealand 

Company, Dieffenbach was therefore at the forefront of commercialized 

science: applying scientific methods of analysis in a specifically colonial 

context. 

Dieffenbach defined a colony as 'an offset from the parent state, planted 

and reared to maturity in a foreign soi1.'33 The colony, he argued, was to 

reproduce and then replicate the characteristics of the parent society; and 

according to New Zealand Company propaganda, the parent was to be Britain. 

'Inns are not wanting', Dieffenbach wrote of Kororarika [sic], 'and abundance 

of fowls, geese, and ducks render the scene very homely and English- 

looking.'34 'It is natural, also,' he argued, applying the parental metaphor, 

'that the attention and views of those to whom the land of their birth affords 

little prospect of advancement should be directed towards that country whit 

promises from the resources within itself a steady progress to ultima 

3 2  Inkster, Science and Technology, p. 61. 
3 Travels ,  I ,  p. 2. 

3 4  Ibid., p. 259. 
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prosperity without being a burthen to the mother country for a longer period 

than that which may be termed its infancy, whilst at the same time it insures 

to the latter that reciprocal benefit which she has a right to expect.'35 

With these assumptions in mind, Dieffenbach, as a Company 

employee, trained his eye on the utilitarian value of the natural 

environment for prospective settlers. New Zealand was, he considered, 

particularly well suited to the needs of the European colonist: 

A great part of the country possesses a soil which yields all those 
articles of food which are necessary to the support of Europeans, 
especially grain, potatoes, fruit, and every variety of garden vegetables; 
it possesses material for ship-building and domestic architecture in its 
timber, marble, and freestone; the coal which has been found will 
probably prove sufficient in quantity for steam-engines and 
manufactories; its coasts are studded with harbours and inlets of the 
sea; it is intersected by rivers and rivulets; its position between two 
large continents is favourable; in short, it unites in itself everything 
requisite for the support of a large population in addition to the native 
inhabitants .36 

In constructing a commercial landscape, Dieffenbach particularly 

noticed harbours and rivers as potential sites for commerce and routes for 

trade. 'The best harbour for ships is opposite the embouchure of the river 

Hutt,' he wrote in Travels of the western headland near Port Nicholson.37 He 

noted the 'safe and easy entrance' into Mango-nui harbour, and the 

favourable navigability of the nearby Whangaroa, Hokianga, Kaipara and 

Coromandel harbours.38 He also paid particular attention to the small rivers 

along the Wanganui coast - the Waitotara, the Whenuakura, the Patea, the 

Ibid., p. I .  
3 6  Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
3 Ibid., p. 71. 
3 8  Ibid., pp. 226, 238, 241, 269, 272. 
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Tangahohe, the Waimate and the Kaupokonui - and assessed the potential of 

the Waikato and Waipa rivers.39 He concluded that of the rivers in the lower 

North Island, the Manawatu, the Wanganui, the Patea and the Mokau were 

'navigable for vessels of moderate size' and 'offer[ed] great facilities for 

internal communication.'40 Fish caught at Kapiti, Dieffenbach informed the 

future entrepreneur, would 'become one day an important article of 

commerce', while the sides of the hills at East Bay in Queen Charlotte Sound, 

'appear[ed] to be very eligible for vineyards1.41 He further considered that at 

North Cape 'sheep would find easy sustenance on the hills, more so indeed 

than in most other parts of New Zealandl.42 At Kaitaia he observed the busy 

timber industry, and suggested that swamp land near Mangonui 'might be 

easily drained ... [to] form good agricultural land.'43 The land from Tauranga 

to beyond Hawkes Bay he judged, 'will in future times form a very rich 

country', while the fertile soil at Matamata in the Waikato, made it a viable 

commercial site." He foresaw that 'the whole district of Taranaki ... rivals 

any in the world in fertility, beauty and fitness for becoming the dwelling 

place of civilized European communities.'45 

Imbued with the Wakefieldian doctrine of transplanting a 'vertical 

slice' of a pre-industrial rural English society in New Zealand, Dieffenbach 

predicted that 'New Zealand will rise slowly, but it must found its rise upon 

Ibid., pp. 301, 130. 
Ibid., p. 189. 
Ibid., pp. 110, 121. 

4 2  Ibid., p. 209. 
Ibid., pp. 227, 229. 

4 4  Ibid., pp. 403, 408, 412-3. 
4 5  Ibid., p. 161. 
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agri~ulture.'~6 Dieffenbach was convinced that '[nlo other country possesses 

such facilities for the establishment of a middle class, and especially of a 

prosperous small peasantry, insuring greatness to the colony in times to 

come.'47 Despite the dawn of the industrial revolution, which had begun to 

replace human labour with machines, Dieffenbach stressed the importance of 

labour to an agricultural based economy.48 'Only a laborious peasantry', he 

stated in Travels, 'can clear the road for this, and render the colony, in time, 

an enfrepof of commerce - a depot for transit trade, and a manufacturing 

country, none of which it is at present.'@ 

Dieffenbach reported methodically on tides, temperatures, and the 

quality of land, yet he was not the Company's obedient or unquestioning 

servant.50 New Zealand was not, for Dieffenbach at least, the arcadia of 

emigration literature. Many emigrants to the colony, he reported, had 'found 

to their surprise and disappointment almost entirely a mountainous country 

... whilst the cultivable land, instead of being continuous, was much dispersed 

and subdivided1.51 Dieffenbach found himself most at odds with Company 

4 6  The New Zealand Company was specifically formed in 1839 to colonize 
parts of New Zealand, according to Edward Gibbon Wakefield's 'theory of 
colonization'. Wakefield proposed a self-regulating system of land sales and 
immigration, where land purchased at a 'sufficient price' would attract 
capitalist employers lo invest, but also prevent labourers from becoming 
landowners too soon. The sale of this land would then finance the immigration 
of further supplies of labourers. Much of this land, was however, sold to 
prospective settlers before the Company had even possesssed a site, and in the 
wake of the Company's disputed land purchases with the Maori and the 
Colonial Office, it was forced to surrender its charter in 1850. See further 
Burns, Fatal Success, passim. 

4 7  Ibid., p. 4. 
4 8  For a recent discussion of the importance of science and technology in 

the British industrial revolution, see Inkster, Science and Technology, pp. 60- 
88. 

4 9  Travels,  I ,  pp. 17-18. 
5 0  lbid., p. 172-84. 

Ibid., pp. 4, 5, 6,7, 8. 
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policy over the allotment and sale of land. He harboured a particular 

contempt for land speculators, describing them as 'a class of people 

appropriately called land-sharks ...'.52 'Who,' he enquired of his reader, 'on 

learning these plain facts, would feel inclined to emigrate to New Zealand 

when he can get land at a much cheaper rate in Canada, or even in Van 

Dieman's Land, or at the Cape of Good Hope, where he has the advantage of 

pasturage?'53 Much of Dieffenbach's dislike of capitalism may be explained by 

his personal observation of economic inequities in European society and his 

sympathy for the socially disadvantaged. 

For Dieffenbach, a further obstacle hindering racial harmony in the 

colony was the work of the missionaries. He was highly critical of the 

quantity and quality of land purchased by missionaries and their families.54 

It was at their door that he laid the blame for the cultural misunderstandings 

and misdemeanours that had come to characterize Maori-Pakeha relations. 

Despite his own religious education (his father was a Professor of Theology), 

Dieffenbach was vehemently agnostic and ant ic ler i~al .~~ 'I am sorry to say', 

he admitted in Travels, 'that by intercourse with Europeans, the natives have 

lost many of their original good qualities, and have aquired others far less 

amiable ... . Highly as I appreciate the merits of the missionaries, I must say 

that they have omitted to teach their converts some most important social, 

and therefore moral duties ...'.56 Dieffenbach was highly critical of the long 

5 2  'Their trade is a species of  gambling . . . I ,  Dieffenbach continued, 'the 
land-sharks follow the newly arrived emigrant; the advantage o f  buying an 
allotment i s  pointed out to the ignorant with systematic deceit and falsehood, 
and the victim is at length secured'. Ibid., p. 13. 

5 3  Ibid., p. 12. 
5 4  Travels,  11, pp.165-66, 168. 
5 5  Bel l ,  Ernst Dieffenbaclt: rebel and humanist, p. 41. 

ti Travels,  11. pp. 110-1, 169. 
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term effects of colonization. 'Where a few hundred natives then lived in 

rude villages ...', he wrote of the Port Nicholson settlement, 'there is now the 

restless European, spreading around all the advantages and disadvantages of 

civilization and trade.'57 Dieffenbach thus faced a fundamental phlosophical 

dilemma: while employed as a colonizing agent, and expected to initiate the 

path for organized settlement, he constantly questioned the validity and 

morality of doing so. His ambivalent attitude towards the effects of 

colonization - particularly on the colonized - and his own role as an exile 

further underline his anxiety. Dieffenbach fulfilled the requirements of his 

contract with the New Zealand Company, but this was not without 

compromise on his behalf. 

The recording of information about the colony and its subsequent 

dissemination was a central process in the construction of New Zealand as a 

European cultural space. Textualization brings invisible things into focus by 

capturing them in the horizontal lines of the page and the brush strokes on 

canvas. In his travel narrative, Dieffenbach attempted to provide 'a 

topographical description of the different parts of the country, and afterwards 

look over the whole in a bird's-eye view'.58 This is best represented in 

volume one of Travels, which is an account of his overland explorations, his 

survey of the natural resources, comments on the flora and fauna, and 

detailed geological descriptions of the landforms. The book is structured 

geographically, with the first section on the 'Cook's Straits' area, including 

5 7  Ibid., p. 67. 
Ibid., pp. 98, 222-23. 
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Taranaki, and the second on the 'Northern Island' and the 'Northern 

Districts'. Much of it is based on a journal kept by Dieffenbach in which he 

recorded his observations of flora and fauna in transit.59 Volume two of 

Travels is devoted to 'an account of the aboriginal inhabitants of New 

Zealand1.60 

Dieffenbach incorporated New Zealand into a specific geological 

discourse. For instance, he described 'Motu-roa Island' as: 'a conical rock, 

extremely steep, about one mile in circumference and 500 feet high; the 

formation is trachyte. The rock contains much augite and felspar, and 

includes here and there fragments of a different formation. The augite 

appears often in nests; and micaceous iron-ore occurs in thin veins.I6l He 

wrote of the geography of the hills surrounding Port Nicholson, and 

provided a detailed geological description of the volcanic land formations 

from Sugarloaf Point to Mount Egmont in Taranaki.62 He described the 

'basaltic lava' along the western coast of the North Island; the volcanic 

tableland north and west of the Bay of Islands, where 'scoriaceous and 

vesicular lava' and 'amygdaloidal basalt' covered the lava landscape; the 

marble and limestone landscape near Whangaroa; and the volcanic 

landscape and hot springs of the Taupo region.63 In volume one of Travels, 

Dieffenbach included a meterological table, taken at Auckland from 16 

September 1840 to 16 September 1841, a table of mean temperatures, and 'a 

census of the tribes in Cook's StraitI.64 In the second volume of Travels he 

5 9  Ibid., p. 213. 
6O Travels. 11, p. i. 
ti Travels, I, p. 164. 
6 2  Ibid., pp. 69, 125, 134-38. 
6 3  Ibid., pp. 205-6, 211, 243, 250, 254, 340-43. 
6 4  Ibid., pp. 285-86, 195. 
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included tables of the 'Tribes and Population of New Zealand', the months of 

the year, the distribution of land to each tribe, 'Stations of the Church 

Missionary Society in New Zealand', 'Wesleyan Mission Stations', and a 

'Table of the Land claimed by Missionaries in New ZealandI.65 A substantial 

portion of volume two is devoted to the 'Fauna of New Zealand: Materials 

Towards a Fauna of New Zealand, Auckand Island, and Chatham 1 ~ l a n d s . I ~ ~  

Part I1 of volume two of Travels is dedicated to 'The Language of the New 

Zealanders', with a grammar and dictionary of the New Zealand language 

appended.67 

Faithful to the sub-title of his book, which included Contributions to 

the Geography, Geology, Botany, and Natural History of [New Zealand], 

Dieffenbach turned his attention to the natural and botanical world. He was a 

trained observer with an eye for detail and particularity. In volume one of 

Travels, Dieffenbach included a final chapter entitled 'Some Remarks on the 

Botany of New Zealand', where he classified the local flora, both by their 

recognized 'native and scientific' names from the visit of Cook, Banks and 

Solander in 1769, through to his own.68 At Taranaki, he observed the flight of 

the Austral Nestor, and studied the 'waterfowl, among which were the 

beautiful porphyio, ducks, snipes, and also gulls ... near Lake Rotu-Mahana'.69 

He described in some detail the characteristics and habits of the whales 

6 5  Travels, 11, pp. 83, 122, 150, 162, 163, 168. 
6 6  Ibid., p p .  177-296. 
6 7  Ibid., p .  297-396. Dieffenbach referred to Maori as 'New Zealanders'; the 

term 'Maori' did not come into general use until about the 1860s, see M. P. K.  
Sorrenson, Maori Origins and Migrations: the genesis of some Pakeha myths 
and legends, Auckland, 1979, p. 59. 

6 8  Travels ,  11, pp. 419-31. 
6 9  Ibid., pp. 145, 382-83. 
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inhabiting the waters of the New Zealand coastline.70 At Queen Charlotte 

Sound in November 1839, he classified plants both indigenous to New 

Zealand and those 'which are exactly the same as in E u r ~ p e . ' ~ ~  He noted the 

'vigorous vegetation' at Kerikeri, and was eager to incorporate native flora 

into a Linnaeun classificatory scheme: 'The kauri is the only cone-bearing 

pine in New Zealand', he wrote, 'all the others bear berries, and are therefore 

to be classed amongst the very numerous family of the Podocarpi or 

Taxideae.'7* While at Lake Taupo in May 1841, Dieffenbach noted the 

'Edwardsia and karaka-tree ... and a very beautiful shrub, a Dracophyllum 

with rose-coloured flowers', before describing the vegetation of the 

mountainous and volcanic region of Tongariro.73 The task of the natural 

historian was, as Dieffenbach was aware, to make sense of the multitude of 

forms in nature, and to transform this variety into a manageable system of 

classification. In bringing his botanical analysis of New Zealand native flora 

from colony to metropolis, Dieffenbach employed Linnaeun taxonomic 

principles: a universalized code of understanding within the world of 

nineteenth century natural science.74 

7 0  Ibid., pp. 44-52. 
Ibid., pp. 120, 213. 
Ibid., pp. 250, 298 
Ibid., pp. 332, 343-46. 

7 4  While the aim of most naturalists in the eighteenth century had been to 
identify plants and a n i n ~ a l s  according to their 'essences', the binomial 
classificatory system designed by Carl Linnaeus (1707-78) had perhaps the 
most lasting influence on later natural historians. In his Systema narurae 
(System of Nature) (173% Fundamenta botanica (Foundation of botany) (1736), 
and Classes plantorum (Classes of plants) (1738), Linnaeus proposed a method 
of species classification, based on the characteristics of fructification for 
plants, and a binomial nomenclature. Although Linnaeus' system was not 
without its critics - particularly his contemporary Buffon - i t  remained the 
most influential mode of classification for later scientists. See further 
Hankins, Science and (he Enlightenment, p. 147-49; Phillip R. Sloan, 'The 
Buffon-Linneaus controversy', Isis, 67 (1976), 356-75; Phillip R. Sloan, 'Buffon, 
German biology, and Lhe historical interpretation of biological species', Bri t i sh  
Journal for the History of Science, 12, (1979) 109-53. 
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Dieffenbach was keen to apply ideas on the adaptation of species to the 

human colony. He argued that adaptation - both environmental and habitual 

- was essential if a colony was to thrive. 'It is natural,' he wrote, 'that in the 

selection of a new colony, in a distant region, a preference should be given to 

a country where the climate and other circumstances of which are in some 

degree analogous to those of the native land of the colonists, in order that the 

physical and intellectual energies of their posterity may not retrograde, but be 

developed and matured in a congenial soil, and thus may conduce in the 

greatest degree to the general prosperity and happiness.'75 Where colonies 

had been founded in less than favourable positions 'for the purpose of 

obtaining the peculiar produce of the country, as the sugar, coffee, cacao, and 

indigo the West Indies, the gum of Senegal, the palm-oil of the Cape Coast ... 

the European population soon became decrepit, and degenerated from the 

strength and vigour from which they descended.'76 To Dieffenbach, New 

Zealand was 'different from all this ... where the climate is not only similar to 

that of England, but even milder than that of her most southern counties, 

whilst at the same time it is healthy and invigorating! The children of 

Europeans, born in this country, show no deterioration from the beauty of the 

original stock, as they do in New South Wales and Van Dieman's Land.'77 

Dieffenbach further argued that 'no country is better suited for a colony of the 

Anglo-Saxon race than New Zealand ... since in the other southern colonies - 

for instance, in that of New South Wales - Europeans undergo more or less 

a1 tera tions from the original s tock.'7" 

7 5  Travels, I, p. 1.  
7 6  Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
7 7  Ibid., p. 3 .  
7 8  Ibid., p. 183. 
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Dieffenbach was similarly eager to see Spencerian ideas of natural 

selection realized in the New Zealand environment. 'What a chain of 

alterations, in the distribution and number of animated beings, takes place 

from the introduction by man of a single animal into a country where it was 

before unknown!', Dieffenbach considered. 'The introduction of the dog, the 

cat, and the rat ... must have produced great changes, and undoubtably 

diminished the number of some other classes of animals; they are perhaps 

the cause that the New Zealand quail (Coturnix Novae Zelandiae, Quoy et 

Gaim) is so scarce in the northern island, - and also the guana.'79 Moreover, 

Dieffenbach recognized the political potency of such ideas when given 

currency in real and immediate terms and translated into a discussion of the 

human species. 'It may be that it is one of Nature's eternal laws that some 

races of men, like the different kinds of organic beings, plants, and animals, 

stand in opposition to each other; that is to say, where one race begins to 

spread and increase, the other, which is perhaps less vigorous and less 

durable, dies off.'80 In this way, scientific theories of natural selection could 

be employed to justify colonization as both 'natural' and inevitable. 

Dieffenbach was quick to see the analogy of the introduced rat and indigenous 

rat as an allegory of colonizer and colonized in the New Zealand population: 

'There exists a frugiferous native rat, called Kiore maori (indigenous rat) by 

the natives,' he reported, 'which they distinguish from the English rat (not 

the Norway rat), which is introduced, and called Kiore Pakea (strange rat). On 

the former they fed very largely in former times; but it has now become so 

scarce, owing to the extermination carried on against it by the European rat, 

7 9  Ibid., p. 417. 
s o  Travels, 11, pp. 14-15, 135-36, 139, 141. 
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that I could never obtain one. It is a favourite theme with them [Maori] to 

speculate on their own extermination by the Europeans, in the same manner 

as the English rat hns exterminated their indigenous rat' [my italicsl.81 This 

suggests that Maori were not only familiar with ideas of species adaptation, 

but acutely aware of their own status as a 'dying race': a term that was coined 

later in the century.g2 

A further aspect of Dieffenbach's methodology was his acquisition of 

specimens. The collection of specimens and samples - biological, botanical 

and geological - made the colony more accessible to the European mind. 

When a specimen is removed from its original environment, it is subject to a 

cultural transformation; in the colonial situation, the sample is reinscribed 

with the classificatory language of metropolitan science, and its indigenous 

significance simultaneously erased. Given currency in scientific discourse, 

the specimen is transformed into an artifact, an object for dissection and 

further analysis. Specimens taken from a colony further alienated the object, 

and hence its guardians, from the soil and the colonizers extended their 

knowledge and power over the people whose lands were invaded. 

While drawing on the intellectual precedents offered by the 

metropolitan culture, colonial scientists also stressed those specimens which 

were peculiar to New Zealand. Although the methods of analysis were 

transported from Europe, the material under enquiry increasingly assumed a 

particular New Zealand identity. The quest for knowledge - both for its own 

sake and to fulfil the wider aspirations of the colonizing agenda - 

8 1 Ibid., p. 185. 
8 2  See Chapter 12. 
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characterized the efforts of colonial scientists as field workers. The attempt to 

integrate particularity with universalized knowledge was a further attempt by 

the colonial scientist to participate in the metropolitan culture, and often, to 

bring their work to the attention of the intellectual savants in Europe. To the 

scientific field worker in New Zealand, the young colony was a rich reservoir 

of specimens and samples; a southern Eden where scientific theories could 

find expression in 'nature's bounty'. 

Dieffenbach was primarily a scientist and he was constantly collecting 

samples and specimens during his New Zealand sojourn. 'My collection of 

plants and birds grows larger every day', he wrote to his sister in November 

1839.83 James Heberley, a whaler from the Te Awaiti station in Tory Channel 

and Dieffenbach's travelling companion on the Taranaki expedition, wrote 

that on their ascent of Mt Egmont, they 'did not travel fast as the Dr. was 

looking for  specimen^'.^^ Dieffenbach seized every opportunity to extend his 

specimen collection. 'From the hills surrounding Port Nicholson', he 

recorded, 'I added to my collection a very curious bird, which before was only 

imperfectly known ... [and] is called by the natives Uia [Huia] ... . l g 5  

Dieffenbach also brought a 'new species of reptiles' back to England.B6 The 

8 3  Dieffenbach, letter to sister, East Bay, Queen Charlotte Sound, 10 
November 1839. cited in Bell, Ernst Dieffenbach: rebel and humanist, pp. 63-64. 

8 4  J. Heberley, 'Reminiscences, January 1809 - June 43'' qMs 942, qMs 943, 
ATL, pp. 36-38. 

8 5  Dieffenbach noted that this bird had been 'received into the 
ornothilogical system under the name of Neonlorpha Gortldii', and described i t  
as 'the size of a magpie: its plumage is of a dark glossy black, inclining to a 
green metallic lustre. The ends of its tail feathers are tipped with white for 
about three-quarters of an inch; the bill i s  white, rather darker at its base, 
where i t  has two wattles of a rich orange colour - a peculiarity of structure 
which several birds of New Zealand possess. The male has a short, straight, 
and strong beak, but that of the female is much longer, and forms a segment of 
a circle.' Travels,  I, pp. 89-90. 

This was the Hatteria punctata, captured near Tauranga. Ibid., p. 405. 
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travelling naturalist had to understand local customs in order to aquire new 

specimens, often applying this new knowledge as he proceeded. One of 

Dieffenbach's methods of obtaining information about the local environs was 

to 'question the natives ... relative to the natural history of their country.'87 

The Maori guide who accompanied him in an examination of the hills 

around Ship Cove in late 1839, was, the German naturalist later wrote, 

'aquainted with the names of all the trees and birds, which he would tell me 

when I rested ... .'88 At Roturua, Dieffenbach was informed by Maori that 

'Near this tree, they said, their forefathers killed the last moa. From the few 

remains of the moa that have been found, it has been declared by Mr. Richard 

Owen to be a struthious bird, and of a very large size.'*9 Such incidents 

suggest that Dieffenbach not only respected the validity of such information, 

but considered it significant enough to transcribe into his own scientific 

discourse. 

Dieffenbach conscientiously despatched specimens - pressed plants and 

preserved skins - back to the New Zealand Company Offices in London and 

to the British Museum for further identification. 'I have examined and 

collated everything I could, and think I have laid hold of some new soils', he 

wrote from Cloudy Bay in October 1839. 'I beg you to tell Mr Owen, when you 

write to him, that I have already filled the greater part of his jars and shall 

send them with a convenient opportunity.'" Dieffenbach had also sent fish 

to the College of Surgeons for identifi~ation.~' Included in volume two of 

8 7  Ibid., p. 396. 
8 8  Ibid., p. 28. 

Ibid., p. 396. 
9 0  Dieffenbach, letter, Cloudy Bay, 10 October 1839, Ms papers 110914, ATL. 
9 1  Gray notes the 'Pisces Australiae' (Rhombus plebeius), first named by 

Solander, that Dieffenbach sent to London, Travels, 11, pp. 222-23. For Gray's 
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Travels, is a short essay by John Edward Gray, Keeper of the Zoological 

Collections in the British Museum, which provides a brief summary of the 

specimens collected from New Zealand from Cook, Banks and Solander, 

through to Dieffenbach.92 Writing in August 1842, Gray noted that: 

[Mlany of the birds and most of the fish known to inhabit New Zealand 
by the voyages of Cook and D'Urville, are as yet known only by figures 
and descriptions to the scientific collectors of England. Except an 
Apteryx Australis from the Earl of Derby, sixteen species of birds 
received from Miss Rebecca Stone, twenty-nine species of shells 
received from Mr. Yate, about the same number from Mr. Busby, five 
species of reptiles, three species of fish, a few insects and crustacea, and 
fifty-eight species of shells brought home by Dr. Dieffenbach ... we have 
no specimens from this country in the British Museum collection - the 
National Collection of the mother country, which should be the richest 
in the natural curiosities of its different c0lonies.~3 

In England, Dieffenbach had been aquainted with Charles Darwin and 

the geologist Charles Lyell, while Richard Owen, the first to describe the moa, 

was a personal friend and mentor.94 Indeed, much of Dieffenbach's writing 

was addressed to a specialized audience of fellow scientists. Writing on the 

kiwi, or Apterix australis, he noted: 'Happily for us, the most eminent 

scientist Professor Richard Owen, has, by a most careful dissection of several 

specimens ... preserved to science a most complete account of the structure of 

the apterix.'" Dieffenbach also maintained his connections and 

correspondence with the scientific community in Europe, and published 

complete 'List of mammalia hhitherto recorded as found in New Zealand'. Ibid., 
pp. 181-296. 

9 2  Ibid., pp. 177-81. 
9 3  Ibid., p. 181. 
9 4  Dieffenbach was well aquainted with the work of Darwin, translating 

his voyages on the Beagle into German in 1844.  Charles Darwin, 
Narunvissenschaffliche Reisen, trans. Ernst Dieffenbach, Braunschweig, 1844. 
See further Adrian Desmond and James Moore, Darwin, London. 1991, p. 285. 

9 5  Dieffenbach also noted the apterix specimens 'in the possession of 'Mr. 
Colenzo [sic] and the Rev. Richard Taylor, and also in the Museum in Sydney.' 
Travels,  I, pp. 231, 233. 
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widely. His work appeared the Journal of the Royal Geographical S ~ c i e t y . ~ ~  

In 1841 his New Zealand and it Native Population was published and O n  the 

Study of Ethnology appeared in 1843.97 

In his study of natural history - what Francis Bacon had called the 

"great root and mother" of all the sciences - Dieffenbach employed a 

particular scientific method in his study of the New Zealand e n ~ i r o n m e n t . ~ ~  

By re-presenting the flora and fauna of the colony in specific scientific 

discourse - geological and botanical - Dieffenbach made New Zealand 

available to European minds. His application of the theories of natural 

selection and species adaptation to local specimens incorporated the colony 

into the universalized narrative of 'scientific progress'. Dieffenbach's 

collection of samples and their transportation back to Europe was a metaphor 

for this appropriation: a literal representation of the transfer of knowledge 

from the colony to the metropolitan centre. 

C h a l l e n ~ i n ~  the boundaries o f  nature 

It is with man as with plants and animals; each kind has its natural 
boundaries, within which it can live, and thrive, and attain its fullest 
vigour and beauty. 
Ernest Dieffenbach, Travels ijl New Zealand (I 843).99 

9 6  E. Dieffenbach, 'An Account o f  the Chatham Islands', Journal of the 
Royal Geographical  Society,  2 (1841); E. Dieffenbach, Further Information 
Respecling the Aborigines. London, 1842. 

9 7  E. Dieffenbach, New Zealand and its native population, London, 1841; E .  
Dieffenbach, On the study of ethnology, London, 1843. 

9 8  Natural history, defined as the investigation of  'the entire range o f  
observable forms from minerals to man, excluding only those objects crafted 
by human hands and intelligence', Hankins, Science and the Enlightenment, 
p. 113. 

9 9  Trave l s ,  I ,  p. 2. 
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Like the surveyors who cut across the land with theodolite and chain, 

Dieffenbach encountered physical boundaries while exploring the rugged 

terrain of the New Zealand hinterland. At the Marlborough Sounds in 

August 1839, Dieffenbach, with the Company draughtsman Charles Heaphy 

and Te Horo as guide, 'ascended the two highest hills at the back of Ship 

Cove.'100 Dieffenbach claimed to have climbed, measured and named a 

mountain in Queen Charlotte Sound.101 The following month, Heaphy and 

Dieffenbach made a visit to the Wairarapa, again led by Maori guides.102 

While Company agents negotiated the purchase of Port Nicholson, 

Dieffenbach and Heaphy 'engaged some native guides one day to go and look 

for some birds called huia, which were said to abound in this part of the 

country.'l03 In January 1840, while the Company vessel was anchored at the 

site of the young New Plymouth settlement, Edward Jerningham Wakefield 

joined the naturalist in an ascent of 'Paritutu, or "Obstinate Cliff", the Sugar- 

Loaf Peak' on the mainland.104 Then at the end of July, Dieffenbach and a 

party of Europeans - 'as [he] could not obtain the services of any natives' - 

started from Port Nicholson to cross the mountain range to the Manawatu 

valley.lo5 The party were hindered, however, by 'the difficulties presented by 

the heavy forest and underwood' - a product of the unfavourable season at 

which they travelled - but covered enough territory in the sixteen days for 

l o 0  E. J. Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, p. 12. 
10 Dieffenbach, Letter to parents, Cloudy Bay, New Zealand, 10 October 1839, 

cited in Bell, Dieffenbach, p. 34. 'Dieffenbach Point' is situated at the entrance 
to Tory Channel in the Marlborough Sounds. 

l o 2  Burns, Fatal Success, p. 219. 

E. J. Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, p. 39. See above reference to 
the huia. 

l o 4  In August 1840, Dieffenbach, having explored the Hutt river and forest 
area, reported of his failure to locate a route to the plains of the Manawatu in 
the north-west. See Burns, Fatal  Success, p. 163; Wakefield, Adventure in New 
Zealand, p. 74. 

l o 5  Travels, I, p. 73. 
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Dieffenbach to conclude that 'steady industry and perseverance would find a 

sufficient extent of land for the support of a town.'l06 The trip was not 

entirely unfruitful, for Dieffenbach had, according to E. J. Wakefield, 'traced 

the river to its source, and ... proved, however, beyond a doubt, that no 

extension of this valley led to the plains North of the range; and also, that the 

valley contained a considerable quantity of very rich alluvial land and 

luxuriant timber.'lo7 

Dieffenbach was, as he claimed, 'the first [European] to visit or describe 

Mount Egmont, many places in the northern parts of the island, and some of 

the picturesque and interesting lakes and thermal springs in the interior'.lo8 

He considered his most significant physical achievement while in New 

Zealand to be his ascent of Mt Egmont. Dieffenbach's ascent of the mountain 

is also told by Dillon Bell, William Wakefield, Edward Jerningham 

Wakefield, Ensign Best and Dieffenbach's travelling companion, James 

Heberley.lm 'Dr. Dieffenbach was persuaded by my uncle', wrote the younger 

Wakefield, 'to land here [Taranaki], and seize the opportunity of examining 

Mount Egmont and the surrounding country, so highly interesting to the 

geologist, and of which so little was yet known from authentic sources.'ll0 

Dieffenbach recalled that when, on 22 November 1840, he had his first 'long- 

wished-for view of Mount Egmont', he at once considered 'the possibility of 

ascending it, an undertaking which had never yet been achievedf."1 No 

106  Ibid., pp. 72-73, 74-89. 
107 E. J. Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, pp. 160-61. 
l o 8  The excellent map which Mr John Arrowsmilh has compiled with the 

aid of my notes and sketches, will amply illustrate the routes I have taken', 
Travels ,  I, p. iii. 

1 0 Heberley, Reminiscences, 1809-43, Ms, ATL. 
l l o  E. J. Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, p. 65.  

Travels. I, pp. 131, 141-61. 
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doubt the assumption that Mt Egmont had never been ascended was a 

sufficient invitation for the young scientist to accept the challenge. On 3 

December 1840 the party set out on their second assault of the summit. The 

group consisted of Tangatu, a local tohunga who also acted as a guide, the 

chief Kake, a Negro cook called Lee, and James Heberley. After almost a 

month tackling the inhospitable mountain ridges, Dieffenbach and Heberley 

reached the summit on Christmas Day.112 Dieffenbach and Heberley 

possessed Mt Egmont in both physical and linguistic terms. The most notable 

examples of this are the 'Dieffenbach Cliffs' and the Heberley Ridge on the 

northern face of Taranaki. On reaching the summit, Heberley wrote: 'The 

top of the mountain was cloudy it was snowing ... we left a bottle with a 

charge of shot and gun flint ... we left no writing for we had no materials . . . I ;  

but Heberley also admitted that, on making the summit, 'I wanted to call it 

Mount Victoria1."3 In this way, Dieffenbach's naming transformed the space 

into place: that is, space with a history.114 Heberley's attempt to rename the 

mountain reveals the colonizing agenda implicit in the imperial naming 

process. Naming and mapping were central to the European colonization of 

New Zealand; for a name literally imposed a European narrative on the land, 

not only evoking the European presence, but signifying the enduring 

domination of that space. 

- -  - - 

Ibid., p. 156. 
113 Mount Egmont [Taranaki], was originally named by Cook after John 

Perceval  (171 1-1770), the Second Earl of Egmont, s ee  James Heberley,  
Reminiscences 1809- 1843 ,  pp. 36-38 .  Bell  describes Heberley as 'not a 
"coloured" but a colourful adventurer. His father was German (and probably 
called Heberlein) and his  mother English, Bel l ,  Ernst Dieffenbach: rebel and 
humani s t ,  p. 60. 

l 4  See  Chapler 5.  
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Unlike the surveyors, however, Dieffenbach found cultural boundaries 

much more difficult to delineate. 'I am of the opinion', Dieffenbach 

announced in Travels, 'that man, in his desires, passions, and intellectual 

faculties, is the same, whatever be the colour of his skin; that mankind forms 

a great whole, in which the different races are the radii from a common 

centre; and that the differences which we observe are due to peculiar 

circumstances which have developed certain qualities of body and mind.'ll5 

While he expressed humanitarian sentiment for Maori, seeing in them the 

idealized virtues of the 'romantic savage', at the same time he considered 

Maori peripheral in his own (intellectual) landscape; as hosts and guides, or 

more significantly, as ethnographic subjects for further speculation.116 

Dieffenbach was a staunch advocate for Maori autonomy in the 

possession of land, and he was strongly opposed to the cheap purchase of 

Maori land by the government, settlers and missionaries alike.l17 His 

convictions were no doubt coloured by his formative experiences in 

revolutionary Europe. In Travels, he proposed a system of native reserves 

and strongly urged that 'the native inhabitants, where they occupy part of 

claimed land, and are inclined to retain it, is that the extent of such disputed 

land should be fixed by legal titles and boundaries, and that they should be 

protected in the possession of it against the cupidity of the Europeans'.ll"is 

Travels, 11, p. 137-38. 
l 6  Bernard Smith has suggested that the image of the 'romantic savage' in 

the poetry, art and fiction of the nineteenth century, drew upon the 
enthusiastic descriptions o f  the early voyagers and the less favourable 
acocunts of the missionaries: 'the romantic savage was, in a sense, child of 
both noble and ignoble savage', see Smith, Europearl Vision and the Sourh 
Pacific, pp. 246-53. 

For further comment by Dieffenbach on laud ownership, see Travels, I, 
p. 398. 

l 8  Travels, 11. p. 144. 
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libertarian philosophy was clearly expressed in 'How to legislate for the 

Natives of New Zealand?', included in the second volume of Travels. 

Not the least important feature of this colony is, that there exists 
already a numerous and deserving population of natives, who 
perfectly understand that they have become English citizens, and are 
aware of their duties and rights as such. It is pleasing to reflect that the 
first serious attempt will be made in New Zealand to civilise what has 
been termed a horde of savages, to amalgamate their interests with that 
of Europeans, and to make them participate in the hereditary 
immunities and privileges of British subjects. The natives are the 
national wards of England, and it seems possible to prevent another 
blot appearing on the pages of history, regarding the intercourse of 
civilised nations with savage tribes.l19 

Like many of his fellow travellers, Dieffenbach had arrived in the South 

Pacific with preconceived expectations of the indigenous inhabitants. 'I was 

astonished to find it so easy to deal with them', he wrote after an early 

encounter with Maori at Ship Cove in August 1840, 'and instead of sinister 

savages, brooding nothing but treachery and mishief, as many travellers have 

depicted them, they were open, confident, and hospitable.'l20 Dieffenbach was 

impressed with the cleanliness of Maori kainga, and applauded their relative 

abstinence from alcohol.121 Clearly, Dieffenbach's own encounters with 

Maori undermined the images of the 'sinister savages' he had been led to 

expect. 'I am convinced', he wrote, 'that the formidable pictures of bush- 

natives which have been drawn are purely the result of imagination. The 

natives in general are much too civilised and social, and know their own 

interests too well, to live in a gloomy and inhospitable forest.'l22 

Ibid., pp. 135-76; Travels ,  I, p. 20. 
120 Dieffenbach had, however, read Cook's account of his voyage to New 

Zealand. and (presumably) his encounters with Maori. Ibid., pp. 23, 31. 
Ibid., pp. 33, 41, 103, 247, 261. 

2 2  Travels ,  11, p. 120; Travels ,  I ,  p. 86. 
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Dieffenbach's critique of Maori was clearly informed by post- 

Rousseauian notions of freedom and nature, and eighteenth century ideas of 

the savage destroyed by civilization.123 'Before these people became aquainted 

with Europeans they were uniformly healthy', he lamented in Travels ,  

noting later that '[a] feeling of regret is, I believe, very generally excited 

amongst thinking men, when they observe how little benefit has resulted to 

barbarous tribes from their intercourse with the people of civilized 

nations.'l24 Dieffenbach was eager to see in Maori the idealized virtues of the 

romantic savage, which led him to question the benefits of cultural contact 

and colonization: 'It is not astonishing that savage life should possess so 

many charms even for sober spirits. The naivete of manners, the childlike 

expression of joy, innate to people in a state of nature, vanishes before the 

formalities of our civilization: the hospitable savage is changed into a 

reckoning and deliberating merchant; the incumbrance of our clothing in a 

warm climate makes him stiff and helpless; and our complicated food soon 

renders him unhealthy. Is he the gainer or loser by this change?'l25 'Nature', 

he concluded, 'has distributed amongst the whole of the human family the 

kindly affections of the heart, which are not the privilege of any one race or 

colour, nor increased by civilization, which indeed too often blunts and 

destroys them.'126 

1 2 3  Travels. 11, pp. 14, 15, 16, 175. Rousseau's ideal was prefigured in John 
Dryden's 'The Conquest of Granada' (1672): 

'I am as free as Nature first made man 
Ere the base laws of Servitude began 
When wild i n  woods the noble Savage ran.' 

1 2 4  Ibid., pp. 13, 16, 18-23, 131, 135, 137. 
125 Travels ,  I, p. 263. 
1 2 6  Ibid., pp. 167-68. 
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Dieffenbach, caught up in contemporary currents of thought, went 

beyond Romantic ideals to combine nationalistic sentiment with race theory. 

Again, his views on nationalism were born out of the political reform 

movements of European socialism and his current status as a political 

refugee, alienated from his own soil. His non-conformist conscience was 

borne out of his participation in the movement for democracy, in the wake of 

the French Revolution. His humanitarian ideals were significantly 

influenced by his exposure to the political and social inequalities he had 

witnessed in Europe. Dieffenbach had particular empathy with the lower 

classes, struggling for improved living conditions and political recognition. 

His humanitarianism was strongly influenced by his own feelings of 

alienation, exiled from his native land. He was a strong proponent of the 

view that 'a man's love of his native land is much stonger in a state of nature 

than in an artificial so~iety ' . l2~ He took issue with the Abbe Raynal, the 

eighteenth century man of letters, who had suggested in his 'History of the 

Establishments and of the Commerce of the Europeans in both Indies', that 

l'amour de la patrie was unknown to man in a state of nature.lZ8 Dieffenbach 

used this argument to further the idea of autonomous Maori reserves. 'Does 

not the savage desire to die on the spot where he has hunted, and to be buried 

in the same grave as his kindred?', Dieffenbach enquired of his reader in 

Travels. He added that: I... in a native the love of his country is much stonger 

than in a colonist ... all his recollections, all that gives him strength to defend 

the soil of his fathers, are identified with the land in which he was born, and 

which is as it were a part of himself ...'.I29 

27 Travels, 11, p. 174. 
128 Ibid., pp. 173-74. 
1 2 9  Ibid., pp. 174-75. 
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Dieffenbach further recognized in Maori their skills as navigators and 

their value as allies on an overland expedition. He therefore attempted to 

utilize Maori assistance whenever he could, relying extensively on their 

knowledge of the terrain. Dieffenbach had little difficulty in employing 

Maori guides while in New Zealand. He recalled that at Ship Cove, local 

Maori were 'open, confident, and hospitable, and proved of the greatest 

service to me during my frequent rambles in the woods.'130 At Port 

Nicholson he was greeted with similar friendship and hospitality, and at 

Roturua was promised guides.131 For a visit to Tauranga in June 1841, 

Dieffenbach 'induced four other natives to accompany us, in addition to the 

three who had come with us.'132 Travelling south from Waitemata in March 

1841, however, Dieffenbach had great difficulty in obtaining a native guide. 'I 

advise any one who wishes to travel in New Zealand to avoid the town,' he 

told the prospective visitor, 'if he wished to find natives, of whom a great 

number are required to carry provisions and baggage.'133 Aware of the 

demand for their services, Maori in urban settlements had, no doubt, already 

learned to negotiate their labour on a wage market and to be selective in their 

choice of work. 

Despite his serious attempts to understand the place and its people, 

Dieffenbach and his scientific activities must have appeared strange to his 

Maori attendants. In Early Maorila~zd Adventures (19351, the missionary J. 

W. Stack recorded an incident which, while humourous, also illuminated the 

misunderstandings that so often plagued cultural encounters: 

30  Travels,  I, p. 31. 
3 1  Ibid., pp. 91-94, 370. 

1 3 2  Ibid., p. 398. 
1 3 3  Ibid., p. 289. 
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Dr. Dieffenbach was a great puzzle to the Maoris. They could not 
understand his object in coming to New Zealand. "He was not a 
teacher of religion", they said. "He was not a trader. Just a collector of 
rubbish. He went everywhere collecting leaves and flowers, and roots 
and stones, and actually paid people to carry these worthless things 
from the interior to the coast. Whatever could possess the man to act 
so foolishly?" When the Maori who was employed to carry the 
geological specimens found that his back was getting chafed by the load, 
not having anything between his skin and the stones but the canvas of 
which the bag was made, he took up a place in the rear of the other 
carriers, and every morning before starting on the day's march emptied 
the bag of most of the geological specimens collected by the scientist, 
and filled it up with fern leaves. But as the doctor always had the bag 
placed in his tent at night, the Maori took care to refill every evening 
with fresh stones before reaching the camping place. The doctor never 
discovered the trick played on him, although the man who perpetrated 
it spoke openly to his companions about what he had done as "being 
the only sensible way to deal with such fool's fads".134 

While Dieffenbach appreciated the value of Maori geographical and 

botanical knowledge, considering it 'authentic' and therefore useful to his 

research, he had much less patience with Maori mythology. As a medical 

scientist, trained to explore, dissect and analyze, Dieffenbach valued fact above 

fable. Like his scientific contemporaries, he assumed that rational (European) 

science could dispel the superstitious beliefs held by the native races. Maori 

myths and legends could be undermined, replaced, or even explained by the 

European notions of logic and reason. While exploring the hills at Ship Cove 

in late 1839, Dieffenbach noted that his Maori companion 'seldom spoke, 

except to relate, in broken English, tales of terrible animals, or divinities, 

which we should meet with on the summit of the mountain, and which 

134 J. W. Stack, Early Maoriland Adventures, ed. A. H. Reed, Wellington, 1935, 
p.  45 .  See further Chapter 1 1 .  Dieffenbach wrote that on his arrival in 
Tauranga in June, 1841, 'I was kindly received into the family of  Mr. Stack, a 
very active and unassuming missionary, to whom my best thanks are due for 
the hospitality I received at his hands for nearly a week'. Travels. I, p. 402. 
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would inevitably devour the poor maori [sic] (native), but could not do injury 

to the pakea [sic] (stranger). It appeared to me that he was sounding my belief 

in things about the existence of which he was not quite certain himself, and 

wanted to deter me from ascending to the sumrnit.'l35 Prior to his ascent of 

Mt Egmont in December 1839, local Maori 'tried to dissaude me from the 

attempt,' he later wrote, 'by saying that the mountain was tapu, that there 

were ngarara (crocodiles) on it, which would undoubtably eat me ... . But I 

answered that I was not afraid of these creations of their lively imagination, 

and that if they wanted large payment for their land I must first go and look at 

it ...'.136 Within feet of the summit, his Maori attendants 'would not go any 

farther, not only on account of their superstitious fears, but because, from the 

intensity of the cold, their uncovered feet had already suffered severely'.137 

But on reaching the summit, Dieffenbach admitted that the 'awe which great 

scenes of such heights produce in every [European] mind, the savage views 

such scenes with superstitious dread.'138 Although Dieffenbach found such 

'superstitious beliefs' incredulous, he frequently assisted Maori with his 

medicinal abilities, without challenging the mana of tohunga. He was also 

reluctant to deliver a more severe criticism of Maori lore, recognizing its 

intellectual elements. 'The absence of all carved gods among the New 

Zealanders', he later commented, 'appeared to me a very attractive trait ... . 
They are too much the children of nature, and perhaps too intellectual, to 

adore wooden images or animals ... . They are superstitious, it is true, but not 

more so than we should expect as the result of the influence with which their 

35 Ibid., p. 29. 
Ibid., p. 140. 

1 3 7  Ibid., p. 156. 
Ibid., pp. 155-56. 
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mind is instinctively filled by the powers of Not finding evidence 

that Maori were ever literate, Dieffenbach accepted that the carving and 

tatooing practices of Maori represented the 'historical, and especially 

genealogical facts1.'40 

Dieffenbach's recognition of cultural boundaries was emphasized by 

his challenge of cultural beliefs. When E. J. Wakefield requested permission 

from Te Heu Heu, at Taupo, to ascend Tongariro, the chief had steadily 

refused, saying "I would do anything else to show you my love and 

friendship; but you must not ascend my fupuna, or 'ancestor."'l41 He then 

informed Wakefield that 'he had for the same reason refused the same 

request when made by the two white men who had come from the Governor 

to buy his land; referring to Dr. Dieffenbach and Captain Symonds, who had 

been here two or three months before.'l4* Despite his attempts to negotiate 

with local Maori, Dieffenbach did not make the ascent of Tongariro. 

Dieffenbach and his party were welcomed to 'Te-Rapa [sic], a native village at 

the south-west end of the lake [Taupo] ...', he wrote, 'but they threw a blight 

over our prospects of ascending Tongariro, by telling us that the chief [Te Heu 

Heu], who was absent, had laid a solemn "tapu" on the mysterious mountain. 

From this difficulty, however, I hoped to be relieved by a little negotiationt.143 

[see figure 7.21 

1 3 9  Ibid., p. 391. 
140 Travels,  11, p. 302. 
1 4 1  E. J. Wakefield, Advenfure in New Zealand, p .  221. Iwika Te Heuheu 

Tukino I11 (?-1862) was then the paramount chief of  Ngati Tuwharetoa, see 
further Elizabeth Hura, 'wika Te Heuheu Tukino III', The Dictionary of New 
Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, pp. 448-49. 

4 2  E. J. Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, p. 221. 
4 3  Travels. I, p. 337. 



FIGURE 7.2 Te Waro. This is the title page to the second volume of Dieffenbach's, 
Travels in New Zealand, and shows the author and W. C. Symonds meeting Te 
Waro near Taupo. 
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Despite Dieffenbach's humanitarian inspired attempt to see Maori as 

equals, and to elevate them in cultural terms, he was most interested in 

Maori as ethnographic subjects. 'What the fossils are to the naturalist, in 

regard to the changes which have continually been going on in the animal 

and vegetable productions of these islands of the Pacific,' he considered, 'that 

should the traditions and language be to the historian as regards the changes 

of their inhabitants.Il44 Dieffenbach employed the methods of contemporary 

physical anthropology - notably phrenology and craniometry - to support his 

contention that Maori had originated from both the Austral-Negro and 

Malayo-Polynesian races. He divided the inhabitants of Asia, Africa, 

America, and the South Pacific into 'two great varieties': the Austral Negroes 

and the Malayan.145 He further divided this latter group into 'true 

Polynesians' - into which the New Zealanders fell - a second group which 

'inhabits the islands to the northward and westward' of New Zealand, and a 

third, the 'true Malayans.'l46 'Their cranium', he wrote of Maori in Travels, 

'often approaches in shape the best and most intellectual European heads.'147 

However, if the Maori head was 'showing a great amount of animal 

propensities', it was not, however, 'in undue preponderence over the 

intellectual.'l48 Like Marshall, FitzRoy and Polack before him, Dieffenbach 

suggested that the Maori had Semitic origins: 'the fine and regular 

countenance of the New Zealanders, the Jewish expression of their features, 

the very light colour of their skin, and the whole of their customs, remind us 

greatly of that primitive Asiatic-African civilization which attained its 

144 Travels,  11, pp. 84-85. 
1 4 5  Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
1 4 6  Ibid., pp. 4-5. 

4 7  Ibid., p. 7. 
1 4 8  Ibid. See also Sorrenson, Maori Origins and Migrations, pp. 41-2. 
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greatest height under the empires of the Phoenicians, Syrians, and 

Carthaginians, and confirm the relation of the Polynesians in a closer degree 

to the nations whose birth-place is Asia, but from whom they are now 

separated by black tribes.'149 

Dieffenbach further employed comparative philology to 'understand 

the mind' and determine the origins of the New Zealand ~o lynes i ans .1~~  On 

the basis of linguistic comparison - particularly with the Indo-Germanic and 

Hebrew languages - Dieffenbach argued that the language of the New 

Zealanders 'proves them to be one subdivision of the Oceanic race.'151 He 

maintained that the Malayan language was not the 'fertile source from which 

[all languages] originally sprung', suggesting that it should be considered as a 

'sister dialect' to the other Polynesian languages.152 Dieffenbach read 

Humboldt, and closely followed his view that the importance of an exact 

study of language was 'a means to understanding the mind of these 

nations.'l53 Dieffenbach had read Leyden, Chamisso, and Bopp, and quoted 

Wilhelm von Humboldt in Travels: 'To search into the difference of the 

structure of human languages, to elucidate their essential condition, to 

arrange their apparently infinite variety in a more simple manner, to trace 

the sources of that variety, as well as its influence on the thoughts, feelings, 

and sensations of men, to follow the intellectual development of mankind 

1 4 9  W. B .  Marshall ,  A Personal Narralive of Two Visits to New Zealand, 
London, 1836, pp. 68-69; R. FitzRoy, Surveying Voyages of rhe Beagle, 1826- 
1836,  London, 1839, 11, p. 650; J.  S. Polack, New Zealand ..., I, pp. 358, 385; 
Sorrenson ,  Maori Origins and Migrations, p. 16; Dieffenbach, T r a v e l s ,  11, pp. 
98-99. See also E. Dieffenbach, New Zealand and irs native populurion, p. 28. 
cited in Bell. Ernsr Dieffenbaclz: rebel and humanist. p p .  45-46. 

Travels,  11, pp .  9, 10, 297-305. 
1 5  1 Ibid., p. 298. 
1 5 2  Ibid. 

5 3  Ibid., p. 303. 
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through all revolutions of history, led on by language, which in deep and 

intimate connection accompanies it, is the important and comprehensive 

task of general philology'.154 In the early years of the nineteenth century, 

philological study had received serious attention in the work of Franz Bopp, 

Humboldt and Schlegel, but only a few, like Herder, had directed their 

attention to non-European languages.155 Noting the paucity of exisiting 

scholarly knowledge of Polynesian languages, Dieffenbach set himself the task 

of learning Maori.156 Not content to be a casual listener of the Maori 

language, Dieffenbach systematically studied the structure and grammar of 

the language, and eventually compiled a detailed grammar and dictionary 

which he included in the second volume of Travels.157 Dieffenbach did not 

claim to be a linguist: 'It may appear superfluous that I should have troubled 

myself to give a vocabularly and some grammatical notes on the [Maori] 

language,' he wrote, 'as it could not be expected that I should have aquired a 

sufficient knowledge of the language in the short time of eighteen 

m0nths.'l5~ Dieffenbach was attracted to the 'purity' of the Polynesian 

I s 4  Wilhelm von Humboldt, 'Ueber die Kawi Sprache auf der Insel Java', vol. 
iii, introduction, cited in ibid., pp. 297, 303-4. Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767- 
1835) was a leading philosopher and writer in the German Romantic 
m o v e m e n t .  

I55 Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) was one of the foremost German 
philosophers of the late eighteenth century. Herder's particular contribution 
to philology was his insistence on the national aspect of debates over 
linguistic origins. A disciple of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) he wrote on 
science, art, theology, and political and social thought. On philology see 
further Holger Pedersen, The Discovery of Language: linguistic science in the 
nineteenth century,  trans. John Webster Spargo, Bloomington, Indiana, 1959, 
passim; Maurice Olender, The Languages of Paradise: race, religion, and 
philology in the nineteenth century, trans. Arthur Goldhammer, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1992, esp. pp. 37-50. 

I 5 6  Travels, 11, p. 303. 
1 5 7  Ibid., pp. 326-96. Dieffenbach's grammar of Maori joined Thomas 

Kendall's Gramwar and Vocabularlv of the Language of New Zealand, London, 
1820 as the authoritative books in English ou the Maori language. 

5 8  Ibid., p. 302. 
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tongue, and with essentialized assumptions of the culture, he called for the 

urgent need to faithfully record the 'original' and 'differing dialects' of the 

language before it di~appeared.15~ He also considered the New Zealand 

language to be 'decidedly rich', and, in a directly subversive and anti-colonial 

tone, advised against its substitution with another language, namely the 

English tongue: 'we should rather seek to create one Polynesian language,' he 

proposed in Travels, 'than to introduce another tongue entirely different in 

its ro0t'.16~ AS a political refugee and advocate of social change, Dieffenbach's 

political and scientific opinions were therefore closely allied in his 

observation of Maori. 

Dieffenbach was also instrumental in providing ethnology with a 

respectable intellectual appearance. Indeed, volume two of Travels may be 

regarded as one of the first ethnological and anthropological studies of its 

kind in New Zealand.161 In January 1843, on his return to England, 

Dieffenbach was involved in the formation of the Ethnological Society of 

London, a body devoted to the investigation of 'The Natural History of 

Man'.162 In his inaugural address to the preliminary meeting, later published 

5 9  Ibid., pp. 304-5. 
160 Ibid., pp. 300-1. Dieffenbach had also stated: 'But ought we attempt to 

introduce our languae forcibly? Certainly not; and the New Zealanders though 
they learn a foreign language will not let their own be extinguished'. E. 
Dieffenbach, 'Report to the New Zealand Company', New Zealand Journal, 1 ,  9 
23 May 1840, p. 124. 

1 6 1  I t  i s  interesting - and perhaps ironic - to note that although 
Dieffenbach devoted the second volume of Travels to describing Maori, they do 
not appear in the title of his book. 

162 Bell, Ernsr L)ieffenbuch: rebel and kumanisr, p. 35. For futher discussion 
of precedents of this society, see Martha Ornstein, The Role of Scientific 
Societies in the Seventeenth Century. 3rd edn, Chicago, Illinois, 1938; Sally G. 
Kohlstedt ,  The Fornwztiotz of the American Scienrific Community: the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science 1848-1860, Chicago, 
Illinois, 1970; Roger Hahn, The Anatomy of a Scientific Institution: the Paris 
Acudemy of Science. 1666-1803. Berkekey, 1971; J.  Morrell and A. Thackeray, 
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as the phamphlet 'On the Study of Ethnology', Dieffenbach proposed that the 

tasks of the Society were to provide 'descriptive observations made at the 

present time', and to be 'historical to show how things were formerly, by 

investigating the remains of ancient civilizations."63 This included the 

examination of customs and traditions, physiological traits, and 

environmental conditions. Dieffenbach particularly stressed the irnpor tance 

of comparative philology: 'to destroy the language of a nation', he argued, 'is 

to destroy its nationality.'lb4 It has been suggested that Dieffenbach's ideas on 

the preservation of indigenous languages challenged the prevailing 

contemporary view that native languages would inevitably be replaced by the 

English tongue.165 Dieffenbach rejected the cosmopolitan view which seemed 

to subsume national differences, and called instead or the preservation of 

ethnic identity based on the respect of language and tradition. Dieffenbach 

also emphasized the need to study culture and cultural productions in terms 

of their historical development and he stressed the view that history was a 

process of organic growth.166 He called attention to 'the close connection of 

Ethnological and Historical Studies' and noted that 'Herder, one of the 

principal representatives of a number of contemporaneous writers in 

Germany, has forcibly pointed out this connection, in his "Ideas towards a 

Gentlemen of Science: early years of the British Associarion for the 
Advencement of Science, Oxford, 1981; Roy MacLeod and Peter Collins, eds, T h e  
Parliamanl of Science, Middlesex, 198 1 .  

1 6 3  E. Dieffenbach, 'On the Study o f  Ethnology, Read at a Meeting 
Preliminary to the Formation of the Ethnological Society, Held at Dr. Hodgins', 
9 Lower Brook Street, Grosvenor Square, January 31, 1843', cited in Bell, Erns t  
Dieffenbach: rebel and humanist, p. 35 .  

6 4  Ibid., p. 36. 
1 6 5  Ibid .  

6 6  Ibid., p. 37. 
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Philosophy of the History of Manm.'167 Herder, in Ideen sur Philosophie der 

Geschichte der Menschheit (Ideas towards the Philosophy of the History of 

Mankind), published between 1784 and 1791, had posed the questions, 

'Europe is not the world ... is not mankind ... . What point is there at all in 

judging all the different peoples in the terms of us Europeans? ... . Why 

should the most westerly corner of our northern hemisphere possess the 

monopoly of culture?'l68 Like Herder, Dieffenbach firmly believed that the 

subjugation of one culture by another was morally and ethically wrong, and 

argued that Europeans were not culturally superior to other peoples: 'Man, 

even in the state of barbarism in which the Polynesian nations remain, is 

superior in many respects to a large proportion of the population of 

Europe.'l69 For Dieffenbach, Herder seemed to articulate, in scientific 

rhetoric, his personal and political philosophy of the significane of language 

to a nation. Herder had emphasized the dependence of the individual on the 

physical and intellectual environment in which s/he was born, and rejected 

both the narrowness of provincialism and the vagueness of 

cosmopolitan ism.^^^ In his principal works, Treatise on the Origin of 

167  Ibid. See further Robert T. Clark, Jr, Herder: his life and thoughr, 
Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1955; G. A. Wells, Herder and after: a study in the 
developnrent of sociology. The Hague, 1959; F. M. Barnard, Herder's Social and 
Political Thought,: from Enlightenment to nationalism, Oxford, 1965; Isaiah 
Berlin, 'J. G. Herder', E n c o u n t e r ,  25, 1 (July 1965). 29-48, Encoun te r .  25, 2 
(August 1965), 42-51; H. B. Nisbet, Herder and the philosophy and history of 
s c i ence ,  Cambridge, 1970; G.  L. Broce, 'Herder and the Genesis of Cultural 
Relativism', PhD thesis, University of Colorado, 1973. 

1 6 8  Cited in Barnard, Herder's social and political lhought, p. 100. Herder's 
Ideas Towards the Philosophy and History of Mankind appeared in English in 
1800 and 1803. 

1 6 9  Dieffenbach continued: 'That he gives way before the European, and is 
gradually exterminated, whilst i t  shows our superiority in some points, shows 
also our deficiency in the arts of civilization and moral government, which 
disables us from uniting his savage simplicity and his virtues to what our state 
of society might offer to improve his condition, and which causes him merely 
to taste what is bitter in civilized life. Travels, 11, p. 137. 
170 Wells, Herder and after, p. 189. 
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L a n g u a g e  (1770), Another Philosophy of History (1770), On the Spirit of 

Hebrew Poetry (1782-1783), and Idens for the Philosophy of History of 

Humani ty  (1784-1791), Herder had proposed a providential vision of human 

history, and rejected the idea that one epoch was superior to another.171 His 

adherence to the idea of the specificity of peoples and periods led him towards 

cultural relativism.172 Moreover, although Herder believed that scientific 

study had a moral value, he was interested in science for i ts own sake, 

unrelated to any material benefits that might accrue from scientific 

technology.173 This was a constant source of conflict for Dieffenbach, where 

his nationalistic and anti-colonial views clearly called into question his 

position as the agent of a colonizing company. 

Ernst Dieffenbach's travels in New Zealand in 1839-41 made a 

significant contribution to the construction of New Zealand as a new cultural 

space. By re-presenting the flora, fauna, and people of the colony within a 

specifically European cultural matrix, Dieffenbach made New Zealand 

available for organized European colonization, in both commercial and 

intellectual terms. Moreover, by focusing on the inherent contradictions of 

Dieffenbach's travels in New Zealand - torn between his humanitarian 

principles and the aims of his colonizing employers - it is possible to see the 

Herder believed that every civilization pursues a course characterized 
by its Zeitgeist, or spirit of the time, which no people or period could escape, 
the succession of epochs being determined by God. Herder generally refused 
to establish a hierarchy of civilizations; instead of Verbesserung - or progress 
- he preferred the notion of Fortgang - growth or permanent change, 
modelled on nature. See Olender, The Languages of Paradise, p. 41. 

See further Broce, 'Herder and the Genesis of Cultural Relativism', 
pass im.  

7 3  See further Nisbet, Herder artd the philosophy and history of science, p. 
314. 
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complex relationship which existed between colonization and science. 

Further, Dieffenbach displayed a contradictory attitude towards the New 

Zealanders. While eager to espouse his humanitarian ideals - influenced by 

his personal commitment to socialist philosophy - and the noble virtues of 

Maori, they were for him, in the final analysis, little more than ethnographic 

subjects for scientific speculation. Dieffenbach's methods of collecting and 

collating scientific informa tion, and his negotiation of physical and cultural 

boundaries, further confirmed New Zealand both as a British dominion and 

as a hybrid state: a colonial space reinscribed with a European, and specifically 

British, vision of the future. 



A conceptual shift, 'tectonic' in its implications, has taken place. We 
ground things, now, on a moving earth. There is no longer any place of 
overview (mountaintop) from which to map human ways of life, no 
Archimedian point from which to represent the world. 
James Clifford and G. E. Marcus, Writing Cultum (19861.l 

'On the 10th of August, 1843, I landed at Hakaroa [sic], the principal harbour 

in Banks's Peninsula. I was there to commence the double duty of Protector of 

Native Interests, and Interpreter to Colonel Godfrey, who was the 

Commissioner appointed to examine claims to land south of Cook's Straits, 

said to have been purchased from the Aborigines8.2 Thus Edward Shortland 

begins his account of his travels in the South Island of New Zealand in 1843- 

44. Shortland's southern expedition deserves attention as an ethnographic 

expedition, an exercise in colonial administration, and as an instance of how 

native mapping methods were used to inscribe, describe and navigate the 

New Zealand landscape. The significance of this excursion - indeed, what 

makes it worth consideration - is the interplay between those who write and 

those who are written about, and the collaborative role of Maori in the 

construction of a new cultural space. Moreover, Shortland's re-presentation 

of his world was, as Clifford suggests, self-referential, revealing more about 

himself than the ostensible objects of his enquiry. This chapter seeks to 

James Clifford and G. E. Marcus, eds, Wriring Culture: the poetics and 
politics of ethnography, p.  22.  1 wish 10 thank Dr Nicholas Thomas of the 
Department of Archaeology and Anthropology at the Australian National 
University, and Dr Geoff Sissons of the Department of Anthropology at the 
University of Otago for their critical comments on this chapler. A version of 
this chapter appears in  the 'Colonial Ethnographies' issue of History and 
Anthropology ,  8, 4 (1994). 207-35. 

Edward Shortland, The Southern Districts of New Zealand: a journal with 
passing notices of the customs of the Aborigines, p. 1 .  
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address a particular concern with the crisis of representation in ethnographic 

enquiry, which calls attention to the relationship between the observer and 

the observed and the contradictions within ethnographic texts.3 Rather than 

viewing colonialism as a unified discourse, this study will focus on the 

differences within the discursive framework and how Shortland negotiated 

these constraints as scientist, explorer and cultural media tor. Finally, it is 

suggested here that Shortland's expedition should be read not only as a 

textual transformation of space, but as a strategic moment in the continuing 

process of inventing New Zealand. 

Edward Shortland was born near Plymouth, England, in 1812. He 

completed medical studies at the Royal College of Physicians before 

emigrating to New Zealand on the suggestion of his eldest brother, 

Willoughby, in March 1841.4 Shortland was employed first as private 

secretary to the Governor; then, as a sub-protector of Aborigines, he 

represented Maori interests in the inquiry into South Island land claims in 

1843-44. After a brief stay in Maketu in the Bay of Plenty, Shortland accepted a 

post as sub-protector of Aborigines in Wellington in early 1845. He then 

went to Auckland as interpreter to Colonel Henry Despard, commander of 

the forces against Heke and Kawiti, and returned to England at the conclusion 

of the northern war. Shortland returned to New Zealand on three 

3 Johannes Fabian, 'Presence and Representation: the Other and 
anthropological writing', Critical Inquiry. 16 (1990), 753-72. James Clifford, 
The Predicumenr of Culture: twentieth century ethnography. literature and 
ar t ,  Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1988, passim; G .  E. Marcus and M. M. J. Fischer, 
eds., Anthropology as Cultural Critique: an experimental moment in the human 
sciences,  Chicago. 1986. 

Atholl Anderson, 'Edward Shortland', in The Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 395. While waiting for 
Hobson's successor, Lt. Willoughby Shortland governed New Zealand as 
Administrator. Edward Shortland also had much admiration for Governor 
Hobson. E. Shortland, 'The Annexation of  New Zealand', Ms 489, HO. 
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subsequent occasions: to accept the posts of civil commissioner for Waihou in 

Hauraki in 1862, and as native secretary in August 1863, then in 1869, and 

again in 1880, finally returning to England in October 1889. Shortland's 

southern expedition in 1843-44 was the first of many overland journeys he 

made while in New Zealand.5 

On 11 July 1843 Shortland was asked to accompany Colonel Godfrey to 

the South Island to act as interpreter at courts of inquiry into land ~ la i rns .~  

Accompanied by his assistants from the Bay of Plenty, Kereopa and Huehue, 

he arrived on the brig Victoria in Akaroa at Banks Peninsula one month 
W1 

later. At Akaroa Shortland found accomodation with Commodore Berard, 
f i  

'the officer who commanded a vessel of war stationed there by the French 

Government to protect their infant colony1.7 With Godfrey, Shortland heard 

the claims of the Nanto-Bordelaise company to land around Banks Peninsula. 

Among the cases they heard were the claims by the Waikouaiti whaler John 

Jones, supported by the chiefs Karetai and Hone Tuhawaiki. When Godfrey 

departed on 15 October, Shortland left Akaroa for Te Rauone, near Otakou 

(Otago), and then went on to Waikouaiti. He visited two other Maori 

settlements associated with the whaling stations at Purakaunui and Moeraki. 

Edward Shortland, 'Journal 1843-44', MI .23; 'Journey to Matamata', M1.22; 
'Journeys to ... Waikato and Maretai', M1.21; 'Journal of Notes at Maketu', 1842; 
'Journal of Journeys, 1. With Governor Hobson, William Martin, Capt. Best and 
Meurant the interpreter, from Auckland to Kawhia in April 1842, 2. Journey 
with W. Clark, Protector of Aborigines to Coromandel Harbour from Auckland 
via Maretai, July 2 1842'. M1.12; 'Journal of Southern Journey Jan 1844', M1.24; 
'Letterbook. Maketu 1844', Ms 86B; 'Letterbook', Ms 86A 1842; 'Journal 8 October 
1842'; 'Journal Notes kept while in the Middle Island, 1843-44" Ms, HU. 

6 A. MacKay, A Compendium of ofiicial documents relative to native 
affairs in the South Island, Wellington, 1872. For further details on Godfrey's 
Land Claims Commission, see Evison, Te Wai Pounamu, pp. 166-69. 

Shortland, Southern Districts, p. 2. 
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In November 1843 he accompanied Jones and the sealer Tommy Chaseland to 

whaling stations at Tautuku, Bluff, Aparima, and Ruapuke Island. 

In December 1843 Shortland began the first of his overland excursions. 

He intended to traverse the region between Otago and Foveaux Strait. 

Shortland was joined by Percy Earl, an amateur naturalist who 'had come 

here to collect birds, and other specimens', and who was keen to investigate 

deposits of moa bones like those discovered at Waiko~ai t i .~  The party chose 

the coastal route from the head of Otago harbour to the mouth of the Taieri 

river, then proceeded by canoe upriver to a Maori settlement. Their return 

journey took them over the Taieri plain to Waikouaiti. Then on 4 January 

1844, Shortland set out to walk from Waikouatiti to Akaroa. His guides were 

Pukurakau, who took him as far as Waitaki, and Poua, a younger brother of 

the Arowhenua (Temuka) chief, Tarawhata. Six days later the party were 

within sight of the Waitaki river, and arrived at the kainga of Te Puna a 

Maru on the south bank of the river. Here the Ngati Huirapa chief, Te 

Huruhuru, received Shortland with great hospitality, while they made ready 

to cross the raging Waitaki river.9 After a period of four days, Te Huruhuru 

deemed conditions suitable to cross the river, and the Maori boatmen deftly 

guided their mohiki to the northern bank. On 16 January Shortland met 

Bishop Selwyn at Waihao, and two days later he passed through the 

abandoned whaling station at Timaru.10 The Waiateruati chief Te Rehe 

8 Ibid., p. 124. 
There are suggestions that Te Huruhuru was literate and possibly 

Christian. He has a memorial peak in the Hunters Hills range named after 
him. Anderson, 'Edward Shortland', in The Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography Volunle One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H.  Oliver, pp. 454-55. 

l o  Soon after Shortland's visit, Huruhuru assisted Bishop Selwyn to cross 
the Waitaki river on his tour of  the southern region of  his diocese. See Bishop 
G. A. Selwyn, Journal, Ms, CM. 
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arrived at Timaru and led Shortland to the pa of Waiateruati. Travelling 

north, he passed through Arowhenua before arriving in Akaroa on 31 

January. Here Shortland spent the following two weeks visiting local Maori 

settlements at Wakaoroi (Pigeon Bay) and Puari (Port Levy), where he was 

called upon to settle property disputes between local settlers and Maori, before 

his departure for Wellington on 19 February on the Victoria. 

The texts considered here include Shortland's published account of his 

southern sojourn, The Southern Districts of New Zealand: A journal with 

Passing Notices of the Customs of the Aborigines (1851), and his unpublished 

journals of the expedition, which formed the basis for Southern Districts." 

Shortland's journals are characterized by incomplete sentences and a 

narrative fluidity which reflects their transitory mode of composition. His 

journal entries focus chiefly on the conditions of travel - the weather, his 

travelling companions, sickness, food, and rest points en route - all of which 

were immediate concerns for the traveller. He notes the details of daily 

routine, paying particular attention to time and distance. Shortland's entry 

for 8 January, for instance, reads: 

Leave my lodgings in J. Hughes barn which were very good quarters, 
barring the fleas. Hughes partner, Chevat, and his man accompany me 
as far as Orere where he had about 150 sheep brought from Mana 
[Island]. ... From this place, passing through a wood the path took its 
course inland, leaving the beach about half mile. Ford a river, 
Awararua, 2 1/2 m. - thence to Orere 3 m. Thence along the beach 2 112 
m. where it takes inland, ascends to the Hills and descends to the River 
Kakanui. Tide too high to cross at lower crossing. Proceed upwards 

Edward Shortland, 'Middle Island Journal', Ms 23, HO; Edward Shortland, 
Journal 1843-44, Micro Ms 0357, ATL; Edward Shortland, 'General Report, 18 
March 1844'. qMsl801. ATL. 
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and cross opposite a white cliff. 1 1/2 m. Rest on opposite bank: small 
Bush for firewood.12 

Although in his journal notes he makes only brief and occasional references 

to economic resources - the crayfish at Waikouaiti, the prospects for future 

pastoralists on the Canterbury Plains, and the favourable harbours of the 

Southern Island coastline - Shortland's attention is clearly focused on the 

direct conditions of travel, devoting some space to describing the native 

animal, bird and plant life of the southern coast.13 His attention is with the 

nature of the country before and around him and his recorded observations 

are descriptive rather than considered comments. On 16 January Shortland 

recorded: 

At evening we were obliged to halt on the banks of one of these lakes 
(Te Whakai-a-kohika 10 1 /2 miles). While we were pitching our tent - 
having lit our fire - we were surprised by seeing a European walking 
along the beach towards us. When nearer we saw that it was the 
Bishop of N. Z. His party of 10 natives soon made their appearance ... . 
He was going South to visit the natives and hoped to be at Hakaroa [sic] 
by the 14th of next month to meet the 'Victoria', in which he was to go 
to Whare Kauri (Chatham Islands). His lordship was much better 
provided with food than we were having nothing but fern root, dried 
fish, and a little flour - besides tea and sugar. Sat with His Lordship and 
exchanged notes of names and distances of places ... . I*  

From the brevity of his comments, it is clear that these notes were intended to 

be a record for later reference. The journal kept by Shortland on his 1843-44 

journey is significantly different from Southern Districts. In contrast to the 

provisional quality of his journal entries, Southern Districts appears to be a 

linear and seamless narrative of the expedition. Published seven years after 

1 2  Edward Shortland, Journal 1843-44, Micro Ms 0357, ATL; 'Middle Island 
Journal', Ms 23, HO, esp. pp. 2-3. 

1 3  'Middle Island Journal', Ms 23, HO. 
Shortland, 'Journal', Micro Ms 357, ATL. 
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the event, Southern Districts is Shortland's re-constructed version of his 

1843-44 expedition. Although it proposes to be a narrative travel account, it is 

instead a studied reflection of the journey in which Shortland deliberately 

highlights potential commertial resources. Composed in retrospect, 

Southern Districts is therefore less of a travel account than a handbook for 

intending colonists. 

Following the publication of Southern Districts in 1851, Shortland 

published Traditions and Superstitions of the New Zealanders (1856), A 

Short Sketch of the Maori Races (1865), and his major ethnographic work, 

Maori Religion nnd Mythology (1882).15 As an ethnographic text, Sou t h e m  

Disfricts was not out of place in the context of other local ethnographic 

studies; George Grey's Polynesian Mythology and Richard Taylor's Te Ika a 

Maui, or N m  Zealand and its inhabitants both appeared in 1855. Shortland 

was also recognized as a Polynesian scholar. Edward Tregear, Percy Smith and 

Atholl Anderson have variously described Shortland as 'the first 

anthropologist of the Maori', while Sorrenson states that Shortland 'was 

probably the first to use the genealogical method that was to become the main 

way of dating Maori migrations'.l6 

Histories, as Greg Dening suggests, may be the texted past, but as 

Dening elsewhere has demonstrated, the performative elements of these texts 

1 5  See also Edward Shortland, 'Short Sketch of the Maori Races', TPNZI , 1, 1 
(18681, 329-38. 

l 6  Anderson, 'Edward Shortland', i n  The Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 397; Sorrenson, Maor i  
Origins and Migrations, p. 36. 
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should also be recognized.17 Shortland's own sense of theatricality, being the 

'Stranger' among 'Natives', to borrow Dening's terms, must not be 

underestimated; his journeying should itself be read as a mediation between 

text and performance, literacy and orality. Similarly, the place (and text) may 

be defined as a product of the expectations previously held by the observer 

and a product of the dialogue between colonizer and colonized. Shortland's 

response to the new environment was fashioned as much by his interaction 

with local Maori as it was determined by his own cultural conditioning. 

Emloring 'tcwn iticowritn': Shortlntd's nrotivntions for tmacl 

Shortland was an agent of colonization; an explorer and cultural mediator, 

assuming these shifting identities in an in-between space. Prior to physical 

occupation of the place, there must be an intent to explore, and a means of 

interpreting this experience to an audience. Indeed, the anticipation of 

discovery defines and motivates the explorer.18 'Travel', as Nicholas Thomas 

has recently commented, 'was never anything as innocent or simple as 

movement through space: it has rather always been the site for an 

extraordinary succession of struggles over what constitutes proper and correct 

travelling, involving notions of self-improvement, pilgrimage, scientific 

enquiry, [and] superficial tourism'.19 Shortland was motivated to travel by a 

desire to explore; 'As my instructions left me at liberty to visit all places in 

this part of the island where there were natives residing', he wrote, 'I wished, 

1 7  Greg Dening, Islands and Beaches, passim; Greg Dening, The Bounty: A n  
Elhnographic Hislory, Melbourne, 1988, p. 99; Greg Dening, Mr, Bligh's Bad 
Language: passion, power and theatre on the Bounty, Cambridge, 1992. 

Stephen Haycox, 'Rediscovering Alaska: Ways of Thinking about Alaska 
History', pp. 101-28. 

Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects: exchange, rnurerial culture and 
colonialism in the Pacific, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1991, p. 22. 
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before finally quitting Waikouaiti, to go as far south as Taiari [sic] and 

Molyneux Bay; at both of which I heard that small parties of natives were to 

be found; and this island's being then very generally considered a sort of terra 

incognita made me the more anxious to see as much of it as p~ssible ' .~o 

Shortland's motivation to explore was conditioned by his imagination; 

transformed into mythical status, the southern island became for Shortland, 

the locus of his desire.21 Shortland's anxiety to explore was also an 

expression of curiosity, with the 'unknown' South Island as the object of his 

interest. Like Mungo Park in Africa, Shortland did not overtly distinguish 

between the quest for knowledge - as an antidote to ignorance - and curiosity, 

and like Park, justified his tour in commercial terms. Shortland wrote in the 

'Preface' to Southern Districts : 

It is hoped that the anecdotes and other matters illustrative of the 
habits of the aboriginal population of the country ... will prove 
instructive as well as entertaining; for it appears to be by no means an 
unimportant element of the prosperity of our settlements in New 
Zealand, that the colonists should understand as much as possible of 
the peculiar ideas and prejudices of the people with whom they must 
be constantly associated. The author estimates highly the value of the 
Southern Districts of New Zealand to colonists ... for it is indispensable 
to the success of this system, to have at command a continuous and 
extensive block of land, unembarrassed by the claims of native 
proprie tors.22 

Southern Disrricts, p. 165. 
2 1  As geographer John Allen argues, 'although objective empirical lore is 

important in establishing exploratory goals, subjective non-emperical lore is 
at least equally important. Disparities between empirical lore and non- 
empirical lore are significant for interpreting exploratory behaviour, since 
explorers in the field are often affected by contradictions between conditions 
actually encountered and preconceived lore.' John L. Allen, 'Imagination and 
Geographical Exploration', in Geographies of the Mind: Essays in Historical 
Geography, eds. David Lowenthal and Martyn J .  Bowden, New York, 1976, p. 57. 

2 2  Nicholas Thomas, 'The Curiosity of the Gaze: Imperialism and 
An thpo log ica l  Pos tmodern ism' ,  Social Analysis, 'Postmodern Critical 
Theorizing' Issue (1991), 20-31; Southern Districts, pp. vi-vii. 
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Shortland viewed the country he passed through 'with the eyes of the 

future', always noting potential sites for European settlement. His 

descriptions of the country are similar to those made by colonial surveyors. 

This is hinted at by the value accorded to the panoramic perspective in 

Shortland's narrative, particularly evident in his account of his ascent above 

Akaroa harbour: 

After we had reached the higher end of the lake, we travelled along an 
overgrown track for about five miles, through a rich valley, and so 
arrived at the base of the mountain range, on the other side of which 
was the harbour of Hakaroa [sic] ... . Climed [sic] to the summit of the 
mountain by a very steep path; and, the morning being fine and clear, 
had a magnificent bird's-eye view of land and water below us. I 
counted thirteen vessels of three masts at anchor, besides the French 
corvette. It was the season when whalers frequented the harbour to 
refit.23 

Shortland's adaptation of the panoptic perspective was therefore a colonizing 

gaze. Viewed from a site where the eye could transform new forces into 

objects that could be observed and measured, the panoptic allowed the 

observer to assimilate and then control them within his immediate scope of 

vision.24 

N e ~ o t i  a  tin^ cr rltural boundaries 

As a translator and cultural mediator, Shortland operated in the in-between 

space which bounded the Maori and European worlds. The space between 

cultures was a contesta tory site that demanded constant negotiation and 

compromise, and was, in Michel de Certeau's terms, a 'tactical' terrain. de 

Certeau defines a 'tactic' as 'a calculus which cannot count on a "proper" (a 

2 3  Ibid., p. 247. 
2 4  See Chapter 3. 
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spatial or institutional localization), nor thus on a border-line distinguishing 

the other as a visible totality ... [it is] a calculated action determined by the 

absence of a proper locus ... it must play on and with a terrain imposed on it 

and organised by the law of a foreign powef.25 On the other hand, a 

'strategy' for de Certeau, is 'the calculus of force-relationships which becomes 

possible when a subject of will and power (a proprietor, an enterprise, a city, a 

scientific institution) can be isolated from an "environment" ... . It postulates a 

place that can be delimited as its own and serve as the base from which 

relations with an exterior ... can be managed1.26 Shortland's re-presentation 

of people and place in Southern Districts was strategic, where his cartographic 

and ethnographic discourses were sustained and determined by their own 

epistemological modes of enquiry. As the anthropologist Johannes Fabian 

has argued, representation implies the prior assumption of a difference 

between reality and its 'doubles'; anthropology he suggests, 'is conceived of as 

the pursuit of privileged representations, privileged in that, by their nature or 

by their combination, they establish knowledge of a special kind'.27 

Shortland had to operate tactically, rather than strategically; he had to 

function with short-term manoeuvres, and constantly to negotiate a speaking 

position within this space. This space shifted according to discursive context 

and content. Soon after commencing his journey, Shortland was 'called 

upon to endeavour to obtain compensation from a native, who had 

destroyed, as it was stated, wantonly, several hundred yards of stout bullock- 

fenceI.28 When Tuhawaiki and Patuki purchased a small schooner from a 

2 5  de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, p. 34. See Chapter 3. 
2 6  [bid., pp. xix, 36-37. 

7 Fabian, 'Presence and Representation': pp. 753-56. See also Chapter I .  
Southern Districts, p. 28. 
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group of white sealers, Shortland 'wrote an agreement ... in the native 

language, with its translation, in order that it might be perfectly understood 

by both parties'.Z9 While on his return to Banks Peninsula, Shortland noted 

that a knowledge of the native language 'often prevents mutual 

misunderstandings about trifles. The white man, not knowing what the 

native is talking about, perhaps mutters something ... while his countenance 

is expressive of displeasure. Whereupon the latter concludes he has sworn at 

him, and leaves him in anger. I have several times been called on to 

interfere, in cases of dispute which had become serious from such a simple 

origin1.30 Shortland utilized Maori geographical information as and when he 

required it; he assumed a tactical mobility which enabled him to 'accept the 

chance offerings of the moment, and seize on the wing the possibilities that 

offer[ed] themselves at any given moment'.31 In doing this, he was entering 

the space of the other, where the distribution of power was tentative and 

fluid. The implications of this are significant, for it means that Shortland's 

role as a colonizer was not simply determined by a one-way distribution of 

power, but had to be constantly negotiated while in transit. 

Maori appear in Shortland's narratives as active or passive players; as 

hosts and guides, or as a peripheral part of the landscape, no more than 

passive subjects for ethnographic observation. In this context, the colonist's 

discovery was primarily an act of observation. The real achievement of the 

expedition then existed as a name on a map, a personal journal, a lecture, a 

2 9  Ibid., p. 151. 
3 0  On his relurn to Akaroa in February 1844, Shortlaud had to negotiate a 

number of disputes, largely over issues of land ownership. Shortland, 
Southern Districts, p. 252ff, (p. 262). See also Evison, Te Wai Pounamu, pp. 187- 
90, 212-14. 

de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Lge, p. 37. 
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travel book, or a report to a geographical society.32 Shortland employed two 

guides from the Bay of Plenty, who were also strangers to the region, to 

accompany him on his southern tour.33 'AS to native attendants', Shortland 

advised the intending traveller, 'from four to six are quite enough for one 

person ... . A traveller's importance is usually estimated, in places where he is 

unknown, by the number of his attendants; hence, if only accompanied by 

one or two, he is looked on as a low sort of fellow, and treated accordingly. 

Four however, are quite enough to establish a character for re~pectabil i ty ' .~~ 

He later added: 'The weight of baggage allotted to each native should not 

exceed 201bs; he can then carry in addition a proportion of potatos [sic] or 

other food, and will travel with cheerfulness from daylight to sunset, for 

several days consecutively.'35 A guide who was familiar with the terrain, 

allowed Shortland to retreat from the immediate surroundings - by treating it 

as already discovered - and so proceed to its cartographic re-presentation. 

Shortland depended on the co-operation of his native attendants; '[I] 

had no right to complain', he wrote, 'as I was their self-invited guest'.36 

Shortland's guides - Te Huruhuru, Kereopa, Huehue, Te Raki, Pukurakau 

and Poua - proved to be invaluable with their navigational skills, both on 

land and on water, and their knowledge of local tribal customs, climate and 

topographical details of the country.37 'Pukurakau (timber belly), as my new 

attendant was named, proved himself a first rate traveller, stepping out under 

a heavy burden as fast as I, who carried only a gun, could keep up with him. 

3 2  See Chapter 4 .  
3 Southern Districts, p. 2 ;  Shortland, 'Middle Island Journal', Ms 23, WC). 
3 4  Soztthern Districts,  p. 184. 
35 Ibid. 
3 6  Ibid.. p. 120. 

Ibid., pp. 180, 191, 194, 204, 227. 
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He said he had walked from Moeraki to Waitaki, which by the path must be 

more than forty-five miles, in a day, with a load, probably fifty pounds, on his 

shoulders'.38 Shortland's Maori companions knew where to find food and 

fresh water, and more than once Shortland was sustained by their fishing 

skills39 Guides could also guarantee a safe passage; for Shortland, a native 

attendant who was 'the son or relative of a person of consideration', could 

also be 'the best possible passport for the travellef.40 Tarawhata, eldest son of 

the chief Te Rehe, offered to guide Shortland from Waiateruati to Akaroa: in 

return for his service, he was to receive a blanket. Tarawhata informed 

Shortland of local place names, his knowledge of fording rivers, and of the 

distant mountain lakes from whence the rivers flowed. Shortland's Maori 

guides navigated a safe passage for him by leading him on a known (and 

already travelled) track. In one instance, he recorded how 'our guide had led 

us out of our direct route designedly, knowing that we should fall in with a 

party of eel fishers here, and not be suffered to pass without an invitation to 

wait till the oven was hot8.41 Shortland was, however, less interested in the 

track itself than what was at the end and on either side of it, which highlights 

the difference in cultural perceptions and priorities. Indeed, native guides 

were crucial to Shortland's expeditions; 'without their assistance', he wrote, 

'we saw no possibility of going any furthef.42 

However, it was not always an easy task to employ Maori in the 

capacity as navigators and allies. On his final overland journey to Banks 

3 8  Ibid.,p. 194. 
3 9  Ibid.,chs. X-XIII. See further E. Shortland, 'Middle Island Journal', Ms 23,. 

HO. 
4 0  Southern Districts, p. 184. 

Ibid., p. 234. 
4 2  Ibid.,p. 168. 
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Peninsula, Shortland noted 'the greatest difficulty I had to encounter was to 

find natives willing to accompany me; the younger men of the present age 

having given up the habit of travelling on foot for the more easy and rapid 

voyage by ~eaI .4~ On another occasion Shortland met a mixed response: 

Huruhuru came to my tent before day-break, to say that the weather 
was favourable for crossing the river. As it was quite calm, he was 
anxious to get on the other side before the wind rose. My eldest native, 
however, who, ever since the day of his preaching at Moeraki, had 
assumed a more grave and important manner, made many objections 
to our crossing on a Sunday. But considering the present to be a case of 
necessity, I determined to be guided by the advice of Huruhuru, who 
was to pilot us through the intracacies [sic] of this dangerous 
navigation ... .We accordingly loaded our canoes, and took our seats as 
directed. All this while my obstinate native, on whom any arguments I 
used were of no effect, sat with his head nearly covered with his 
blanket. He refused to assist in any way - saying he would remain 
where he was - and only changed his mind, and came on board, just as 
we were shoving off.44 

Mapping and cultural exchange 

Shortland's maps were more than passive reflections of the world he 

encountered, for they contributed to his ethnographic knowledge of South 

Island Maori. Shortland recognized native mapping methods as valid forms 

of geo-spatial representation when he transcribed Maori geographic discourse 

into a European cartographic register. In early October 1843, while at Te 

Rauone, near Otago, Shortland met the chief Hone Tuhawaiki of Ruapuke, or 

'Bloody Jack' as he was called by the local whalers.45 Tuhawhaiki was the 

highly influential leader of Ngai Tahu, respected for his bold leadership and 

4 3  Ibid., p. 179. 
4 4  Ibid., pp. 210-11. 
4 5  Ibid., p. 80. 
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business a ~ u m e n . 4 ~  Shortland described Tuhawaiki as 'a chief of a very 

intelligent and pleasing address', who 'spoke a little English, of which, and of 

his English dress, he was evidently proudI.47 Tuhawaiki freely adopted and 

adapted European conventions: he was literate and adept in business 

transactions, had a trained bodyguard of 20 men (who were clothed and 

equipped as British soldiers), and he dressed for business 'in a neat suit and 

white greatcoat, and wore a watch and chainI.48 Tuhawaiki made a strong 

impression on those he met. Dr. Monro wrote to the Nelson Examiner : 

Tuawaike [sic] is probably one of the most Europeanised natives in 
New Zealand ... . He was most correctly and completely dressed in 
white man's clothes, even to the refinement of a cotton pocket 
handkerchief. ... After shaking hands he pulls out his watch, and asks 
you what time you make it, and, having satisfied himself on this point, 
he pulls out a dollar, and orders the steward to fetch him a bottle of 
wine. In the evening we had him in the cabin, were we both profited 
and were much amused by his conversation. He gave us a great deal of 
information about the geography of the country, and it was particularly 
valuable, as he understands our division of both time and distance. On 
many subjects he surprised us by the extent of his knowledge; and, 
generally, his remarks were characterised by much shrewdness and 
very considerable drollery. Tuawaike [sic] is a fine-looking man, above 

46 Tuhawaiki had a great deal of contact with Europeans eager to purchase 
South Island land. He travelled to Sydney in September 1838 and then again in 
January 1840 on land selling ventures, and was one of the signatories of the 
Treaty of Waitangi in June 1840. On the proceeds of his land sales, Tuhawaiki 
invested in several commercial interests, including a cattle farm on Ruapuke 
Island, a whaling station at Bluff, and owned a number of fishing and 
merchant vessels, see Anderson, 'Hone Tuhawaiki', in The Dictionary of New 
Zealand Biography Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 554. Years later 
Topi Patuki recalled: 'Tuhawaiki went to New South Wales to make a treaty with 
that colony to have the rights of Ngai Tahu established, and to get the 
protection of the Queen of England. The Governor of New South Wales agreed, 
and invested him Tuhawaiki with authority; he gave him the Queen's flag, and 
gave him full authority; he gave him a suit of uniform; he appointed a 
secretary for him'. AJHK,  5-3 (1878). 

Southern Districts, p. 80. 
4 8  Anderson, 'Hone Tuhawaiki', in The Dictionary of New Zealand 

Biography Voliinle One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 554. 
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middle size, and well proportioned, with good features, and an 
intelligent expression of countenance.@ 

Tuhawaiki drew four maps for Shortland, who later re-produced them in 

Southern Districts. These maps include 'Outline of Part of the East Coast of 

Stewart's Island' [figure 8.11; 'An Outline of the Harbours Taiari and 

Rakituma' [figure 8.21; 'Outline of Part of North Coast of Foveaux's Straits (1)' 

[figure 8.31; 'Outline of Part of North Coast of Foveaux's Straits (2)' [figure 8.41. 

Two of these maps indicate relief with lines, which were probably added later 

by Shortland or his printer.50 Shortland was particularly interested in the 

mnemonic abilities of Tuhawaiki, noting how 'he displayed that remarkable 

power of memory at which I have often wondered in the New Zealandef.51 

CoIonel Godfrey too, reports Shortland, 'was much struck ... with the skill 

displayed by him in illustrating his descriptions of boundaries by tracing with 

a pencil the line of the coast, and the positions of islands, rivers, &c.'52 

Although briefly constructed, void of direction, dimension or detail, these 

maps were constructed from an aerial perspective, and in the European 

manner, emphasize portages and places for anchor. Tuhawaiki was selective 

in his construction of these maps, noting the sites of potential commerce that 

he expected would attract Shortland's interest. Shortland wrote of 

Tuhawaiki's maps: 

[H]e paid no regard to relative distances; as I found afterwards by 
visiting some of the places described. He would delineate a boat 
harbour or river very accurately; and was always anxious to mark out 
the best anchorage by the usual sign of an anchor; yet, perhaps, 
although fifteen or twenty miles distant from each other, in his chart 

4 9  Cited in Thomas M. Hocken, Contributions to the Early History of New 
Zealand (Settlemerit of Otago), London, 1898, p. 234. 

5 0  P. L. Barton, 'Maori geographical knowledge and mapping: a synopsis', 
p. 15. 

Southern Districts, p. 80. 
5 2  Ibid., p. 81. 



FIGURE 8.1 Outline of Part of the East Coast of Stewart's Island, Drawn by 
Tubwaiki, 1845, published in Edward Shodand, me Southem Districts of 
New Zealand, London, 1851. 



FIGURE 8.2 Outline of the Harbours Taiari and Rakituma, Drawn by 
Tuhawaiki, 1843, published in Shortland, Southern Districts. 



EIGURE 8.3 Ou-e of Part of the North Coast of Foveaux's Straits (1) h w n  by 
Tuhawaiki, 1843, published in Shortland, Southem D i ~ ~ c t s .  

-- 



PTGURE 8.4 Outline of Parf of North Coast of Faveada  Straits (2) Drawn by 
Tuhawaiki, 1843, published in Shortland, Solcthem Districts. 
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they would not appear to be more than one mile apart. In cases where 
it was more necessary to obtain an accurate knowledge of a distance, I 
was obliged to make him compare it with the distances of objects we 
could see, in order that I might reduce it to our standard.53 

Shortland's reading of Tuhawaiki's maps illustrates the different strategies by 

which Western cartographic discourse and mnemonic mapping embraced the 

concepts of distance, time, and spatial orientation. 'The remaining coast line', 

as Shortland had earlier noted, 'rests on the imperfect authority of the eye 

and a pocket compass1.54 

While camped on the banks of the Waitaki river in January 1844, Te 

Huruhuru 'drew [for Shortland], with a pencil, the outline of four lakes, by 

his account, situated nine days' journey inland of us ...I, which appeared in 

Southern Districts entitled 'Map of Lakes in the Interior of Middle Island, 

from a Drawing by Huruhuru' [figure 8.5].55 Shortland noted that Te 

Huruhuru 'pointed out on his chart the positions, and told me the names of 

several of their places of residence, and described the country through which 

the path across the island passed. He even told me the names of the principal 

streams and hills which it crossed, and of the places where parties travelling 

that way used to rest, at the end of each day1.56 A1 though Shortland does not 

identify the media upon which these maps were drawn, both Tuhawaiki and 

Te Huruhuru would have already been exposed to the permanent writing 

implements of pencil and paper. Written in sand or dust, these maps could 

only ever be approximations. Tuhawaiki's charts are comparable to many 

5 3  I b i d .  
5 Ibid., p. viii. 

Ibid., p. 205. 
5 6  Ibid .  



FIGURE 8.5 Nap of Lakes in the Interior af Middle Island, from a Drawing by 
W d u r u ,  published in Shodand, Southern Districts. 
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Australian aboriginal paintings, which, due to their complex narratives, also 

function as maps.57 

Shortland was confident in the accuracy of Te Huruhuru's map; 

confident enough to transcribe it into his own discourse. Not only did he 

incorporate Te Huruhuru's chart in his own larger map of the South Island, 

but he recognized that in the transition from an oral to a written medium, 

the map assumed an authoritative status; the utilitarian value of a map 

depended on its existence in a written form. While accompanying the sealer 

Tommy Chaseland to Stewart Island in November 1843, Shortland had 

'endeavoured to get him to draw an outline of [the west coast], with the aid of 

the chart which I had with me. This he was quite unable to do. He carried his 

map, he said, in his head; but it was useless to any one save himselF.58 The 

act of transposing Maori geographical knowledge into a scientific and 

exploratory register was a tactical exercise which exhibited a flexible 

pragmatism. Shortland's own map, 'The Southern Districts of New Zealand', 

was eclectic in derivation, compiled from the drawings of a resident sailor 

named Meurant, Huruhuru's sketch of the interior, a chart made by 

Commodore Berard of Akaroa, Tuhawaiki's coastal descriptions, and 'hills 

and mountain ranges introduced from sketches made formerly, or from 

memory' [figure 8.6].59 'We who have so long trusted to the authority of 

books,' Shortland considered, 'are, I am persuaded, too suspicious of the 

credibility of the traditionary history of a people who have not yet weakened 

5' See Chapter 5.  
5 8  Sourhern Dis r r i c t s ,  p. 154. Chaseland's refusal to surrender this 

information to Shortland could also be read as an effort to protect his own 
hunting territory and economic survival. 

Ibid., pp. viii-ix. 



L~GLRE 8.6 The Southern Districts of New Zealand from the Admiralty Chart of 
1838 with Additions and Corrections, by Edward Shortland. Outline of Banks's 
Peninsula from Commodore Berard's Ch,art, published in Shortland, Sotrthent 
Districts. 
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their memories by trusting to a written language'.60 The power of the written 

word was not, however, lost on Shortland. On departing Otago harbour for 

the Taieri river, Shortland wrote: 'we left our tent standing, and our boat 

hauled up above high-water mark, with many things too heavy to carry with 

us, merely taking the precaution to leave a written notice in "maori", saying 

to whom they belonged; we thus felt confident that, although they must 

remain for several days with no other protector than this paper sentinel, 

none of the natives - the only persons likely to come this way - would meddle 

with our proper tyI.61 

By encoding places on maps, European travellers laid the foundations 

for the further extension of colonial hegemony; indeed, mapping replicates 

'the territorial imperatives of a particular political system'.6* But as maps of 

the colony were rarely constructed without native advice, the colonial map 

may also be read as a site of negotiation; as a product of the dialogue between 

informant and informed, colonizer and colonized. In providing Shortland 

with geographical information of the southern districts, Tuhawaiki and Te 

Huruhuru actively participated in the inscription of that landscape. The 

European map, however, tends to universalize and subsume particularity, 

with the printed (and published) cartographic text appearing authoritative, 

seamless and panoptic. Shortland's map 'The Southern Districts of New 

Zealand' can only be read as collaborative when read contextually. To 

appreciate Shortland's map as a cultural palimpsest, and to appreciate its 

multivocal construction, it is necessary to look behind the finished text; to 

focus 

60 

6 1 
6 2 

on its authorial genealogy and the historical circumstances 
- - 

Ibid., p. 95. 
Ibid., p. 166. 
See Chapter 5 .  

in which it 
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was produced. Unlike the surveyors' maps which, in their appropriation of 

land, left little room for the inclusion of Maori geographical information, 

Shortland's maps and his Southern Districts are texts which appear to be 

homogenous controlling devices, but are themselves split both between and 

within different discourses. 

The ability of the European explorer to be able to travel light and live 

off the land owed much to the example of their Maori guides. Forsaking 

European shoes in favour of walking barefoot owed as much to practical 

expediency as it did to a discernible acculturation of the European explorer: 

'This evening', wrote Shortland, 'Huruhuru made me a pair of sandals, such 

as are in common use among these natives ... . Mine were a pair with double 

soles, called "torua" [tough sandals], calculated to endure several days' walk 

along a beach, which is so destructive to shoest.63 In Southern Districts, 

Shortland recalled a more subtle acculturation while staying with the 

Nga tiwakaue tribe: 

[they] had abolished from their vocabularly the word "Kai", in 
common use over all the rest of New Zealand to signify "food", for 
which they substituted "tami", because one of their chiefs had, among 
other names, received that of "Nga-kai" [plural of food]. They could no 
longer use this word; for such an expression as "Homai nga kai maku", 
"Give me food to eat", which might be frequently in any one's mouth, 
might be construed, "Give me Nga-kai to eat" ... . At length I became so 
familiar with the synonym of the tribe, that I sometimes used it when 
out of the circle of old Nga-kai's influence, and was then laughed at for 
so doing.64 

6 3  Sourherrt Districts, p. 210. 
6 4  Ibid., pp. 32-3. 
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This transculturation resulted in part from necessity, but also from the 

reflection that integration into the native society, at least in outward matters, 

would make it possible to conduct [a mission] from within.b5 

As Shortland collected and collated the geographical and genealogical 

information of Maori, they actively appropriated his knowledge. As Thomas 

has suggested, in certain phases of colonial history, indigenous people are no 

less powerful and no less able to appropriate than the colonizers; '[allthough 

the ultimately exploitative character of the global economy can hardly be 

overlooked, an analysis which makes dominance and extraction central to 

intersocial exchange from its beginnings will frequently misconstrue power 

relations ... . The character of early contact was often such that foreigners were 

in no position to enforce their demands; consequently, local terms of trade 

often had to be acceded toI.66 This kind of appropriation included the 

adoption by Maori of European customs, particularly manifest in their mode 

of dress. For instance, the young chief Patuki appeared to Shortland to be 

'more European than any New Zealander I have ever seen. He spoke very 

good English, [and] was dressed in the style of the better class of English 

sailor'; while 'a native of Taranaki', now the wife of a European settler, 

'dressed like a European country girl, wore a white apron, and made excellent 

butter1.67 Shortland noted how Maori were quick to utilize this new 

informa tion: 

It had been my habit, to confide to [his Maori guide] the duty of reading 
prayers every evening and morning, which were selected from the 
Book of Common Prayer; but since his elevation to the dignity of a 

6 5  Urs Bitterli, Cultures in Conflict: encounters between European and 
non-European culfures,  trans. R. E. Robertson, Oxford, 1986, p p .  46-47. 

6 6  Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects, pp. 83-84, 126-27, 184. 
Southern Districts, pp. 82, 115. 
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preacher, he had added thereto an extemporary effusion of his own, 
following the practice of the native teachers. At first I made no 
objection to this innovation. As he became more prolix however from 
day to day, and parts of his composition were often very absurd, I 
thought it right to forbid him the use of the extemporary prayer, and to 
confine him to our old forms. When he remonstrated, I threatened to 
read prayers myself, and so obliged him to yield.b8 

Shortland also observed 'the facility with which [the chief] Taiaroa appeared 

to adopt our laws, while he was really only endeavouring to make use of 

them, as far as they served him to carry out his own ideas of what was 

befitting1.@ This could be cited as a specific form of intervention and an 

example of resistance; a 'strategic reversal of the process of domination' 

which places colonial authority 'in strategies of subversion that turn the gaze 

of the discriminated back upon the eye of p0wer'.~0 

Shortland's southern expedition was also a scientific exercise, in that 

his study of the immediate environment was based on observation and 

measurement, and it was an attempt to describe these facts in more general 

terms. Like Johnson and Boswell's tour of the Hebrides, Shortland's journey 

in 1843-44 may be read either as a moment in the development of cultural 

imperialism, a moment in the development of the tourist industry, or even 

as a point at which an account of travel - here in the service of the Colonial 

Government - becomes a rudimentary ethnography. Unlike Dr Johnson, 

however, Shortland applied a specific definition of 'culture' in his 

observations of the native people. 'The natives of New Zealand', he wrote, 

'differ essentially from those of all other of our Australian colonies. They are 

comparatively more numerous; they are given to agricultural pursuits; and 

6 8  Ibid., p. 212. 
6 9  Ibid., p. 25. 
70 Homi K .  Bhabha, 'Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions o f  Ambivalence 

and Aulhority under a Tree Outside Delhi, May 1817'. p. 154. 
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have been found to learn, and readily adopt, the more civilized practices of 

Europeans; at the same time that their bodily and mental organization is 

generally considered not inferior to our own'.71 Shortland also joined the 

quest for the collection of 'curiosities'; he gathered mineral samples, and 

during his later visit to Waikouaiti, unearthed a collection of bones which he 

identified as those of the moa.72 Shortland's map in Southern Districts, 

entitled 'Bay of Waikouaiti' indicates these moa bone deposits [figure 8.71. 

Shortland also studied the geological structure of the land over which he 

travelled. He noted the distribution of fossils and explained rock stratification 

with reference to the Wernerian 'Neptunian Theory' of rock formation.73 

Southern Districts is primarily an anthropological text, described by a 

recent commentator as 'the seminal work of South Island Maori history and 

e thn~graphy ' .~*  As Peter Gibbons has recently commented of this work, 'the 

text includes a description of the land but the writer's interest is more 

engaged by the people and their utilization of the land's r e s o ~ r c e s . ' ~ ~  

Shortland's account is indeed largely devoted to describing the Maori with 

whom he interacted. From Te Huruhuru he recorded the earliest account of 

Te Puoho, the Ngati Tama leader, and his southern raid in 1836. Hone 

Simon During, 'Waiting for the Post: Some Relations Between Modernity, 
Colonization, and Writing', in Past the Lasr Posf: Theorizing Post-Colonialism 
and Post-Modernism, eds. Ian Adam and Helen Tiffen, p. 24; Southern Districts, 
p. vi. 

7 2  Nicholas Thomas has noted how the 'curosities' - or 'curios' - collected 
from non-Western peoples also included natural specimens; corals, bones, and 
mineral samples. Thomas, Entangled Objects, passim. See Southern Districts, 
pp. 137-40. 

7 3 Shortland, Journal 1843-44, Micro Ms 0357, ATL. 
7 4  Anderson, 'Edward Shortland', in The Dictionary of New Zealand 

Biography Volun~e One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 396. 
7 5  P. J .  Gibbons, 'Non-Fiction', in The Oxford History of New Zealand 

Literalure in English, ed. T .  Sturm, p. 39. 
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Tuhawaiki and Matiaha Tiramorehu provided Shortland with sufficient 

information to construct a history of South Island Ma0ri.7~ 'It was not until I 

had compared the accounts given by different persons, who resided in distant 

parts of the country,' writes Shortland, 'that I attached any particular value to 

this sort of traditionary history1.77 Shortland also compiled a census of the 

Ngai Tahu population, estimating that a total of 1,923 Maori inhabited the 

Southern Island, excluding the West Coast.78 In a period when medical 

science was still in its infancy, Shortland, as a trained surgeon, argued that the 

general population decline was due more to 'the alternate adopting and 

throwing off of European clothing [which] must tend to develop diseases of 

the lungs, so prevalent among them', than to an 'unsound constitution1.79 

Eager to engage with the wider debates of contemporary science, Shortland 

argued that '[tlhere is no sufficient reason to anticipate the extinction of the 

Maori race, except by the possible means of its becoming blended with the 

European stock. This, too, is an event, the accomplishment of which must be 

very remote under any circumstances'.~ It is therefore possible, as Fabian has 

suggested, to see in ethnographic dscourse 'an index revealing (or hiding) the 

7 6  Southern Districts, pp. 4-6. E. Shortland, trans., 'Narrative of  the Origin 
and Progress o f  the Wars o f  Ngatitoa and others with Ngaitahu, by Tamihana 
son o f  Te  Rauparaha, Ms 96, HO. See also Herries Beattie Tikao Talks: Ka Taoka 
Tapu o Te Au Kohatu: Treasures front the Ancient World of the Maori , Told by 
Teone taare Tikao to Herries Beattie, Auckland, 1990, (first edn Christchurch, 
1939);  James Stack, South Island Maoris: a sketch of their history and 
legendary lore ,  Christchurch, 1898; Robert McNab, Murihuku and the 
Sourhern Islands, a history of the West Coast Islands, Foveaux Strait, Stewart 
Island, the Snares, Bounty, Anripodes, Auckland, Campbell and Maquarie 
Islands, from 1770 to 1829, Invercargill, 1907; Robert McNab, Old Whaling Days: 
a history of Southern New Zealand from 1830 to 1840, Auckland, 1913. 

Southern Districts, p. 93. 
7 8  Shortland, 'Middle Island Census, MS 90, HO. Evison has noted, however, 

that the Ngai Tahu population of  Te Wai Pounamu was probably nearer 2,500. 
Evison, Te Wai Pounamu, p. 179. 

Soulhern Districts, p. 39ff. 
Ibid., p. 77. 
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fact that not one but two subjects inhabit the semantic space of the statement. 

One is the Indian ... [and] the other is the ethnographer ... .I81 

This ethnographic information was reserved for the few who collate, 

describe, write and speculate about those others captured in the text. 

Ethnographic texts are set up for interpretation by abstracting them from their 

social context and constructing a reading of what they may have, or must 

have, meant to the participants.82 Shortland's essentialized discussion of 

'natives' (and settlers) separated people from place, but the text also includes 

more particularized portraits. In his journal of 1843-44, Shortland continually 

drew parallels between the 'old' and the 'new' worlds; the 'rakau-pounamu' 

is likened to King Arthur's sword; the 'New Zealand women' are compared 

to 'the female apprentice ... in our farm houses'; while the New Zealand 

landscape is itself compared to the southern coasts of Devon and C ~ r n w a l l . ~ ~  

Thomas has also noted how 'earlier nineteenth century metropolitan interest 

was thus one which constituted national types and noticed parallels between 

other places and various moments in classical history and mythology. Such 

observations might take the forms of naive comparisons while others 

articulated the implicit evolutionary logic'.84 This self-justification can also 

Johannes  Fabian,  Time and th.e Other: How anthropology makes its 
object, p. 91. 

James Clifford, 'On Ethnographic Authority', Rep  r e s e n  t a t  i o n s ,  I ,  1 
(1983)' 11 8-46. 

8 3  Shortland described the 'rakau-pounanu' as a greenstone weapon of 
'about 20 inches long, the blade about four inches wide, and three-fourths of 
an inch thick in the middle, tapering on either side to a tolerably sharp edge. 
The stone was of a pale green colour, mixed with opal, so as to present a wavy 
appearance, like that of a mackeral sky, transluscent at the edge, and not 
disfigured by a single black speck.' Shortland, Southern Districts, pp. 34, 60, 
160. 

8 4  Nicholas Thomas, Out of Time: history and evolution in anthropological 
discourse, Cambridge, 1989, p. 77. 
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be read as an attempt to legitimize the European presence. It is what Pratt has 

called the 'anti-conquest'; a strategy 'whereby European bourgeois subjects 

seek to secure their innocence in the same moment as they secure European 

hegemony'.p5 In this context, the 'manners and customs' genre may be seen 

as ethnography's antecedent. Travel writing already had methodological 

precedents among early modern travel accounts; the art of travel belonged to 

a specific literary genre, which included certain ways of collating and 

describing one's observations.86 What such accounts provide then, is a record 

of the intellectual fashions of the day, rather than a reliable illustration of the 

subject or subjects with whom they were ostensibly concerned. 

As a traveller, ethnographer and cultural mediator, Edward Shortland 

inscribed and described the southern regions of New Zealand as a new 

cultural landscape. Shortland's southern sojourn deserves examination as an 

illustration of how a textual reading of journeying can expose and illuminate 

the multiplicity of discourses subsumed within an apparantly homogeneous 

discourse of colonization. It is suggested here that to avoid reinscribing the 

colonizing discourses of the past, attention should be focused on the colonial 

text as a product of the negotiation between colonizer and colonized; as a 

dialogic and collaborative exercise situated at the in-between spaces of cultural 

contact. At least a hint of this is found in Shortland's own comment on poor 

8 5  Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, 
p. 7. 

8 6  Justin Stagl. 'The Methodising of Travel in the 16th Century: a tale of 
three cities', History and Anthropology, 4 ,  2 (1990) 303-38. And as Fabian has 
suggested, the 'topos of travel' which emerged in the wake o f  the 
Enlightenment 'under the reigning paradigm of natural history', replaced 'an 
earlier, enormously popular genre of mostly sentimental and aesthetisizing 
tales of travel'. Fabian, Time arzd (he Other, p. 8. 
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George Primrose, who 'went to Holland expecting to make his fortune by 

teaching the Dutch English; but discovered on his arrival there that, "in order 

to teach Dutchmen English, it was necessary that they should first teach him 

D u t ~ h " ' . ~ ~  

Southern Districts, p. x. 



CHAPTER 9 'A Patttheon o r  Wnlhallrr for t r y  i22~!sfrioirs caatemgornries': 
Jvliris Wnnsf's nlpine extmfition of 1862 

Enveloped in their solemn mantles of silver snow were enthroned 
around us the patriarchs of the Alps with venerable heads and long 
flowing beards. 
Julius Haast, 1862. 

'When beginning with the survey of the Southern Alps of New Zealand, 

hitherto entirely unknown, I proposed myself to create a kind of Pantheon or 

Walhalla for my illustrious contemporaries amongst those never-trodden 

peaks and glaciers, and I had, therefore, the pleasure to call a magnificent 

glacier ... the Hooker glacier, and the river issuing from its icy vault, the River 

Hooker', wrote Julius Haast, Canterbury Provincial Geologist, to Sir William 

Hooker, then Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, in June 1862.2 Haast 

had recently completed a four month expedition into the interior of the 

South Island and was eager to publicize his work. Hooker was obviously 

flattered and thanked Haast for 'the high and grateful compliment you pay 

me in naming a noble glacier after me and still more in bringing the name of 

our excellent friend, Dr. Mueller, in placing our names in juxtaposition in 

two of the most remarkable geological features perhaps in the whole 

Southern Hemisphere ... .'3 With specific reference to Haast's expedition to 

J .  Haast, 'Notes on the Geology of the Province of Canterbury', 
Government Gazette, Province of Canterbury, 9 ,  18 (24 October 1862). Haast will 
here be referred to as 'Haast', rather than 'von Haast': the Austrian emperor 
conferred a hereditary knighthood on him in 1875. 

* J .  Haast, letter to  Sir William Hooker, Geological Survey Office, 
Christchurch, 9 June 1862, cited in von Haast, The LiJe and Times of Sir Julius 
von Haasr, p. 213.  The term 'Walhalla' (or Valhalla), is derived from Nordic 
mythology, and refers specifically to the great hall of Odin where warriors 
who die as heroes in battle dwell eternally. 

3 Sir William Hooker to Julius Haast, 23 September 1862, cited in von Haast, 
The Life and Times of Sir Julius van Haast, p. 213. 
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the Mount Cook region in 1862, this chapter will examine his efforts at 

making space: specifically, the construction of a new cultural landscape. It is 

suggested here that Haast's naming of the alpine region was more than an act 

of possession by imperial inscription; and yet more than simply an exercise in 

personal aggrandizement. Further, it is argued that Haast's particularized 

nomenclature re-presented the southern alpine region as a specifically 

colonial landscape; as a product of the alliance which existed between science, 

capitalism and colonization. Like the hybridized identity of the colonial 

migrant - situated between the metropolitan and indigenous cultures - 

Haast's southern landscape may be read as a negotiated expression of colonial 

cultural identity.4 

Johann Franz Julius von Haast was born in Bonn, Germany, on 1 May 

1822.5 The son of a wealthy merchant, Haast was educated at grammar 

schools in Bonn and Cologne, and studied geology at the University of Bonn. 

He travelled extensively in Europe during the 1840s, before settling in 

Frankfurt, where he worked in the book trade. In 1858 Haast arrived in New 

Zealand as an agent for the English shipowners Willis, Gann and Company, 

to report on the prospects for German emigration to the colony. Soon after 

his arrival in New Zealand, Haast met up with the Austrian geologist 

Ferdinand Hochstetter, and the two made a number of geological expeditions 

in the Auckland and Nelson regions.6 On Hochstetter's departure in late 

See also Chapter 5. 
5 von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haasr, passim; P. B. 

Maling, 'Johann Franz Julius von Haast, 1822-1887', in The Dictionary of New 
Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, pp. 167-69. 

See  'Hochstetler Centnenary: geologist's remarkable work in New 
Zealand', The Press, 8 August 1959, p. 10; 'The Hot Lake District of New Zealand 
in 1859: a Hochstetter centenary lecture', Fleming Papers 871208124, ATL. 
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1859, Haast was employed as geologist to the Nelson provincial government, 

and spent the next eight months exploring the western districts of the South 

Island. In February 1861 Haast was appointed Provincial Geologist by the 

Canterbury provincial government. Haast was an active member of the 

Canterbury community and stimulated much interest in scientific matters: he 

founded the Canterbury Philosophical Institute in July 1862, and was the 

founding director of the Canterbury Museum in 1868. Haast earned 

international recognition for his research of the geology and biogeography of 

the southern glacial region, for which this particular journey formed the 

basis. He was also at the forefront of the sustained debate over the origin and 

disappearance of the moa.7 Haast then taught geology and palaeontology at 

Canterbury University College and became its first professor of geology in 

1876; a post he held until his death in August 1887. 

In late January 1862, Haast, accompanied by the Christchurch surveyor 

Arthur Dudley Dobson, and 'two men used to horses and rough country', left 

Christchurch for the southern alpine region known as the Mackenzie country 

[see figure 9.11.8 They travelled south to the Rangitata river, then inland 

through where the towns of Geraldine and Fairlie now stand, over Burkes 

Pass to Hayes Station and on to Lake Tekapo.9 Here Haast examined the lake 

and the Tekapo river, while Dobson ran rough compass and chain traverses 

up the Tekapo, Pukaki, and Ohau rivers to determine the boundaries for 

See further Chapter 6 ;  Appendix 2. 
8 von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haasr, p. 205. A. D. Dobson 

had previously been employed as topographical surveyor on the Geological 
Staff of the Canterbury Provincial Government, and worked with Haast on the 
geological survey o f  the Port Hills, which proposed a tunnel to be built from 
Christchurch to Lyttleton, Dobson, R e m i n i s c e n c e s ,  pp. 32-33. See also von 
Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 113-23. 

Dobson. Reminiscences. p. 33. 
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pasturage licenses.10 They then spent over a month exploring the head 

waters of the Godley river, before following this river to the Godley and 

Classen glaciers. They camped at the base of the glaciers and spent ten days 

engaged in a topographical and geological survey: here, Dobson later recalled, 

'[wle collected a large quantity of geological and botanical specimens', which 

Haas t would later incorporate into his extensive specimen collection.ll Haas t 

then travelled up the river which joins the western shore of Lake Tekapo, 

which he named the Cass, for Thomas Cass, the Chief Surveyor of the 

Canterbury province.12 On 26 March Haast and Dobson started for Mount 

Cook, the highest peak in the southern alpine range. Crossing the Fish River, 

they passed Irishman Creek and the Maryburn, and standing above the Jollie 

River obtained their first full view of the Tasman valley. 'The majestic forms 

of Mount Cook, Mount Haidinger, of the Moorhouse range, and many other 

wild craggy peaks covered with snow and ice,' Haast later wrote, 'rose in 

undescribable grandeur before us, and whilst their summits were gilded by 

the last rays of the sun, the broad valley of the Tasman was already enveloped 

in deep purple shade. It was a moment of extreme delight, never to be 

forgotten.'l3 They crossed the Tasman and Hooker rivers, and set up camp 

close to the end of the Tasman glacier. On 31 March they travelled up the 

valley between the glacier and the Mount Cook range. They spent a day 

examining the Tasman glacier before heading towards the Mueller glacier. 

On 12 April they began their ascent of the Mount Cook range, climbing 

through forest and sub-alpine shrub. At a height of 7500 feet they 

von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 205. 
1 1 Dobson, Reminiscences, p. 34. 
1 2  See also Chapter 5.  

J .  Haast, 'Notes on the Geology o f  the Province of Canterbury', 
Government Gazette, Province of Canterbury, 9 ,  18 (24 October 1862). 
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encountered a large chasm which was impossible to round or cross, thereby 

forcing a premature retreat. 'Our business was to survey, geologise, and 

botanise', wrote Dobson, 'not to spend time in climbing dangerous mountain 

peaks.'l4 Three days later they broke camp and set out for Lake Pukaki, where 

Haast studied the land formations. From Pukaki they travelled to Lake Ohau, 

and crossed the Ben Ohau range to the Dobson and Hopkins rivers. They 

then retraced their path back to Burkes Pass, crossed the Pukaki River, and 

arrived back in Christchurch on 31 May.15 

Historic a2 vrecedents: the ex vloration o f  the southern alvine repion 

The scenic beauty of the Mackenzie country had long been revered by both 

Maori and Pakeha. 'From the first settlement of Europeans in the accessible 

districts of this island,' noted the Lyttleton Times in 1861, 'it has always been 

an object of deep curiosity to discover what and what kind of country lay 

behind and among the immense mountains which seem to wall in the spots 

approachable by sea. The enterprising English settler looked upon this barrier 

as something to stimulate his curiosity and the more difficult the passage 

seemed the more convinced he became that something wonderful existed on 

the other side.'l6 Another observer reminisced: 'Remember the Mackenzie 

[country] in pre-Pakeha days was the summer and autumn hunting ground 

for the Ngatimamoe and the Ngatahu [sic] tribes, and that they evidently 

Dobson, Reminiscences, p. 34. 
l 5  Haast, 'Notes on the Geology of the Province of Canterbury'; von Haast, 

Life and Times, pp. 205-19. - - 
'The West Coast of Nelson: a review, of J. Haast, Report of a Topographical 

and Geological Exploration of che Western Districts of the Nelson Province, 
New Zealand; undertaken for the Provincial Government by Julius Haasr. Esq., 
Nelson, 1861, Lyttleton Times, 13 March 1861, p. 3. 
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viewed with great awe the mysteries of the Alpine regions. Following them 

the pioneer sheepmen and shepherds were engaged in a well nigh life and 

death struggle with unknown nature, and preferred to give glaciers and 

avalanches the widest berth possible'.l7 Indeed, to the Victorian observer, 

steeped in Romantic notions of the sublime, the snow-covered mountain 

range which divided the southern island seemed to demand respect from all 

those beneath its magnificence.18 

Haast's expedition also had immediate historical precedents. In late 

1857 John Turnbull Thomson, then Chief Surveyor for the Otago Province, 

had travelled up the eastern shores of Lake Pukaki.19 The following year the 

surveyor Edward Jollie had surveyed the lake region, and in 1860 the land 

bounded by the Waitaki and Rangitata rivers was considered available for 

settlement. By 1861 a handful of pioneer pastoralists had established sheep 

runs near the Pukaki and Tekapo lakes. In 1861 the surveyor John Holland 

Baker also visited the Mackenzie country in search of land suitable for sheep 

farming. Baker travelled over much the same country as Haast would do a 

year later - exploring the branches of the Waitaki, visiting the Tekapo, Pukaki, 

and Ohau lakes, the rivers that Haast was to later name the Hopkins and the 

Dobson, and then south to Lake Wanaka. With the exception of Thomson, 

I T. D. Burnett, to H.  F. von Haast, 4 June 1937, cited in von Haast, The Life 
and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 204. Although southern Maori considered 
the interior of the alpine region too harsh for human habitation, it was a 
source o f  the highly valued inanga, the pale pounamu, or greenstone. See  
further Evison, Te Wai Pounamu, pp. 1-6. 

See further David Robertson, 'Mid-Victorians amongst the Alps', in 
Nature and the Victorian Imagination, eds. U .  C .  Knoepflmacher and G .  B.  
Tennyson, pp. 113-36. 

l 9  Mount Stokes was subsequently renamed Mount Sefton by Haast after 
William Sefton Moorhouse, the Superintendent o f  Canterbury, von Haast, T h e  
Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 202. 
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these visitors had paid little attention to describing the glacial features of the 

alpine region. Although, as Dobson later noted, 'a few shepherds had been 

up  the Tasman valley, and reported that the valley ended with a wall of rock, 

which was ... the end of the Tasman glacier', it was left to Haast to describe 

the peaks, glaciers, and rivers of the Mount Cook region [see figure 9.21.20 

Haast's primary objective on his 1862 expedition was to ascertain the presence 

of gold deposits in the Mount Cook region - in addition to extending his 

geological survey of the entire Canterbury province. Colonists typically 

viewed the alpine region with utilitarian intent. 'A mountain here is only 

beautiful if it has good grass on itt, Samuel Butler commented in 1870. 

'Scenery is not scenery, it is country ... . If it is good for sheep it is beautiful, 

magnificent and all the rest of it; if not, it is not worth looking at.'21 The 

exploration of the southern interior was chiefly motivated by the quest for 

gold. With the rapid development of the Otago province in the wake of the 

gold strike at 'Gabriel's Gully' in June 1861, there was considerable pressure 

on the Canterbury Provincial Government to encourage prospecting for 

mineral resources closer to home.** 'It was of vital importance', wrote Haast, 

'to ascertain if formations of a similar nature to those containing the rich 

gold-fields of Otago could be traced over the border into the Canterbury 

2 0  Dobson, Reminiscences, p. 34. 
Samuel Butler, A First Year in the Canterbury Settlement, London, 1870,  

p. 70. 
2 2  For an account o f  the Orago gold-fields,  see  'Report to the 

Superiutendeut by Vincent Pyke, Commissioner of  Gold-fields, 1 October 1862,' 
Otago Provincial Govenzmenr Gazette, 5, 205 (3 September 1862); and 'The Gold 
Fields of Otago', The Press. 27 June 1863, p. 3. 



FIGURE 9.2 Julius Haast, The Southern Alps, View from the mouth of the River 
Grey, from sketches by Dr. J. Haast, 299 rnnz~k, Alexander Turnbull Library. 
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Province.'23 As a government sponsored scientist, Haast was also under a 

great deal of public pressure to perform: 'We may expect a very useful 

addition to our capitalists and labouring population from Australia, by way of 

Otago', the Superintendent of Canterbury addressed the Provincial Council in 

October 1861. 'From representations made by the Provincial Geologist I am 

prepared for the discovery of a gold-field in the northern and one also in the 

southern district of Canterbury.'24 

Haast's expedition was therefore expected to be practical; where the 

value of his work would be measured by the material rewards it would 

endow. This also reflected the contemporary concern that scientific enquiry 

in the colony be of immediate practical value. Reviewing Haast's work in the 

Nelson province, the Lyttleton Times announced in March 1861: 

We have heard of geologists who, despatched by the highest authorities 
in science, at the request of a colony, have been more skilled in theory 
than in practice and have been stronger upon the "Neptunist" system 
than upon their own legs. Such men will not do for New Zealand. 
Geology is here eminently a muscular science; it is to be cultivated not 
more by the brain than by the nerves and sinews nor must it be 
cultivated alone. If the exploring geologist is to have a surveying staff 
with him to give him the datum points of his stratifications, if he has 

2 3  Haast, 'Notes on the Geology of the Province of Canterbury'. Haast used 
much of his geological information for commercial purposes. See further 
'Reports of the Provincial Geologist on the CoaI Measures and Lignitiferous 
Beds of the River Kowai', Government Gazette, Province of Canterbury, 10, 15 
( 3  September 1863); 'Report of the Provincial Geologist on the Kowai Coal 
Measures', Government Gazette, Provirtce of Canlerbury, 1 1 ,  8 (23 September 
1863); 'On the Practicability of supplying Christchurch with Pure Water by 
means of Artesian Wells', Lyltleton Times, 19, 26 June 1863; 'Report, Map, and 
Section of Provincial Geologist, showing result of Journey to the Western Part 
of the Province', Provincial Council, Canterbury, 20, 40  ( 1 2  August 1863); 
'Report of the Geological Survey of the Province of Canterbury', P r o v i n c i a l  
Council, Canrerbury, 22 (2 August 1864); 'Report on the Building Stones of the 
Province of Canterbury', Lytrleton T imes ,  5 February 1864. See also 
'Government Geologist, Notes for Reports etc.. by J. von Haast', Ms papers 37- 
245, ATL. 

2 4  Cited in von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius vorl Haast, p. 200. 
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to refer his specimen rocks to a mineralogist and his fossils to a 
paleontologist, before he can make use of them as facts; if he cannot 
carry a swag, ford a river and climb a precipice; if he cannot live on a 
pound of flour ... and be cheerful on the allowance, his learning will be 
of no use to him.Z5 

The Times went on to say that the explorer 'must be as active as a cat, with 

joints that will not dislocate and bones that will not break; he must have the 

digestion of an ostrich, the acuteness of a Leather-stocking, and the temper of 

a Mark Tapley; or he is not fit even to make the odd man of a party on an 

exploring trip through the mountains ... of this Island.'26 'The explorer', the 

Times continued, 

must have an engineer's eye to note the line of a possible road as he 
goes along; he must be skilled in judging the agricultural, pastoral, and 
timber-producing character of every part; he must have a surveyor's 
ability to give every mountain and stream its exact position on the 
map, that he may show where he has been and where the available 
land that he has seen lies; he must have an eye for physical geography, 
for zoology, and for botany; and, last not least, he must be a practical 
geologist to discover beneath the surface those metals and minerals 
which may prove the greatest inducement for the introduction of an 
industrious population into the wilderness.27 

While Haast accepted the notion of the 'practical scientist', he also 

embraced a Romantic perspective on the alpine landscape, viewing it with 

2 5  'The W e s ~  Coast of Nelson', Lytrletorl Times, 13 March 1861, p. 3. The 
'Neptunist' system refers to the Wernerian theory that all rocks were once 
held in solution in water aud have been deposited as sediment. They were 
opposed by the 'Vulcanists' or 'Plutonians' who ascribed to the agency of fire. 
See further Chapter 10. 

* 6  'The West Coast of Nelson', Lyttleton Times, 13 March 1861, p. 3. The 
term 'Leather-stocking' refers to the nickname of Natty Bumpo, a trapper and 
hiunter, and 'half savage and half Christian' hero of Fenimore Cooper's T h e  
Pioneers. 'Mark Tapley' is a character in Charles Dickens' Martin Chuzzlewir, 
first published 1843-44. Chuzzlewit is a character who likes a challenge, and 
who always has a cheerful disposition despite difficulties. 

2 7  'The West Coast', Lyrrleron Times, 13 March 1861, . 
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admiration and respect. The physical challenges presented by the expedition 

were a constant reminder to Haast of the sublimity of nature. 'The process of 

penetrating the mountain ranges of the South Island is, indeed, not easy', 

noted the Lyttleton Times in March 1861. 'Besides the steep mountain side 

and the precipitous rock, there are peculiar difficulties in the exploration of 

this country, arising from the density of the forest, the treacherous character 

of the rivers, the uncertainty of the climate, the almost entire want of animal 

or vegetable fit for human food, and the absence of inhabitants.'28 Despite the 

serious tone of his official report of the expedition, Haast's account is not 

without an appreciation for the picturesque and the magnificent. As in his 

report of his Nelson explorations, Haast 'expresses himself with almost equal 

unction on the delights of the landscape, [and] finding a seam eight feet two 

inches deep of pure coalI.29 Haast described his first panoramic view of the 

Tasman glacier in such terms: 

For more than fifteen miles the eye could follow the course of this 
enormous ice-stream up to the vast snow-fields, in which the noble 
mountains at the head of the valley were almost entirely enveloped. 
Alpine peaks appeared everywhere glistening with snow and ice, 
frowning rocky precipices furrowing their sides, and, above them all, 
the bold and majestic form of Mount Cook stood out conspicuously. 
This was still more striking as this glorious mountain rises abruptly in 
the foreground for more than 10,000 feet above the broad valley, and 
on its western flanks it is also separated from its southern continuation 
by a low snow saddle.30 

More than once Haast was overcome with awe. While examining the Godley 

glacier, for instance, he was literally rendered speechless: 

- - - -- 

2 *  Ibid .  
2 9  I b i d .  
3 0  Haast, 'Notes on the Geology of the Province of Canterbury', p. 209. 
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The stillness of Nature was only interrupted by small rills of water 
running over the ice, and disappearing from sight in small round 
holes which descended abruptly below the surface, and by the plaintive 
notes of a pair of keas which were soaring high above us. A few 
avalanches fell during the day, the thunder of which was repeated over 
and over again by the echoes in the rocky walls around us. Towards the 
middle of the day we were startled by the fall of an enormous mass of 
overhanging ice which was pushed over a precipice about a thousand 
feet high and came down with such a loud peculiar jingling crash that I 
cannot find words to describe it.31 

Advancing up the Tasman glacier, Haast's ability to capture the moment in 

language was again challenged: 

It is impossible for me to describe in adequate words the majestic 
scenery by which we were surrounded; the wierd mountain chains 
with their crowning peaks in stately forms, and numerous tributary 
glaciers on their flanks, often broken into innumerable seracs ... all this 
impressed our minds with deep admiration. But the magnificent 
pyramid of Mount Cook, or Aorangi, stood high above all, towering 
into the sky. As far as the eye could reach everywhere snow and ice 
and rock appeared around us, and in such gigantic proportions that I 
sometimes thought I was dreaming, and instead of being in New 
Zealand I found myself in the Arctic or Antarctic mountain regions.32 

Haast's travelling companion, the surveyor Arthur Dobson, was similarly 

captivated by the alpine landscape. 'The evidences of glacial action,' Dobson 

later wrote, 'so widely distributed over the South Island of New Zealand, and 

occurring on so grand a scale as to attract attention even from the most 

uncultivated observer, form one of the most interesting of the geological 

records which the lovers of science are called upon to decipher.'33 

3 1 Ibid., p. 207. 
3 2  Ibid., p. 211. 
3 3  A. D.  Dobson, 'On the Date of the Glacial Period; a Comparison of Views 

represented in Papers published in the Transactions of the N. Z. Institute, Vols. 
V arid VI', TPNZI, 7 (1874), 446. 
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The challenges presented by nature were, however, real as well as 

Romantic. Haast's route through the glacial region of the interior was 

determined by conditions - both topographic and climatic - which were 

inhospitable to travellers on foot. Haast's anticipated ascent of Mount Cook 

was prevented by a wide chasm which could not be crossed. Moreover, 

freezing temperatures sharpened the harsh alpine wind, testing the limits of 

their personal endurance. 'With a hand trembling with the cold,' wrote 

Haast of his ascent of Mount Cook, 'I executed a panoramic sketch to fix the 

bearings of the principal topographical features around us, my assistant, Mr. 

A. D. Dobson, having no little trouble to keep the stand of the instrument 

steady from the strong blasts of wind sweeping over these exposed heights.'3* 

construct in^ a new cultrrral landscape: Haast's scientific methodolo-~y 

Haast re-presented the Mount Cook region as a scientific landscape through 

his description and classification of the native flora and fauna. By 

incorporating the natural features of the country into a specific scientific 

discourse, Haast possessed and thus colonized the place in the name of 

science. Haast's eye was particularly attracted to rocks, snow, and ice: to the 

geological formations of the land over which he travelled. He noted how the 

plains were once the bed of an enormous glacier, and a small range of hills 

rising above them was evidence that they had been formed by the large 

stream of ice which once flowed over them. He studied the concentric 

accumulations which surrounded Lake Tekapo, specula ting that the lake was 

formed from the action of glacial movement.35 He was especially interested 

in the glaciers, and his researches earned him much respect as a glacial 

3 4  Haast, 'Notes on the Geology of the Province of Canterbury', p. 214. 
3 5  Ibid. 
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geologist.36 At Lake Pukaki, the morainic accumulations, like those he had 

examined at Tekapo, attracted Haast's attention. He described the 'huge 

terminal and lateral moraines generally encircling and forming our 

picturesque Alpine lakes; miles and miles of ground covered by moraininc 

accumulations, broad and straight riverbeds, the former glacial channels 

sometimes three miles wide, filled with shingle beds, in which the muddy 

glacier torrents flow in numerous channels, and by which, without 

encountering any serious obstacle, we reach the existing glaciers' [see figure 

9.31.37 

Haast was also interested in the various forms of botanical and 

zoological life which inhabited the alpine region. He described the conifers, 

shrubs, flowers and herbaceous vegetation which flourished in the alpine 

conditions. 'The shingle slips and rocky projections are also not without an 

interesting vegetation,' he observed, 'showing that Nature had clothes even 

these barren spots with some of the most charming productions.'38 The 

inhabitants of these 'barren spots' provided a further source of scientific 

interest. Haast described the woodhens (Ocydromus australis), grey Norway 

rats, kakas, keas (Nestor notabil is), Morepork (Athene Novae Zealnndiae), 

Thrush (Keropia crassirostris), and Bell-bird (Anthornis rnelanura) with 

which they shared their camp sites.39 He also observed the activities of the 

3 6  See further Haast's local and international pub1ications:'Report on the 
Formation of the Canterbury Plains', Provincial Council, Canterbury, 22 ,  1864; 
'On Lhe Southern Alps of Canterbury', Proceedings of the Royal Geographical 
S o c i e t y ,  3,  1864; 'Notes on the Mountains and Glaciers of  the Canterbury 
Province, New Zealand', Geographical] Society Journal, 34, 1864; 'Glacial 
Deposits in New Zealand', Natural History Review, July 1864. 

J .  Haast, in Tramacrions Royal Society of Victoria, 8, pp. 273-8, cited in 
von Haast, Tile Life und Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 218. 

3 8  Haast. 'Notes on the Geology of the Province of Canterbury', p. 215. 
3 9  Ibid. 



FIGURE 9.3 Julius Haast, From Central Terminal Moraine of Great Godley 
Glacier, 5 March 1862, watercolour, F 52099112, Alexander Turnbull Library. 
This panoramic view of the Godley Glacier and environs illustrates Haast's 
particular interest in the formation of the alpine region. See also Haast's 
annotations of the heights (and some names) of the most prominent peaks. 
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Hawks (Hieracidea Novae Zelandiae), Mountain ducks (H ymenol aem us 

malacorhynchus), and Paradise ducks (Cascara variegata) found along the 

creeks and waterways. Haast did more than merely observe, however, 

collecting specimens and samples when he could. Haast was clearly no 

conservationist. 'I secured a number of skins of this rare alpine bird,' he 

wrote of the kea, 'and may here observe that its flesh is very dark and has a 

peculiar aromatic taste with a flavour of resin.'40 The ducks mentioned 

above 'formed a welcome addition to our stock and provi~ions.'~l On Mount 

Torlesse, Haast collected over 200 flowering plants: thirty of these were until 

then 'unknown' to European science.42 Haast was the first European scientist 

to examine and make known to the scientific world the alpine flora of 

Canterbury and Westland. Hooker believed that Haast had contributed more 

new species in the flora of New Zealand than any collecter since Colenso.43 

The genus name 'Haastia' is testimony to his botanical efforts, and a number 

of plants bear his name: Haastia pulvinaris, H. recurva, H. Sinclairii, Raoulia 

H., Olearia H., Hebe H., Celmisia H., Ranunculus H., Azorella H., 

Lingusticum H., Carex H., Cotula H., Elytranthe H., Pimeelea H., Senecio H., 

and Gingidium H.44 

Despite his public intentions to redefine the Mount Cook country in 

commercial terms - to re-present it as a commercial landscape - Haast 

4 0  Ibid., p. 216. 
Ibid. 

4 2  "on Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p.  187. 
4 3  L. Cockayne, New Zealand Plants and rheir Story, Wellington, 1910, p. 10. 

von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast,pp. 187-88. 
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constructed the alpine region as a scientifically informed cultural space. In 

collecting and classifying specimens of flora, fauna, and geological samples, he 

assimilated them into the taxonomic discourse of European science. Like the 

mapmaker and landscape artist, the scientific collector, with his specimens 

and curiosities, made the colony available for European consumption: re- 

presented in diagrammatic or tabular form, the new place became 

immediately accessible to the European mind. Unlike the place names 

generated by the discourse of surveying which were commemorative, 

referential and literal descriptions, Haast's naming created a personal 

landscape; an individually inscribed territory within the Southern interior 

which claimed that space both for the empire and himself.45 

The most significant strategy with which Haast transformed the north 

Canterbury hinterland into a new cultural landscape, was his naming of the 

rivers, peaks, mountain ranges and glaciers. The southern alpine region of 

New Zealand is distinguished by a nomenclature which celebrates the names 

of nineteenth century botanists, physicists, geologists, geographers, explorers, 

and local dignatories. Like James McKerrow and his naming of the central 

Otago landscape in 1861-62, Haast was particularly concerned with inscribing 

the names of European scientists.46 Haast was responsible for inscribing over 

one hundred names on the landscape of the colony: many of these he gave on 

his 1862 journey into the heart of the Mackenzie country.47 The Moorhouse 

Range and Sefton Peak Haast named after William Sefton Moorhouse, the 

4 5  For a discussion of Ludwig Leichhardt's naming 
Priessnitz, 'The 'Vossification of Ludwig Leichhardt', in 
From Berlin to  Burdekin, pp. 196-217, (esp. pp. 198-200). 

4 6  See Chapter 5.  
4 7  von Haast. The Life arld Times of Sir Julius von Haast, 

in Australia, see H.  
Walker and Tampke, 

pp. 975-1022. 
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Superintendent of Canterbury, who had appointed Haast to his position as 

Provincial Geologist.48 To the peak now known as La Perouse, Haast named 

Mount Stokes, after Captain J. L. Stokes of the Acheron, who surveyed and 

charted the coastline of New Zealand between 1849 and 1851.49 He named 

the Godley Glacier and the Godley River after John Robert Godley, considered 

to be the 'founder' of the Canterbury settlement.50 Mount Petermann Haast 

named for the German geographer to whose publication he contributed 

articles.51 Mount Tyndall Haast named after John Tyndall, the eminent 

English physicist and mountaineer.52 Mount D'Archiac he named for the 

respected French geologist and palaeontologis t.53 The eastern branch of the 

Godley River Haast named the Macauley, after Thomas Babington Macauley 

(1780-1859), the historian, poet, politician, and orator.54 The Huxley Glacier, 

4 8  Ibid., p. 213. 
4 9  Ibid., pp. 998-99. Thomson showed some discernment in naming Mount 

Stokes and placing it beside Mount Cook, therefore situating the explorers 
t o g e t h e r .  

5 0  Ibid., p. 991. In September 1863, while conducting a survey on the west 
coast of the South Island, Dobson saw and sketched the the Franz Josef Glacier 
(later named by Haast in 1868 after the Austrian Emperor). 'I did not name the 
glacier,' Dobson wrote, 'because i t  was not with in the area of my contract 
survey, and as another surveyor had the contract to survey this portion of the 
coast. I left the naming of it to him.' However, Dobson then added that 'I might 
as well have named i t  then, as the surveyor within whose contract the glacier 
lay, failed to carry out his work, and returned some months afterwards to 
Christchurch.' Dobson, Reminiscences, pp. 46-47. 

von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 992. 
5 2 John Tyndall (1  820-1883). physicist and glaciologist, was well known in 

Britain for his researches on forms of matter, motion, sound, and magnetism, 
published in his Hear Considered as a Means of Motion (1864). Tyndall was a 
Professor of Natural Philosophy and Fellow of the Royal Society. He was 
considered an authority on glacial geology which particularly endeared him 
to Haast. Mount Tyndall has now been re-named McClure, after a local 
surveyor. Ibid. 

5 3  Vicomte D'Archaic (1802-1868) was a member of the Geological Society. 
the Academy of Sciences, and in 1861 was appointed Professor of Palaeontology 
at the Museum of Natural History in Paris. Haast was familiar with his 
Strarigraphical Palaeonrology. Ibid., p. 996. 

5 4  Haast was impressed with Macauley's Essays, Lays of Ancient Rome, and 
History. I bid.  
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which flowed from the Cass River, Haast named after the eminent British 

scientist, Thomas Henry Huxley.55 Situated beside the Huxley Glacier, was 

the Faraday Glacier, which also issued from the Cass River. The Tasman 

Glacier and the Tasman River Haast named after the Dutch navigator who 

first sighted and named New Zealand. It seemed fitting to Haast that the 

Tasman Glacier should join its neighbouring peak, Mount Cook, to celebrate 

the early European explorers. Near the Tasman River, Haast named the Jollie 

River for his friend and colleague, the surveyor Edward Jollie. The Mueller 

Glacier he named for the botanist and explorer Ferdinand von Mueller, 

Director of the Melbourne Botanical Gardens; and the Hooker Glacier for Sir 

William Hooker, Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew.56 Mount 

De la Beche Haast named after the English geologist Sir Henry Thomas De la 

Beche.57 The Murchison Glacier he named for the geologist Sir Roderick 

5 5  Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-95), was a defender of Darwin and a Fellow 
of the Royal Society. He was lecturer then Professor at the School of Mines, 
Naturalist to the Geological Survey, and in 1870 was elected as President of the 
Royal Society. Huxley had a high public profile and strongly advocated the 
teaching of Natural Science in English schools, He was one of Haast's sponsers 
for b s  Fellowship to the Royal Society. 

5 6  Ferdinand Jakob Heinrich von Mueller (1825-96)achieved international 
recognition for his botanical research. From 1859 to 1873 Mueller was Director 
of the Melbourne Botanical Gardens where he encouraged the acclimitization 
of plants, and established a national herbarium. Mueller also undertook many 
scientific expeditions in south and eastern Australia. In 1861 he named Mount 
Haast in east Victoria, and in 1871 named Haast's Bluff in South Australia. For 
further discussion of his contribution to Australian exploration and science 
see Edward Kynaston, 'Exploration as escape: Baron Sir Ferdinand von Mueller', 
in Walker and Tampke, eds, From Berlin to Burdekin, pp. 3-21. William Jackson 
Hooker (1785-1865) was Professor of Botany at Glasgow University and then 
Director of Kew Gardens, where he supervised the expanision of the arboretum 
and botanical research. He was succeeded by his son, Joseph Dalton Hooker, 
who also maintained a correspondence with Haast, see von Haast, The Life and 
Times of Sir Julius von Haast,, p. 212. 

5 7  Sir Henry Thomas De la Beche (1796-1858) the English geologist, was 
appointed Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain in 1835 and was 
instrumental in establishing the Geological Museum, which combined the 
offices of the Geological Survey, the Museum of Praclical Geology, the Royal 
School of Mines. The Museum opened in 1851 with De la Beche as its first 
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Impey Murchison, who succeeded De la Beche as Director-General of the 

Royal School of Mines, the Museum of Practical Geology and Director of the 

Geological Survey of Great Britain.58 Haast named Mount Haidinger after the 

Austrian mineralologis t, geologist and physicist, William Karl Ri t ter von 

Haidinger.59 The peak at the end of the Tasman Glacier, Haast named Elie de 

Beaumont, after the French geologist.60 Haast honoured the English 

naturalist, Charles Darwin, in his naming of Mount Darwin.61 The Malte 

Brun Haast named for the Danish geographer Adolphe Malte-Br~n.~2 He 

then named the Liebig Range - situated between the Murchison and Jollie 

valleys - after the famed German chemist, Justus von Liebig.63 The Sealy 

Range and Mount Sealy he named for his friend and companion E. P. Sealy, 

the surveyor who accompanied Haast on a subsequent visit to the Mount 

Cook region.64 The Dobson River Haast named for the Canterbury engineer, 

Edward Dobson: the father of his assistant and travelling companion, Arthur 

Director. The geological survey and museum served as a model for the colonial 
institutions with which Haast was involved. 

5 8  Sir  Roderick Impey Murchison (1791-1871) was a member of the 
Geological Society and a founder of the Royal Geographical Society. 

5 9  William Karl Ritter von Haidinger (1795-1871), an Austrian physicist, 
was Counsellor of Mines, Director of the Imperial Geological Institute, and a 
member of the Imperial Board of Agriculture and Mines and the Imperial 
Academy of Science i n  Vienna. 

6 0  Elie de  Beaumont (1798-1874) was the author of many influential works 
on geology, and was Engineer of Mines, Professor of Geology of the School of 
Mines, General Inspector of Mines, and Secretary of the Academy of Sciences. 

Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882) author of The Origin of Species 
(1859) and The Descent of Man, was perhaps the most influential naturalist of 
the nineteenth century. His promotion of the theory of natural selection and 
evolution initiated a revolution in scientific thought. 

Adolphe Ma1 te-Brun ( 18 16-89) wrote widely on mathematical geography 
and was a founder of the Geographical Society of Paris. 

6 3  Justus von Liebig (1803-73) was Professor of Chemistry at Giessen 
University, and later Professor of Chemistry at Munich. 

6 4  von Haast, The Li$e and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, pp. 1008-9. 
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Dobson.65 The Hopkins River he named after the English mathemetician 

and geologist, William Hopkins.66 In addition, Haast named Mount Brewster 

after the Scottish natural philosopher, Sir David Brewster (1781-1868); Mount 

Hooker he named for the English botanist, Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker; the 

Ritter Range for the German geographer, Karl Ritter (1779-1859); the Thomas 

River, after Captain Thomas, the New Zealand Company Surveyor who laid 

out the settlements of Lyttleton, Sumner, and Christchurch; Mount Crosbie, 

for Crosbie Ward, then editor of the Lyttleton Times; Mount Napoleon after 

the French emperor, Napelon 111; Mount Dana for the American geologist, 

zoologist and mineralogist, James Dwight Dana (1813-1895); and the Wilkin 

River, after an associate in the Legislative Council.67 

Personal naming was an integral part of the processes of exploration 

and colonization. On his antipodean voyages of discovery, for instance, Cook 

commemorated his crew members and important political and aristocratic 

figures in his naming of the coastlines of Australia and New Zealand. Half a 

world from home, Cook's place names signified - indeed they reflected - the 

British invasion, possession, and occupation of these lands.68 Haast 

considered the southern alpine region both as a public and a private space. 

While fit to 'bear the names of the great men of the old country' - an 

6 5  Edward Dobson - the father of Haast's travelling companion, the 
surveyor Arthur Dobson - was also Haast's father-in-law. The only other 
family name Haast used i n  his naming was Mount Robert, 'a flat-topped 
mountain on the south-western side of the lake (Rolo-iti), about 4,700 ft. high', 
named after his son in Germany. Ibid., p. 978. 

b 6  William Hopkins (1793-1866) was a critic of Elie de  Beaumont's theory of 
mountaiu elevation. Hopkins wrote widely on glacial motion - in which Haast 
was particularly interested - and was President of the Geological Society and 
the British Association. 

6 7  Ibid., pp.1009-13. 
6 8  See Chapter 5. 
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expression which further endorsed and legitimized European colonization - 

the southern landscape also provided Haast with an occasion for personal 

concern and self-advancement. In this way, Haast's nomenclature may be 

read as both general and specific: while his names advance the power and 

presence of the colonizing enterprise, they also advance Haast's own career 

concerns. 

Despite their obvious role as colonizing statements, Haas t's names 

must be considered in the immediate context of travel discourse: the names 

given in the course of the journey are inseparable from the conditions of the 

journey itself. When Haast's place names are read in this way - as signposts 

written en route - they indicate the performative, and not simply the textual 

nature of the journey. Moreover, they reveal Haast's active participation in 

the construction of a new cultural landscape. It is perhaps not too cynical to 

suggest that Haast was clearly ensuring his own career prospects in his choice 

of names, and that his naming of the Southern Alps may be read as an 

excerise in self-advancement.@ Like Cook, who seems to have considered the 

coastlines of Australia and New Zealand as occasions for self-glorification, as 

opportunities 'to memorialize all the historical and personal facts that 

converged and found their historic climax in the ... voyage1,70 Haast found his 

particular medium in the Southern Alps. In selecting and applying these 

names, Haas t aimed to celebrate, commemorate, and preserve for posterity, 

those persons to whom he wished to express his gratitude, or admiration. His 

6 9  S e e  Wystan Curnow, 'Mapping Mountains, and Julius von Haast's 
Exploration o f  the Southern Alps', paper presented at The Friends o f  the 
Turnbull Library Seminar: European sources o f  New Zealand culture, 
Wellington, 27- 28 June 1992. 

Carter, The Roud to Botany Bay, p. 6. 
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naming was a permanent and public statement to those persons he knew; and 

a means through which he could attract the patronage, or at least the 

attention, of those he did not. 

Haast actively solicited international recognition for his scientific 

research, and his southern landscape is evidence of his efforts to endear 

himself to the European intellectual savants.71 In addition to his contact with 

Sir William Jackson Hooker and J. D. Hooker, Haast's correspondents 

included Sir Charles Lyell, John Tyndall, Charles Darwin, and the French 

geographers Malte-Brun and Marcou.72 In December 1861, Lyell wrote 

thanking Haast for the 'handsome compliment of naming some mountains 

and a river after me'.73 'I received your kind and flattering letter and your 

interesting little book a few days ago', wrote the English physicist and 

mountaineer John Tyndall to Haast in January 1862. 'When I commenced 

my observations upon glaciers, I had very little idea of the tidings of my work 

reaching so far as New Zealand, and I can unfeignedly assure you that I 

consider it a very high reward to find that a scientific explorer in that distant 

region thinks my work worthy of recognition.'74 Haast also informed Tyndall 

of his Mount Cook journey, and in September 1862, Tyndall replied: 'Your 

letter reached me a few minutes ago and I hasten to tell you that I read it with 

great gratification. I had already ... made myself acquainted with your recent 

expeditions, which are described in an exceedingly interesting style.'75 

7 1  Haast knew he had made himself a European reputation when he was 
elected as a Fellow of  the Royal Society in May 1867, von Haast, The Life and 
Times of Sir Julius von Haast, pp. 505-6. 

7 2  Ibid., pp. 247-55, 449-54. 
Sir Charles Lyell to Haast, 25 December 1861. Ibid., p. 251. 

7 4  John TyndaIl to Haast, 8 January 1862. Ibid., p. 253. 
7 5  Tyndall to Haast, 17 September 1862. Ibid., p. 254. 
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Ferdinand von Mueller returned the compliment paid to him by Haast by 

naming a mountain, Haast's Bluff, situated appropriately in the Haidinger 

ranges in central Aus tralia.76 

Haast also attempted to secure the support of local persons who might 

assist him closer to home: particularly in his roles as museum director and 

university professor. Haast named features for local dignatories - especially 

those who had assisted him in the past, or who he hoped would do so in the 

future. His naming of the Moorhouse Range and Sefton Peak was, for 

example, clearly an expression of gratitude to the Superintendent of 

Canterbury who had appointed him as Provincial Geologist. Mount Crosbie 

he named for Crosbie Ward, the editor of the Lyttleton Times, whose support 

Haast relied upon in maintaining his position as Provincial Geologist and in 

furthering his schemes for higher education.77 Similarly, the Wilkin River 

he named for Robert Wilkin: a personal friend and Provincial Councillor, 

Wilkin was also a member of the organizing committee for the New Zealand 

Industrial Exhibition, member of the Museum committee, and member, and 

later President, of the Acclimitiza tion Society which Haas t had initia ted.78 A 

reading which suggests that Haast's naming was an exercise in personal 

advancement, is further supported by the fact that unlike other European 

explorers in New Zealand, Haast named after specific individuals, rather than 

7 6  Haast's Bluff is situated near Mount Liebig. 
7 7  Ibid., p. 142. 
7 8  Ibid., pp. 165, 356, 379, 386, 598, 840. Wilkin had also provided 

accomodation for Haast on his station, during many o f  Haast's visits to the 
alpine country. On the New Zealand Exhibilion see 'Original Report of the 
Jurors at the New Zealand Exhibition, Dunedin, 1865', Ms 24155 [1701], ATL; New 
Zealand Exhibition Papers, esp. frames 1 ,  2, 12, 13, 14, 35, 36, 37, 39, 106, 107, 108, 
Ms papers 70711, ATL. 
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places in Europe.79 Haast domesticated his surroundings with the names of 

his patrons and associates: such strategies function, according to Carter, as 'the 

agent of a linguistic fifth column, infiltrating and dividing the space stealthily 

... [like] an outpost supplying a ramifying network of grammatical and 

syntactical connections.'80 Moreover, with his personalized nomenclature, 

Haast inscribed himself on the country: in naming after eminent explorers, 

he cast himself in this role, assuming the title of 'explorer'. Through the act 

of naming, the identities of both the namer and the named were imposed on 

the soil, written on the map, and fixed in the mind.81 

Haast did not, however, apply these names arbitrarily; nor was his 

naming random. It has been suggested that Haast had no definite system 

with which he gave his names.82 As his biographer has written of Haast's 

place names: 

His [Haast's] choice may have been largely influenced by something he 
happened to be reading at the time, or be some event that revived his 
recollection of a famous man. In the main, those he commemorated 
were men of science and men of peace, whose reputation was 
international. Except for Havelock, Clyde, and Lawrence, the heroes of 
the Indian Mutiny, in the choice of which Dr. Sinclair may have had 
some voice, he never commemorated warriors. Sometimes he 
associated together such friends as Hutton and Playfair in adjoining 
mountains, or two botanists such as Hooker and Mueller in adjoining 

7 9  See Chapter 5. 
Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, p. 58. 
The Haast Pass was named by Haast on his journey to find a route to the 

West Coast from the head o f  Lake Wanaka, in January 1863. Mount Haast was 
named after Julius von Haast by the biologist and alpine explorer Dr. R.  von 
Ledenfeld on  his  geographical survey o f  the Mount Cook and Tasman Valley 
regions in February and March 1883. See further 'Discovery o f  a Favourable 
Pass to the Sea above Wanaka', Lyltletorz Times,  1 April 1863; von Haast, The 
Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, pp. 277, 847-8. 

8 *  Ibid., p. 977. 
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glaciers, or geographers as in peter ma^ and Keith Johnston ranges; 
but, in general, he gave names as his fancy listed.83 

On re-examining Haast's application of names, it is evident that his 

nomenclature displays a distinct order. Although Haast may have been 

prompted to name a geographical feature by a spontaneous event or moment 

of recollection, the names do form a pattern. It is significant that, in general, 

large peaks and glaciers bear the names of prominent individuals: while 

rivers and smaller peaks carry the names of less important persons.84 Within 

this latter group, a particular hierarchy can be detected. The names of persons 

who had held a position of authority within the Canterbury community - 
such as the founding figures of Moorhouse and Godley - or those who might 

be of immediate assistance to Haast - Crosbie and Wilkin, for instance - were 

given to peaks and ranges. The names of those of lesser status - the surveyor 

Jollie and engineer Dobson - found their way onto rivers.85 It is clear that 

Haast was conscious of this hierarchy. 'I would have chosen a mountain', 

Haast wrote to Sir William Jackson Hooker, informing him of his naming of 

the Hooker Glacier, 'had I not already named in the Nelson Province a high 

range on the right bank of the River Grey, the Hooker range, in honour of 

your son, Dr. J. Hooker ... .'86 

8 3  Ibid. 
g 4  The heights of  the peaks discussed here are 

2336; Mt. Tyndall, 2457; Mt. D'Archaic, 2865; De la 
3066; Elie de Beaumont, 3117; Malte Brun, 3155; Mt. 

as follows: Mt. Petermann, 
Beche, 2992; Mt. Haidinger, 
Brewster, 2423; Mt. Hooker, 

2652; Mt. Dana, 1772; Mt. Sealy, 2637. Department o f  Survey and Land 
Information, Gazetteer of New Zealand Place Names, Wellington, 1990. 

8 5  There is some semantic scnse in that the Jollie river is a tributary of the 
Dobson river, as both Jollie and Dobson were local surveyors. 

8 6  Julius Haast to Sir William Hooker, Geological Survey Office,  
Christchurch, 9 June 1862, cited in Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von 
Haast, p. 213. 
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A distinctive feature of Haast's alpine nomenclature is the absence of 

Maori names. While Maori place names are widely distributed over the 

national map, the alpine interior of the South Island is almost exclusively 

inscribed with European names.87 This is not only further evidence of the 

cultural hierarchy implicit in a colonial nomenclature where indigenous 

names are relegated to features of lesser significance, but is a reflection of the 

demography of the (pre-European) Maori population. Places where there 

were Maori settlements - such as Arowhenua and Kaiapoi - and sites of 

trading and transport - the rivers Waimakariri, Rakaia, Rangitata and Opihi - 

have retained their indigenous names through familiarity and frequency of 

use.88 In his Geology of the Provinces of Canterbury and Westland (1879), 

Haast explained that 'with the exception of Kaimatau, at the head of the 

Waimakariri, which is probably Mount Davie, Aorangi (Mount Cook) and 

Unuroa (the Arrowsmith Range), the Maoris appeared to have no names for 

the principal peaks in the central chain, which is astonishing, considering 

that they have named almost every creek and every lake, even the smallest, 

on both slopes of the Southern Alps; although it is very difficult, if not 

impossible, to obtain reliable information about it.'89 Haast inscribed his 

names on what he considered to be an unknown space: on the assumption 

that the absence of knowledge of a name validated, and indeed necessitated, 

8 7  See  Chapters 5 and 12. Maori had names for those places in T e  Wai 
Pounamu (South Island o f  New Zealand) with which they were familiar: 
Hakaroa (Akaroa); Ka Pakihi Whakatekateka o Waitaha (Canterbury Plains); 
Kete Ika a Rakaihautu (Lake Ellesmere); Koputai (Port Chalmers); Murihiku 
(Southland and Fiordland); Otakou (Otago); Piopiotahi (Milford Sound); Tai 
Poutini (West  Coast); Wakatipu Waitai (Lake McKerrow). Evison,  Te Wai 
Pounamu,  pp. xiii-xviii. 

8 8  For further discussion of  Maori names see  Chapter 12. 
8 9  J. von Haast, Geology of the Provinces of Canterbury and Westland: A 

Report conzprising the Results of Official Explorations, Christchurch, 1879, p. 
181 .  
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its naming. For Haast, knowing and naming were synonymous. Further, it is 

significant that even when he knew the Maori name of a place, peak, or 

geographical feature, Haast preferred its European label. Haast's naming of 

the Tasman River is one such example. John Turnbull Thomson, the Otago 

surveyor who had visited the Mount Cook region in December 1857, was 

upset that Haast later changed to 'Tasman' the river he had already named 

the 'Upper Waitaki': 'I, at that time,' Thomson recalled, 'with the privilege 

of an explorer and surveyor, named the feeding waters of the Pukaki lake 

"Upper Waitaki", and their valley "The Valley of Sand". Dr. Haast, following 

me some years afterwards, has, no doubt inadvertantly, altered these names 

to Tasman, and the great mountain next to Mount Cook, which I, 

appropriately I opine, named "Mount Stokes", he has altered to "Sefton".'90 

Haast's preference for the imported rather than the existing indigenous name 

is evidence both of his suspicion of what cons ti tu fed 'reliable informa tion', 

and his attempt to maintain some semantic consistency in his naming. 

Further, Arthur Dobson had relied extensively on Maori guidance and help 

in surveying the Nelson and West Coast regions.91 Haast, however, did not 

employ Maori assistants on his 1862 expedition, and it appears that he did not 

consult local Maori informants as to the names of features in the southern 

alpine region. One possible explanation may be that few (if any) Maori were 

resident in the Mackenzie and alpine regions and therefore had little practical 

knowledge of the country. 

Contrary to the popular belief that Maori 'had no name for any peak or 

range, except those lower hills on which they ventured', the southern alpine 

9 *  J .  T. Thomson, cited in  von Haast papers, Ms papers 37/334A, ATL.. 
Dobso  u ,  Rerrliniscences, passim. See further Chapter 4. 
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region was known and named by Maori. Maori mapped their landscape with 

distinct names and clear boundaries, and had names for every natural and 

cultural feature of the land: the rivers, streams, and hills of the Mackenzie 

country carried personal, descriptive, and referential names.92 South Island 

Maori believe the lakes of the central South Island were named by the ariki of 

the Uruao canoe, Rakaihautu, who traversed the island, and named the lakes 

of the interior and the lakes and lagoons of the eastern coast.93 Rakaihautu 

named Takapo (to move about at night), the lake now known as Tekapo 

(lightning, or a species of eel); Pukaki (the source); 0 hau (of Hau, a member 

of his party) and Hawea (another member of the party, Hawea Ki Te Rangi). 

Collectively, these lakes are known to Ngai Tahu as Ka Puna Karikari a 

Rakaihautu (the springs of water dug by Rakaihautu)." In 1905 James Cowan 

noted that Te Tau o te Kaumira was the name given to the snowy range 

south of the Mackenzie pass, and how in 1848, Te Wherekorari had provided 

Mantell with the names of the lakes Ohou [Ohau], Pukaki, and Takapo 

[Tekapo].95 The meanings of Maori names are not always place-specific: 

rather, they may have been given on account of an event or of a person.96 

Herries Beattie, writing in 1945, recorded that Mount Cook was called Aoraki, 

after a member of the Arai te uru canoe. The Moorhouse Range was Aroaro 

9 2  Herries Beattie, Maori Place-Names of Canterbury: including one 
thousand hilherro unpublished names collected from Maori sources, Dunedin, 
1945, pp. 24-30. 

Evison, Te Wai Pounamu. p. 1 .  
94 Herries Beattie, Maori Lore of Lake, Alp and Fiord: folk lore, fairy tales, 

traditions and place-names of the scenic wonderland of the South Island, 
Dunedin, 1945, pp. 13-17; A. H. and A. W. Reed, Maori Place Names and their 
meanings ,  Wellington, 1950, pp. 43, 35, 27; A. H. and A. W. Reed, The Story of 
New Zealand Place Names, Wellinglon, 1952, p p .  116, 92, 81, 43; New Zealand 
Geographic Board, He Korero Purakau mo Nga Tupuna: place names of the 
ancestors, a Maori oral history atlas. Wellington, 1990, pp. 90-91. 

9 5  Beattie, Maori Lore of Lake, Alp and Fiord, p. 54. 
Reed, Maori Place Names and their meanings, p. 3. 
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kaehe: a personal name for a woman of the Arai te uru canoe, and Mount 

Tasman was named Horoka0au.~7 The Hopkins River was called Te Awa 

auhe (fernroot stream); the Dobson river, Otao (the place of a man named 

Tao, or a spear or the process of steaming food); the Huxley, Tirau (many 

cabbage trees); and Irishman Creek was called Te Wai a Kohe (the stream of 

Kohe).98 Beattie also noted that Mount Brunner is Te Whatu koro kata after a 

Waitaha ancestor; the mountain range of Mount Spencer and De la Beche is 

Mauka atua; Mount Sefton is Hine matua; the Sealy range is Te Onohu; 

Mount Haidinger is Horo kohatu, named after Te Horokoatu of the Arai te 

uru canoe; and Mount Hopkins is Nei Nei hura.99 These are all personal 

names. The Liebig range is known as Hiwaeka, and Ka mauka atua (the 

demon mountains in the context of myth) extend from the Malte Brun range, 

to Elie de Beaumont. Murchison glacier is Te Hiwai; Mount Sealy is Te Ao 

poka; Mount D'Archaic is Ka hui kau peka (the assembly of riverheads); these 

are descriptive and personal names.100 Haast's 'never-trodden peaks and 

glaciers' therefore existed in an already a known, named and mapped 

landscape. 

Haast's nomenclature of the Southern Alps must therefore be 

considered as more than an imperial act of possession, or an exercise in 

personal aggrandizement: for it must also be read in the colonial context. It 

may be argued that in naming the alpine interior, Haast was creating an 

intellectual and cultural taxonomy which paralleled the identity of the 

colonial migrant; a product of both the metropolitan and colonial cultures. 

9 7  Beattie, Maori Lore of Lake, Alp and Fiord, pp .  52-54. 
9 8 Beattie, Maori Place-Names of Canterbury, p. 29. 
g 9  Beattie, Maori Lore, pp. 55-57. 

Ibid., pp.  58-61. 
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Haast's combination of metropolitan and local names therefore reflected the 

ambivalent identity of the colonial migrant, situated between two cultures.~O~ 

This also suggests the definition of landscape as cultural autobiography, 

where geographical knowledge was personal knowledge and naming imitated 

one's own identity. Like Haast's alpine landscape, littered with the names of 

foreign and local individuals - derived from both the metropolitan European 

culture and the colonial community - the identity of the colonial migrant was 

hybrid. While imported names were expressions of imperial power, they also 

revealed Haast's efforts to preserve the cultural and intellectual genealogy 

from which he had come. The existence of some Maori names in the Mount 

Cook and Mackenzie regions - Lake Tekapo, Pukaki, and Ohau - further 

indicates that this landscape was, and is, a negotiated one. Clearly then, the 

existence of both Maori and European names on the southern New Zealand 

landscape indicates that naming is often a product of the negotiation, 

compromise and exchange which characterised colonial relationships.102 

'Where there is an ambitious principle set in motion for name- 

inventing,' wrote the English essayist Thomas de Quincy in 1854, 'there it is 

sure to terminate in something monstrous and fanciful'.l03 Haast found 

glory - rather than gold - among the alpine glaciers: for he did not locate the 

precious mineral the Canterbury colonists had hoped lay hidden in the 

Southern Alps.104 Haast's 1862 expedition was, however, much more than an 

l o l  See also Chapter 5. 
l o 2  See further Chapter 12. 
l o 3  Thomas de Quincy, 'On Style', Works,  6 ,  Edinburgh, 1854, pp. 169-70. 
l o 4  'The pass travelled by Mr Haast', announced The Press in May 1863, 'is of 

no present practical utility to the Province of Canterbury. There may indeed 
be gold found in the upper waters of the Lake district, but we imagine that i t  
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exercise in personal advancement: for it must be read in the broader context 

of the colonial enterprise. Haast's 1862 expedition may be read as an exercise 

in making cultural space: through naming, and in writing over and about the 

southern alpine region, Haast constructed a new cultural landscape. Haast's 

expedition should therefore be read not only as strategic moment in the 

transformation of the New Zealand environment, but as a moment in the 

continuing process of inventing New Zealand. Haast's 1862 expedition did 

more than simply apprise settlers of the geological character of the province; 

for it confirmed the value and credibility of scientific method and reflected 

faith in the colonizing power of science. 

- - -- - -- 

would prove o f  more importance to Otago than Canterbury, even i f  the 
discovery should be made on this side of the boundary line.' 'Mr Whitcombe's 
Expedition', The Press, 3, 178, 29 May 1863, p. 1 .  



CHAPTER 10 A f'ownqr o f  'imnzcdinte vrncfical zwltte': lamps liecfor nnd the 
1863 exveditron . . 

I will endeavour to show how, and to what extent, practical use may be 
made of such sciences as Geology, Mineralogy, and Botany; and how 
far, or in what ways, they may be rendered, when judiciously applied, 
subservient to the daily necessities or luxuries of the settler; how they 
may minister to the material riches, the substantial progress, of the 
state. 
Dr. William Lauder Lindsay, 1863. 

'In the foregoing description of the route I have followed in crossing the 

mountains, and of the country at its western extremity ... I have limited 

myself to the statement of what I observed and recorded on the spot, and 

have intentionally avoided expressing an opinion as to whether the present 

requirements of the Province are such as to make the result of this part of my 

explorations of immediate practical value', reported James Hector, Otago 

Provincial Geologist, on completing his I863 expedition in to the western 

regions of the South Island.2 Like Lindsay, Hector hoped to make scientific 

knowledge 'subservient to the daily necessities of the settler', and was 

particularly concerned with how the science of geology could 'minister to the 

material riches' of Otago. With specific reference to James Hector's geological 

expedition to the West Coast of Otago in 1863, this chapter will examine 

Hector's efforts a t  making cultural space through the construction of a new, 

scientifically-informed landscape. The discussion will focus on Hector's 

motivation and methodology in his various roles as scientist, explorer, 

William Lauder Lindsay, 'The Place and Power of Natural History in 
Colonisation with Special Reference to Otago (New Zealand)', Ed  i n  b u rgh 
Philosophical Jourrlal, April, July 1863. Pam LIN 1863, 498, ATL, p. 3. 

James Hector, Esquire, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, 
New Zealand', Otago Provirzcial Government Gazette, 6, 274 ( 5  November 1863), 
p. 438. This also appeared as a special supplement: 'Dr. Hector's Report o i  his 
Expedition to the West Coast', Otago Daily Times, 1 1  November, 1863. 
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colonizer, and cultural mediator. Particular attention will be given to 

examining Hector's re-presentation of the West Coast as a commercial 

landscape; as a product of the alliance which existed between science and 

colonization. 

James Hector was born in Edinburgh on 16 March 1834. His father, 

Alexander Hector, was a conveyancer and Writer to the Signet and a friend of 

Sir Walter ScotL3 His mother, Margaret Macrosty, was a neice of Dr. Barclay, 

founder of the Royal College of Surgeons' Museum, Edinburgh, and the 

teacher of a number of later prominent surgeons and anatomists.4 The young 

James was educated at the Edinburgh Academy and High School; leaving at 

the age of fourteen to enter his father's office as an apprentice actuary. During 

the three years he spent in the office, Hector also attended classes at the 

University and School of Arts. In November 1852 he left his clerical duties 

and entered medical school at Edinburgh University.5 Although an earnest 

medical student, Hector always had a personal inclination towards the 

natural sciences, particularly chemistry and geo10gy.~ Every summer holiday 

he spent in long walking excursions in the highlands of Scotland, England, or 

Ireland, meticulously observing the geological and physical features of the 

H. B.  Kirk, 'Obituary: James Hector, 1834-1907', TPNZI, 54, 9, 12 (1923), ix-xii; 
R. K .  Dell, 'James Hector', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, Volume 
One, 1769-1869. ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 183. 

Including Owen, Knox, Campbell and Ballingall. Kirk, 'Obituary', p. ix. 
5 Ibid. 
ti In Britain, the pressure for education in practical chemistry came 

through the medical schools. In Edinburgh, practical chemistry had been 
taught in the 1820s and the Scottish Universities Commission of 1831 
recommended that these courses be compulsory for medical students. See 
further Knight, The Nature of Scierrce, p. 171. 
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terrain he traversed. In 1856 he graduated with the M. D. Degree, submitting 

a thesis on 'The Antiquity of Man'.7 

Hector initially worked as a medical assistant to Sir J. Y. Simpson, 

before directing his career towards scientific research and explorat i~n.~ The 

opportunity arose when, in March 1857, Hector was selected by Sir Roderick 

Murchison, Director-General of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, as 

surgeon and geologist in the Government sponsored expedition to western 

Canada.9 For the next four years, Hector worked as a field geologist with 

Captain John Palliser on the Palliser expedition, often in severe and snow- 

bound conditions.10 Hector is credited with 'discovering' five passes over the 

British Rocky Mountains: among these was the famed Kicking Horse Pass, 

through which the main railway now runs.11 Hector also had the 

responsibility for making geological and geographical maps on the expedition, 

and during the winter of 1857-58, he mapped the whole of North 

Saskatchewan.12 Before leaving North America, Hector made a geological 

examination of Vancouver Island, the goldfields of British Columbia and 

California, and the mines of northern ~ e x i c 0 . l ~  

7 Kirk, 'Obituary', p. ix. 
8 Ib id .  

Ibid, p. x. 
10 Dell, 'James Hector', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography. 

Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, p.183. For further details on the 
Palliser Expedition see Bruce Haig, James Hector: explorer, passim. 

1 1 The names Kicking Horse Pass and Kicking Horse River were given by 
members of Hector's party on account of Hector having been kicked in the 
chest by a horse, an accident that almosr cost him his life. Kirk, 'Obituary', p. x. 

l 2  Ib id .  
I b i d .  
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On his return to England, Hector was invited, again by Murchison, to 

accept the appointment as Geologist to the Provincial Government of Otago, 

New Zealand.14 Hector accepted the post in June 1861 with great enthusiasm, 

and arrived in Otago the following year. His duties as Provincial Geologist 

included making a thorough geological survey of the region and to provide 

specimens of all the minerals in the province. In the course of his three-year 

appointment, Hector was to make a complete geological survey of the 

province, furnishing regular reports, and publishing the results of his 

investigations for 'general, scientific, or geological purposes1.15 In addition, 

Hector was expected to supply all the necessary instruments, while the 

Provincial Council would cover the expenses of field explorations.16 In 1863 

he explored the West Coast of the South Island, over the Hollyford- 

Greenstone route to Queenstown to Dunedin, completing a return journey 

from Dunedin to Milford Sound.17 During his three years in Otago, Hector 

explored the eastern districts of Otago, visited central Otago, and had a 

collection of 500 specimens of rocks, fossils and mineral samples, which he 

later displayed at the New Zealand Exhibition in Dunedin in 1865, where he 

was Commissioner responsible for the exhibits.18 His 1865 geological map of 

the province was a product of the information he had obtained on his earlier 

expeditions. Perhaps his most important contributions to the Otago economy 

were his discovery that the schists were the original source of alluvial gold in 

l 4  Ib id .  
The term o f  Hector's appoinl.ment was three years from 1 June 1862, 

with a salary o f  800 pounds a year (later increased to 1000). Hector was 
provided with an assistant at 300 pounds per year for the three year term. 

ti von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 253. 
1 7  J. Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of  Otago, New Zealand'. 

See  also Hector's account 01 the journey, Hector papers 1862-5, Box 100, folders 
1-3, WMU. 

Dell ,  'James Hector', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, 
Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, p. 183. 
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the province; his prediction of the expansion of the gold fields beyond the 

already known 'gold drifts'; and his warning that gold production would only 

be sustained permanently with the introduction of large scale sluicing and 

reef mining. Hector had also examined the coal deposits of eastern Otago and 

investigated the use of limestone as a buuing material. l 9  

At the end of his engagement with the Otago Provincial Government 

in 1865, Hector was appointed Director of the Geological Survey and Colonial 

Museum in Wellington, and in August that year, Hector and his staff made 

the move from Dunedin.20 The same year, the seat of the New Zealand 

government was moved from Auckland to Wellington. Hector was 

accompanied by R. 8. Gore as clerk, John Buchanan as botanist and 

draughtsman, and William Skey as chemist.21 Hector was also responsible for 

Peggy Burton, The New Zealand Geological Survey 1865-1965, p. 12. 
2 0  Ibid., pp. 13-38; A J H R ,  C-2 (1886), pp. 19-20; Del1,'James Hector', in T h e  

Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, 
p. 183; R. K. Dell, 'The first hundred years of the Dominion Museum, 1865-1965', 
Ms, WMu; Fleming, Science, Settlers and Scholars; New Zealand Colonial 
Museum Letterbooks, 1865-1903. Ms, WMu. The end of Hector's contract with 
the Otago Provincial Government did not, however, indicate the conclusion of 
tension between the two parties. In 1866 the Otago Provincial Government 
claimed Hector had broken his contract with them in not having devoted his 
entire time lo the geological survey, and failing to provide a full geological 
report. The matter went before a Committee of the House of Representatives, 
which decided that Hector had not failed to honour his agreement with the 
Otago Government, von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, pp. 
456-57. 

K. B. Gore worked with Hector as clerk in the Otago Provincial Survey, 
and then with the Government Geological Survey, where he was Curator of 
Museum collections,  meterological observer and stat ist ician,  until his  
retirement in 1901. John Buchanan (1819-1898) was born in Dumbartonshire, 
Scotland in 1819, and came to Otago at 30 years of agc. A long time member of 
Hector's team at the Colonial Museum, Buchanan built up and maintained the 
herbarium in lhe Museum. Buchanan amassed an impressive colleclion of 
plants and regularly sent specimens to Kew Gardens, which earned him esteem 
in London's scientific circles. He retired in 1885. William Skey worked with 
Hector as analyst for the Otago Provincial Survey, before his appointment as 
Colonial Analyst with the Geological Survey in Wellington, where he worked 
iu the laboratory, unlil his retirement in 1900. Skey became recognized as a 
world authority in the chemical identification of petrological samples and the 
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the Meterological Department, the Colonial Observatory, and the Botanic 

Garden in Wellington. In his official capacity, Hector was recognized as 

scientific adviser to the colonial government, and while he dealt at length 

with administrative matters, he also completed a great deal of original 

scientific research.22 Hector remained in Wellington until his death on 6 

November 1907.z3 

Hector was intent on finding a practicable route through to the West 

Coast of the South Island. Like Julius Haast in Canterbury, Hector was eager 

to locate a pass within the boundaries of his own province.24 In this way, 

provincial rivalry was a latent, it not manifest, motivating factor in these 

exploratory expeditions. Hector's first journey in search of a practicable route 

through to the West Coast in March 1863 took him and and two assistants up 

the Matukituki river to its source, and then down Jacksons River to within 

eight miles of the coast at Jacksons Bay [see figures 10.1, 10.21.25 Hampered by 

continual rain and floods, and with their provisions exhausted, Hector 

technology of ore exlraction. See further Burton, The New Zealand Geological 
S u r v e y ,  pp. 16-18; F. Bruce Simpson, 'John Buchanan and Nature Painting', 
Early New Zealand Botanical Art, Auckland, 1985, pp. 86-92; John Buchanan, 
[Scrapbook] QE207, ATL. 

2 2  Hector published forty-five scientific papers on zoology, botany and 
geology in the T P N Z I ;  and produced a Catalogue of the Colonial Museum (1870); 
Catalogue of the Colonial Museum Library (1890); Handbook of New Zealand 
(1879, revised in 1880, 1883, 1886). He oversaw the production of the annual 
reports of the Colonial Museum and Labatory, and in 1886, published his 
Outline of New Zealand geology, Dell, 'James Hector', in The Dicf ionaq of New 
Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, p. 184. See also 
Chapter 6. 

2 3  Kirk, 'Obituary', pp. xi-xii. 
2 4  Haast had left Lake Ohau on 3 January, crossing the Lindis Pass, while 

three days later, Hector left Oarnaru and travelled by the same route, von Haast, 
The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haasr, p. 314. 

2 5  One of Hector's assistants was Sullivan, Hector's secretary on the Palliser 
expedition. See further Sullivan, 'Dr. Hector's Expedition - Successful 
Penetration to the West Coast', 9 February - 15 March 1863, Hector Collection. 
WMU. 



FIGURE 10.1 Murihuku and Stewart Island, in Robert McNab, Murihukrc and the 
Southern Islands, Invercargill, 1907. 

And Stewart Island 
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decided to return to Dunedin without reaching the West Coast.Z6 In the wake 

of this first unsuccessful attempt, however, Hector concluded that the most 

probable route over the mountains would be from Lake Wakatipu towards 

Milford Sound [see figures 10.3, 10.4].z7 

Hector lost no time in organizing a second attempt. On 20 May 1863, 

Hector and his party sailed from Port Chalmers on the twenty ton schooner 

Matilda Hayes - the vessel hired for the expedition - and spent the next four 

and a half months exploring the western regions of the province. Among 

Hector's party were the botanist and draughtsman, John Buchanan; R. B. Gore 

as clerk; T. W. Hacket as geological assistant; and William Skey as chemist. 

Five days later the party entered Bluff Harbour, where Hector disembarked 

and travelled overland by Cobb's Coach to Invercargill, then on to Riverton. 

While waiting to meet the Maori crew he had been promised - they were 

'away mutton-birding on the Islands in the Straits' - he made an examination 

of the limestone caves at the nearby Waiau river. Hector returned to 

Riverton on 5 June, engaged the Maori crew, and met up with the Mat i lda  

Hayes. On 11 June the party left Riverton and made for Chalky Inlet, which 

they reached nine days later. Here Hector took the whaleboat and examined 

the inlet and the nearby Cunaris Sound. On 26 June they sailed into 

Preservation Inlet, anchoring at Cuttle Cove on 29 June. Again, Hector went 

ashore to study the landforms of the cove and of Prices Beach. For four days 

the crew was forced to shelter in Cuttle Cove, due to bad weather, until 20 July 

26 Hector had anticipated an absence o f  s ix  days, but the party were 
travelling for seventeen. For fourteen days they had survived on two days' 
rations and birds they had shot, von Haast, The Lije and Times of Sir Julius von 
Haasr, p. 315; R. I. M.  bur net^, 'The life and work o f  Sir James Hector, with 
special refeence to the Hector Collection', esp. ch. 4. 

2 7  Ibid .  



FIGURE lm lohn Buchanan, Lake Wakatipu ...,1117781/2" Alexander Turnbull
Library.



FIGURE 10.4 John Buchanan, View of a fiord, from the other side of Lake Te 
Anau, [I86 - I, 524381.12, Alexander Turnbull Library. 
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when they set sail for Passage Island. On 22 July they passed Chalky Island, 

and the following day obtained their first view of Milford Sound and Dusky 

Bay.28 On 28 July they entered the sound, arriving at Doubtful Inlet on 5 

August. Hector spent the next two weeks exploring the Cleddau River and 

the river valley. On 25 August the Mntilda Hayes rounded Yates Point, and 

entered Martins Bay, where the party met a family of resident Maori. Three 

days later they took the yacht up the Hollyford river. Their progress hindered 

by bad weather, the party took eleven days to travel a distance of nine miles: 

their actual travelling time being only forty-six hours. On 10 September the 

vessel left moorings at  the Split Rocks and made for the Waihuna and 

Kakapo (McKerrow) lakes. En route, the vessel met with a violent storm, 

which brake the boom and dislocated Hector's shoulder. In mid-September, 

when reports of Hector's injury reached Dunedin, a search party on the 

schooner Fnzvn was sent from Port Chalmers to locate the already overdue 

expedition .*9 Delayed by bad weather, the Fawn eventually located the 

Mati lh  Hayes. By early January, both vessels - and their crews - were safely 

back in Port C h a l m e r ~ . ~ ~  

Historical ~recedents:  previous exped~ t~ons  to t . . he Wes t  Coast 

2 8  Dusky Bay was named by Cook in 1770. McNab writes that this name was 
'evidently suggested by his [Cook's] inability to make it before dusk', Robert 
McNab, Murihuku a n d  the Southern Is lands ,  p. 8. 

* 9  T. W.  Hacket, letter to Gore, Dunstan, 22 September 1863, M a t i l d a  H a y e s  
expedition papers, Hector Collection, WMu. Hacket offered his services to join 
the search party. 1. H. Hacket, 'Passage of the Fawn Schooner to the West 
Coast', 1 1 March 1864, M a t i l d a  Hayes  expedition papers, Hector Collection, WMu. 
30 See further 'Journal - "Matilda Hayes", 20 May 1863 - 9 January 1864', 

qMs HEC, 1863-64 [945] 36580, ATL. 'Expedition towards the West Coast of Otago, 
1863'. qMs HEC 1863 [944], ATL. 
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Since the organized settlement of Europeans in Otago in 1848, the unexplored 

western seaboard of the region had captured both the hearts and minds of 

avaricious settlers. The much romanticized 'terra incognita' of the West 

Coast held a particular fascination for the colonizers, eager to exploit the 

natural resources offered by this part of the new world. The scarcity of 

geographical information of the West Coast, coupled with the expectation of 

discovering rich mineral deposits, were temptation enough for the prospector 

and scientific enquirer alike. 'To all intents and purposes', stated the Otngo 

Daily Times in April 1863, 'the West Coast is still a sealed country. ... It yet 

remains to be proved whether a really practicable route exists through or over 

the great dividing range. Of the geological character of the districts absolutely 

nothing is known yet, though the indications in certain places are favourable 

to the expectation that gold in quantity may ultimately be found.I31 While 

earlier expeditions had been largely concerned with observing the 

peculiarities of the country, the advance of settlement and civilization on the 

eastern coast had prompted more practical investigations of this part of the 

province, in anticipation of its suitability for agricultural or pastoral purposes. 

Although much of the speculation had little basis in reality, the discovery of 

gold in the western reaches of the province during the 1860s convinced 

miners that the western region harboured nature's most precious treasure~.~Z 

Hector's 1863 journey to the West Coast was not the first foray into the 

interior: indeed, his expedition had established historical precedents. Cook 

had anchored in Dusky Sound in 1770 and 1773, Vancouver had completed a 

3 1 Olago Daily Times, 25 April, 1863. 
3 2  'The country is as dry as a bone just now,' wrote Hector to  Gore from 

Wanaka Lake on 4 April 1863,' ... The poor deluded diggers there judge of it  by 
its present appearance wil l  be horribly taken in.' Letter Hector to  Gore, 
Wanaka Lake, 4 April 1863, Matilda Hayes expedition papers, WMu. 
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survey of the sound in 1791, and the Spanish had visited Doubtful Sound in 

1793.33 In the early years of the nineteenth century, whalers and sealers had 

made stations in the sounds, but it was not until 1850 that the most accurate 

survey of the coast line was made by Captains Stokes and Richards of the 

A~heron.~*  There had also been a series of unsuccessful attempts, made from 

the eastern coast, to conquer the inland divide.35 The surveyors Thomson, 

McKerrow, and Garvie had 'explored' the Otago hinterland [see figure 10.51, 

runholders in search of fresh land had journeyed into the west, and gold 

miners from Tuapeka and Dunstan had tackled the mountains to prospect in 

the s0unds.~6 The subsequent journeys made by Alabaster, Caples and 

Hartley, and later Sutherland and McKinnon, further opened up the hitherto 

'unknown' regions of western Otago for European inspection and 

exploitation. Hector's crossing to the West Coast was not the only 

attempt in 1863. On Hector's return, Vincent Pyke, Secretary of the 

Goldfields, presented Hector with an accurate map of the same region which 

had been traversed by a miner called Caples, who in early May 1863, had 

journeyed from Wakatipu to Lake McKerrow and back, by a different route, 

along the mountain ridges.37 Although Hector acknowledged Caples' prior 

claim, he nevertheless suggested that the miner had chosen a particularly 

difficult path, and had not attempted to find as easy or practicable route as he 

had. 

3 3  McNab, Murihuku and the Southern Islands, pp. 8-36, 49-56. 
3 4  Ibid., pp. 78-86; Evison, Te Wai Pounumu, pp. 299-303. 
3 5  R. I. M. Rurnett, 'The life and work of Sir James Hector, with special 

reference to the Hector Collection', p. 93. 
3 6  Ibid., p. 94. 
3 7  von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p.  317. 



FIGURE 10.5 Detail from Map of the Province of Otago, Geographical postions 
& Coast Lines principally by Captain J. L. Stokes, R. N., interior by J. T. 
Thornson, Chief Surveyor, & Assistants, Alex. Garvie & J. McKerrow ... , 
Hector Library, Museum of New Zealand. 
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In April 1860, James Macandrew, Superintendent of Otago, proposed 

'an effective exploration of the West Coast of the Province'. The idea lapsed 

temporarily, however, until September 1862, when J. T. Thomson, Chief 

Surveyor to the government, revived the plan. 'The West Coast', Thomson 

wrote, 'still remains a "terra incognita" ... and although I have reason to 

suppose that there is not much country available for pasture, yet, from the 

reports of fine timber, coal and copper that have reached us, it would be well 

to have the mysteries of the locality cleared up. If a steam coal could be 

procured - and there is said to be abundance of seams - the seaborne trade of 

this part of New Zealand would be most beneficially affected.'38 Thomson 

envisaged a survey of the West Coast where '[tlhe exploratory examination of 

the country may in its geological, mineralogical and botanical character add a 

not unimportant page to the records of scientific research'.39 On 28 

November 1862, Thomas Dick, Provincial Secretary, wrote to Hector 

informing him that 'the sum of four thousand pounds having been 

appropriated by the Provincial Council in furtherance of an Expedition to the 

West Coast for Survey purposes, under the guidance of Mr. Thomson, Chief 

Surveyor, accompanied by you...': and it was this point that Hector's services 

were secured.* 

3 8  'Notes and Proceedings of the Otago Provincial Government', 1862, p. 2. 
3 9  Ibid., p. 6 .  Letter Superintendent to Hector, 18 September 1862, 98913, 

Letter Gorner Williams to Hector, Dunedin, 7 May 1863, Marilda Hayes expedition 
papers .  

4 0  Thomas Dick, letter to Provincial Secretary, to Hector, 28 November 1862, 
98914; Letter Provincial Secretary to Hector, 27 March 1863, 182612; Letter 
Provincial Secretary to Hector, 18 May 1863, 182611 1 ,  Matilda Hayes expedition 

I 
papers .  
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Science- a s  

Hector read the west Otago landscape with constant reference to the 

established metropolitan narratives of production, property and progress. His 

construction of cultural space was therefore a self-conscious process, where 

his exploration was not merely for its own sake, but was motivated by a 

definite mercantilist agenda. In his published account of the journey, 

Hector's eye was clearly attracted to the commercial potential of the land.41 In 

this report, as in his journals and letters composed while in transit, Hector 

particularly noted rivers for their future use as transport routes. He described 

the Oreti river, near Riverton, as 'a deep sluggish stream ... resembling a canal 

in appearance, and might doubtless be used as one.'42 He was constantly 

looking for 'snug nooks in which vessels can anchor safely', noting ports as 

sites for future commerce: 'Northport is by far the best port we have been in 

up to this time', he wrote. 'It is quite landlocked, but opens so immediately 

from the wide part of the Inlet, that a large vessel could make right into it 

without d i f f i~u1ty . l~~  Hector observed where tracks could be expanded to 

facilitate more traffic. Travelling on Cobb's coach to Invercargill, he passed 

the site where 'it is proposed to make a railway ... to the Bluff, the immediate 

purpose being to carry road metal up to Invercargill, this being the nearest 

place to the town where hard rock creeps up.I44 Moreover, Hector was 

initially confident of the prospects of a harbour at Martins Bay, and the 

Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast o f  Otago, New Zealand', 
pp. 435-68. 

4 2  Ibid., pp. 442-43. See further 'Journal - "Matilda Hayes". 20 May 1863 - 9 
January 1864', qMs HEC, 1863-64 [945] 36580, ATL. 

4 3  Hector, 'Geological Expedition LO the West Coast o f  Otago, New Zealand', 
pp. 447, 456, 459. 

4 4  Ibid., pp. 441, 444. 
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possiblity of attracting traffic from Melbourne to this port: but his enthusiam 

rapidly waned when it was later recognized that the difficult pass to reach the 

bay would, at most, attract only tourist traffic. 

Hector particularly sought flat and arable land in his quest to locate the 

mythical 'plains of promise': pastoral country which would further extend 

the burgeoning sheep industry into the interior.45 'It is extremely difficult to 

form any estimate of the extent of available land in the valley...', he noted of 

the valley near Milford Sound, '[but] its quality is however excellent ... He 

noted land suitable for pasture near the Takitimu Mountains, and considered 

that the land near Molyneux Bay, 'must ultimately become a valuable portion 

of the Province, as it is well suited for small settlements situated by the little 

harbours, which are numerous around the coast, and round which there are 

generally good sized patches of flat alluvial land.'47 He even suggested that 

Chalky, Passage and Great Islands, with their 'gently undulating surfaces', 

would 'ultimately become available for ~ettlement.'4~ 

Much of Hector's concern, as a geologist, was with the mineral deposits 

of the West Coast; '[tlhe study of the deposits which fill these valleys', he 

observed, 'possesses great practical interest from their intimate relation with 

the gold drifts on the eastern side of the m0untains'.4~ On his return to 

Dunedin, Hector concluded that on the West Coast, 

the indications are much more favourable for the occurance of 
valuable mineral lodes, than in any of the country to the Eastward; and 

4 5  Ibid., pp. 437, 459, 466. 
Ibid., p. 437. 

4 7  Ibid., pp. 445, 440. 
48 Ibid., p. 450. 
4 9  Ibid., p. 462. 
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it is not improbable that a belt of mineral ground similar to that which 
occurs in the Province of Nelson, may also be met with at various 
points. Although the gold-bearing points are to be met with at various 
points, I do not expect that any auriferous deposits will be worked in 
the district I have examined, as the physical structure of the valley is 
widely different from that of any gold-producing country I am 
aquain ted wi th.50 

On the appropriately named Coal Island, he examined the coal seam, which 

he found to be of 'excellent quality ... [and] quite equal to the Sydney coal 

which we had on board, to which it bears a great resemblance both in 

appearance and its manner of burning.'51 Hector also investigated new kinds 

of building materials, and suggested limestone as a potenial resource, in an 

addition to 'the abundance of fine timber1.52 

The quest for coal deposits, as alluded to by the Chief Surveyor, J. T. 

Thomson, was particularly significant to the efforts of colonists in duplicating 

the success of the British industrial experience. In the wake of the British 

industrial revolution, coal had become the potent symbol of material progress 

and wealth: for coal contained the power to modify, and to almost control, the 

forces of nature. Indeed, the history of Britain's material prosperity was 

closely allied with the history and development of the coal i nd~s t ry .~3  In the 

early years of the nineteenth century, British, and especially Scottish 

knowledge of coal mining and production methods had spread to British 

North America, largely through Scotland's public educational system which 

Ibid., p. 439. 
5 1 Ibid., pp. 445-46; Burton, Tlze New Zealand Geological Survey, p. 12. 
5 2  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 

448.  
Roy Porter, The Making of Geology: Earrh Science in Britain 1600-1815, 

Cambridge, 1977, pp. 152, 171-73; Roy Porter, 'The Industrial Revolution and the 
Rise of the Science of Geology', in Changing Perspectives in the History of 
Science: Essays in honolir of Joseph Needham, eds. Mikulas Teich and Robert 
Young, London, 1973, pp.320-43. 
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had imbued Scottish immigrants with a strong sense that 'geological 

knowledge was useful knowledge1.54 Hector's utilitarian philosophy was 

very much a product both of his years in the Scottish educational system, and 

of his experience as a migrant. His work in Canada and New Zealand, where 

he was, in both instances, directly at the forefront of colonization, had 

confirmed the practical value of geology in opening up the new world. 

Hector's mercantilist motivations must also be considered against the 

backdrop of the expanding Otago provincial economy, where the exploitation 

of natural resources went hand in hand with a growth in business and urban 

d e ~ e l o p m e n t . ~ ~  Geological expeditions were generally regarded by provincial 

councillors as good economic investments: as forays into the future of the 

province. There were exceptions, however, such as Henry Bunny of the 

Wellington Provincial Council, who regarded a geologist as 'a very expensive 

luxury ... [where] it was all very well for a man to be paid for going about the 

country picking up stones and then writing a report about them, but he at any 

rate did not believe in paying for it.'56 In Otago, James Macandrew had hinted 

that a Geological Department was an 'extravagent hobby'.57 As a government 

sponsored geologist, Hector was also placed under a great deal of public 

pressure to perform. As one commentator has noted, '[flrom the outset, his 

[Hector's] programme of regional geology was frustrated by a series of 

economic "urgencies". The public cry was "Find gold, find coal"; the demand 

54 See Suzanne Zeller, 'Mapping the Canadian Mind: reports o f  the 
Geological Survey of Canada, 1842-1 863',  Canadian Literature, 13 1 (1991), 157- 
67; see also David Daiches, Peter Jones and Jean Jones, eds, A Hofbed of Genius: 
rhe Scottish Enlightenment, 1730-1 790, Edinburgh, 1986. 

See E. Olssen, A Hisfory of Ofago, Dunedin, 1984. 
5 6  Cited in Burton, The New Zealand Geological Survey, p. 13. 

Cited in von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 457. 
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for gold becoming louder in times of depression, and the coal demand 

increasing with boom conditions.'58 Dr. William Lauder Lindsay, visiting 

Dunedin in 1863, drew a parallel with the Victorian goldfields: he argued that 

the discovery of gold in the province would inevitably lead to a rapid increase 

in local growth and development.59 In retrospect, it was perhaps to Hector's 

advantage that his appointment as Provincial Geologist was preceded by the 

gold rush at Gabriel's Gully in 1861, and Hartley and Reilly's strike on the 

C l ~ t h a . ~ O  Hector's predictions that gold would be found over the whole of 

the Otago basin was quickly verified by miners, and the resulting economic 

boom literally made the Provincial Geologist 'worth his weight in gold.'61 

Hector's expedition did more than simply bring the geological character of the 

province to the attention of the settlers; for it also confirmed the credibility of 

commerical science. This ideology was a powerful force in encouraging 

European settlers to harness scientific enquiry in the search for resources 

which they believed were crucial to their material future. 

The government sponsored survey of Otago followed those of Great 

Britain, Canada, and India, all of whom had provided financial assistance in 

the quest for valuable mineral deposits. In the 1820s, several American states 

5 8  Burton, The New Zealand Geological Survey, p. 26. 
5 9  William Lauder Lindsay, The Place and Power of Natural History in 

Colonisation with Special Reference to Otago (New Zealand)', pp. 34-35. 
6 0  The discovery of gold by Gabriel Read at Gabriel's Gully on the Tuapeka 

River in early June 1861, precipitated the rush of diggers from Australia, and 
led to the rapid development of the Otago province. By late September 1861, an 
estimated 6000 miners were at work in Gabriel's Gully, and the population of 
the Province had increased from 12691 in December 1860, to 30269 in 
December 1861. During the period from August 1861 to July 1862, 457240 
ounces of gold were exported from Dunedin. 'Report to the Superintendent by 
Vincent Pyke, Commissioner of Gold-fields, 1 October, 1862', Otago Provincial 
Government Gazelte,  5, 205, 3 September, 1862. See also 'The Gold Fields of 
Otago', The Press, 27 June 1863, p. 3. 

von Hnast, The Life and Tinles of Sir Julius von Haasf, p. 456, 
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had initiated government surveys, Great Britain had in 1835, the colonies of 

New Brunswick and Newfoundland in 1839, while the Government Survey 

of Canada was established in 1841.62 The New Zealand Geological Survey, 

founded in 1865, with Hector as its first director, was the fourth such survey 

in the British Commonwealth, preceding the United States national 

Geological Survey by fourteen years.63 The establishment of a national 

Geological Survey signified both the maturity of science and its importance as 

a professionalized field of enquiry. It was a further indication that scientific 

enquiry was publicly recognized as a feasibile, and profitable endeavour. 

Always conscious of his role as a government employee, Hector was 

particularly mindful of the convenient marriage consummated between 

science and commerce. Hector found little difficulty in reconciling scientific 

enquiry with the overtly capitalist principles implicit in the processes of 

European colonization. Unlike previous scientific colonizers in New 

Zealand, such as the German naturalist Ernst Dieffenbach, and the 

ethnographer Edward Shortland, Hector had few problems in negotiating the 

competing claims of these different disco~rses.~4 As a successor of his noted, 

Hector lived 'in the transitional period between the old and the new 

conception of science'.65 

6 2  S .  Zeller. 'Mapping the Canadian Mind', p. 158. See further Suzanne 
Zeller, Inventing Canada: early Victoriarz science and rhe idea of a 
transcontinenfa1 nation, Toronto, 1987, esp. ch. 2. 

6 3  R, W. Willett, 'Foreword', in Burton, The New Zealand Geological Survey. 
6 4  For further discussion of Dieffenbach and Shortland, see Chapters 7 and 

8 .  
6 5  1. C. Park. 'The life and times o f  James Park - geologist. explorer and 

university dean', Ms. HO. 
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Hector incorporated the western reaches of the Otago province into 

scientific discourse, noting the geological composition of the rocks and 

However, he attempted - as far as practicable - to avoid excessive use of 

scientific terms that would place his material at a great distance from the 

public: he aimed to de-mystify scientific enquiry by stripping it of superfluous 

technical language. 'I have now seen a great deal of the Province,' Hector 

wrote to Julius Haast, Provincial Geologist in Canterbury, in July 1862, 'but so 

far I have published no report, as, until my observations have been extended 

into a few other localities and been well digested, they can have little value 

except as food for newspapers. You know quite well that geological detail is 

very repulsive and not at all instructive to the general public, and, until one 

can feel able to venture securely on generalizations, it is better to abstain from 

~ubl ishing. '~7 Hector's published report of the expedition is practical and to 

the point: it is devoid of jargon, simple and succinct. A comparison of his 

travel notes with this report indicates that Hector obviously compiled the 

latter with both the general reader and the provincial councillor in mind.68 

While the report is complete, has a linear chronology, and a progressive 

narrative, Hector's journal notes (although similar in content), are 

incomplete, fragmentary, and provisional. Composed after the journey, the 

published report is written in the past tense, while his travel notes constantly 

6 6  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of  Otago, New Zealand', 
pp. 443, 444, 445. 

6 7  Hector, lelter to Haasl, 2 July 1862, cited in von Haast, The Life and Times 
of Sir Julius vorz Haast, p. 458. 

6 8  In contrast, Haast, as his biographer has argued, 'had an eye  on the 
savant overseas as well as on his employees next door in the Provincial Council 
buildings. In this way he could kill two birds with one stone. Glaciers might 
leave Provincial Councillors cold, but they raised heat enough in geological 
circles in Europe'. Ibid., p. 459. See further Chapter 9. 
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alternate between the past and the present.69 This suggests that in his official 

report, written after the event, Hector consciously constructed a retrospective 

narrative for his audience. 'Despite the linear appearance of the text,' Paul 

Carter has recently noted, I... explorers' narratives are characterized by a non- 

linear narration of events. The sequence of sentences belies the discontinuity 

of the content - the fact that the country is constantly open to baffling change, 

surprising  reversal^.'^* While Hector's travel notes provide a record of the 

spatial and theatrical nature of the expedition, his published account was a 

revised and elaborated version of the observations he made in the field. 

'A doctor dissectirtg ntlttrre': Hector's methodology 

'I am sure you will find him [Hector] a most agreeable and worthy coadjutor,' 

J. D. Hooker had written to Julius Haast in December 1861, 'he is a remarkably 

accomplished man and devoted to science, knows a good deal of Botany, 

Chemistry, Physics, Meterology, and is of course, a skilful g e ~ l o g i s t . ' ~ ~  Hector 

was an empirical and practical scientist - 'a doctor dissecting nature' - applying 

a European knowledge and training to the new environment and conditions 

of the colony.72 As a scientist, Hector re-presented the West Coast of Otago as 

6 9  See Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago. New 
Zealand', pp. 463-64, and Matilda Hayes expedition papers, WMu 

Carter, Living in a new counrry, pp. 24-27. 
7 1  J. D. Hooker, letter to Haast, 22 December 1861, cited in von Haast, T h e  

Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast, p. 250. 
7 2  Ibid., p. 459. And as John Stenhouse has argued, Hector was 'a cautious 

empiricist', at least when it came to religion: 'even if Hector's Creator had 
diminished to distant, almost deistic proportions, in contrast to Hutton and 
Haasts' full-blooded belief i n  provendential power, Darwinism had clearly not 
turned Hector into a scientific materialist.' John Stenhouse, "'The Wretched 
Gorilla Damnification of Humanity": The 'battle' between science and religion 
over evolution in nineteenth-century New Zealand', NZJH,  18, 2 (October 1984), 
148-49. 
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a new cultural landscape through processes of classification; by incorporating 

flora, fauna, and geological samples into the taxonomic discourses of 

European science, he made the western region available to an audience 

beyond New Zealand shores. In the course of his 1863 expeditions, Hector, 

with the botanist John Buchanan and his assistant T. W. Hacket, gathered 

together an extensive collection of 'rock and mineral specimens, birds and 

I marine animals, and of the various kinds and qualities of the timber found 

on the coast.'73 Hector also joined the search for fossils, particularly moa 

bones: '[as] these caves resemble in their structure many of the bone-yielding 

~ caverns of Europe,' he noted of a cave near the Waiau river, 'and in the fact 

of their having been filled by the washing in of superficial deposits of late 

tertiary age, there is every probability that a proper search would be rewarded 

~ by interesting discoveries.'74 

T. W. Hacket was primarily engaged in collecting specimens for Hector. 

While in transit, Hacket corresponded regularly with R. B. Gore of the 

Geological Survey Office in Dunedin.75 Their correspondence illustrates the 

course of Hacket's journey and his tasks of gathering specimens. In early June 

1863, Hacket sent three boxes of rock specimens from Oamaru to Dunedin: 'A 

great many of the specimens', he wrote to Gore, 'were collected from the cliff 

of the Cape, and are numbered in reference to the section drawn by Dr. 

Hector. ... Some of the specimens in the boxes are very valuable, particularly 

7 3  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast o f  Otago, New Zealand', p. 
439. 

7 4  Ibid.. p. 444. See further Chapter 6; Appendix 2. 
7 5  In Hector's absence from the Geological Department Office, Gore had the 

responsibi l i ty  o f  arranging specimens for the New Zcaland Industrial 
Exhibition, planned for 1865. Letter Henry R.  Morse, Secretary Royal 
Commission, Dunedin, to Gore, 2 September 1864. New Zealand Exhibition 
papers, Ms 70711, ATL. 
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the fossils in volcanic breccia found at the The following month, 

while at Pleasant Valley, he informed Gore that '[tlhe box of specimens I have 

collected here will be left until there are some more as I expect to get many at 

Coal Creek.'77 At the end of August, Hacket wrote to Gore from the Idaburn 

Valley, advising him to expect two more boxes of specimens despatched from 

I 
Waikouaiti, containing 'some pieces of quartz from two quartz reefs, which I 

think contain gold.'78 

By early November 1863, Hector was back on the West Coast; again 

Hacket accompanied him on the Matilda Hayes.79 On this occasion, Hector 

investigated the regions of McKellar Lake, the Greenstone River, Greenstone 

Valley, the Kakapo River, the Awarua Valley and Big Bay." On 4 November, 

Hector left Hacket at Queenstown to examine Lake Wakatipu and its 

environs, while he resumed his study of the Kakapo Lake region.81 At 

Queenstown, Hacket sounded the whole of the lake and examined the 

Greenstoxand Dart rivers.82 While he was engaged in taking a sounding of 

the lake, Hacket located limestone deposits which he considered to be of great 

8 1 

exped 
8 2 

exped 

7 6  T. W.  Hacket, letter to Gore, Oamaru, 9 June 1863, M a l i l d a  H a y e s  
expedition papers, Hector Collection, WMu. 

'7 T. W. Hacket, letter to Gore, Pleasant Valley, 29 July 1863, Mafilda Hayes 
expedition papers. 
78 T. W.  Hacket, letter to Gore, Idaburn Valley, 31 August 1863, Hector 

Collection. 
Hector, letter to Superintendent, Kakapo Lake, 11 November 1863, 

Mati lda  Huyes expedition papers. 
80 Hector also noted that 'six or seven parties of miners have left the 

Wakatipu Lake to cross the mountains by this route [Greenstone Valley], but 
only two parties of four men in each have succeeded in reaching the Kakapo 
Lake where they are now encamped beside the yacht. They met with so many 
delays from losing the track and other causes that the journey occupied them 
17 days so that their provisions were expended when they arrived ...', Ibid. 

Hacket, letter to Gore, Queenstown, 26 November 1863, M a t i l d a  H a y e s  
i tion papers. 

Hacket, letter to Hector, Queenstown, 13 January 1864, M a t i l d a  H a y e s  
ition papers. 
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interest. 'I have found some splendid Limestone on the Lake [Wakatipu]', he 

wrote to Gore on 19 December, 'a sample of which I shall send him [Skey] for 

analysis as its existence is of course of the highest importance for the material 

welfare of this District to say nothing of its geological interest, occurring as it 

does in what the small geologists would call the azoic rocks (rocks without 

life). There are fossils in it of which I have collected several.Iu3 Four days 

later, Hacket informed Gore from Kingston that he had sent a piece of the 

limestone and another box of specimens containing the limestone fossils, by 

post, 'so that Mr Skey may analyze it at once, in order that our Department 

may have the full benefit of the discovery, otherwise the Goldfield Dep. 

might publish it to the public.'u4 While revealing his concern for the 

commercial value of the samples, such comments nevertheless suggest some 

degree of bureaucratic rivalry between government departments. Hacket 

returned to Queenstown at the end of December, writing to Gore that 'I shall 

go and visit this Limestone again in fact it is of so much import that my stay 

on the lake will be much longer than arranged.'85 Then on 13 January Hacket 

wrote to Hector from Queenstown, requesting a further 6 weeks in the district 

to search for more limestone and informing his superior: 'My only discovery 

of importance, is the Limestone to which I have just been for the second time. 

... There are some 20 specimens of it in the box lately sent from Kingston, and 

I have as many more which shall be sent at once.'86 

- - 

8 3  Hacket, letter to Gore, Queenstown, 19 December 1863, Marilda Hayes 
expedition papers. 

g 4  Hacket, letter LO Gore, Kingstown [sic], 22 December 1863, Matilda Hayes 
expedition papers. 

8 5  Hacket, letter to Gore, Queensown, 30 December 1863, Matilda Hayes 
expedition papers. 

8 6  Hacket, letter to Hector, Queenslown, 13 January 1864, Marilda Hayes 
expedition papers. 
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Six months later, Hacket was still in Queenstown, where he believed 

he had located gold deposits.87 In August he was again occupied in sending 

specimens back to Dunedin.88 Hacket was now adding botanical specimens 

and birds - both alive and preserved - to the collection: 'Would you please tell 

Mr Buchanan', he further enquired of Gore, 'that I have two samples of Iron 

Wood the one is 5 inches thick, with some leaves attached, the other 14 

inches in thickness; please ask him to let me know which sample he would 

prefer ... l.89 By October, Hacket had unsuccessfully searched the Von River 

for limestone, had plans to investigate the Mataura River, and intended to 

examine the rock at Mt Hamilton.90 'At any case,' Hacket wrote to Hector 

from Kingston, 'I suppose I had better search Mt Hamilton, in which you 

appear by a former letter to take a great interest.Igl In addition to his 

collection of specimens and empirical data, Hacket also possessed the region 

in cartographic discourse: 'In mapping', he wrote to Hector, 'I have done but 

little however I enclose a correct sketch of the Upper Shotover [and] also your 

tracing with all the drifts marked on it and some of the trends.'92 

Hector's method of describing the soil, rock and mineral samples 

collected from the West Coast provides further evidence of his construction 

of that region as a commercial landscape, informed by the discourses of 

87 Hacket, letter to Hector, Queenstown, 12 July 1864;  Hacket. letter to 
Hector, Von Tunzelmann's Station, 16 July 1864, Matilda Hayes e x p e d i t i o n  
p a p e r s .  

8 8 ~ a c k e t .  letter to Gore, Queenstown, 31 August  1864, Marilda H a y e s  
expedi t ion  papers.  

8 9  Ibid. Hacket, letter to  Gore, Queenstown, 20 September 1864;  Letter 
Hacket to Hector, Kingston, 1 1  October 1864, Matilda Hayes expedition papers. 

9 0  Hacket, letter to Hector, Kingston, 1 1  October 1864,  Matilda Hayes  
expedi t ion  papers. 

I b i d .  
9 2  I b i d .  
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science in general, and geology in particular. The development of geology as 

a science has its intellectual origins in the late eighteenth century, and is 

particularly associated with the contesting philosophies of the German 

teacher of mining, Abraham Gottleb Werner (1749-1817), and the Scottish 

philosopher James Hut ton (1726-97).93 Werner believed that water was the 

major agent of rock formation: he argued that rock strata were either once 

sediments on the ocean floor or crystallized deposits precipitated from 

seawater. He ascribed only a minor role to volcanic activity, and due to his 

emphasis on water, Werner and his fellow scientists were labelled 

'Nept~nis t s ' .~4  On the other hand, Hutton maintained that rock strata was 

produced from the earth's internal heat, which was occasionally vented 

through volcanoes: he and his colleagues were called 'Vulcanists', or 

' P l u t ~ n i s t s ' . ~ ~  Werner and Hutton were most at odds, however, over which 

kind of taxonomic method to employ in the study of the earth. While 

Werner favoured a descriptive method, Hutton looked to a historical 

analysis. Just as Buffon had criticized the Linnaeun classificatory system for 

its 'artificial' method, Werner's mineralogy was attacked by his critics for its 

'arbitrary' nature.96 Werner's 'geognosy', as he called his taxonomy of rocks 

and minerals, was based on a method of 'plain description': he described and 

9 3  H a n k i n s ,  Science and rAe Enlightenment, p. 153. See further Porter, 
The making of geology; Gordon L. Davies, The earth in decay: a history of 
Brilish geomorphology, 1578-1878, New York, 1969. 

9 4  H a n k i n s ,  Science and the Erzlighrenmenr, p. 153. 
9 5  More significantly, Hutton argued that basalt crystalized as it coled from 

a molten stale, and was not formed by a process of precipitation. Hutlon did 
admit, however, the role of water i n  land erosion and the deposit of sediments. 
In his Theory of the earrlz: wirlz proofs and illustrations (1795), Hutton 
espoused the 'uniformitarian principle': the idea that the earth changed 
slowly and uniformly by processes observed during historic time. This 
challenged the theory of  'catastrophism': the suggestion that geologic events 
greater than any observed were responsible for the production of land forms. 
Ibid., p. 155. 

9 6  Ib id .  
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classified minerals according to their external, rather than internal 

 characteristic^.^^ In this way, his method was pragmatic, aimed at assisting 

the practical needs of mineralogists. Werner wrote, for instance, that he 

would 'rather have a mineral ill classified and well described, than well 

classified and ill d e ~ c r i b e d . ' ~ ~  Although, from a philosophical perspective, a 

'natural' taxonomic system based on a history of the earth's development, 

which focused on the internal compostion and structure of minerals would 

appear beneficial, the 'artifical' method championed by Werner had obvious 

advantages for the field geologist, as it did not demand a knowledge of 

geological h i ~ t o r y . ~ W o t  long before Hector's expedition, geology was subject 

to a conceptual transformation which further endowed the discipline with a 

more direct relevence to the practical dimensions of colonization. In 1830-33, 

the British geologist Charles Lyell published his Principles of Geology, in 

which he removed the existing distinction between aqueous and igneous 

explanations of the formation of the earth's crust and postulated instead a 

'uniformitarian' theory, which suggested geological change over much 

longer periods than had been previously imagined. Lyell argued that 

geological processes were products of forces that still continued to operate; 

and among these processes, he included the 'metamorphic', in which heat 

and pressure transformed material formations.100 

Hector's methodological procedure had much in common with the 

practicality characterized by the Wernerian approach. In his descriptions of 

9 7  I b i d .  
9 X  Werner, cited in M.  T. Greene, Geology in the nineteenth century: 

changing views of a changing world, Ithaca, 1982, p. 33.  
9 9  H a n k i n s ,  Science and the Enlightenment, p. 153. 
l o o  Stephen Jay Gould, Time's Arrow. Time's Cycle: myth and metaphor in 

the discovery of geological time, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1987, esp. ch. 4. 
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soils, rocks, and mineral samples, Hector was chiefly concerned with their 

external appearance: their colour, texture, size and shape. While passing 

overland from Bluff to Invercargill, Hector paused to study the mineral 

constitution of the rocky ground and described the 'highly siliceous felstones 

of a dark grey colour' and the 'dark greenish grey syenitic gneiss'.lO' 'The rock 

is a coarse grey or red granite,' he observed of a sample from Port William, I... 

traversed by veins of granite of more recent date and a lighter colour'.lo2 He 

described rock at Cunaris Sound as 'a granular quartzite, compact and close 

grained in texture, but still such a rock that can be slowly worn away by the 

mechanical action of running water.'l03 However, Hector's methodology 

also revealed his awareness for the alternative, and more contemporary, 

'uniformitarian' approach espoused by Lyell, which emphasized the internal 

composition of geological specimens. Near the Waiau river he described 

'[tlhe basalt which overlies the tertiary limestone is of a light bluish grey 

color, and contains zeolite crystals, and cavities filled with earthy chlorite.'1°4 

On the banks of this river, he found 'an impure sandy deposit, consisting 

really of fragments and debris of shells, cemented along with a varying 

proportion of quartzose sand, and sometimes containing a large quantity of 

argillaceous matter.'1°5 In proceeding up the valley of the Waiau river, he 

noted that 'the limestone was found to be overlaid by a series of marls, 

ferrugenous sands, and clay, containing fossils of a decidedly esturine 

character.'l06 In this way, Hector's method of describing mineral samples 

l o l  Heclor,'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of O~ago, New Zealand', p. 
441. 

l o 2  Ibid., p. 447 
l o 3  Ibid., p. 451. 
l o 4  Ibid., p. 443. 
l o 5  Ibid .  
l o 6  Ibid .  
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combined the strategies of both the aqueous and volcanic theories of rock 

formation and soil stratification. More significantly, however, his method 

was practical, with descriptions often prefaced with a comment on the 

utilitarian and commercial value of the sample. At Cunaris Sound, for 

instance, Hector 'found that the west side of the Sound is composed of grey 

granite, of hard uniform texture and large tabular structure, so that immense 

blocks could be easily removed. It would form a splendid building material, 

and might be quarried close to where the largest shipping might lie in perfect 

safety.'107 

Hector's method of analysis, like that of scientific enquiry in general, 

was based on particularity. Hector travelled with test tubes, flasks, Swedish 

filter paper, carbonate of soda, saltpetre, borax and hydrochoric acid: in short, a 

mobile laboratory.108 In addition to collecting and describing soil, rock and 

mineral specimens, meterological observations were regularly taken 

throughout the expedition, by an assistant called Williams.1o9 Hector also 

carried with him 'an accurate mercurial barometer, and also with a small 

aneroid', with which he took regular observations 'on both the east and west 

shores of the Province'.llo Predicated on the examination of detail and the 

study of particularity, scientific enquiry was especially useful in the European 

colonization of New Zealand. An intimate knowledge of the colony, 

obtained through science, could be used to legitimize and justify its 

possession by the colonizers. This knowledge could then be integrated into 

l o 7  Ibid., p. 451. 
108 List of  chemicals and instruments, Matilda Hayes expedition papers. 
l o 9  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 

439. 
Ibid., p. 437. 
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the wider discourse of colonization. In this way, the universalizing goals of 

colonialism - exploitative and essentially profi t-orienta ted - were reiterated in 

the colony.17 

Naming the land and inscribing it with new labels for classification and 

control was a further strategy with which Hector constructed a new cultural 

landscape. Names given en route provide a provisonal record of the journey. 

When Hector renamed the Awarua 'Jackson's River', for instance, he 

symbolically historicized a local individual and inscribed an imported system 

of nomenclature on the new cultural landscape.112 As statements of 

ownership, place names were not simply words imposed on a blank space, but 

were provisional and occasional historical events113 

While the inscription of British names on New Zealand soil endorsed 

the British possession of the colony, and its status as an occupied geopolitical 

space, the reinscription of Maori names was more complex.ll4 Hector 

considered this kind of naming as a form of preservation. '[Tlhe lake I had 

just discovered,' he wrote, I... I propose to name the Kakapo Lake, in order to 

preserve the name of that rare and interesting bird which will, in all 

probability, soon become extinct ... .'I15 In naming the Kakapo Lake, Hector 

hoped to preserve the rare bird, at least in name, for posterity. This could be 

read as an attempt by Hector to integrate the native fauna into cartographic 

discourse: to preserve the name of the kakapo like a specimen in a glass case. 

See further Chapter 3 .  
Hector, 'Geological Expedition to [he West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 

463. 
See Chapter 5. 

l 4  For a discussion on the applicalion of European names, see Chapter 5 .  
Ibid., p. 465. 
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Mapping the land was a further method by which Hector transformed 

the West Coast into a new cultural landscape.116 As cartographic re- 

presentations of land, maps transcribed named and known landscapes into a 

specifically European cultural register. Mapping is also a form of taxonomy, 

where the map is a totalizing stage which re-presents geographical 

knowledge.117 On his 1863 expedition, Hector collected information that he 

later used to furnish a fuller depiction of the entire region. In his published 

account of the expedition, Hector included, 'a tracing of the first sketch of a 

map of the North West District, which I have in preparation, in order to assist 

in the explanation of the route by which I have recently crossed from the 

West Coast to the Wakatipu Lake' [see figure 10.21.~ 18 Indeed, mapping the 

Otago province was a major part of his duties as Provincial Geologist. 

Although the area had already been partially mapped before his arrival, 

Hector undertook the most comprehensive cartographic survey of western 

Otago, and in 1865, the year the New Zealand Geological Survey was 

established, Hector published his first 'Sketch Map of the Geology of New 

Zealand'.1l9 

l 6  Palliser described Hector as 'an accomplished naturalist, and the best 
mapper of original country I have ever seen', von Haast, The Life and Times of 
Sir Julius von Haasr, p. 253. See further 'Correspondence between Samuel H. 
Moreton (Artist) and W. Boers concerning Hector's Exploration, Otago, 1863', 
qMs, MOR [1386], ATL. 

1 See further Chapter 5. 
1 18  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 

43 5 .  
1 1 9  This coloured map delineated the geological boundaries of the 

provinces, with more attention to detail in the southern regions. Ibid., p. 438; 
Burton, The New Zealand Geological Survey. pp. 27-30. 
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The western region of the Otago province was not, however, 

'undiscovered country', as the southern landscape was navigated and known 

by Maori well before the arrival of European settlers. Already existing on that 

landscape, and often invisible to the European eye, were tracks used mainly 

for trading purposes by Maori. Lines of communication extended from coast 

to coast as Maori from the west travelled with kiwi and kakapo feathers, and 

greenstone, which they exchanged for mutton birds, mats, mere, adzes and 

fish-hooks from Maori on the east coast.120 Maori had also established routes 

for crossing the mountains, travelling overland from Chalky Inlet to Dusky 

Sound, Doubtful Sound to Lake Manapouri, Bradshaw, Nancy and Charles 

Sounds to Lake Te Anau, and from Milford Sound over the McKinnon 

Pass.121 Maori had constantly used the Haast, Greenstone, and Eglinton Passes 

before they were named and mapped by Pakeha exp10rers.l~~ It was not that 

European travellers were blind to these routes - Hector did remark on 'the 

route which has been frequently traversed by the Maories [sic], between 

Wakatipu and Riverton' - but few recognized them in their cartographic 

disc0urse.l2~ Sullivan, Hector's assis tan t on the first expedition to the West 

Coast, described such an encounter while travelling along the boundary of the 

'thickly timbered' Jacksons Valley: 

Along the top of the ridge, our attention was attracted by a curiously 
worn track, about two feet wide, which I at first imagined might be an 
old Maori track to some part of the valley of the river. Dr. Hector, 
however, after carefully examining it, pronounced it the track of some 
birds, pointing out certain indications which left no doubt as to his 
conclusion. ... These tracks are never to be seen penetrating into the 

I 2 O  R. I. M. Burnett. 'The Life and work of Sir James Hector, with special 
reference to the Hector Collection', pp. 92-93. 

1 2 1  Ibid. 
z 2  Ibid; Evisou, Te Wai Pounamu, pp. 90-91. 

1 2 3  Hector. 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago. New Zealand', p. 
437. 
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woods, but keep in the direction of their edge at no great distance from 
them. They had evidently been in disuse for a long time, and as no 
like tracks freshly made were observed, it is reasonable to conclude that 
the animals that made them are either extinct, or, to say the least, 
exceedingly rare.124 

Challenging the boundaries of  colonial space 

The parameters of Hector's new cultural landscape were formed and 

informed by the physical and cultural boundaries he constantly had to 

negotiate. Physical boundaries were especially presented by the difficult and 

rugged country: 'A prospect more rude and craggy is rarely to be met with', 

Cook had written of the southern West Coast. 'Inland appeared nothing but 

the summits of mountains, stupendous in height, that consisted of rocks 

totally barren and naked, save where towards the top they are snow 

covered.'l25 The progress of Hector's expedition was continually delayed by 

bad weather, heavy seas, and on land, a less than hospitable terrain: all of 

which Hector negotiated with varying degrees of success.12h 'Want of time 

and the occurence of bad weather prevented my then going as far as I wished,' 

he wrote after his first attempt, 'yet the examination of the structure of the 

country left no doubt on my mind that the Southern Alps were traversed in 

this longitude by a depressed valley ... through which I might certainly expect 

to find an easy route between East and West slopes of the island.'127 Hector 

was also aware of the barriers presented by physical and cultural isolation: a 

1 2 4  Sullivan, 'Dr. Hector's Expedition - Successful Penetration to the West 
Coast', 9 February -15 March 1863, [n.d.], 1863 SUL, 22895, ATL. 

1 2 5  Cited J. C. Beaglehole, ed., The Journals of Captain James Cook On His 
Voyages of Discovery, Cambridge, 1955-56. 

26 Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 
443.  

27  Ibid., p. 435. 
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not uncommon experience of the European explorer. 'I have just returned 

from the West Coast of the Island', Hector wrote to his friend and mentor Sir 

Roderick Murchison in October 1863, 'where I have been spending the last 

five months without any opportunity of communicating with the outer 

world ...'.I28 

Although like Haast, Hector considered aspects of the natural world to 

be threatening, he also had a particular fascination with its sublime qualities. 

This is shown by his comments on the magnificence of the scenery and the 

picturesque views to which he felt he was privileged. The harsh climate and 

rough terrain were not only perpetual hindrances to him, but constant 

reminders of the power of the natural elements. Hector's report was not 

entirely without Romantic overtones: 'As we gradually lost sight of Stewart's 

Island, it become [sic] wreathed in dark tempestuous clouds; while before us, 

over the valley of the Waiau River, the twilight was clear but lurid.'l29 At 

Nancy Sound, Hector had 'a panoramic view embracing the whole Coast 

from Milford Sound to Dusky Bay. Its aspect is gloomy and forbidding in 

appearance', and 'recalled to mind the descriptions I have read of the Straits 

of Magellan ...I. 130 At Milford Sound, '[tlhe scene was magnificent as the sun 

rose, and slowly lighted up the inequalities of coastward slope, and so threw 

back the mountains in their true proportions and grandeur.'131 His 

appreciation for the sublime led him to conclude that, '[tlhe scenery [of the 

1 2 8  Hector, letter to Murchison, Dunedin, 17 October 1863, Hector Collection, 
WMu. 

1 2 9  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of  Otago, New Zealand', p. 
4 4 8 .  

30 Ibid., pp. 458-59. 
Ibid., p. 460. 
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West Coast] is quite equal to the finest that can be enjoyed by the most 

difficult and toilsome journeys into the Alps of the interior ... 

Hector's contact with Maori - his encounter with cultural boundaries - 

further suggests the provisional nature of his journey.133 In fact, Hector was 

dependent on Maori for the success of his expedition. He relied on their 

geographical knowledge, confidently transcribing it into his own discourse, 

and depended on his Maori crew members for navigation and, at times, for 

transport. When Hector anchored at Bluff Harbour, he 'at once landed in 

order to proceed to Riverton without delay by way of Invercargill, that I might 

lose no time in engaging the services of a native crew to accompany the 

Expedition in one of their large sealing yawls of about five tons b ~ r t h e n . ' ' ~ ~  

Prior to his departure from Port Chalmers, Hector had received a letter from 

the Harbour Master, with the recommendation that 'the river boats crew 

should be Maories [sic], if possible, as they are better able to provide for 

themselves than Europeans on such an expedition At Riverton, a 

contract was signed by employees 'Murphy, Simon, Abram, Holopapera and 

Taununu', in which they agreed, for the sum of twenty pounds each and a 

further twenty pounds for the use of their boat, to 'proceed to the West Coast 

l 3 *  Ibid.  
Hector had employed native American guides while on the Palliser 

Expedition. Hector's guide on the expedition was the interpreter and hunter 
Peter Erasmus, who spoke ten languages. Erasmus and Stoney Indian Silas 
Abraham were Hector's assistants on the Canadian journey. The home of 
Hector's interpreter and guide, Peter Erasmus, has been restored and is located 
at Fort Edmonton Historic Park, Edmonlon, see Haig. James Hector: explorer, pp. 
1, 33, 43; Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius votl Haasr, p. 252. 

1 3 4  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 
440; Hector, letter Lo Superintendent, Bluff Harbour, 25 May 1863, M a t i l d a  
Hayes expedition papers. 

I 3 5  Harbour Master, letter to Hector, Port Chalrners, 19 May 1863, Mat i i da  
Hayes expedition papers. 
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of Otago in a sealing boat along with the schooner "Matilda Hayes" for the 

purpose of towing, guiding and remaining beside the said schooner, or 

performing any other services for the said Dr Hector in the work of 

examining the West Coast and the various harbours and sounds thereof; and 

further to make ourselves useful in any way required of us by Dr Hector.'136 

At Riverton, Hector also 'engaged a native seaman named Henry, who was 

strongly recommended as being well acquainted with the West Coast, and 

from having made several voyages to California and elsewhere in whaling 

vessels, was able to act as one of the yacht's crew.'137 Henry acted as a 

navigator, guide and interpreter for Hec t0r .1~~ Hector wrote how he was 

ferried up Preservation Inlet in 'the Maori boat, which was large and 

commodious as compared with our own small whale b0at.'13~ Maori crew 

members also provided Hector and his party with food and shelter: they 

caught fish and wood hens, and knew the camping sites, such as the caves on 

Steepto Island, which provided protection from the wind and rain.14O 

Waiting on Chalky Island for a storm to subside, Hector's Maori employees 

availed themselves of the opportunity to hunt seal; they killed four seals and 

captured a live kakapo for Hector.141 

The progress of the journey itself was determined by his Maori 

employees. At the beginning of the journey, Hector was 'detained in 

Contract made at Riverton, Geological Survey o f  Otago, 8 June 1863; 
Letter Hector to Superintendent, Riverton, 8 June 1863,  Matilda Hayes 
expedition papers. 

Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of  Otago, New Zealand', p. 
4 4 5 .  

3 8  Ibid., pp. 447, 449, 451, 465. 
39  Ibid., p .  454.  
140 Ibid., pp. 453-55 
1 4 1  Ib id .  
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Riverton, bargaining with the Maoris [sic] ...I, before he could proceed any 

further.142 On his arrival in Riverton on 28 May, Hector had found that the 

Maori guides he had hoped to employ were away hunting mutton birds. 

'Finding that the Maories [sic] were absent at Stuart's [sic] Island, procuring 

their annual stock of Mutton Birds ... ,' he wrote to the Superintendent, 'I 

gladly availed myself of a kind offer made by Mr Francis of 'Manipora' to 

accompany me on an excursion to the limestone caves on the Waiau River 

which forms the western boundary of the Province of Southland.'l43 ' I 

returned to Riverton early on the 5th June, and finding that the Maoris [sic] 

had arrived on the previous day ... succeeded in engaging a crew of eight men 

to accompany my expedition, on the understanding that they were allowed to 

go as far north as Jackson's Bay, and there leave two of their number who 

wished to return to their native district. They were also allowed to hunt seals 

for their own profit at any time when I did not require their ser~ices. ' l4~ 

Hector's meetings with resident Maori were infrequent and often 

unexpected. On 25 August 1863, Hector and his party arrived at Martins Bay, 

where they met the chief Tutoku and his family.145 'While we were tending 

the signal fire on the sandspit after dark,' wrote Hector on 26 August, 'the 

Maoris [sic] we had seen on the beach on the previous day joined us. There is 

only one family of them, consisting of a very old man, his wife and two 

daughters. They have lived here for five years, having previously resided in 

1 4 2  Ibid., p. 445. 
1 4 3  Hector, letter to Superintendent, Riverton, 8 June 1863, Malilda Hayes 

expedition papers. See also Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of 
Otago, New Zealand', p. 442. 

144  Ibid., p. 445, 
1 4 5  Evison, Te Wui Pounlamu, p. 402. 
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Jackson's Bay.'146 Hector was clearly surprised by the rudimentary conditions 

in which these people lived, and his description of their meeting echoes a 

much earlier encounter depicted in William Hodge's Family in Dusky Bay, 

New Zealand, of 1777 [figure 10.61. 

'There is perhaps the danger', warns a recent biographer of the 

nineteenth century English naturalist Charles Waterton, 'of looking at a 

person in the distant landscape of a time long since past and giving them 

more clarity, more of a sense of ambition and purpose than they ever felt 

themselves to have as the years of their life followed each other. It is 

presumed that the traveller knew where he was going; that the explorer knew 

what he was looking for.'l47 With this salutary warning in mind, the 

evidence suggests, however, that Hector was clearly motivated by the desire to 

provide a comprehensive scientific survey of the region, with a view to 

unlocking its commercial potential. Hector reinvented the West Coast of 

Otago as a new commercial landscape by describing, classifying, and inscribing 

the region with the discourses of colonization. Moreover, in reading and 

writing, categorizing and quantifying the land and its inhabitants, and in 

negotiating physical and cultural boundaries, Hector was coming to terms 

with the complexities and contradictions of a colonial identity, situated in the 

in-be tween spaces created by colonialism. 

1 4 6  Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', p. 
464. 

1 4 7  Ju l ia  B l a c k b u r n .  Charles W a f e r f a n .  1782-1865: t rave l l e r  and 
conservarionist.  Londou, 1991.p. 70.  



FIGURE 10.6 Daniel Lerpiniere after William Hodges, Family in Dusky Bay, 
New Zealand, 1777. Engraving, Auckland Public Library, from Captain James 
Cook, A voyage towards the South Pole and round the world. Performed in ... 
'Resolution ' and 'Adventure '.. 1772,Z 773,1774, and 1775, London, 1777. 
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To such settlers, then, as are already wholly or partially alive to the 
substantial value of the natural sciences - who recognise them as being 
or possessing a distinct power and as occupying a distinct place, in 
colonisation - my remarks are less intended than for those who are yet 
altogether ignorant of the practical - the money-making and money- 
saving - purposes these sciences may be made to subserve. 
Dr William Lauder Lindsay,l863.l 

When Dr William Lauder Lindsay addressed the citizens of Dunedin on the 

merits of scientific enquiry in early 1863, most settlers were conscious of the 

distinct power and place science had assumed in the processes of colonizing 

New Zealand. They were especially aware of the 'money-making' and 

'money-saving' purposes to which science could be put to use. By the 1860s 

science in New Zealand had consolidated the pioneering efforts made by the 

early European cotonizers and had become firmly aligned with ideas of 

development, progress, and most significantly, with European hegemony. 

From this period it is possible to identify the origins of an indigenized 

colonial science, distinct from the scientific discourses of metropolitan 

Europe. This was particularly evidenced in the journeys undertaken by Ernst 

Dieffenbach in 1839-41, Edward Shortland in 1843-44, Julius Haast in 1862, and 

James Hector in 1863. With specific reference to these expeditions, it is 

suggested here that science in colonial New Zealand was differentiated from 

European science by its methodology of travel, a close affiliation with 

commerce, and its status as a largely amateur activity. 

William Lauder Lindsay, 'The Place and Power o f  Natural History in 
Colonisation with Special Reference to Otago (New Zealand)', p .  5 .  
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The expeditions of Dieffenbach, Shortland, Haast, and Hector were 

significant moments in the development of science in colonial New Zealand. 

Dieffenbach's role as a humanitarian anthropologist emphasized the 

ambivalent position of ethnographic observers in their co-operation with and 

textualiza tion of Maori.2 Shor tland's use of Maori navigational and 

cartographic information, and its subsequent assimilation into a European 

register, illustrated the dependence of European travellers on indigenous 

systems of knowledge.3 Haast's efforts to bring his work to the attention of 

European savants through his strategic naming of the southern alpine 

landscape expressed the dilemma of the colonial scientist, both a part of, and 

yet apart from, the European intellectual communi ty.4 Hector's expedition to 
C 

the West Coast of the South Island further highlighted the commerial nature 
A 

of science - principally geology - and its reliance on public perceptions of 

utility and the fortunes of the local economy.5 Considered individually, each 

journey may be read as a further contribution to the process of inventing 

New Zealand, while collectively, they illustrate the close relationship which 

existed between science and the construction of cultural space in the 

European colonization of New Zealand. 

The mefhodoloq/ of travel 

In nineteenth century New Zealand scientific enquiry necessarily involved 

travel. Prior to the establishment of professional scientific communities, 

which promoted the immediate exchange of knowledge, the study of natural 

See Chapter 7. 
3 See Chapter 8.  
4 See Chapter 9. 
5 See Chapter 10. 
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history was centred on the work of the collector. The concern for accuracy 

privileged the ideals of detail and particularity and focused attention on the 

activities of the individual. Moreover, the study of natural history and the 

classification of material according to prescribed taxonomic principles was 

dependent on travellers' observations of new places and peoples and their 

consequent aggregation of data. The utilitarian and highly descriptive 

elements of natural history reflected its religious, medicinal, and agricultural 

antecedents6 Travelling naturalists were not uncommon figures on the 

British historical landscape, and given its European derivation - especially its 

British lineage - it is not surprising that the settler society in colonial New 

Zealand could boast a number of individuals whose narratives contributed to 

the topos of travel.7 

The collection and collation of information about New Zealand 

paralleled the European acquisition, occupation, and management of space in 

the colony. Texts which narrated experiences of travel, exploration, and 

cultural encounter simultaneously chronicled the processes of colonization. 

Since Cook, the textualization of New Zealand by scientific observers had 

iIitiated the processes of possessing and inventing New Zealand through the 

For further discussion of the antecendents of natural history, see 
Knight ,  The Nature of Science, p .  95. On the development of natural history 
writing with reference to travel, see Fabian, Time and the Other, pp. 6-8; Justin 
Stagl, 'The Methodising of Travel in the 16th Century: A Tale of Three Cities'. 
History and Anthropology, 4, 2 (1990). 303-38; Nicholas Thomas. 'The Curiosity 
of the Gaze: Imperialism and Anthpological Postmodernism', pp. 20-31. 

Charles Waterton ( 1  782-1 865), the eccentric British explorer,  
taxidermist, and conservationist, was one such individual. Waterton travelled 
extensively in South America, as told in his Wanderings in  South America 
(1826). Waterton's later collections of Essays on Natiiral History, were 
published in 1838, 1844, and 1857, see Julia Blackburn, Charles Warerron, 1782- 
1865: traveller and  conservationist, p. 3. See also the discussion of early 
travellers' texts about New Zealand in Chapter 1. 
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medium of print.8 Because the study of a territory could not be separated 

from that of its inhabitants, textual descriptions of New Zealand tended to 

amalgamate the discourses of geography and e thn~graphy .~  The description 

of place provided the appropriate context for the subsequent delineation of its 

residents. In his Travels in New Zealnnd, Dieffenbach devoted equal textual 

space to the land and its resources, and to Maori society, assigning each topic a 

separate volume.1° Similarly, in his Southerlz Districts of New Zealand, 

Shortland described Maori and the resources of the country, constantly 

making connections between people and place." Ethnographic accounts such 

as these emphasized how native societies were 'divided, undisciplined and 

static', and were juxtaposed to the 'unified, disciplined and dynamic' 

characteristics of settler culture.12 In this way, ethnographic commentators 

provided alternative ways of seeing their own society through comparison 

with another. 

The travelling scientist employed a me thodology which embraced 

concepts of time, space and movement. Scientists working in the field 

challenged the ideal of moving through space simply for pleasure by utilizing 

their efforts in the service of expanding and modifying knowledge which had 

For further discussion of the representations of New Zealand in texts of 
travel, see Peter J. Gibbons, 'Non-fiction', i n  The Oxford Hislory of New Zealand 
Literature in English, ed. Terry Sturm, pp. 27-52. 

On the origins of ethnogeography, see P. I .  Marshall and G. Williams, 
The greur map of mankind: British perceptions of the world in the age of 
Enlightenment ,  London, 1982. 

0 Ernst Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, passim. 
1 1 Edward Shortland, The Southern Districts of New Zealand, esp, pp. 39ff, 

77, 93. 
l 2  Jane Tompkins has discussed this opposition in the context of North 

American cultural contact, see Jane Tompkins, "'Indians": Textuality, morality 
and the problem of history,' i n  'Race', writing, and dij'Jerence, ed. Henry Louis 
Gates Jnr, Chicago, 1986, pp. 61-63. 
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the potential for practical application.13 In his role as naturalist to the New 

Zealand Company in 1839-41, Dieffenbach's eye was con tinually attracted to 

the material resources of the country, as he noted the 'safe and easy entrance' 

of potential harbour sites and the 'fertility, beauty and fitness' of New 

Zealand as a future 'dwelling place of civilised European ~ommunities. '~4 

Shortland evaluated the value of the land over which he travelled on his 

1843-44 southern journey, justifying his observations on the basis 'that the 

colonists should understand as much as possible of the peculiar ideas and 

prejudices of the people with whom they must be constantly a s s o ~ i a t e d ' , ~ ~  On 

his 1863 expedition to the West Coast of the South Island, Hector's gaze was 

similarly directed towards future transport routes and sites of potential gold 

deposits.16 

e ape of  the amateur 

Before university researchers made their claim to be the gatekeepers of 

scientific knowledge, science in New Zealand was largely an amateur 

preserve.17 If a 'professional' is defined as one engaged in an activity for gain 

or as a means of livelihood, and an 'amateur' is one involved in an activity 

1 3  The practical realization of space also had military precedenls, see 
further de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Lve,  p. 36. 

Ernst Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, I, pp. 161, 226, 238, 241, 269, 
272. 

Edward Shortland, The Soutlzern Disrricrs of New Zealand, pp.vi-vii. 
J. Hector, 'Geological Expedition to the West Coast of Otago, New Zealand', 

pp. 442-43, 447, 456, 459; Hector, 'Journal - "Matilda Hayes", 20 May 1863 - 9 
January 1864'. qMs HEC, 1863-64 [945] 36580, ATL. 

The University of Otago was founded in 1869, Canterbury University 
College in 1873, Auckland University College i n  1883 and Wellington 
University College in 1897. Anthropology was not introduced as a separate 
discipline until 1919 with H. D. Skinner as the first part-time lecturer in 
ethnology at the University of Otago, see G. E. Thompson, A History of the 
Universiv of Otago. 1869-191 9, Dunedin, 1920. pp. 260-61. 
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as a pastime, then Dieffenbach, Haast, and Hector may be considered as 

professional scientists. Dieffenbach, although trained in medicine, applied 

his surgical skills to the study of natural history.18 Haast, having received 

formal instruction in geology, was well suited to his tasks as Provincial 

Geologist for the Canterbury Provincial Government. Hector, who also 

trained as a doctor, adapted his skills of observation and empirical analysis in 

his role as Provincial Geologist for the Otago Provincial Government from 

1862 to 1865. On the other hand, Shortland, in his official capacity as 

'Protector of Native Interests, and Interpreter to Colonel Godfrey', took the 

opportunity to pursue his ethnographic interests while performing his 

administrative duties in the South Island during 1843-44.19 

If science was, as Herbert Spenser had suggested, 'no more than 

organised knowledge', then almost every explorer, artist, or recreational 

walker was, by the standards of the day, also a botanist, geologist, or 

ornithologist. The most significant feature of scientific activity in New 

Zealand from the 1860s to the close of the century was the participation of 

amateur scholars. This was not a new phenomena, for much of British 

intellectual life had its genesis in amateur enterprise.20 In Britain, not until 

the 1830s was it possible to consider science as a career.21 When the New 

Natural history was historically the preserve of  the medical profession, 
see Hankins, Science and the Enlighlenment, p. 114; Lester S .  King, T h e  
philosoplzy of medicine: file early eighreenrh century,  Cambridge ,  
Massachusetts. 1978. passim. See further Chapter 7 .  

Edward Shortland, The Southern Districts of New Zealand, p. 1.  
2 0  See  M.  Berman, "'Hegemony" and the Amateur Tradition in British 

Science', Journal of Social History, 8 (1975), 30-50; Martin J. S. Rudwick, The 
Great Devonian Controversy:tTke shaping of scientific knowledge among 
gentlemanly specialists, Chicago, 1985; Phillipa Levine, The Arnateur and .the 
Professional: antiquarians,  historians and arcliaeologists in  Victorian 
England, 1838-1886, Cambridge, 1986. 

See Knight, The Nature of Science, pp. 105-30. 
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Zealand Institute Act passed into law in October 1867 there were few 

professional scientists working in New Zealand. Membership of the New 

Zealand Institute and its associated societies in Wellington, Nelson, 

Canterbury, Auckland, and Westland was by nomination, the sole 

qualification for membership being an interest in the natural sciences and the 

energy to promote 'the spread of scientific knowledge throughout the 

countryt.22 

This was the age of the amateur, where enthusiam, rather than 

specialized training, was the prerequisite for practice. Science in colonial New 

Zealand was largely the preserve of committed devotees who chose to 

indulge their interests in natural history for pleasure rather than profit.Z3 

They formed a highly motivated self-taught elite who shared a common body 

of knowledge: an 'invisible college' characterized by collaboration, frequent 

communication, and often, competition with each 0ther.2~ This was often a 

part-time pastime, where enthusiasts spent their leisure hours diligently 

collecting, describing, recording and classifying natural phenomena.25 Science 

was popular with commentators who were primarily occupied in fields as 

diverse as commerce, medicine, farming, law, teaching, or the church. It was 

TPNZI,  1 (1 868), p. i. 
Robert H. Kargon has developed the idea of the 'devotee', representing 

the transitional stage between gentlemen of leisure and professional 
scientists, see Robert H .  Kargon, Science in Victorian Munchester: enterp rise 
and expertise, Baltimore, 1977, p p .  32-35. See also Roy Porter, 'Gentlemen and 
Geology: the emergence of a scientifiic career, 1660-1920', Historical Journal, 
21, iv (1978), 809-36; J. Morrell and A. Thackray, Gentlemen of Science:tThe 
early years of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, Oxford, 
1981. 

2 4  In his work on British naturalists in the nineteenth century. David 
Allen has found evidence of what he called 'network research'. see D. E. Allen, 
The Naturalisl in Britain: u social hisfory, p. 110. 

2 5  For a discussion of such antiquarian zeal in the British context see 
Richard Dorson, The British Folklorists: u hhrory, London, 1968, esp. p. 51ff. 
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a thoroughly practical excerise which could be used for more mercantile 

means. It was also a respectable and somewhat genteel pastime which offered 

its practitioners potential opportunities for social mobility. Scientific enquiry 

- with its associated activities of discussion, debate, and the exchange of ideas - 
further promised the fellowship of like-minded men and the sense of 

community sought by European migrants exiled in the colony. 

The historical landscape of nineteenth century New Zealand science 

was dominated by amateur devotees. The draughtsman and artist John 

Buchanan - a member of Hector's staff at the Colonial Museum and a 

foundation member of the New Zealand Institute - was a leading authority 

on New Zealand botany.26 Buchanan travelled extensively around the 

country, documenting his botanical and geological findings in sketches and 

paintings.27 He published numerous scientific papers and the three-volume 

illustrated work The Indigenous Grasses of New Zealand (1878, 1879, 1880).28 

William Colenso - missionary, printer, explorer, and politician - devoted 

much time and energy to the study of natural history. Colenso was the 

moving spirit behind the Hawkes Bay Philosophical Institute, an active 

2 6  Buchanan was recommended by the amateur botanist Dr John Ross to 
Joseph Dalton Hooker as botanist for Hector's geological survey of Otago in 
1863. See John Buchanan, 'Correspondence, 1860-go', ATL, original Ms CY 105, A 
644, Mitchell Library, Sydney. 

27 ohn Buchanan, 'Notes of a ramble at Kapiti ...I, qMs-0291-0292', ATL; 
John Buchanan, 'Diary of an expedition to Marlborough, noting and drawing 
schists, strata, soils and their effects on flora', [9 November - 7 January 7 1866- 
671; 'Report on strata of Clutha valley', 'Report on gold in Mimihau and 
Wyndham', 6031A ; 'Notebook of account of a journey to Massacre Hill up 
Wairau Valley Jan 4 [no year] ', 'Diary of a trip to Mt Egmont Feb. 7 - 19', 6031B ; 
'Diary of an expedition to Masterton Nov. 6 - 18 1873', 603lD; 'Account of a 
journey to Nelson to observe flora', 'Diary of a journey to Omarama and of 
specimen collecting in the Benmore area, Lindis pass, Lindis Creek on to 
Dunedin, Dec. 17 - Feb. 1 11882-83]', 603/F, 'Botanical Notebooks and papers, 
1866-1885', MI 6031A - T, HO. 

2 8  Nancy M. Adams, 'John Buchanan', in The Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography, Volurne One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H. Oliver, pp. 49-50. 
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member of the New Zealand Institute, and contributed many papers on 

natural history and ethnology to the Tmnsac t i o t ~ s . ~ ~  Colenso's accounts of his 

overland expeditions, published as Excursion in the Northern Island of Nezu 

Zealand (1844) and In Memorium: An Account of Visits To, and Crossings 

Over the Ruahine Mountain Range (1884), provide detailed botanical and 

ethnographical observations. Colenso was not alone in his missionary zeal 

for natural science. Throughout his religious career, Rev Richard Taylor of 

the Church Missionary Society maintained interests in botany, geology, 

zoology, and ethnology. The author of Te Ikn a Maui, or Nezu Zenland and its 

inhabitants (18551, Taylor was a fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and a 

founding member of the New Zealand Institute. He sent moa bones to 

Richard Owen at the British Museum and provided J. D. Hooker of the Royal 

Botanic Gardens at Kew with specimens of New Zealand flora.30 Rev J. F. H. 

Wohlers, farmer, teacher and migrant missionary for the North German 

Missionary Society at Ruapuke, was an avid collector of Southern Maori 

traditions and mythology. Wohlers published in the Transac t i ons ,  

corresponded with Mantell, sent specimens to Haast at the Canterbury 

Museum, and provided Grey with material for Grey's P o l y n e s i n n  

Mythology.31 Rev J. W .  Stack, also of the Church Missionary Society, was 

another clergyman who looked for God's handiwork in the natural world. 

2 9  See Appendix 1; A. G. Bagnall and G. C. Petersen, William Colenso, passim. 
3 0  Dactylar~thus raylori, a parasitic growth found at the root of certain 

native trees, was first located by Taylor in March 1845. See further, Richard 
Taylor, Journal, 1825-1826, Ms, ATL; R. Taylor, Journal, 1833-1873, qMs, ATL; J. 
E. Ross, 'The Missionary Work of the Rev. Richard Taylor at Wanganui', MA 
thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1965; A. D. Mead, Richard Taylor: 
Missionary Tramper, Wellington, 1966; J. Murray, 'A missionary in action', in 
The Feel of Truth, ed. P. Mum, Wellington, 1969. 

See Appendix I; J. F. H. Wohlers, Memories of the life of J.  F. H. Wo/zlers, 
trans. J. Houghton, Dunedin, 1895; Sheila Natusch, Bro ther  Wohlers, 
Christchurch, 1969; Sheila Natusch, 'Wohlers of Ruapuke', in The German 
Connection, ed. James N. Bade, pp. 226-34. 
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Stack was a member of the Canterbury Philosophical Institute, published 

widely on Maori lore and history and argued strongly for the preservation of 

Maori place names in New Zealand. His South Island Maoris: A Sketch of 

their History and Legendery Lore (1898) was based on papers presented at the 

Institute and published in the  transaction^.^^ 

Politicians also harboured an inclination towards the natural sciences. 

Governor George Grey had both a private and public interest in natural 

history. In addition to his study of Maori myth and language, Grey was a 

keen scientific di le t tant~.~3 His public interest in scientific matters was 

expressed through his support for the establishment of both the New Zealand 

Society and New Zealand I n ~ t i t u t e . ~ ~  W. T. L. Travers, a lawyer, magistrate, 

and politician, was a founding member of the New Zealand Institute and 

published over 40 articles on botany, ornithology, geology and ethnology in 

the T~ansactions.3~ Travers also collected botanical specimens - mainly 

grasses and alpine flowers - and sent them to J. D. Hooker at the Royal Botanic 

Gardens. Walter Buller - also a magistrate and lawyer - carved out his niche 

as a prominent ornithologist. The parliamentarians Walter Mantell, Sir 

David Monro, James Edward Fitzgerald, William Rolleston, G. M. 

32 See also J .  W. Stack, Aulobiography, 1835-1915, Ms, DP; J .  W. Stack, Early 
Maoriland Adventures; J .  W .  Stack, More Maoriland Adventures, Dunedin, 1936; 
J .  W. Stack, Through Canterbury and Otago wirA Bishop Harper in 1859-60, 
Akaroa, 1906; J.  W. Stack, A white boy among the Maoris in the 'forlies. ed. A.  H .  
Reed, Dunedin, 1934. 

3 3  Grey Papers, GNZ Mss 172 ( 1  - 8), APL. 
34  See  Chapter 6 .  
3 5  Winsome Shepherd, 'William Thomas Locke Travers', in The Dicrionary 

of New Zealand Biography, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, pp. 547-48. 
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Waterhouse and Robert Stout, although - with the exception of Monro - not 

professionally schooled in science, were keen disciples of science.36 

Surveying was not an uncommon occupation for amateur scientific 

scholars in New Zealand. A career with the survey service often necessitated 

long periods of isolation in the bush and demanded at least some knowledge 

of the natural environment. In the absence of organized entertainment, 

many an evening in a survey camp was spent in discussing the peculiar 

features of the land traversed in the course of a day. J. T. Thomson - 
surveyor, engineer, architect, and artist - was a founding member of the 

Southland Institute and published extensively in the T rnnsa~ t ions .~7  

Thomson wrote on a variety of subjects, including his experiences as a 

surveyor in A ~ i a . 3 ~  James McKerrow, a foundation member of the New 

Zealand Institute, was a surveyor by occupation. Arthur Dobson, geologist 

and member of the Canterbury Philosophical Insitutute, practised as an 

engineer and s ~ r v e y o r . 3 ~  Surveying also involved frequent contact with 

Maori and it is significant that the founding members of the Polynesian 

3 6  David Monro had trained as a doctor, see R. E. Wright St-Clair, 
Thoroughly a Man of the World: A biogruphy of Sir David Monro, 
Christchurch, 1971. On the participation of these individuals in the New 
Zealand Institute see further Charles Fleming, 'The Royal Society of New 
Zealand: a century of scientific endeavour', pp. 99-104; Fleming, S c i e n c e ,  
Setrlers and Scholars, p. 5 ff. See also David Monro's paper written for the New 
Zealand Exhibition, 'On the Leading Features of the Geological Botany of the 
Provinces of Nelson and Marlborough, New Zealand', published in TPNZI ,  1 
(1868), 161-174. 

3 7  See Appendix I .  
3 8  J. T. Thomson, Glimpses into Life in Malayan Lands, Singapore, 1984; J .  T. 

Thornson. Knnrhlrs wil l /  rr Plrilosopher; or, views at the antipodes. Dun e d  i n ,  
I Xh7. See aim .I. Hall-Jones, M r  Sirrreyr  Thomson, Wellington, 197 1 ;  J. Hall- 
Jones, The Th(?nl .wn Pninrin,q~, Sin pporc- ,  1983. ' ') A, D. I h h a t w ,  Diary, 1859-1 363, CMU; Dobson, Reminisences. 
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Society - Elsdon Best, Edward Tregear, and S. P. Smith - were surveyors.40 

Their experiences as field surveyors provided Best, Tregear, and Smith with 

the opportunity to gather information about Maori society, language, and 

lore: material which they later included in their ethnographic publications.*l 

Science and commerce 

In his paper 'On the present State of Applied Science in the Canterbury 

Province', read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury on 5 

November 1866, the surveyor and engineer Edward Dobson announced to his 

audience that his province had embraced 'most of the great inventions of the 

civilized world': 

We have our telegraph through the country, and our submarine cable 
connecting our capital with the seat of Government in the Northern 
Island. We have our great tunnel in construction, and our road aclkss 
the New Zealand Alps. We have our goldfields, our coal mines our 
foundries, our broad acres tilled with the steam plough, our clipper 
steamers, our mail coaches, and our locomotive railways, and we have 
all this in a country which fifteen years ago was an almost unknown 
land, but which is now, by God's blessing, the happy home of 
prosperous thousands of our fellow-men. And let me impress upon 
you that this measure of success has been due in no small degree to the 
superior education of the Canterbury men, as compared with that of 
the usual class of settlers in a new country, and to the stimulus given 

4 0  See further S .  P. Smith, 'Reminiscences', Ms 281, AM; Elsdon Craig, M a n  
of rhe Mist: a biography of Elsdon Best, Wellington, 1964; Howe, Singer in a 
Songless Land, passim. 

See Appendix I; E. Tregear, The Ar-yun Maori, Wellingtron, 1885; S. P. 
Smith, Hawaiki: The Original Home o j  the Maori, Wellington, 1910; S. P. Smith, 
History and Traditions of the Maoris of the West Coast North Island of New 
Zealand Prior to 1830, New Plymouth, 1910; E. Bcst, Some Aspecrs of Maori Myth 
and Religion, Wellington, 1922; E .  Best, Spiritual and Mental Concepts of the 
M a o r i ,  Wellington, 1922; E. Best, The Astronomical Knowedge of the Maori, 
Wellington, 1922; E. Best, The Maori As He Was, Wellington, 1924, E. Best, T h e  
Maori Division of Time, Wellington, 1922; E. Best, The Maori School of Learning. 
Wellinglon, 1923; E.  Tregear, The Maori Race, Wanganui, 1904. See further 
Sorrenson, Manifest Destiny: the Polyr~esian Society over one hundred years. 
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to applied science in Canterbury by the prosecution of the 
trigonometrical survey, the establishment of permanent departments 
of public works, of geology and natural history, and the appointment of 
a board of education ... .42 

Despite the provincial chauvinism expressed by Dobson, his address indicated 

the important role played by science in developing the resources of the 

country. A fundamental characteristic of the journeys of Dieffenbach, 

Shortland, Haast, and Hector - and of colonial science in general - was 

commercial motivation. Although curiosity and the quest for knowledge 

inspired amateur collectors in the field, the chief incentive for those 

employed for their scientific expertise was material. In the latter half of the 

nineteenth century there was no clear distinction between pure science - 

knowledge studied for its own sake - and applied science - knowledge adapted 

for practical service.43 In 1866 Edward Dobson called attention to the 

developments witnessed in telegraphic and postal communication, roads, 

railways, rivers, arterial drainage, public health, gas, lighthouses, iron 

founding, and steam power in Canterbury.44 For both amateur and 

professional colonial scientists concerned with the practical tasks of 

observing, describing, collecting, and arranging the flora and fauna of the new 

world, pure and applied science were synonymous. 

The evolution of science in New Zealand under the provincial system 

of government from 1852 to 1876 was closely allied to the health of local 

economies. Scientific activity often followed in the wake of economic 

fortune. The economic boom generated by the gold rushes in Otago and 

4 2  Edward Dobson, 'On the present State of  Applied Science in the 
Canterbury Province', TPNZI, 1 (1868), 145. 

3 See also Chapter 7 .  
4 4  Ibid. 
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Westland in 1861-63 and 1865-67, and the burgeoning pastoral economy 

initiated by sheep grazing on the eastern tussock plains of Canterbury in the 

1860s, convinced the public that geology meant gold.45 By the 1860s the 

Provincial Governments of Canterbury and Otago had recognized the value 

of employing scientists. Haast's appointment as Provincial Geologist in 

Canterbury in 1861 and Hector's as Provincial Geologist for Otago the 

following year expressed public support for the idea of government sponsored 

research.46 Hector's subsequent appointment as Director of the Geological 

Survey and the establishment of the Colonial Museum in Wellington in 1865 

was an acknowledgement of the Weld government's faith in the utilitarian 

value of scientific research.47 

I have seldom in my life read anything more spirited and interesting 
than your address. The progress of your colony makes me proud, and 
it is really admirable to see a scientific institute founded in so young a 
community. 
Charles Darwin to Julius Haast, 18624~ 

Your book will lie at the foundation of the added labours of successive 
generations of Colonial observers. 
Sir Richard Owen to Julius von Haast, 187%~~ 

4 5  See 'The Gold Fields of  Otago', The Press, 27 June 1863. p. 7. 
4 6  0, public support for institutionalized science s e e  Nei l  Harris, 

'Museums, Merchandising, and Popular Taste: the struggle for influence', in 
Material Culture and the Study of America, ed., Ian M .  G. Quimby, New York, 
1978; Michael M. Ames, Museums, The Public and Anthropology, Vancouver, 
1986; Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, 'Curiosities and Cabinets: Natural History 
Museums and Education on the Autebellum Campus', Isis,  79 (September 1988). 
405-26. 

4 7  See Chapter 10. 
4 8  Cited in P. B. Maling, The Philosophical Inslilute of Cunterbury: a survey 

of the first hundred years, p. 2 .  
Cited in von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Huast. p. 1948. 



The expeditions of the scientists given specific attention in this study also 

reflect the changing nature of the relationship between colonial and 

European science. Scientific activity in New Zealand - despite its physical 

isolation on the edges of the British empire - was engaged in a constant 

dialogue with metropolitan scientific discourse. Although scientists in the 

colony recentred the focus of their enquiry to the plants, animals, and people 

of New Zealand, their points of reference remained in Europe, the workshop 

of the world. The meanings assigned to specimens of New Zealand flora and 

fauna by local scientists were derived from a European (Swedish) taxonomy, 

and a system of knowledge which had been created beyond New Zealand 

shores. Scientists in New Zealand, like their colleagues in Australia, were 

primarily field workers for European savants. As Tom Griffiths has suggested 

of nineteenth century natural history, '[it] was generated by a wide-eyed thirst 

for the exotic. The frontier was vast, the tasks of cataloguing, dissection and 

description seemed unenhng. It was a colonial science, looking to England 

for direction and interpretation. Work in the field was to be unreflective and 

dispassionate, a lens for distant eyes.'50 

Science in nineteenth century New Zealand was, like the identity of 

the colony, a hybridized product of the tension which existed between 

colonial science and the heart of the empire. The colonial museum - itself a 

product of the colonizing project - was located at the centre of this tension. 

The colonial museum was situated in a political and territorial space which 

was defined by, and yet separated from, the imperial culture. While museum 

objects were classified, labelled and exhibited for public display in the colony, 

5 0  T o m  Griffiths, "'The Natural History o f  Melbourne": T h e  Culture o f  
Nature Writing in Victoria, 1880-1945', p. 340. 
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the accepted conventions of taxonomy and prescribed methods of 

preservation were determined by the European scientific community. 

Museum objects therefore existed in one place, while knowledge about them 

resided el~ewhere.~'  

Accepted conventions of scientific practice were imported and then 

adapted to the conditions in New Zealand. An example of this adaptation is 

evidenced by the changing status of specimens and the institutions in which 

they were displayed. In the 1860s there was a clear shift of emphasis within 

the scientific community in the location of specimen collections. From the 

early period of contact between Maori and European through to the first 

decades of organized European settlement in New Zealand, scientific 

observers sent specimens back to Europe for classification, scrutiny and 

eventual incorporation into the larger lexicon of imperial science. 

Dieffenbach, for instance, conscientiously sent specimens of pressed plants 

and preserved skins to the New Zealand Company Offices in London and to 

the British Museum for further identification.52 In the collection and display 

of curiosities, collectors like Dieffenbach sought to celebrate their belief 

See further George W.  Stocking, Jnr, ed, Objects and Others: essays on 
rnuseunls and material culrure, Wisconsin, 1985; Stephen Bann, 'Views of the 
Past - reflections of the treatment of historical objects and museums of history 
(1750-1850), in Picturing Power: visual depiction and social relations, e d s .  
Gordon Fyfe and John Law, London, 1988, pp. 39-64; Simon J. Bronner, 'Object 
Lessons: the work of ethnological museums and Collections', in Consuming 
Visions: accumulation and display of goods in america, 1880-1920, ed. Simon J. 
Bronner, New York, 1989; Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine, eds, E x h i b i t i n g  
Cultures: the poetics and politics of museum displays, Washington, D. C., 1991; 
Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects: exchange, rnaterial culture and 
colonialisnl in the Pacijic; Paul Fox, 'Memory, the Museum and the Postcolonial 
World', pp. 308-18; David Jenkins, 'Object Lessons and Ethnographic Displays: 
museum exhibitions and the making of American anthropology', C o m p a r a t i v e  
Srudies in Society and History, 36, 2 (April 1994), 242-70. 

5 2  Ernst Dieffenbach, Letter, Cloudy Bay, 10 October 1839, Ms papers 110914, 
ATL; see Chapter 7. 
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I systems thorough the accepted discourse of museum taxonomy. In the 1860s, 

however, scientists began displaying New Zealand specimens in New 

I Zealand. In practical terms this was encouraged by the provision of new 

facilites in which collections could be accomodated and accessed for display. 
/' 

The establishment of substantial provincial museums in Auckland in 1852, 

I Christchurch in 1868, and the Colonial Museum in Wellington in 1865 

provided new space for the research and exhibition of material.53 The 

I instutionalization of science from the 1860s, which included the re- 

orientation in the location of museum exhibits from metropolis to colony, 

I was a self-conscious statement of colonial cultural identity. It signalled a 

recognition by both the Colonial Government and the members of the 

scientific community - often the same individuals - that colonial science, was 
I 

becoming increasingly distinct from the intellectual scientific discourses 

emanating from the centre of empire.54 

Scientists working in New Zealand were keenly aware of the need for 

contact with researchers elsewhere. Since organized European settlement, 

scientific visitors from Europe had been welcomed onto New Zealand shores 

by the resident scientific community.55 Outside observers saw the New 

Zealand environment was a rich reservoir of natural phenomena which 

awaited their discovery and classification. The visits of Ferdinand 

R.  K.  Dell 'The first hundred years of the Dominion Museum, 1865-1965', 
Ms, WMu; New Zealand Colonial Museum Letterbooks, 1865-1903, Ms, WMu. 

5 4  For further discussion o f  colonial science, see Susan Sheets-Pyenson, 
'Civilizing by Nature's Example: The Development of Colonial Museums o f  
Natural History, 1850-19001, in Scientific Colonialisnl: a cross-cul tural  
c o m p a r i s o n ,  eds. Nathan Reingold and Marc Rathenburg, Washington, D. C. ,  
1987. 

5 5  See further Gertraut Maria Stoffel, 'The Austrian Connection with New 
Zealand in the Ninteenth Century', in The Gernrnn Connection, ed. James N. 
Bade, pp. 21-34. 
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Hochstetter in 1858-59 and the French naturalist Dr H. Filhol in 1874 enjoyed 

support both from local scientists and from a public eager to learn of the latest 

revelations from the scientific world. The incorporated societies of the New 

Zealand Institute hosted foreign scientific expeditions to New Zealand.56 

Mantell, Colenso, Grey, Haast, Hector, and Hutton, among others, 

corresponded with scientists in Europe.57 Hector's scientific research earned 

him recognition beyond New Zealand shores: he was elected a Fellow of the 

Royal Physical Society in 1857, Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and 

the Geological Society of London in 1860, and Fellow of the Royal Society of 

London in 1866, among other h0nours.5~ In the debate over the 

disappearance of the moa, Haast had applied European methods of 

stratigraphy. His self-conscious and sustained efforts to bring his glaciological 

researches to the attention of European scholars was the most extreme form 

I of making and maintaining international con tacts.59 

The willingness of scientists in New Zealand to contribute to scientific 

debate elsewhere was evidence of their increased confidence in their colonial 

scientific community. The enthusiastic exchange of specimens between the 

5 6  Fleming,  Science, Settlers and Scholars, pp. 257-58, 265, 270. See Chapter 
6 .  

5 7  See Mantel1 Papers, Ms 83, ATL; J. W. Gruber, 'The Moa and the 
Professionalising of New Zealand Science', Turnbull Library Record, 20, 2 
(1987), 61-100. 

5 8  Hector was awarded the gold medal of the Royal Geographical Society in 
1861, and received the Order of the Golden Cross from the German Emperor in 
1874. In 1875 he received Ihe Order of CMG, the Lye11 Medal of the Geological 
Society in 1876, in 1886 the honour of KCMG. was conferred on him, and in 
1891 he was awarded the Royal Geographical Society's Founder's Medal. Hector 
was a member of the Senate of the University of New Zealand when i t  first met 
in 1871, and was Chancellor from 1885 until his retirement in 1903. He was 
later honoured by the New Zealand Institute with the establishment of the 
Hector Medal and Prize in 1911, see Kirk, 'Obituary', pp. xi-xii. 

See Chapters 6 and 9. 
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New Zealand Institute and scientific societies in Europe and Australia 

testified to the increasing contribution made by the New Zealand scientific 

community to international science. The display of non-New Zealand 

exhibits in the Colonial and provincial museums from the 1860s was no 

longer simply an expression of the extension of empire, but an assertion of 

the confidence claimed by scientists in New Zealand in their collective 

identity as colonial scholars, rather than field workers. 

The tension between local and universal knowledge, as manifest in the 

relationship between colonial and metropolitan science, was paralleled in the 

evolution of disciplinary science. The systematic organization of natural 

history into discrete disciplinary categories, which had characterized the 

specialization of European science since the eighteenth century, was an 

expression of its historical and epistemological development. In addition, the 

radical alterations in perceptions of time and speed induced by means of faster 

communication and an increasingly quantitative approach to work and 

leisure forced Victorian intellectuals to revise their notions of continuity and 

change.60 The rational philosophy of science which embraced the principles 

of detail, description, and quantitative analysis placed a high premium on the 

value of objective knowledge. The exercise of knowledge in the study of 

natural history was projected as the filling in of spaces and the marking of 

points in a system of coordinates in which all possible knowledge could be 

placed.61 Such practice called attention to the mechanistic and mathematical 

procedures of scientific study which emphasized the need for objective 

enquiry. This was thought to allow the viewer to distance himself both from 

6 0  P h i l l i p  Levine, The Amateur and the Professional, p. 3. 
Fabian, Time and the Other, p. 8. 
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the subject of his enquiry and from the effects of his own cultural 

conditioning: a position which has now been shown to be seriously flawed.62 

The philosophical principles which provided a basis for the application 

of an empirical scientific methodology were constructed around a visual 

paradigm. Because scientific knowledge was thought to operate by describing, 

collecting, and explaining observations, scientists classified material within a 

tabular taxonomic space. Johannes Fabian has proposed how 'the notion of 

the mind as a naturalist's collection or cabinet encouraged further extension 

of visual bias toward the spatial. Not only the sources of knowledge, but also 

its contents were imagined to be visible. Add to this the rhetoric of teaching 

such knowledge, and the transformation from visible source to visible 

content is ~ o m p l e t e d ' . ~ ~  The metaphor of the mind as a naturalist's cabinet is 

useful when considering the strategies utilized by scientists in their collection 

and collation of data. This was important for scientists working in colonial 

New Zealand, for in their role as field workers they literally carried this 

knowledge with them. On his South Island journey in 1843-44, Shortland 

described the rocks and soil and speculated on their origin in terms of the 

Wernerian theory of forma tion.64 Hector's journal entries and 

correspondence with his assistants, composed on his expedition to the West 

Coast of the South Island in 1863, reveal his work in both describing and 

categorizing geological specimens.65 Colonial scientists, well adapted to the 

6 2  Tbid., p. 91; Johannes Fabian, 'Presence and Representation: The Other 
and A~lthropological Writing', pp. 753-72; Clifford, The Predicamenr of Culture; 
Clifford and Marcus,Writing Culture: the poetics and politics of erhtlography; 
G. E. Marcus and M. M. J.  Fischer, eds, Anthropology as  Cultural Critique: an 
experimental moment in the huntart sciences, Chicago, 1986. 

ti Fabian, Time arid the Other, p.194. 
Edward Shortland, Journal 1843-44, Micro Ms 0357, ATL. 

6 5  See Chapter 10. 
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conditions of working in the field, carried both their instruments of analysis 

and a record of their observations in their heads. As a parliamentary 

colleague later wrote of Walter Mantell: 'His mind is fully stored of valuable 

information and the results of careful thought [and] he is especially a great 

authority on native subjects. The difficulty is to make him unpack his 

intellectual wealth, and circulate it for general use. He resembles an elaborate 

system of waterworks which combine the latest improvements of science, and 

only fail in giving water. The reservoir is brimful of the purest water, but 

there is some stoppage in the pipes.'66 Colonial scientists had to be jacks-of- 

all-trades, to combine the keen eye of a careful observer with the talents of a 

trained analyst. 'If the exploring geologist is to have a surveying staff with 

him to give him the datum points of his stratifications,' the Lyftleton Times 

warned its audience in March 1861, 'if he has to refer his specimen rocks to a 

mineralogist and his fossils to a paleontologist, before he can make use of 

them as facts ... [then] his learning will be of no use to him'.67 

Walter Mantel1 - politician, public servant, and amateur naturalist - in 

many ways personified the relationship which existed between New Zealand 

and European science. As Sorrenson has recently noted, 'Mantell's position 

was typical of the colonial relationshp which then existed in science: Mantell, 

the young collector, was providing grist to the intellectual mills of the savants 

in London.'68 The eldest son of Dr. Gideon Algernon Mantell, a successful 

surgeon, palaeontologist and geologist, Mantel1 was a foundation member of 
-- - 

6 6  William Gisborne, New Zealand Rulers and Sfalesnren 1840-1885, London, 
1886, p. 192. 

6 7  'The West Coast of Nelson', Lyttletot~ Tittles, 13 March 1861, p. 3. 
6 8  M. P. K .  Sorrenson, 'Walter Baldock Durrant Mantell', in The  D i c t i o n a r y  

of New Zealand Biogruphy, Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W. H. Oliver, p. 268. See 
also Gruber, 'The Moa and the Professionalising of New Zealand Science', 61- 
100. 
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the Wellington Philosophical Society and the New Zealand Ins ti tute, and 

devoted much of his time to the study of natural hist0ry.~9 An energetic 

member of the scientific community within New Zealand, Mantel1 also 

worked at raising the profile of New Zealand science overseas: he acted as 

commissioner for New Zealand at the Philadelphia Centenary Exhibition in 

1876 and the Australian Exhibition in 1879.70 Mantel1 sent his father many 

New Zealand specimens, including the skin of the first live takahe (Notornis 

rnrzntelli) and numerous fossils which the latter introduced to the Geological 

Society and to British intellectual audiences. While respected within New 

Zealand for his scientific efforts - most notably for his association with the 

New Zealand Institute and his excavation of moa bones - Mantell's role in 

the wider context of colonial science was as a collector, a field worker for his 

European mentors.71 

Mantel1 spent the early months of 1847 excavating moa bones at the 

Waingongoro site in South Taranaki [see figures 11.1, 11.21. The following 

extract taken from Mantell's record of the excursion illustrates the ways in 

which he was both a colonial field worker and an active member of the local 

scientific community: 

Arrived at Waingongoro, where I had procured the best part of my 
collection, [and] I spent a whole day in searching for specimens, but 
only discovered a few toe-bones and claw-bones, and two or three 
fragments of egg-shells. Here I found a travelling companion, Charles 
Nairn, whom Colonel Wakefield had engaged as interpreter and had 

69 Sorrenson, 'Walter Mantell', in The  Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, 
Volume One, 1769-1869, ed. W .  H.  Oliver, pp. 267. Gideon Mantell was prominent 
in British scientific circles for his excavation o f  discoveries o f  fossil-beds in 
southern England.  

Mantell family papers, Mantel1 papers, Ms 83,  ATL. 
Walter Mantell, 'Notes o f  a Journey to Waingongoro for Moa Bones', 1847, 

Mantell  papers. 



FIGURE 11.1 Walter Mantell, Taranaki from road to Orokohai, Ms  1531, 
Alexander Turnbull Library. This sketch, from Mantell's notebook of his 
Waingongoro journey, shows Taranaki dominating the landscape. Note also the 
solitary figure of the traveller at rest. 



FIGURE 11.2 Walter Mantell, Mouth of Waingongoro, Ms 1531, Alexander 
Tumbull Library. This sketch is from Mantell's notebook of his Waingongoro 
expedition. 
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directed to collect on the way, as the Colonel had promised some more 
bones to Professor Owen but had hitherto been unable to fulfil his 
promise: but Nairn was as unsuccessful as I. We reached Wanganui in 
due course ... but no vestiges could I trace of bones or eggs. On my 
return ... I called on the Rev. R. Taylor, hoping to see his collection of 
Dinornis bones ... sorting and re-packing my fragile treasures and 
making out a catalogue: but this catalogue is nothing more than a 
rough list of the different kinds of bones, and the number; which you 
will find correct to within 50 or thereabouts. This labor [sic] was still 
unfinished when Capt. Grey our new governor arrived at New 
Plymouth. The second day after his arrival he called and inspected 
much of my collection ... [and] he was delighted with many of my 
specimens, especially with the fragments of egg-shells, which no one 
previously seen, or even suspected to be met with.72 

A close reading of this passage reveals Mantell's primary role as a collector, a 

field worker sending specimens from New Zealand to Richard Owen at the 

British Museum for their eventual integration with the European taxonomic 

system. Mantell's act of 'sorting and re-packing [his] fragile treasures and 

making out a catalogue' illustrates the notion of the mind as a naturalist's 

cabinet, with the naturalist ordering and selecting samples while travelling. 

Moreover, Mantell's contact with Rev. Richard Taylor and Governor Grey is 

evidence of the informal networks which existed within the community of 

scientific enthusiasts in the colony.73 Prior to the establishment of the formal 

network provided by the New Zealand Institute, scientific activity coalesced 

around specific issues. In the nineteenth century, the search for the moa 

(Dinornis) - alongside the debate over Maori origins - was one of the most 

7 2  Walter Mantell, Letter [to Gideon Mantell] 3 Fehruary 1847,  41912, 
Mantell papers. 

7 3  Grey was in Taranaki in early 1847 negotiating with Maori for the 
purchase o f  land, see J .  Rutherford, Sir George Grey, K. C. B. ,  1812-1898: a stlidy 
i n  colonial govrrrrnzent, London, 196 1 ,  pp. 176-84.  See  a l so  Mantell's 

1 correspondence with Colenso, Mantell papers, Ms 83, ATL. 
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persistent single issues around which scientists in New Zealand gravitated 

[see Appendix 2].74 

By the 1860s, although the despatch of specimens from colony to 

Britain continued, it was not the primary objective of scientific workers in 

New Zealand. In this context, Haast's accumulation of material while 

engaged as Provincial Geologist in Canterbury represented the re-orientation 

of exhibition procedure during this period. From 1861 Haast had collected 

specimens of rocks, minerals, plants and birds on his geological surveys of 

Canterbury and Westland. When the Canterbury Museum was officially 

opened in 1868 Haast's collections formed the basis of its holdings. As the 

founding director of the Canterbury Museum, Haast actively sought bird 

skins, skeletons, eggs, and rock samples from New Zealand collectors. He also 

sent moa bone specimens to European institutions - enhancing both his 

reputation and that of the Canterbury Museum - and in exchange received 

many valuable items.75 Haast therefore ceased to be solely a field worker as 

he assumed the roles previously taken by his European mentors in receiving, 

cataloguing, co-ordina ting, and exhibiting specimens. In the rela tionship 

between collector and museum, so clearly illustrated by the work of Haast, 

colonial science therefore began to reproduce the institutional hierarchies of 

metropolitan science. 

For the British naturalist T. H. Huxley, science was 'nothing but trained 

and organised common sense'. During the latter half of the nineteenth 

S e e  Appendix 11; Sorrenson, Maori Origins arid Migrarions, p a s  s i m ; 
Anderson, Prodigious Birds. 

7 5  v m  Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haasr, pp. 607-35. 
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century, scientific enquiry in New Zealand increasingly endorsed Huxley's 

definition. Scientific practice in the colony was, however, peculiar to New 

Zealand conditions. It was distinguished by a methodology which embraced 

the necessity of travel, recognized commercial motivations, and privileged 

the importance of amateur participation. In constructing cultural space and 

inventing new cultural landscapes, colonial scientists fashioned a cultural 

identity which was distinctive from that of the European scientific 

community. In reading and writing, categorizing and quantifying the land 

and its inhabitants, and in negotiating physical and cultural boundaries, 

Dieffenbach, Shortland, Haast, and Hector were coming to terms with what it 

meant to be colonial. This colonial cultural identity was an ambivalent, 

pragmatic, and often unstable identity, which shifted according to discursive 

context and content as local scientists navigated between the universalizing 

narratives of Western science and their significance in the New Zealand 

environment. In inventing New Zealand, therefore, colonial scientists were 

inventing themselves. As Fabian has noted, '[rleligious travel had been to 

the centers .of religion, or to the souls to be saved; now secular travel was 

from the centers of learning and power to places where man was to find 

nothing but himself.'76 

Fabian, Time and the Olher, p. 6 



lusion: Evil- CHAPTER 12 Conc 

The difference between Tutira of 1882 and Tutira of 1920 is the 
difference between youth and age: the face of the one smooth, that of 
the other wrinkled and lined. In the early days of the station its surface 
was unmarked by paths: now it is seamed with tracks. Before the 
arrival of the European with his domesticated breeds of animals, save 
for a few Maori footpaths, the station was an untrodden wild: it was 
without path or track - in the language of scripture, void: its surface is 
now a network of lines; it is reticulated, like the rind of a Cantaloupe 
melon. 
W. H. Guthrie-Smith, Tutira (1921).l 

By the first decades of the twentieth century, New Zealand, like Guthrie- 

Smith's sheep station, Tutira, had been possessed, inscribed and described by 

the discourses of colonization. The transformation of the face of the country 

I from an 'untrodden wild' to a known, named, texted and tamed land 

expressed the efforts of the European settlers to locate themselves in the 

Antipodes. The physical modification of the land and the textual possession 

of its plants, animals and people, were the principal methods by which 

European settlers made cultural space and declared their presence in New 

Zealand. New Zealand was therefore quantified, classified and possessed by 

the discourses of surveying and science. These discourses formed and were 

informed by the process of colonization, which sought to assimilate the new 

world and its people into its own social, intellectual and economic milieu. 

Indeed, the New Zealand that had been invented by the discourses of 
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nineteenth century surveying and science was a compromised, negotiated, 

and ambivalent one: in short, it was European colonial cultural space. 

The variety of image making processes that accompanied the European 

colonization of New Zealand meant that there was not one, but many 

perspectives of New Zealand, and consequently there existed a multitude of 

cultural landscapes. The landscapes constructed by colonial surveyors were 

quantitative, determined by the need to measure and mark the soil in 

preparation for organized settlement. Their cultural landscapes - as 

perceptions of the new land - were mediated between their expectations of the 

place and their actual experiences in the field. Over the first forty years of 

European settlement in New Zealand, surveying activity remodelled the face 

of the country, transforming it into a measured, marked and productive 

commodity. In naming, mapping and texting their perspectives of the land, 

colonial surveyors created cultural space. Located at the in-between sites of 

cultural contact, colonial surveyors were forced to examine and experience 

the boundaries of that space. As texted perspectives on the land, surveyors' 

landscapes were therefore central to the process of inventing New Zealand. 

Colonial scientists constructed scientifically informed (qualitative) 

cultural landscapes which reflected their particular interests in the 

indigenous flora and fauna of New Zealand. Like surveyors, their 

motivations were fundamentally practical: to understand the new land and to 

maximise the use of its resources. The journeys of Ernst Dieffenbach, Edward 

Shortland, Julius Haast and James Hector were critical moments in the 

development of science in New Zealand. Dieffenbach's ambivalent role as a 

1 New Zealand Company employee and humanitarian anthropologist, and 
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Shortland's varied agenda as an ethnographer, administrator and cultural 

mediator, illustrated the multiple ways in which scientific enquiry was 

connected with the practical implementation of colonization. Haast's 

strategic naming of the southern alpine region on his 1862 journey revealed 

the dilemma of the colonial scientist, both a part of and yet apart from the 

metropolitan scientific community. Hector's geological expedition in 1863 

further confirmed the commercial nature of colonial science and its 

dependence on state sponsorship. The work of these scientists also indicated 

how the focus of scientific acitivity in New Zealand became increasingly 

localized; where the indigenous plants, birds, and people created for them a 

specific sense of place which located them in New Zealand. In this way local 

scientific scholars began to identify themselves as New Zealand scientists, 

rather than simply as colonial field workers. 

Although the first generation of European migrants still considered 

Britain as home, they were also eager to start a fresh life in a new land. Their 

vision was not only to create a 'Britain of the South', but to build a 'better 

Britain'. Fleeing from a lack of opportunities in the old world, they sought to 

realize their dreams and aspirations in the new. Surveying the land and 

understanding the indigenous inhabitants and resources of the natural 

environment were therefore of primary importance to this migrant society in 

its endeavour to modify and domesticate the new environment. The next 

generation of 'native-born' European New Zealanders still followed and 

looked to Britain for support, but they were more concerned with establishing 

their home in New Zealand. For those who were born locally, New Zealand 

became both their present and their future. 
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Lou kin? fonunrd: w i t r v ~ n  f i w  Nc.rt7 Zen lnnd in the 1890s 

The final decade of the nineteenth century in New Zealand was characterized 

by political, social, and economic reform. The election of the Liberal 

government in 1890 and the subsequent introduction of a broad range of 

welfare and land legislation modified both the social and political landscape. 

The crusade for the political emancipation of women and the introduction of 

the female franchise in 1893 further invited New Zealanders to question the 

beliefs and assumptions of their society.2 Historians of New Zealand have 

also identified in the 1890s the seeds of a cultural nationalism which marked 

a distinct break with the past.3 The new decade brought with it the self- 

conscious recognition that New Zealand had matured from colony to nation. 

As Dieffenbach had predicted in 1843, New Zealand had evolved from youth 

to maturity; 'an offset from the parent state planted and reared to maturity in 

a foreign soil.'4 

This cultural nationalism was also a nostalgic yearning for the past: if 

not for what was, then for what might have been. Colonial commentators 

chronicled the passing of a lost Arcadia, lamenting the loss of idealized 

2 See David Hamer, The New Zealand Liberals: the years of power, 1891- 
1912 ,  Auckland, 1988; Patricia Grimshaw, Women's Suffrage in New Zealand, 
Auckland, 1972. 

3 Keith Sinclair, A Destiny Apart: New Zealand's search for nutiorla1 
ident i ty ,  Wellington, 1986; Judith Binney, Judith Bassett, and Eric Olssen, T h e  
People and the Land, Te Tangata me Te Whenua: an illustrated history of New 
Zea  Ian d ,  Wellington, 1990; Keith Sinclair, A History of New Zealand, 
Harrnondsworth, 1991, 4th edn, pp. 213-33; Leu Richardson, 'Parties and 
Political Change', pp. 201-29; Tom Brooking, 'Economic Transformation', pp. 
230-53; Eric Olssen, 'Towards a New Society', pp. 254-84; P. J. Gibbons, 'The 
Climate o f  Opinion', pp. 308-36; W.  David Mclntyre, 'Imperialism and 
Nationalism', pp. 337-47, in The Oxford History of New Zealand, ed. Geoffrey W. 
R i c e .  

Ernst Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, I ,  p. 2 .  
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visions of 'nature and the natives'. As William H. J. Seffern wrote of 

Taranaki in 1896, 'the progressive hand of civilisation [had] removed the 

"wilderness of sweets, where nature wantoned as in her prime, and played at 

will her virgin fanciesW.'5 The last decade of the nineteenth century provided 

colonial commentators of New Zealand society with a new perspective on the 

past. In the Preface to Frontier Life: Taranaki, New Zealand (1892), the 

surveyor Edwin Brookes justified 'the record of [his] own observations of 

Maori life and character': 'If I have lingered fondly upon the customs and 

traditions of this interesting people,' Brookes wrote, 'it is from a desire to 

place on record information that derives a peculiar interest from the fact 

patent to every observer, that "Old New Zealand" is fast passing away.'' In 

seeking to construct an identity of its own, this new society, as Brookes 

suggested, was fascinated with the 'customs and traditions' of Maori. In their 

efforts to articulate a cultural nationalism which embraced a sense of place 

and a sense of the past, European New Zealanders felt free to take from Maori 

culture. This appropriation expressed the attempts of the European settler 

I society to indigenize itself, to seek authenticity, and to legitimize its presence 

in New Zealand. 

By 1890 the Maori population was decreasing in number and the 

welfare of Maori society was in decline.7 This stimulated concern among 

European New Zealanders that 'old New Zealand' would disappear and 
n 

prompted ethusiasts to record the culture. The widely accepted image of the 
/' 

'dying Maori' was used to validate and justify the appropriation of Maori 
-- . 

5 William H .  J .  Seffern, Ckronicles of the Garden of New Zealarid Known as 
Taranaki,  p. 1 .  
6 Brookes ,  Frontier Life: Taratlaki, New Zealand, p. iii. 

See M .  P. K .  Sorrenson, 'Maori and Pakeha', in  The Osford History of New 
Zealand, ed. G. Rice, pp. 162-65. 
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culture by European New Zealanders. The preservation of 'the Maori as He 

1 I Was' - to use Elsdon Best's phrase - was part of the Pakeha quest to construct a 

1 national identity. Best's title gave currency to an idea that was expressed in 

painting, popular fiction and the study of ethnography. Just as the work of 

the early se ttler-surveyors and scientific explorers contributed to the process 

Y of inventing New Zealand, the cultural nationalism of the 1890s - as 

expressed in art, literature and ethnographic discourse - constituted the 

reinventing of New Zealand. 

Resident artists played an important role in reinventing the Maori past 

for European consumption. Gottfried Lindauer's and Charles Frederick 

Goldie's 'historical' portraits of Maori suggest that their interest was less with 

contemporary Maori than with re-presenting a vision of what they had been 

in a former time. Although noted for his portraits of Maori in European 

I 
I clothing, Lindauer was chiefly concerned with recording celebrated Maori 
I 

personalities for his pa trons.8 Goldie similarly prioritised the tastes of his 

audience for drama, anecdote and fiction, over realism in his portraits of 

M a ~ r i . ~  Louis John Steele was even more forthright in his recreation of the 

past, seeing in Maori the opportunity to exploit the dramatic elements of 

Maori tradition, myth and history. In his conscious construction of a 

historical document that would be acceptable to his local audience, Steele, like 

Lindauer, paid little attention to ethnological accuracy.10 

Gordon H. Brown, Visions of New Zealand: artists in a new land, pp. 33- 
34. 

L.  Bell, Colonial Constructs: European images of Maori, 1840-1914, 
Auckland, 1992. 

Brown, Visons of New Zeuland. p. 34. 
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Writers also participated in reinventing New Zealand - or their 

culturally conditioned views of it - through their re-presentations of Maori. 

The motif of the dying Maori was a popular theme in the fictional literature 

of the period.11 From the 1890s many novelists perceived the decline of the 

Maori to be a temporary phase in building their pastoral paradise: as Lawrence 

Jones has noted, '[flrom KO Meri in 1890 through Zealandia's Guerdon, 

Captailz Sheen, and Annabella Forbes's Helena early in the century to Maori 

Witchery in 1929, Maori characters are made to articulate and mourn the 

coming doom of their race.112 Writers of short stories, in their stereotypical 

renderings of Maori, also depicted Maori society on the edge of extinction. 

Some writers did not see the displacement of the Maori by the European as a 

natural progression of the laws of nature, but turned the responsibility back 

on to Maori customary practices, particularly tribal warfare. In the 'Preface' to 

his Tdes of a Dying Race (1901), Alfred Grace stated Maori tribal warfare as the 

primary cause of their dispossession: 'When the white man arrived, he found 

the islands rent from end to end by internecine wars; but instead of seeing in 

him their common enemy, the Maori welcomed the pakeha, because he 

could supply them with powder and shot with which to exterminate each 

other'.13 Similarly, the drama of the late colonial period cast Maori as stock 

caricatures of a people in decline.14 Local poets and versifiers sentimentalized 

See further Bill Pearson, 'Attitudes to the Maori in Some Pakeha Fiction', 
JPS. 67, 3 (1958), 211-38; T. Goldie. Fear and Templalion: the image of the 
indigene in Canadian, Australiun, and New Zealand literatures, Montreal, 1989, 
pp. 12-13. 

Lawrence Jones, 'The Novel', in The Oxford History of New Zealand 
Literature i r ~  English, ed. T. Sturm, p. 128. 

1 3 A. A. Grace, Tales of a Dying Race, London, 190 1, p. vii. See also Lydia 
Wevers, 'The Short Story', i n  Oxford History of New Zealand Literature in 
English, esp. pp. 208-12. 

l 4  See Howard McNaughton, 'Drama', in Oxford History of New Zealand 
Literature in English, esp. p. 279-8 1. 
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Maori, presenting them both as quaint and nostalgic picturesque devices 

which located the poem in New Zealand and as victims of the progress of 

civilization.l5 In 'The Coming of Te Rauparaha', Arthur Adams expounded 

this lament for the loss of an idealized past: 

And the Maori shall no longer time linger 
Ere, a tardy exile, he shall journey 
To the under-world. Yet he shall never 
Break before this influx, but shall fight on 
Till, a mangled thing, the tide o'erwhelm him.16 

Pakeha scholars and amateur ethnologists created new intellectual 

mythologies for European New Zealanders in their efforts to collect and 

record Maori traditions and history.17 In particular, Best, Smith and Tregear 

consciously attempted to preserve 'the Maori as he was'. Their formation of 

the Polynesian Society and its Jourrud in 1892 grew out of concern for the 

immanent demise of Maori. 'The aim of the Society', Smith and Tregear had 

reiterated at the annual council meeting in 1900, 'is to preserve these texts in 

print for future generations, when the writers have passed away, together 

with the language in which they were expressed.'IB In assimilating Maori 

traditions, history, and culture into ethnographic discourse, Best, Smith and 

Tregear reinvented the Maori past to furnish contemporary Pakeha society 

See MacDonald P. Jackson, 'Poetry', in Oxford History of New Zealand 
Literature in English, esp. pp. 356-63. 

1 6  Arthur Adams, 'The Coming of Te Rauparaha', in New Zealand Verse, ed. 
W .  F .  Alexander and A. E. Currie, London, 1906, pp. 127-33. See also Alfred 
Domett's 'The Last Haka', and John Liddell Kelly's 'The Lost Tribe'. Ibid., pp. 136, 
145. 

1 7  See further Giselle M. Byrnes, 'Savages and Scholars: some pakeha 
perceptions of the Maori 1890s-1920s1, MA thesis, University of Waikato, 1990; 
Sorrenson, Origins and Migrafions; J .  0. C. Phillips, Musings in Maoriland - or 
was there a Bulletin school in New Zealand?', Historical Studies, 20 (1983), 520- 
35; Sorrenson, Manifesf Duty: the Polynesian Society over one hundred years, 
passim. 

'The Transactio~ls and Proceedings of the Society', JPS, 9, 33 (1900), vii. 
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with a history that reflected their own nationalistic aspirations. Their 

ethnographic efforts played a crucial role in the creation of a new Pakeha 

cultural identity, a process which Peter Gibbons has called the 'primitive 

accumulation of cultural capita11.19 

The attempts of the European settler society to indigenize itself 

through reinventing New Zealand may be further identified in the moves 

towards the reintroduction of Maori place names. European maps of New 

Zealand are a combination of European and Maori place names. As Johannes 

Andersen wrote in the Introduction to his Place-Names of Banks Peninsula 

(1927), Maori names have 'sprayed the entire surface from seashore to 

mountain-top, though in a great many instances the spray has dried and the 

name perished.'20 One commentator has noted of the New Zealand map 

that, 'in the end, what emerged was the unique amalgam of European and 

Polynesian place-names and feature-names that make up our map-idiom. 

We all live with it comfortably and find nothing strange that the 

Waimakariri flows into the sea near Christchurch and that Gordonton ... is 

just up  the road from TaupiriI.21 Further, the idiom of British cartography 

has transformed and assimilated many surviving Maori place names. The 

Maori names Waikaremoana, Rotoiti, and Rotorua, which all include a 

reference to a lake, have been re-presented in the British idiom and appear on 

the surveyors' maps as Lake Waikaremoana, Lake Rotoiti and Lake 

1 P. J .  Gibbons, 'Non-fiction', in Oxford History of New Zealand Literature 
ill English, p. 60. 

2 0  Johannes Andersen, Place-Names of Banks Peninsula: a topographical 
his tory ,  p. 7 .  

Ian Gordon, 'Maps speak too (2)', New Zealand Listener, 7-13 January 
1984, p. 32. 
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Ro torua.22 In 1945 Herries Beattie, in the introduction to Maori Place Names 

of Canterbury, wrote: 'A visitor to New Zealand, or a resident of another land 

studying our maps, would, if of an observant mind, note the preponderance 

of Maori names in the North Island and of European nomenclature in the 

South 1 ~ l a n d . I ~ ~  In Maori Mind, Maori Lund (1986) the geographer Hong-Key 

Yoon demonstrated that the distribution of European and Maori names in 

New Zealand indicates that there is a greater frequency of European names in 

the more important orders of place names, with a greater concentration of 

Maori names in the less important orders; and the proportion of Maori to 

European names, with regional variation, reflects the distribution of the pre- 

I European Maori population.24 Those areas with few Maori before European 

settlement (Canterbury and Otago) and those areas that were colonized early 

I (Wellington and Northland) tended to have a higher proportion of European 
I 

names. Yoon concludes that this 'hierarchical variation in the proportions of 

European and Maori names implies ... that the Europeanisation of New 

Zealand place names did not significantly filter down through the hierarchy 

[and] was frozen in a pioneer stage.'25 Compared to the European 

transformation of the physical landscape, however, which included the 

successful acclimitization of introduced plant and animal species, the 

European impact on New Zealand place names has been only moderate.26 

2 2  Although in the latter example, Lake Rotorua is used to distinguish i t  
from the city of the same name on the lakeside. 

Herries Beattie, Maori Place Names of Canterbury, p. 5 .  
2 4  Hong-Key Yoon,  Maori M i n d ,  Maori Land: essays on the culrural 

geography of the Maori people fron~ art outsider's perspective, Berne, 1986, p .  
113.  

2 5  Yoon further argues that 'only in the South Island has substantial 
Europeanisation of local place names occurred'. Ibid. 

2 6  Ibid.  
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Maori names were maintained or reinstated according to population 

distribution, literal description, and what is referred to here as a nationalistic 

nostalgia. Often Maori names were retained simply to avoid confusion, 

particularly those which delineated tribal areas. Where an English name 

would sit uncomfortably in the wild surroundings, a Maori name was often 

considered to be more appropriate, as it more aptly conveyed the sense of the 

frontier. For example, the South Canterbury town of Temuka was given the 

name Wallingford in 1864 by the surveyor Samuel Hewlings after his 

birthplace, but the original Maori name persisted. In Canterbury, the names 

of the rivers Courtenay, Cholmondely, Alford, Stafford, and Carew, did not 

erase Waimakariri, Rakaia, Rangita ta, Waihao, and Opihi.27 In this way, 

Maori place names became incorporated into the dominant discourse. In 

Taranaki, Waitara was kept in preference to its designated name of Raleigh, 

and the town of Patea on the south Taranaki coast was originally called 

Carlyle.2g Ngaruawahia was kept in preference to Newcastle and the Waika to 

town of Tirau was known as Oxford, until it reverted back to the Maori name 

in 1895.29 To European settlers searching for a sense of identity, Maori place 

names often carried the sense of nostalgia their own itinerant culture lacked. 

2 7  Andersen, Place-Nantes of Banks Peninsula: a topographical hisrory, p. 
5. For further discussion on New Zealand place names see G. G. M. Mitchell, 
Maori Place Names in Buller County, Wellington, 1948; H .  A. A. Insull, 
Marlborough Place Names, Wellington, 1952; L. W. Rickard, Historic Place 
Names of New Zealand, Auckland 1968; H .  A. A. Insull, 'New Zealand place 
names, a brief history', Journal of the Auckland-Waikato Historical Socieries. 
27 (1975), 7-10; A. W. Reed, Place Nanres of New Zealand, Wellington, 1975. 

2 8  In the debate which preceded the Designation of Districts Act in 1894, 
the Hon. Mr Kelly pointed out the changes of the names of Waitara and Patea: 
'The Governn~ent, in its wisdom, had changed them to Carlyle and Raleigh, but 
the public would not have it at all, and the consequence was, they appeared on 
the official documents as Carlyle and Raleigh, but the public would insist on 
calling them Patea and Waitara, and no doubt they would be called by those 
names for all time', NZPD, 84 (1894). p. 441. 

2 9  C. W. Vennell, ed., Centennial History of Mafanlala Plains, Matamata, 
1951, p. 256. 
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Maori names could supply the Pakeha cultural landscape with a sense of 

history. Pakeha therefore felt free to appropriate Maori names in the 

construction of their own cultural identity. 

In the latter years of the nineteenth century there was particular 

interest in reinstating Maori place names. In 1881 John Logan Campbell 

lamented: 

Alas, that native names should have been replaced by Mount Eden, 
Wellington, Hobson, Smart! - as if we were that smart people who 
would have changed them to Mount One, Two, and so on. And the 
islands in and around the harbour had better have been called A, B, C 
Islands, rather than change Motu Korea to Brown's Island. What a 
blessed thing that Rangitoto has escaped the sacrilege of being named 
forever perhaps "Two-Pap Peak Hill"! Had it been smitten with such 
an indignity the very name would have marred the beauty of that 
island's lovely outline, and the landscape would not have been the 
same with such hideous words paining the ear. And why not say 
Remuera instead of Hobson? Great heavens! Hobson as against 
Remuera - Selwyn's Failure as against Kohimarama!so 

The tendency towards Maori nomenclature in the latter years of the 

nineteenth century is clearly illustrated in the Designation of Districts Act of 

1894.31 This legislation assigned to the Governor the authority to name and 

alter the existing names of localities, boroughs, counties, towns, rivers and 

mountains in New Zealand, with the provision that, 'in all such alterations 

and future naming, preference shall be given to the original Maori names.I32 

3 0  Campbell, Poenumo,  p. 60. The name of One Tree Hill. however, seems LO 

have prevailed over Maungakiekie. 
The bill was first read in House of Representalives on 26 June 1894; in 

h e  Legislative Council on 27 July, 8 August and 10 August. I t  had its second and 
third readings in House of Representatives on 24 August and 5 September, 
N Z P D ,  83 (21 June - 20 July 1894); NZPD 84 (24 July - 15 August 1894); NZPD 85 
(16 August. - 14 September 1894). 

'The Designation of Dislricts Act, 1894'. 19, New Zealand Statutes, ( l 8 9 4 ) ,  
pp. 53-54. 
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The stated object of the Designation of Districts Act was, 'to obviate a very 

great difficulty which the postal authorities met with from time to time in 

connection with postal matters1.33 This specifically referred to the confusion 

that had arisen between places in New Zealand with the same or similar 

names. It was suggested that 'the names of many places should be changed to 

Maori names, and in future it was proposed to do so when practicableI.34 This 

had historical precedents in New Zealand, for as early as 1850, the Lyttleton 

Times recommended: 'When it can be done, the Maori names of objects, 

points, or rivers, & c., intended to define the boundaries of runs applied for, 

are to be used in preference to any other designations, which too often lead to 

confusion and disputes among the  applicant^.'^^ The 'euphonious' sound of 

Maori place names was stated as a further reason to modify the existing 

nomenclature: one speaker, for instance, 'did not think there was anything 

more euphonious than some of the Maori names, and it would be of very 

great interest to those who came after us to know that we kept in view the 

original Maori names of places.'36 This was, however, more than simply an 

expression of the colonial appetite for the exotic, the quaint, and the nostalgic; 

for it revealed the nationalistic aspirations of the generation of native born 

European New Zealanders. The reapplication of Maori place names from 

NZPD. 84 (1894), p. 441. 
3 4  Ibid.  

Lyttleron Times, 18 October 185 1. 
3 6  Hon. Mr Jennings, N Z P D ,  84 (1894), p. 441.  'Some of the Native names 

were very pretty,' continued Kelly, 'but others again were very objectionable. 
Some o f  them were too long and not easily pronounced by Europeans, and were 
generally pronounced by a short cut'. Ibid. Johannes Andersen noted in 1942 
that many Europeans found Maori words easy to pronounce and thought Maori 
place names 'euphonious' See Johannes C. Andersen, Maori Place-names also 
Personal names and names of colours, weapons and natural objects, 
Wellington, 1942; 'The Maori', noted A. H .  Reed in 1950, 'was closer to nature 
than the Pakeha'. Reed, Maori Place Names and their meanings, p. 4 .  
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1894 was therefore a concious effort to reconstruct the past in the light of the 

present. 

The 'misspelling and missapplication of Maori names' was a further 

issue for consideration. The misuse of Maori names was addressed in the 

1894 debate, as was the issue of incorporating a particular nationalism into the 

local nomenclature. It was proposed that 'more suitable names [be] given to 

streets and roads. At present, in many cases there simply appeared the name 

of the surveyor or other persons, when names indicating local objects or 

peculiarities were obviously better.137 Furthermore, the validity of the name 

of the colony itself came into question when the alternative name of 

'Sealand', a phonetic translation of the Dutch name, was proposed for New 

Zealand.38 This change, Bowen argued, 'would not disconnect the name 

from the previous history of the colony, and would get rid of an 

inconvenient nomenclature Such nationalistic sentiment was a clear 

expression of the changing tide of opinion advanced by the native born 

generation of Pakeha New Zealanders in the 1890s. This also introduced the 

issue of what was considered as 'foreign', 'exotic' or even 'native'. It is 

significant that while European New Zealanders attempted to divorce 

themselves - at least linguistically - from Europe, at the same time they felt 

free to appropriate Maori names. Eager to make themselves at home in the 

colony, European New Zealanders indigenized their identity through place 

naming. 
- 

Kelly, N Z P D ,  84 (1894). p. 442. 
3 8  Hon Mr. Bowen suggesled that 'the Dutch name should be translated, so 

as to get rid of the awkward qualification attached to i l  ... . I t  would not be 
called "Zealand", that being the name of part of a- country in Europe. I f  they 
decided to call i t  "Sealand", that would be a very appropriate and convenient 
name'. Ibid., p.  441. 

3 9  Ibid. 
I 
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It may be argued, however, that efforts to return indigenous place 

names, as evidenced in the Designation of Districts Act of 1894, are latent - if 

not explicit - forms of cultural appropriation. This is because the namer, and 

not the named, retains linguistic, and hence, political authority. Paul Carter 

has argued that in Australia, even when European explorers preserved or 

reapplied indigenous names, the name was located 'not within an aboriginal 

context, but within the rhetorical ambit of a white geo-historical discourse'.*O 

Preserved out of context, in a lingustic environment quite foreign to it, the 

indigenous name therefore becomes little more than 'a stuffed bird in a 

museum ~ a s e ' . ~ 1  Further, if name changes are defended because of their 

'superior euphony', as in the Designation of Districts Act, this undermines 

the politics of the name change. As Carter has also suggested, 'if [indigenous] 

names are more poetic, truer to the spirit of the country', then they are no 

longer names, 'but simply the record of environmental sounds', where the 

past is repossessed as the land of the exotic.42 While the reapplication of an 

indigenous name implies at least some recognition of an indigenous history, 

4 0  Carter, The Koad l o  Botany Bay ,  p.  328. There was, however, a 
significant difference in the way explorers in Australia and New Zealand 
reacted to indigenous names. In Australia, white ethnographers tended to 
dismiss Aboriginal languages on the basis that they 'lacked grammar and sytax 
and even that they lacked the power to name [which] meant that, in a certain 
sense, those people did not possess the country. And, ior that reason, you did 
not dispossess them. What happended was that you gave the country names 
which it had always longed for', Carter and Malouf, 'Spatial History', p. 181. 

Carter, The Road to Botany Buy, p. 328. 
4 2  'If there is  an oral tradilion that these names allude to', continues 

Carter, 'it is  not one learnedly recovered from mainly white literary sources: it 
has its origins in the space between speech and non-speech, in the places 
(textual and physical) where sounds straddled the line between noise and 
kuowledge. And the significance of this tradition (as of any oral practice) does 
not lie in the silent past but in the performative present, in the contemporary 
effort to clear a space: it is an injunction to action, to a dialogue that takes 
account o f  what i s  not said (although it is clearly heard and understood)'. Ibid.. 
pp. 440-42. 
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it does not imply indigenous ownership.43 Tony Birch has also shown that in 

Australia, 'houses, streets, suburbs and whole cities have indigenous names. 

This is an exercise in cultural appropriation, which represents imperial 

possession and the quaintness of the "native" ... . It is when names are 

restored to recognize earlier histores and cultures that the threat to ownership 

occurs.'44 While the renaming of places with indigenous names continues to 

be determined by a dominant white discourse, the sovereignty of an 

indigenous nomenclature will remain invisible. Furthermore, while a white 

settler society fails to recognize the validity of indigenous history, the power 

of claiming, naming and possessing rights of ownership over the land will 

remain unresolved. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, New Zealand was no longer a 

place of refuge for those who had fled from poverty and famine in Britain, 

but an ordered community of British men and women who devoted 

themselves to the new land. Colonial surveyors and scientists were at the 

forefront of inventing ideas and images of and about New Zealand which 

domesticated the colony and provided the European settler society with a 

sense of place. By the 1890s these ideas had been accepted and assimilated into 

the wider realm of public discourse which considered New Zealand as an 

exclusive European commodity. In this way the processes of inventing and 

4 3  Carter has also drawn attention to the Aboriginal renaming of sites in 
Australia. Despite these attempts to redress the past, Carter argues, 'their 
argument incorporates a white myth, that names name places. Yet place- 
names name histories ... . To blank out English names that bear witness to the 
rhetorical nature of European occupation whitewashes the Koories' own 
history.' See further Paul Carter, 'Travelling Blind:  a sound geography', 
Meanjin, 51, 2 (19921, 438. 

4 4  Tony Birch, "'Nothing has Changed": the making and unmaking of Koori 
culture', Meanjin, 51, 2 (1992), 234. 
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reinventing New Zealand were central to the European colonization of New 

Zealand. Moreover, the ideas generated by surveying and scientific activity 

bequeathed to successive generations of European New Zealanders a history 

that located them firmly in the Pacific. 



FIGURE 12.1 George Neville Sturtevant, The First Attack, Road Making, 1901, 
watercolour D7/2, Alexander Turnbull Library. A small detail from the 
elaborate testimonial presented to Stephenson Percy Smith on his retirement 
from the position as Surveyor-General and Secretary for Crown Lands. (The full 
testimonial contains a series of gold-edged vignettes of scenes relevant to Smith's 
career as a surveyor). The incorporation of the Maori carvings suggests the 
contact that surveyors had with Maori: but it also symbolizes the European 
possession of both land and people. 
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